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ABSTRACT

P¡evious histories about the Canadian North have been male-defined and dominated

by hagiographic accounts of white men and exploration. This thesis identifies white
women who immigrated o¡ travelled into the NWT of Canada between i892 and 1939

and illustrates and analyses their experience on the Northern fiontier. Using
suggested by the literatule on gender and imperialism, the

ideas

following themes and topics

are explored: isolation, supply, domestic economy, and social life, as well as Victorian
and Edwardian travellers, racial interaction, and missionary activity.

White women carried ideas of Empire and imperialism with them into the Arctic,
pafticularly as missionaries, but it is the finding of this research that the environment
forced them to adapt their ideology and conduct to meet a unique situation.

It is clear

from the evidence that the experiences of women in the Canadian North are distinct fi'om
those in the tropical reaches of the Empire, despite the inherent and similar attitudes of
these women. The climate and remoteness had profound effects on the lives of white

women, as did the fact that the NWT in the decades before the second World War was

an essentially static milieu and not a settlement frontier, constantly changing
developing.

and
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INTRODUCTION
Jingo Belles, Jingo Belles, Dashing Through the Snow:
White Women and Empire on Canada's Arctic Frontier

Miss Florence Hirst, known to her friends as Flossie, was a seasoned Arctic veteran

when she took up duties as a House Matron at the Anglican mission hospital at
Pangnirtung in 1935. Flossie Hirst was perhaps acquainted with as many male heroes of

the North as anyone,r fo¡ she had also been on the staff of the Shingle Point school
between 7929 and 1933.'zShe was not new to the Arctic and its ways when she wrote in

herjournal about an unfoltunate episode at the hospital. An Inuk had gone berserk.3 The
local doctor and Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) had rema¡ded the Inuk to the
custody of the two women at the hospital. He was violent, insensible and uncontrollable,

'It should be noted that while the terms No¡th and Arctic are used thoughout
text, the geographical parameters of this study are more specific. They include

the
the
Northwest Temitories as they are presently defined with the addition of that part of the
Yukon which is north of Old Crow. This allows for some leeway in using materials from
women who lived in the border region, and at Shingle Point and Herschel Island. These
were located in the Yukon but were administered as part of the NWT.
'z"The Arctic, " The Living Message, Formerly The latter I'eaflet of the Woman's
Auxiliary to the Missionary Sociery for the Church of England in Canada, refer¡ed to as
The Letter LeaJIet o¡ The Líving Message. January 1935.
3In

order to maintain historical integrity, the term Eskimo will be the form in those
dilect quotations where it was originally used. Occasionally, the white women of this
period also referred to the aboriginals along the Arctic coast as Huskies. This appears to
have been a response to their understanding that these Native people were not comfort¿ble
with the use of the title Eskimo. In my own text, I refer to these aboriginals as Inuit, or
in the case of a single man, Inuk. The Native peoples of the Mackenzie Valley are
properly referre dlo as Dene. When the terms Native, Indigenous, or Aboriginal are used,
it is intended to mean virtr,rally all others except the white population.

2

and

tle women were decidedly unhappy

at having to care for him in their small cottage

hospital. "Of all places in Baffin Land to put a crazy man," she recorded, "this was the

limit, to dump him in the one

and

only place on the whole of Baffin Isl where there was

no man in residence and where the girls in charge had a hospital of sick people to care

for. Strong -- Brave -- Silent (men?) of the North, "

she pondered about the

white men

in charge.a
Miss Hirst's question alluded to the image of the A¡ctic regions as a masculine
domain; where European men fearlessly cracked whips across the backs of dog-teams

as

they and their Native guides rode carioles across the ice packs and through the scrub
forests of the sub-arctic. It was recognition that to the world, the Arctic was where men

were hardy trappers and sh-rewd fur traders who mingled with intrepid explorers, salty
whalers, dauntless Mounties and long-suffering missionaries. The feats of these (white,
European) men figure prominently among the legends of the North, but as Flossie Hirst
and her female associates might attest, most of these men were pretty ordinary even while

theil ci¡cumst¿nces

\.vere

not, and like many of Canada's pioneers they were simply able

to call on personal resources and a little courage when the situation demanded.
The masculine nature of the history of Canada's North is not unique in the historical

tradition, and yet it seems almost redundant to suggest tïere are some other dimensions.
The most recent historiography makes significant attempts to stress the involvement of

aFlorence Hirst, diaries, 1933-38, General Synod Archives (GSA), Diocese of the
Arctic Collection, (DOA) M71-4. This does not mean Flossie Hirst was admitting the
need for men in certain instances. It means Flossie Hirst was annoyed with men who
could not handle the situation themselves and thoughtlessly transfeffed the responsibility
to the nurses.

3

Aboriginals as actors in their own right. Historical research for these studies about the

Native residents of the region is hampered by a lack of documents and tladitional
historical sources. Successful studies must resort to non-traditional methodology, but a
growing body of work has served to lestore some balance.
While traditional histolians have attempted to shed their Eurocentric biases, they have

clung to those which perceive women's lives as relatively unimpoftant to the greater

political picture.s The attitude can be attributed to a male misunderstanding about the
domestic duties women perforrned, and the lack

historians have attached to that work.

of

importance that traditional male

It is also a reflection as well of a general

understanding about how many white women there actually were in the North prior to
1939.

The neglect of women in the historiography leaves open a number of avenues for

further study of northern history.
might prove endless, and

tle

A

single attempt to integrate that history, however,

use of traditional historical methods makes

it difficult to

hnd a focus for the study of Native women. Moreover, to enquire specifically about
white, European \¡/omen runs the risk of returning to the Eurocentric emphasis of the
past. So what

I

propose is a framework which allows for a study of white, European

women who have left documents and records which are revealing of gendel roles, racial

5This

omission is not evident in those studies which can be labelled anthropological.
Social scientists of all kinds have long been fascinated by the "primitive" Inuit of the
Arctic coasts and have studied to death the Natives of the Mackenzie Region -- to the
degree that the Inuvik newspaper has issued warnings about anthropologists on the loose
in the settlement. There is not, to my knowledge any such study about Non-native
women, however'.

4
domination and cultural attitudes.

A similar ÍÌamework is used in a growing body of

scholarship which explores the relationship between gender', empire and imperialism. I

intend to develop an analytic narrative based on those published and primary sources
using the themes that occul in that literature.

Feminist scholars have begun to grapple with the complexities of the lelationship
between women, empire, and imperialism, although so far indigenous females have been

the principal focus of researchers. Anthropologists and sociologists in particular are
intrigued by the relationship between colonial oppression and the lives of indigenous
women, partly because feminists see parallels between colonial oppression and women's
position in a paternalistic society. To historians of women, however, the challenge goes
beyond the restoration of women to history as objects of imperialist oppression, or the
study of women as members of indigenous races caught up in the power relations implicit

in imperialism itself. Some scholars have used a feminist framework to explain

the

lelationship of white women to imperialist ideology and the empire of the late nineteenth
and eæly twentieth centuries,6 arguing that since European women were subordinate to
men in their own culture, they were trapped inside that subordinate position and forced

6See,

for example, Helen Callaway, Gender Culrure and Empire: European Women

in Colonial Nigeria, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987), Claudia Knapman,
White Women in Fiji 1835-1930: The Ruin of Empire? (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1986),
Joanna Trollope, Britannia's Daughters: Women of the British Empire, (London: Cresset
Women's Voices, 1983), Anna Davin, "Imperialism and Motherhood" l1¿story Workshop,

Vol 5, Spring, 1978,9-61, Chilla Bulbeck, Australian Women ín Papua New Guínea:
Colonial Passages, (Sydney: Cambridge University Press, 1992), Margaret Süobel,
European Women and the Second British Empire, (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1991), and Frances Gouda, " Nyonyas on the Colonial Divide: White Women in
the Dutch East Indies, 1900-1942," Gender & History,5(3), Autumn, 1993,318-342.
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to pelform a dominant cultural rote in the colonial setting. Critics of this apploach
suggest

it

conceals the responsibility white women must share

imperialist attitudes they helped

to

foster,T and

a (white

for the racist

and

European) women-centred

approach does so to the detriment of providing "relational dimension" to colonialism.8

Thus, any study which singles out white women does so at the expense of other groups.

By definition, that must be true, but

it is possible

colonizer can be as eruiching as an analysis
situation.
although

It

that some knowledge about the

of the "relational dimensions" of

any

may even illuminate some otler dynamic in the process of imperialism,

it is more likely to show how some women were able to subveft the system

through personal agency and for their own ends.

Two recent scholarly fends having some impact on this study have added to the
confusion surrounding the historical debate about women and imperialism. The frrst is the
abundance

of literary criticism which attempts to apply textual analysis to

published

works in order to discern its imperialist content. The focus is on fiction written by and
about women, as well as non-fiction such as havel writing.e The ahistorical nature of

7E Frances

25(1), 1991,
8Jane

White, Review of Callaway

in

Canadian Journal of African Sndies,

130.

Haggis, "Gendering Colonialism or Colonizing Gender?" Women's
Intemationol Forum, 13 (l-2).

Stu.dies

'Sara Mills, Discourses and Dffirence: An Analysís of Women's Travel Writing and
Colonialism, (London: Routledge, i991,) and Gayafi Chaklavorty Spivak, "Imperialism
and Sexual Difference, " Oxþrd Literary Review, Prcceedings of the Sexual Difference
Conference, 1986 are only two examples. An interesting mix is provided in Nupur
Chaudhuri and Margar et Strobel, Eds., Western Women and Imperialism.: Complícity and
Resistance, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992).
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these analyses is fiustrating at best, but

it is the second direction which is mot'e insidious.

Feminist scholars are becoming preoccupied with the idea that the British and American
paradigms are represent¿tive of any "European" middle class expeLience. Canada and
Australia, for example, are eitler assumed to represent regional valiations of those British
and American norms or are ignored in the analysis of Empire because they are not viewed
as

Third World countries that suffered the indignities of colonization in the same way

as

India and Africa.

It should not be axiomatic that the American frontier experience was the same as in
Canada, or Kenya, nor that the lives women lived in a log cabin at Fort Good Hope were
subject to the same sfains, sfesses and political concerns

Britain.

ofa women who lived in urban

It is as impossible to make comparisons between

wives of Colonial Service

officers in Nigeria with those of RCMP officers at Chesterfield Inlet, as it is to compare

muktuk and mangoes. Yet, white European women who lived

in the

Norlhwest

Territories (NWT) before the Second Wolld War brought with them the same ideological
biases their counterparts carried

with them elsewhere in the British Empire. Their cultural

baggage was bulging with concepts of racial superiority, and they were indoctinated into

the ideological prernises ofa paternalistic society based on male dominance. Not all were

overt agents of imperialism, but many of these women had a concept of "Empire" with

all the expectations that telm represented.

I will algue in this thesis, however, that the hostile
isolation forced those women to repack

tleil

environment and almost total

bales and bags.

My underlying premise is

that personal agency required because of the envilonment more fundamental to the daily
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existence of these women, not the paternalistic institutions and imperialistic forces at

work in Nofthern Canada or in their homeland, nor the political influences of feminism,
suffi'age, or woman's rights which provided impetus for feminist actions in other parts

of the Empire. Agency is defined as an intervening action of a personal nature, and
envilonment as the conditions

of living,

including the region and the

general

surroundings, including the influence of the Indigenous peoples. What this means, then,

is that the focus must be on the inside, nther than the outside, aîd so presents a
conffasting perspective to laditional northern history. There
approach, especially when the climate

will

is

some irony

in

this

have some significance to the argument, but

climatic conditions also provide a useful example of it. Evelyone knows it is cold in the

Arctic, but how cold did the women who lived there think it was? How did the cold
affect their daily existence and theh domestic role? From a traditional point of view, that
may seem unimportant in the overall picture of "relational dimensions", but cold is such
an integral part of

living in the NWT, ìt cannot be ignored. It affected

r¡r'hat

women ate,

what they drank, how they kept clean, and how women interacted with other people,
which in turn affected the "politics" of their lives.
One of the

first goals of this thesis must be to determine whether there is an imperial

situation in evidence in the Northwest Territories between 1892 and i939. Is this, after

all, Empire? If it is, whose Empire is it? I am convinced after reading the

sources that

whether or not the NWT was truly part of the Empire, tÏe women thought it was, and

I

suggest that

Ezpire

and Impetial¿ur¡ are as much a state

of mind

as they are a process.

When Mena Orford wrote of her four years on Baffin Island she remembered "Baffin

I
Island had been the plomised land. In the flesh

it

was something very different. "r0 She

recalled how friends and family referred to the Orfords "pushing back the fi'ontiers of
Empire, " but added, "whoever thought that one up had never seen the east coast of Baffin

Island."" The sense of Empire mentioned by Mrs Orford lingered across tle Canadian
North long after Canada achieved political independence. Like Winifred Marsh who
began her Christmas circular letter from Eskimo Point
Broadcast, "r2

in 1935

as "continuing the Empire

white European residents identified where they lived or visited with

plu'ases such as "the most northerly post office in the British Empire, "'3 or the "farthest

north customs post in the British Empire. "'o Some r,vere sure their marriage lepresented

the "most northern white wedding in the British Empire, "'5 and others served at the
"most isolated hospit¿l in the British Empire. "16 Altists labelled renderings of northern
residents as "His Majesty's Most Northerly Subjects,"l' and an anonymous teacher at

'0Mena Orford, Journey Norrft, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, L957), 9.

ttlbid., 71.
l'zWinifred Marsh,
GSA, DOA,M71-4, Box
Circulal lætters.

i6, Donald B Marsh Papels,

Series 5-1,

'3Mhairi Fenton, NAC MG 29 C119,26 August 1937.
'oWalter Gilbert, as told to Kathleen Shackleton, Arctic Pilot: Life and Work on
Northem Canadian Air Routes, (Toronto: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1942).
l5AnnaRokeby-Thomas, "MarriedUndertheMidnightSun," North,2l(4),1974,19.
r6Gwen Ross,
Glenbow Museum

Archives, (GMA),

M 4745, File 46,

Frontier

Nursing Project, 1937 Circular Letter'.

I'Kathleen Shackleton, Hudson's Bay Company Alchives, (HBCA) A102.2217,
Brooks to Shackleton, 24 February 1939. Hereafter HBCA/Shackleton.
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Shingle Point entitled her article

in a woman's journal as "The Most Northeliy

Residential School in the British Empire.

"If only King Edward VIII

"18

could have known how concerned we, his northern

subjects, we!'e over his love life, " remembered Anna Rokeby-Thomas aítel the abdication

clisis.'e The Chroniques of the GIey Nuns at Chesterfield Inlet a year later recorded
that the radio carried "l'écho fidèle des fetes du couffonnement de notre nouveau Roi
Georges VI. "

It was "une rejoussaince quais universalle. Pour notre palt nous hissons les

drapeaux et prions Dieubenir ce nouveau règne. Dieu sauvé le Roi. "'o

It is not my intention to explore

aspects

of imperialism in the Canadian North in

any political sense, and since imperialism is such a subjective term,

I will

use

it only

as

a point of departule, eschewing some of the more haditional definitions in favour of a

background presence

to see if white, European women unfurled both the real and

metapholical flags of Empile. At the same time, I will employ some of the ideas implicit
in a gender based study. Feminist scholals have referred to this as foregrounding women.

I

have t¿ken this approach with the undelstanding that impelialism is a ploblematic

concept which defies definition while

impression is that imperialism

it

presupposes an identifiable meaning.'' My

is exploitative, signified by both the implication of

t8"The Most Northerly School in the British Empile, " Echoes: The Official Organ of
the IODE, October 1931, No 124. This was probably Addie Butler because of the date.
leAnna

Rokeby-Thomas, "Arctic Da¡kness," North,22(1), 1975, 17.

'?oChroniques de la Mission de Chesterfield Inlet, Hopital Ste Therese de l'enfant
Jesus, 12 Mai 1937, L'Archives des Seours Grises de Montreal, St Boniface. (SGMSB).
2'See

Brian Stanley, The Bible and the FIag: Protestant Britísh Missions and British
Imperialism in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, (læicester: Apollos, i990).
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economic exploitation and an actual human power relationship

of

dominance and

subordination. Histo¡ians have analyzed both the instih¡tions of the dominant race as well
as colonial encounters

with indigenous peoples within a host of ftameworks, from every

political direction, and fi'om without and within, maintaining a lively debate for over a
centul'y. But the essence of imperialism has meant that sfudies of its nature are often used
as a "weapon for plomoting the objectives beyond analysis itself,

""

enabling analysts

to shift definitions to a "conceptual woolliness" dependent on the user and convenient to
his cause. The arguments for internal colonialism in the NWT is just such a case.

Political responsibility
Brit¿in

in

fol the northern regions of

Canada was transferred from

1880, although a formal recognition did not take place until 1897. The

Northwest Territo¡ies Act

of

1875 was amended

in

1905

to

accommodate

tle

new

adminishative disficts of Mackenzie, Keewatin, Franklin and Ungava, and established

a form of government which provided for both an appointed executive and legislative
council, led by a Commissioner.æ After 1920, the Commissioner was responsible to the

Minister of the Interior at Ottawa, creating what some recent Northem historians have
labelled íntemal colonialísm in the Canadian North.

The term internal colonialism has its roots in sociological discourse about ethnic

'Katherine West, "Theorising About Imperialism: A Methodological Note, " Journal
of Imperial and Commonwealth History, 1(2), January 1973, 149.
234 general
discussion about the

political evolution of the NWT and the t¡ansfer of
sovereignty is provided in Morris Zaslow, The Opening of the Canadian North 18701914, (Torcnto, McClelland and Stewart, 1971), and a furth useful explanation of
government in the NWT can be found in Mark Dickerson, Whose North? Political
Change, Political Development and Self Govemment in the Nonhwest Territories,
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992).
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conflicts in Latin America, whele it is used to provide a focus on social relations which
are based on domination and subjection. One sociologist suggests intel'nal colonialism

refels to
structural arrangements typified by a relatively small dominant gr oup which
controls the allocation of resources, and a large subjected mass composed of
various groups with unarticulated interests largely divorced from participation in
the development process and blocked from means of social mobility.ã

The model in question involves wealthy Colombian land-owners who run their
holdings like feudal fiefdoms and personal political realms. Like many analytical tools,
this definition varies in order to fit the situation under study, and its authors suggest that

i¡

this instance, racial domination is not an element of their focus, unlike an earlier study

of this nature which was. What they are concerned about is the dependency relationship.

Michael Hechter argues that

a

number

of

aspects which distinguish internal

colonialism are the same as for any overseas colonial situation. Credit and commerce are
monopolized by officials at the core, and the economy of the periphery is forced to
develop according to the wishes of that core, so the periphery becomes dependent on
external markets. The economy revolves around a single primary export, and tlere is a

relative lack of services. Labour becomes migratory due to price fluctuations and the
exportation of primary products, and there is a relative lack of services, a lower standard

of living, and a higher level of fiustration. Discrimination on the basis of language,
religion and culture is also a factor. What this all means is that economic development

aA Eugene Havens and William L Flinn, Internal Colonialism and Strucrural Change
in Colombia, (New York: Praeger, 1970),1L.
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and opportunity are linked to cultural differences."
Because the term

itself has been invoked by contemporary northern histofians, the

issue of internal colonialism must be addressed. Kenneth Coates, for example, maintains

that the northern teritories are colonies of Ottawa in one case,26 and in anothel', with
Judith Powell'zT talks about the rejection of that colonialism, but there is almost a glib
use of terms which go undefined. There is no referral to any

of the sociological models

fiom which the explession derives.
John O'Neil uses a similar concept

A

in "The Politics of Health in the Fourth Wolld:

Northern Canadian Example, "'8 but he has t¿ken the time to explain that Fourth

World peoples represent internal colonies within First World nations. These peoples were

the original inhabitants of a region suggests O'Neil, and their lands have

been

expropriated by an immigrant population which exploits and subordinates them politically

and economically. They generally live in geographic areas which are marginal to the
central metropolis." O'Neil posits that

an interpretation of northern history based on a model of internal colonialism

'5Michael Hechter, Internal Colonialism: The Celtic Fringe in British National
Development 1536-1966, (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1,975),33.
'6Kenneth Coates, Canada's Colonies, (Toronto: Lorimar, 1985).
2'Kenneth Coates and Judith Powell, The Modern North: People, Politics and the
Rejection of Colonialism, (Toronto: Lorimar', 1989).

"John O'Neill, "The Politics of Health in the Fourth World: A Northern Canadian
Example, " in Interpreting Canada's Nonh, Kenneth Coates and William R Morrison,
Eds, (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1989),279-298.

,,úbid,,280.
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argues that fì'om the lnoment nofthern native people wele first contacted by
Europeans looking fol cheap natural resources, their ability to determine their own
livelihood was made problematic.30

It

is possible to envision Native Canadians as Nations unto themselves, and fi'om that

perspective

it is easily concluded

that one nation has subordinated another. In the

Northern example the implication remains that decisions were made about northern
communities without any regard for the priorities of those settlements or the people who

lived there, in essence producing a colonial adminstration
McNeil's argument

as

in

Ott¿wa. The flaw in

it relates to the North is in the dynamics. It is my contention that

neglect and unsystematic development does not constitute domination, certainly not in the

hue imperial sense as illustrated by Blitish expansion into India and the Middle East.

O'Neil's premise is not flexible enough to allow fol Native agency and presumes
Aboriginal cultures to be passive and unable to discriminate in personal choices. Coates
himself maintains that the only continuity in southern fesponse to development in the

North was neglect, yet

it is my understanding

that colonialism implies some form of

policy-rnaking which is enforced in some way. The developlnent of the region has never
been systematic, and with the exception

ofbrief

instances where nolthem resources were

exploited for gains in the South, the North would not even have a place in the "National
consciousness.

" It was "this sporadic attention which had wide-ranging implications for

the revolution of

The

norîhern colonies."3'

What is really wrong with the intemal colonialism argument lelative to this thesis

3|Ibid.,283.
3rCoates, Canada's Colonies, 12.

My italics.
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is the chronology. It can be clearly

seen that resource exploration and government

intervention in the economy, in the education and health systems, and in relocation of

Native families from thei¡ indigenous environment were primalily post-war activities.

The extended communications lines, difficulties in

tr

avel and the unwillingness and

inability of southerners to "settle" the North, cast shadows on the assumption that internal
colonialism was in effect before the Second World War.

It is also significant

that the

concepts inherent to the ægument for internal colonialism are political rather than social,
and have

little consequence for the white women whose lives are described in this study.

This does not mean that there is no foundation for the impelialism context.
Northetn settlements grew where trading posts were built, and were later expanded

by the creation of mission schools and hospitals, and RCMP Posts. The "Bay",

the

Church, and the RCMP became known in northeln folklore as the "Holy Trinity" of the

North, and were representative of what were probably the most impelialist of institutions
in the Empire, even while demonstrating

a

peculiarly Canadian ambience. Theil presence

provides a more secure foundation fol the argument of an imperial context than does that

of internal colonialism.
The HBC had controlled a vast network of fur fading posts across the North since

the early nineteenth century, hence the norlherner's assertion that the HBC was "Here
Before Chlist". The HBC exerted an economic hold that included a head office which in

London, and a retail management centre in Winnipeg controlled both the fur trade and
the supply system in a newly created cash economy which meant the HBC exercised

15

profound economic authority.3'z

In the North, cultural impelialism, by which I mean the imposition of the values and
customs of a dominant group on another, was more the domain of Church of England

(Anglican) and Roman Catholic Missionaries who had been in t}re North since the middle

i850s. The principal charge of the missionaries was to spread the gospel, an activity
which often rcsulted in open competition for souls. Despite this appar ently singular goal,

by building schools and hospitals attached to their missions the missionaries created

a

cultural milieu which was inconsistent with the Native way of life. The missions provided

both an alternate religion, as well as social and economic options.3s Nevertheless,

it

should not be assumed that indigenous populations were simply pawns suffering the

imposition of southem lifestyles because of these social and economic changes, or that
the Natives in the North did not welcome those choices or make considered decisions on

their own behalf.
Govemment agents in the NWT included Indian Agents and officers of the RCMP,

which by 1903 had posts at Fort McPherson and Herschel Island. Indian Agents were

nominally responsible for Nalive welfare, but often acted as post-mastels, medical
officers and general government representåtives. It was the RCMP who upheld the white
man's law and can'ied the flag. Both represented southern adminishation, govelning in

3âfthur J Ray even argues for a credit cum welfæe system which controlled and
changed the economic and socail base in "Periodic Shortages, Native Welfare, and the
Hudson's Bay Company 1670-1930," in Shepard lkech, Ed., The Subarctic Fur Trade:
Native Social and Economic AdapTations, (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1984).
33See

Kerry Abel, "Of Two Minds: Dene Response to the Mackenzie Missions, 18581902," in Interpreting Canada's Notth, 87.
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a remote region so isolated, that bureaucrats could not contact them more than once or

twice a yeal until the advent of regular ail service and the installation of radio in the
early thirties. This afforded some opportunity for paternalism at a verT personal level.

The historiography

of the North has long focussed on exploration,

economic

development, and political evolution with an emphasis on the role of the missionaries, the

RCMP and the HBC. At present, nofthern histories tend to be concerned with the
political agendas of the present such as Native Land Claims, environmental issues, and
Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic, and until recently, history about the nofth was not

only male-defined, but featured hagiographic accounts of those few men who

have

become part of the Arctic legend. The same hend is evident in imperial histories which

included women'o only in order to condemn their presence for the fall of the British

Empire itself because of their petty social activities and sexual jealousies.3s
Those historians who heat white women as intruders in a male empi'e because their

place was not well-dehned are guilty of a "conceptual woolliness" of another kind. They

ignore the fact that before the Second World War, women's roles in imperial settings
were in keeping with the social conventions of the time. In European societies, women's
roles were very well defined and were not substantially changed by residence in a foreign

land, or in isolated areas where tlere were only fragmented attempts at middle

class

solt

is always understood here that Native and indigenous women had a role in all
or reproducers, and were exploited both
economically and sexually by both colonizing and colonized men.

colonial settings, either as producers

35Claudia Knapman develops the argument against such conclusions

in

Fiji

1835-1930: The Ruin oJEnpire?

n Wite

Women
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society. "Place" presumes women should fit into convenient slots in the imperial purpose

like soldiers, mill owners and membe¡s of cabinet. But race and class, religion and social
position, location and language all have an impact on how women as well as men play
out their roles within any society.
Set

within t¡e contexts outlined above, the goal of this thesis is to furnish some sense

of the experience of white women in the Arctic through a narrative guided by
suggested

themes

in the comparative literature about gendel and imperialism. These are only

themes, however', as the opportunity for compalison is narrow. While parallels can be
est¿blished

with othe¡ parts of the Empile, the nofiher¡ experience is unique.

That the NIVT was a Canadian frontiel is important, for the Canadian North has
characteristics peculiar unto itself, and is different in quality, scale and sociology from

the fi'ontiers to the South and in the American West.36 "To some degree a northern
community resembles a human outpost on the moon or Mars more tlran one in the south, "
explained WL Morton, but "they will be as like those in the south as they can be. "3' The

"can be" offered an element of surprise. Despite the struggle to maintain the ways to

which they were socialized or theil intention to change northern society, white women
were thwafted in the attempt by the exigencies of geography.
Chapter one describes the problems

of supply, climate and isolation which these

women had to overcome. Until the arrival of regular air seruice, dog teams were the

36WL

Morton,"The North in Canadian Historiography, " AB McKillop, Ed, Selected
Essays of WL Morton, (Toronto: MacMillan, 1982),230.
3',lbid.
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essential means of communication during the winter months. Supplies were ordeled on
an annual basis and everyone lived with the fer-vent hope they would arrive aboard next

year's ship in the Eastern Arctic, or on the HBC paddlewheeler along the Mackenzie
Rive¡. These conditions set the stage fol some understanding of the domestic life of white
women, which is the focus of chaptel two.
Dornestic economy and the structures of no¡thern society were necessarily different
because

of geography, and because this was not a settlement frontie¡. Viable female

networks did not develop in many communities because there was never enough people

in the white population to allow any remotely resernbling a "group". That did not mean
white women did not attempt some effort to create their own social expectations, but
these did not include the more

folmal entefi¿ining obvious in other parts of the Empire.

It is this chaptel which desclibes the effect that Christmas

had upon the North, an

important feature for two reasons. First, judging from the extensive comments, Christmas

was of vital significance in the life of northerners, and second, and perhaps more
important, Clu'istmas represents an essential Chlistian and "soutlern" festival.
Chapter three presents a look at Victorian and Edwardian Íavellers in the region. The
emphasis is on four women who published their work.

In the comparative literature,

travellers represent the single most studied female imperÌalist phenomenon, probably
because they have

chapter,

I

left behind the most litel'ate, and most accessible evidence. In this

essentially dismiss that form of analysis in favour of using the works of the

northern travellers as a means of illustrating the lack of change over time in the North.
Chapter four details three individual accounts of professional women who travelled
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into the North in the 1930s. Available documents allow for some detailed study of their'
personal encounters with men

in the north and with those in the south who

made

decisions, and erected barriers against the women's pursuits.

The fifth chapter relates how female Anglican missionaries

in the North

were

recruited, and how tïe circumst¿nces influenced their mission. There are elements from
the other chapters incorporated into this assessment of women working for the Church.
Employment conditions are an important feature, as Anglican missionary women were
the only group consistently employed in the Nolth.

The final chapter addresses

tle

issues

of race and cultural arrogance, and

some

attempt has been made to place this work in relation to the historiography, although a
lack of material from the Indigenous perspective makes for some difficulties. Principally,

this chapter argues that racism offers an anachronistic framework, and the focus is more
on cultural distinctions and noticeable connections.
Sources for the research are noted at some length in the bibliography which reflects

the diversity of the material collected. While some rich soulces have been located, most
represent what can best be described as snippets. There is no continuous or extensive

manuscript base available for this study.

It

has therefore been necessary

to consfuct

a

narrative and analysis from a plethora of unconnected threads. This has resulted in gaps,
yet these glimpses identiflr what \ryas import"nt to the women in the North. Significantly,
the same themes continually recur. Perhaps even more notably, they consistently address

the cross-cultural encounters and domestic issues that figured prominently in a white
woman's daily existence.
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Church journals such as the Letter LeaJIet
Missìonary Sociery of the Church of England

of the

in Canada,

Message have been used extensively even though

Woman's Auxiliary

of

the

and its successor The Living

it is understood that the mission report

had specific value and was addressed to an audience primed to read the message of
mission. Vy'hat is evident from other sources, however, is that these were often generic
letters, many of which were sent as circulars to friends and family as well as to the WA
sponsors. Time was vely important in producing letters in the North, so single letters

were often reproduced for general mailings. Often it was possible to veri$r information

in these letters by using othel sources. I have pursued my research \with the assumption
that these women had no need to prevaricate, except to exaggerate to make a point. I
believe those points are discernible in the documents. I have also assumed ÍÌom the outset

that no matter how historians assess their presence in the Nofth, their experience cannot
now be changed, and

It

I

have no intention of casting any blame.

was inevitable that successful research about white, European women

in

the

Northwest Territories prior to the Second World War would result in a confirmation of

the anonymity of the subjects in question. Yet the remoteness of the region, and the
controlled access that such isolation presented has made it possible to identifu individually

a significant number of tïe women who are the subject of this study by name
Iocation, releasing them from that anonymity. The process was necessary,

in

and

part,

because census data is problematic.3E

38

The 1901 census included the Yukon, but combined the results for both temitories.
The 1911 census apparently presents the NWT as a separate entity, yet lists the total
population as 18,481, a figure which reflects the inclusion of the northern regions of the

2l

It

can be confirmed that between 1867 and 1939,3e at least 470 white, European

women resided in tie NWT of Canada, ol passed tlu'ough as travellers for a long enough
period to make some impact on the Nofth, or fol the North to have had some impact on
them. While

it is not possible to determine exactly how many white,

European women

resided in the NWT for any period of time, more than 135 Sisters of Charity of Montreal

(Grey Nuns), and about 70 wives of Anglican missionaries or Anglican mission workers
have been identified. There were also wives of tladers, women who acted as independent

traders alongside their husbands, and wives of government agents and RCMP officers.
There were women who attempted to settle the inhospitable region, or worked with their
husbands on

Íap lines. Entrepreneurial women

opened businesses. Others were employed

by the Hudson's Bay Company as stewardesses on

tiei¡ northern supply

vessels.ao

A few

women were scientists in their own right, while a significant number favelled into the

North on excursions which were recorded and published for posterity.

Traditionally, lists and tables have appeared at the end of theses, banished to an
Appendix whele only the most interested pursue the details. What follows is a serious

provinces. The NWT Government notes in a 1991 data sheet that the 1911 population was
6,507, but offers no breakdown by sex or race. In 1921, The Canada Census offered that
of 3,830 females in the NWT, 2,595 were of Native or Eskimo race; it does not identi$
any mixed-bloods. By 1931, there were 4,509 females in the NWT, of which 4,277 were
recorded as Indian and Eskimo.
3elhese dates do not coincide

with those of the study itself primarily because of the
Grey Nuns who entered the North in 1867. Since many of these Sisters stayed in the
region for twenty or more years, they have been included in the list, as are early HBC
and ACC women who were also in the region. Transiency is a recurring problem in
recording any aspect of Northern history.
ooSee

Appendix

I,

Employment Conhacts.
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attempt to repudiate the prevailing myth that there can onty be a relatively few women

worth wonying about. There were, after all, relatively few white men. The list
represents,

for the most part, a

homogenous group that can be described as white,

European women who immigrated into Canada's North before the Second World Wal.

A few were born in the region and remained there after reaching adulthood.a' The list
is alphabetical. The date provided is the earliest date that research could locate the
individual in the NWT.
Some women can only be described by a surname and designated as "Mrs" -ultimately to suffer the ignoble fate of being remembered only as some man's wife. This
may be because the women may simply have been named in a single passage left by a
more self-assured (and assuredly more important) male. It is also a reflection of Victorian
and Edwardian practices of formal address which are used in official documents, personal

correspondence, and even published memoirs. It should be noted that this form of address

will

be continued throughout the text, as the naffative dictates. The women named in this

survey would be offended by the use of only theil surname, and would be as equally
appalled at some unknown researchel' using their Christian names. The use of Mrs or Miss
does not mean the woman is being identified through her relationship to a man, or is

being singled out because of marital st¿tus.

lt

is simply a reflection of how she would

prefer to be addressed. Where a given name is not available for the woman herself, her
husband's has been included,

if it is known, just for

the pu{poses of identification.

alConsiderable care has
been taken to exclude any \{omen who may have had mixed
blood, even though they may have been raised or educated outside of the NWT.
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Considerable care has been made to identify as many women as possible but

it

is

understood the list is not complete, and se¡ves only as an introduction to the subjects of

the study. Nevertheless, the extent of the record suggests that a substantial body of
"northern explorers " has been neglected in the history.

Mrs (George) Âdams, Arctic Red River, 1933; Mrs Alexander, Pangnifiung, 193i;

Mrs Anderson, RNWNP, traveller, Mackenzie, 1908; Mrs Margaret Anderson,
Yellowknife, 1939; Sister Thecla Andruchow, SGM, Providence, Smith 1928; Miss

Lillian A¡mstrong, Mackenzie River Transport,

1930; Mrs Dorcas Atkinson, Lake

Harbour, 1923; Sister Albertine Aubertin, SGM, Smith, Aklavik, Providence,
Simpson, 1925; Sister MJ Audet-Lapointe, SGM, Providence, 1867; Miss MR Austin,

ACC, Hay River, Fort McPherson, 1921; Mrs (Cpl) Baker, RCMP, Resolution, 1920;
Anne Bauer, Yellowknife, 1938; Mrs Nellie Bailley, Lake Harbour, ACC, 1932; Miss

Lucy Ball, Aklavik, ACC, 1932; Helen Barrett, Yellowknife, 1939; Sister Denise
Beaudin, SGM, Providence, i899; Sister Bernadette Beaupre-StElizear, SGM,
Providence, 1900; Sister Maria Louise Beliveau-SteGregoire, SGM, Providence,
1906; Sister Eglantine SteVictoire,

SGM,

Providence, i908; Meyer-Marguerit

Benoit, Rae, 1929; Anna Berquist, Simpson, 1935; Miss E Berfram, Hay River, 1927;
Sister Anna Beauchamp-Nantel, SGM, Providence, 1933; Miss Irene Biss, Great
Slave Lake, 1935; Sister Obeline Bisson, SGM, Aklavik, Smith, Resolution,
Providence, 1932; Mrs Blake, Shingle Point, 1925; Sister

ML Christine Blanchette,

SGM, Providence, 1867; Sister Hermine Blondin-Doucet, SGM, Providence, 1896;
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Mrs (J Carr) Blow, Norman, 1919; Mrs Alix Bode, Great Bear Lake, 1933; Sister
Marie Virginie Boisvert, SGM, hovidence, 1882; Mrs (George) Bonshor, HBC,
Aklavik, 1933; Miss Gladys Booy, McPhelson, Hay River, ACC, 1921; Sister Eva
Bouchard, SGM, Smith, 1939; Sister Albina Boucher, SGM, Smith, 1919; Sister

Rosa Boulet, SGM, Smith/Aklavik, 1930; Sister Olivine Bourbonniere, SGM,
Resolution, 1936; Sister Altrina Bourcier, SGM, Providence, Simpson, 1884; Sr

Bourcier, SGM, Simpson, 1929; Mrs (Dr) Bourget, Resolution, 1935; Margaret
Bourke-White, American photographer, Cambridge Bay, 1936; Sr Marguerite Bourlai,
SGM, Providence, Simpson, Smith, 1929; Sr Alice Bourque, SGM, Aklavik, 1935;

Miss Dorot-hy Bradford, Aklavik, ACC, 1932; Mrs Braund, McPherson, Klondike
haveller, 1898; Mrs Lillian Bretzlaff, Yellowknife, 1938; Miss Alice Brown,
Aklavik, ACC, 1934; Miss Jessie Cameron Brown, traveller, Mackenzie, 1908; Sister
Rosalie Brunelle, SGM, Providence, 1867; Mrs Bulland, Aklavik, RCMP, 1938; Miss

Helen Bushell, Hay River, ACC, 1925; Mrs Addie Butler, Shingle Point, ACC, 1934;

Mrs (Dr) Byrnes, Simpson, 1935; Mrs Monica Cadzow, Rampart House, trader, 1905;
Mrs Ralph Cameron, Smith, 1938; Miss Agnes Deans Cameron, trâveller, Mackenzie,
1908; Mrs (FC) Campbell, Hay River, 1923; Miss Louise Camsell

(Mills), Simpson,

1900; Mrs Annie Card, Norman, Indian Agent, 1922; Sister Alberta Cardin;
Resolution, 1929; Mrs Carl, passed in a canoe, Mackenzie, 1908, Sister Cecille Caron,

SGM, Providence and Aklavik, 1929; Mrs Carrol, Good Hope, 192i, Miss
Castonguay, Resolution, 193i, Miss Ethel Catt (Mclean), Aklavik, ACC, 1926; Mrs

(Insp) Caulkin, Herschel Island, RCMP, 1926; lldrs Champagne, Cameron Bay, 1935;
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Sister Marie Louise Champeau, SGM, Resolution, Simpson, 1922; Sister Antoinette
Charbonneau, SGM, Resolution, 1936; Sister Zoe Chartier-Girouard, SGM, Smith,
Providence, 1921; Sister Rose Anna Chartier-Adelard, SGM, Smith, 1923; Mrs

(JGM) Christie, Traveller, Mackenzie, HBC, 1922; Mrs Gladys Patterson Clarke,
Norman, ACC; Mrs Margaret Clay, Chesterfield Inlet, RCMP, 1924; Jean Clayton,
Yellowknife, 1939; Mrs (Dr) Coates, Pangnirtung, 1934; Mlle Marie Anne Coignard,
Providence, 1884, Mrs Emma Shaw Colcleugh, traveller, Mackenzie, 1894; Sister

Catlerine Colombine, SGM, Providence, 1884; Mrs Connibear, tlader, Smith,

1925;

Miss Mabel Connibear, Smith, 1925; Mrs Cook, Herschel Island, whaler, 1905; Mrs
Opal Cook, Simpson, ACC, 1935;

Mrs

(Rev) Cooke, Aklavik, ACC, 1937; Mrs P

Ashley-Cooper, HBC Governor, Eastem Arctic, 1934; Sister Annie Cooper, SGM,
Resolution, 1933; Mrs Elizabeth Copland, Aklavik, HBC, 1936; Sister Jeanne
Corfmat-Didace, SGM, Providence, 1897; Mrs Kathleen Cormack, Arctic Bay, 1936;
Mrs Cory, Chesterfield Inlet, RCMP, 1938; Mrs (Elmire) Couture, Smith, 1933; Mrs
Ctaig, Arctic, i923; Mrs Emily Romig Craig, Mackenzie River, Klondike, 1898; Mrs

Crisall, McPherson, ACC,

1924; Miss Mary Crocker (Peters), Aklavik, ACC, 1925;

Dorothy Cunningham, Aklavik, 1930; Mrs (Insp) Curleigh, Aklavik, RCMP,

1936;

Bunny Cuthbertson, Smith, 1922; Sr Marie Philomene Daigle, SGM, Providence,
1872; Sr Helene Evariste Danic, SGM,

Ft Smith,

Resolution, 1926;

Sr Cecile

Dansereau, Providence 1936; Sr Mary Madeline Davy, SGM, Smith, Providence,
Resolution, 1908; Mrs (H) Day, Fort Simpsson, ACC, 1908; Sr Corinne Delormier,
SGM, Providence, 1900; Mrs (H) Desrosier, Norman, 1933; Sr Anna Deshaies, SGM,
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Provirlence, Smith, i936; Sr Marie-Joseph Desrohers, SGM, Aklavik, Providence,

Simpson, 1921;

Mrs Lileotta DeStaffany, Kindersley, 1930; Mrs

Dewdney,

Resolution, 1937; Mrs Dedie Dodds, Arctic Bay, HBC, 1936; Mrs (SG) Douglas,
Nolman, i932; Mrs (Dr) Doyle, Herschel, 1922; Sr Genevieve Duclos, SGM, Smith,
Simpson, Aklavik, 1928; Miss Dunn, Hay River, ACC, 1927; Sr Louisa Duport,
SGM, Smith, Providence, Simpson, 1926; Sr Adele Maria Dupuis, SGM, Smith, 1936;

Sr Hermine Dusalve-Levesque, SGM, Smith, 1921; Ruth Dusseault, Yellowknife,
1939; Sr Josephine Dusseault, SGM, Aklavik, 1935; Mrs Eames, RCMP, Herschel,
1932; Mrs Earnshaw, Cameron Bay, 1935; Mrs Edgerton, Mackenzie River,

i9i6;

Mrs Susan Edmonds, Eskimo Point, 1933; Mrs Edwards, Mistake Bay, 1936; Mrs
Marion Ellis, Mackenzie traveller, 1922; Helen Engels, Yellowknife, 1939; Lillian
Farrow, Atlavik, ACC,

1,937;

Miss Mhairi Fenton (DiCastro), EAP, 1937; Mrs

Mary Ferguson, ûapper, Providence, 1928;Frances Fielding, Aklavik, 1933; Mrs (R)
Finnie, EAP, 1937; Mrs Fletcher, F,AP,1937; Mrs (Harry) Ford, Chesterfield, HBC,
1923;

Mrs Mary Edmunds Ford, Coral Harbour, HBC, 1923; Mrs Edna Ford,

Thompson Lake, 1939; Miss

CI Forrest, EAP, 1936; Sr Paulette Fortier,

Smith, 938; Sr Celine Fortin, SGM, Resolution, Smith,

SGM,

i9i4; Miss Gladys Fosterjohn

(Grant), Aklavik, ACC, 1921.; Mrs (AB) Fraser, Chesterfield, i937; Mrs Laura
Frazeur, Mackenzie River, traveller', 1922; Mrs Christina Fry, Herschel, ACC, 19i6;
Sr Adrienne Gadbois, SGM, Simpson, Resolution, Smith, 1914; Mrs (HR) Gagnon,

Smith, i933; Sr Edna Gagnon, SGM, Aklavik, Resolution, 1936; Mrs Ann Gall,
Aklavik englneer, Arctic coast, 1936; Sr Antoinette Garceau, SGM, Providence, 7937;
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Miss Ethel Garton, Hay River, ACC, 1925; Mrs (Rev) Garton, Resolution, 1895; Sr
Marie Louise Gauthier, SGM, Providence,

1,872;

Catherine Geigerich, Yellowknife,

1938; Mrs I-odema ceorge, Simpson, frapper, 1933; lydia Gerhard, Cameron Bay,

i933; Mrs Gibson, Simpson, ACC, 1928; Mrs (Jack) Clarke Gifford, Simpson, i928;
Sr Clara Gilbert, SGM, Aklavik, Providence, 1926; Miss Florence Giles, Pangnirtung,

ACC, i933; Sr Elizabeth Girard-Ste Eugenie, SGM, Smith Providence, 1915; Sr
Girouard, SGM, Simpson, i916; Sr Delphine Giroux-Pinson¡eault, SGM, Smith,
1919; Miss Edith Goddard (Craig), Hay River, ACC, 1937; Mrs Jean Godsell,
Simpson, HBC, 1921; Mrs Jane Goodall, Simpson, 1927; ìÂrs Marilyn Grange, EAP,

historian, i937; Sr Georgiana Gratton-Galipeau, Providence, 1893; Mrs (FM) Green,

Hershel, whaler, 1894; D¡ Isobel Greenwood, McPherson, ACC, 1,934, Mrs Grey,
Chesterfield, 1937; Sr Yvonne Guerette, SGM, Resolution, Smith, 1933; Mrs Ed

Groot, theatre, YK, 1939; Miss Minnie Hackett, Aklavik, ACC, 1928; Mrs Hall,
canoeist, Mackenzie, 1908; Sr Marie-Claire Hamelin, SGM, Providence, 1937; Sr

Isabelle Hameline, SGM, Smith, Aklavik, 1932; Miss Margaret Ruth Hamilton,

Aklavik, ACC, 1935; Mrs (Gerald) Hansen, Simpson, Northern Traders, 1934; Sr
Helene Harboc, SGM, Smith, i935, Mrs Harcourt, Atlavik, ACC,1929; Mrs Harris,

Resoluton, 1935; Miss Marion Harvey, Hay Rover, ACC, 1928; Miss Francis M

Harvie, Hay River, ACC, i919; Mrs Hawkes, Chesterfield, 1936; Miss Joyce Head,
Good Hope, 1936; Margaret Heeney, Yellowknife, 1939; Mrs Herron, Rae, 1908; Sr

Marie Heurtebize-Grandin, SGM, Providence, i909; Miss Ethel Hewer, Herschel,
ACC, 1934; Miss Florence Hirst, Shingle Point, ACC, 1933; Mrs Catherine Hoare,
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Aklavik, 1921; Miss Rosina Hobbs, Hay River, ACC, 1936; Miss Prudence Hockin,
Pangnirtung, ACC, 1931; Mrs Hodgson, Good Hope, 1898; Mrs Minnie Hoglund,

Yellowknife, 1938; Mrs (John) Hope, Providence, 1890; Sr Jeanne Houde, SGM,
Providence, Simpson, 1930; Miss Elizabeth Howard, Hay River, ACC, 1916; Miss

Dorothy Howie, Hay River, ACC, 1925; Mrs Hunter, Hay River', ACC, 1917; Dr
Isobal Hutchison, Arctic Coast, 1933; Mrs Hutton, EAP, 1933; Charlotte Innes,
Yellowknife, 1938; Mrs Irvine, Norman, 1895; Miss Jackson, Hay River, ACC, 1916;

Mrs lennings, Norman, 1937; Mrs (AB) Jewell, Smith, 1933; Mrs (Cpl) Johnson,
Resolution, 1935;

Mrs Johnston, Herschel, HBC, L937; Mrs (Sgt)

Johnston,

McPherson, Aklavik, 1921; Miss Mabel Jones, Shingle Point, ACC, 1934; Mrs

(Trevor) Jones, Aklavik, ACC, 1938; Mrs (Sgt) Joyce, Chesterfield, RCMP,

1935;

Sr Marie Kahppcxonne-Donatien, SGM, Providence, 1930; Miss Gwen Keary,
Pangnirtung, 1937; Miss Daphne Kemp, Herschel, RCMP (daughter), i927; Mrs
Nance Kemp, Herschel, RCMP, 1927; Mrs (Cpl) Kerr, Chersterfield, RCMP, 1935;

Miss Keyes, Aklavik, ACC, 1937; Poppy Kidston, Coppermine, tourist, 1935; Ida
Kolkind, Yellowknife, 1938; Sr Elizabeth Kristoff, SGM, Resolution,

1938; Sr

Marie-

Anne Lacasse, SGM, Providence, Resolution, 1934; Sr Marguerite Lachambre, SGM,

Aklavik, Smith, 1930; Sr Elantine Lacompte, Resolution, 1939; Sr G Lambert, SGM,
Simpson, 1938; Sr Felexina Lamoreaux, SGM, Resolution, Simpson, Aklavik, 1929;

Mlle Mederise Lapalme, SGM Auxillary, Simpson, 1939; Sr Celina Lapierre, SGM,
Smith, Resolution, 1933; Sr Adele Lapointe, SGM, Providence, 1867; Sr Rose Alma

Laroche, SGM, Smith, Resolution, 1934; Miss Reita Latham, Shingle Point, ACC,
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1930; Sr Antoinette Latremouille, SGM, Simpson, Smith, Providence, 1916; Sr Oliva

Lavoie, SGM, Smith, 1931; Mrs (Austin) Law, McPherson, Northem Traders, 1934;
Miss Lawrence, ACC, Fort Resolution, 1890; Miss LeRoy, Hay River, ACC, 1916;
Sr C Catherine LeBrise, SGM, Smith, 1939; Sr Marie Anne LeDreau, SGM, Smith,
1915; Sr Delia Leblond, SGM, Providence, Smith, Simpson, 1927; St Antoinette

Leduc, SGM, Aklavik, 1932; Mlle Mathurine Legal, Providence, SGM Auxillary,
1884; Vicki Lepine, Yellowknife, i938; Mlle Domithilde Letendre, SGM Auxillary,
Providence, 1867; Sr Gabrielle Letourneau, SGM, Providence,1933; Sr Marie Louise

Leveille, SGM, Smith, 1914; Sr Vitaline Levesque, SGM, Smith, Resolution, 1928;
Mrs Anna Linberg, trapper, Simpson, 1931; Mrs Ann Lindbergh, avaitor, 1931; Mrs

Ling, Smith, ACC, 1938; Mrs (Dr LD) Livinstone, Chesterfield, 1935; Mrs (Bishop)
Lucas, Herschel, i917; Sr AC Anne Lusignan, SGM, Aklavik, Smith, 1931; Sr
Beatirce Lussier, SGM, Smith, 1929; Sr Marguerite Lussier, Smith, Providence,
Simpson, 1922; Mrs Mary Lyman (Kost), Aklavik, Herschel, 1931;

Mrs (Dr)

MacKinnon, Pangnirtung, 1936; Sr Mary Mack, SGM, Providence, 1934; Miss Mary
Louise Mackay (Harley), Resolution, HBC, 1881; Sr Josephine Mahe-Augustinne,
SGM, Providence, 1896; Miss Ellen Wallace Scott (Manning), Cape Dorset, i938;
Miss Anna B Marsh, Hay River, ACC, 1892; Mrs Wi¡ifred Marsh, Eskimo Point,

ACC, 1932; Mrs (Rev) Martin, McPherson, ACC, 1929; Sr Emeretienne Martin,
SGM, Smith, Providence, Resolution, 1927; Sr Marie Masse, SGM, Providence, 1880;
Tessie Matthews, Cameron Bay, 1935; Miss Mildred McCabe, Aklavik, ACC, 1935;

Mrs (Canon) McCullum, Simpson, ACC, 1930; Reita McDevitt, Yellowknife, 1938;
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Mary McDougal, Smith, 1933; Mrs McGibbon, Lake Harbour, 1937; Mrs (Cpl)
McGillicuddy, Good Hope, RCMP, 1934; Sr Ellem McGuirck, SGM, Simpson,
Pt'ovidence, 1912;

Miss Lucie McGuire, Herschel, whaler, 1896; Wilhelmina

McGurran, Yellowknife, 1938; Mrs Cunie McKinnon, Pangnirtung, 1934; Mrs
Mclennan, Hay River, ACC, 1928; Miss Mildred Hall (McMeekan), Yellowknife,
1939; Sr Alice McQuillan, SGM, Aklavik, 1925; Mrs Meickle, Cameron Bay, 1935;

Sr Mathurine Meli¡er-Denise, SGM, Providence, 1897; Mrs Carthena Melling,
Chesterfield, EAP, 1937; Miss Evelyn Roberts

(Merritt), ACC, Aklavik, 1922; St

Valerie Metivier, SGM, Providence, Resolution, Aklavik, 1927; Sr Emilie Michon,
SGM, P¡ovidence, 1867; Mrs Hazel Midgely, Yellowknife, 1938; Mrs Jean Miller,

Yellowknife, 1939; Mrs Mills, Rae, 1908; Mrs Alice Milne, Cambridge, 1935; Mrs

(Frank) Milne, Bayeskimo, 1925; Sr Monastesse, SGM, Simpson, 1939; Sr Rose
Anna Monþetit, SGM, Resolution, Smith, 1930; Mrs Geraldine Moodie, Arctic,
RCMP, 1906; Miss Augusta Morris, Norman, ACC, 1885, Mrs (Ollie) Morris,
Baychimo, teacher, 1930; Ruth

Mullin, Yellowknife, 1939; Mrs Luta Munday,

Chesterfield, RCMP, 1922; Mrs (Rev) Murray, Herschel, i926; Sr Marie Nadeau,

SGM, Smith, 1935; Miss Winifred Neville, Herschel, 1933; Mrs (JW) Nichols,
Bathurst Inlet, 1936; Sr Ann Marie

Nicol, SGM, Simpson, Providence, 1917; Sr

Pauline Noiln-Sylvan, SGM, Providence, 7923; Mrs Rose Norgaard, Sirnpson,
trapper, 1936; Mrs (A) Norris, Aklavik, 1933; Miss Mild¡ed Maher (O'Callahan),
Smith, i938; Mrs Grace O'Kelly, Kinderslq,HBC, 1921; Miss Oke, Aklavik, 1938;

Miss Winona Orr, Hay River, ACC, 1915; Sr (Superieure) Olivier, SGM, Simpson,
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1919; Miss Valenis Ottoway, Hay River, ACC, 1925; Mrs Minnie Oulton, Smith,
1925; Sr Eva Paert, SGM, Smith, Resolution, Simpson, i930; Miss June Paisley,

Cambridge, daughter, Canalaska Traders, 1935;

Mrs Ada Paisley, Canalaska,

Cambridge, i935; Miss Mary Palmer, Hay River, 1937; Mrs (E) Parsons, Aklavik,
1933; Mrs

(IA)

Parsons, Disrriå utor, L934; Mrs Pearce, Smith, 1911; Margaret Peck,

Aklavik, ACC, i935; Mrs May Pederson, Herschel, 1930; Sr Louise Pellant, SGM,
Providence, Smith, 1919; Mrs Helen Perkins, lawyer, YK, 1939; Sr Laura Perreault,
SGM, Smith, Providence, 1925; Irene Petrie, Yellowknife, 1938; Miss G Pevin, EAP,
1936; Mrs Jane Philips, Bernard Harbour, HBC, 1918; Mere Marie Piche, SGM,
Mackenzie Inspection, 1912; Sr Marie Adele Pigeon, SGM, Providence, 1896; Mrs

Pirie, Aklavik, ACC,1.923; Miss Platt, Aklavik, 1938; Sr Alice Plourde, Smith, 1937;

Miss Elly Rothe Hansen (Porsild), Aklavik, 1930; Mrs Sophie Porter, whaler,
Herschel, 1894; Sr Obeline Pothier, SGM, Simpson, Aklavik, Providence, 1911; Miss

Potts, Hay River', ACC, 1907; Sr Marie Rose Poulin, SGM, Aklavik, Plovidence,
Simpson, 1926; Miss Susan Elizabeth Quirt, Shingle Point, ACC, i930; Mrs (AF)

Redfern, Distributor, 1937; Mrs Edna Reed, Cameron Bay, 1933; Miss Hazel
Scourfiield (Reiach), Tuktoyuktuk, HBC, 1938; Mrs Helen Reid, McPherson, 1918;

Sr Alice Rheault, SGM, Providence, Resolution, 1928; Mrs (Rev) Richards, Hay
River, ACC, 1938; Miss P Rickard, Smith, Rae, 1936; Sr Elvire Rivard, SGM,
Providence, Aklavik, 1 92 i ; Mrs Mary Rivett-Carnac, RCMP, Aklavik, 1935; Sr Aldea

Roberge, SGM, Smith, 1939; Sr L Anna Robinet, SGM, Aklavik, 1931; Lady Clara

Rogers (Vyvyan), traveller, 1926; Miss Gwen Rogers, Aklavik, ACC, 1937; Mrs
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Anna Rokeby-Thomas, Cambridge, ACC, 1935; Miss Gwen Ross, Pangnirtung, ACC,
1937; Mrs (Ray) Ross, Read Island, HBC, 1936; Sr Alma Rouleau, SGM, Providence,

191ó; Sr Eva Roy, SGM, Providence, 1916; Miss Mildred Rundle, Aklavik, ACC,
1935; Miss EV Russell, Hay River, ACC, 1925; Mrs

(ML) Ryan, Smith, 1934; Miss

Mary Samwell, McPherson, Hay River, ACC, 192I; Sr Marie Olive Sarrasin, SGM,
Providence, 1927; Czrol Saucier, Pangnìrtung, ACC, 1935; Mrs

AL

Scholes, Hay

River, ACC, 1932; Miss Scourfield (Bowring), Simpson, 1916; Sr Rose de Lima

Seguin, SGM, Providence, 7892; Miss Kathleen Shackleton, artist, i937; Miss
Priscilla Shepherd, Shingle Point, ACC, 1931; Mrs (Rev) Shepherd, Shingle Point,
ACC, 1935; Mrs (Albert) Sherman, Herschel, whaler, 1896; Mrs (Rev) Singleton,
Hay River, ACC, 1924; Mrs (WMI) Skinner, Norman, HBC, 1936; Miss Florence

Smith, EAP, scientist, 1931; Miss Gwen Dorrien Smith, traveller, 1926; Miss
Margaret Solomon, Aklavik, ACC, 1937; Miss Grace Somers, Aklavik, ACC, 1936;
Mrs Carolyn Soper, Bernard Harbour', 1930; Inez Sorenson, Yellowknife, 1939; Miss
Helen Sowden, Aklavik, ÃCC, 1921; Mrs Rose Spendlove, Great Slave Lake, ACC,
1903; Loreen Squire, journalist, Yellowknife, 1938; Sr St Adelard, SGM, Simpson,

Aklavik, 1925; Sr (Superieure) St Adjutor, SGM, Simpson, 1928; Sr St Doitlee,
SGM, Simpson, i917; Sr Corrine St Germain, SGM, Simpson, Providence, Smith,
1914; Sr Lydia St Hilai¡e, SGM, Resolution, 1939; Sr Marie Louise St Michel,
SGM, Providen ce, 1867; Sr Rosa St Pierre, SGM, Providence, 1886; Sr Marie Anne

St Pierre, SGM, Smith, 1916; Sr Melanie St Vincent de Paul, SGM, Providence,
Simpson, 1914; Mrs Ruth Stanton, Yellowknife, 1937; Sr Albina Ferland Ste Albine,
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SGM, Sirnpson, Providence, 1914; Miss G Strang, EAP, i936; Mrs Sarah Elizabeth

(Sadie) Stringer, ACC, Peel River, 1896; Miss Sulston, Resolution, 1904; Miss R

Swift, Hay River, ACC, 1932, Sr Sylvain, SGM, Simpson, 1937; Mrs GK Tallman,
EAP, 1936; Miss Elizabetl Taylor, traveller, 1892; Mrs Tedcastle, Smith, 1922;Miss
Beatrice TerrSr, Aklavik, ACC,1927; Sr Malvina Thilbert, SGM, Aklavik, 1927; Mrs

Muriel Thom, Pangnirtung, HBC, i937; Mrs Thompson, Chester{ield, 1935; Mrs
(Cpl) Thorne, Smith, RCMP, 1933; Miss Timms (Johnson), Hay River, ACC,

1898;

The Misses Traynor, HBC Stewardesses, 1924; Mrs (Rev) Tremain, Hay River, ACC,
1915; Mrs Georgie Tresbach, Providence, úapper, 1934; Sr Regina Trottier, SGM,

Aklavik, 1937; Mrs (Dr) Truesdale, Aklavik, 1937; Sr M Zoella Turcotte, SGM,
Smith, Providence, 191,4; Miss Donata Turner, traveller, 1937; Mrs Vera Turner,
Simpson, 1933; Mrs Jean Turner, Pangnirtung, ACC, 1932; Mrs Kay Turner, trapper,
Simpson, 1938; Marie Unret, Yellowknife, 1938; Mrs (Dr) Urquhart, Aklavik, 1937;

Mrs (Rev JS) Vale, Hay River, ACC, 1925; Miss Lillian McDermitt (Van Velsen),
Yellowknife, 1939; Miss Veitch, Hay River', ACC, 1897; Sr Marcelline Vermette,
Providence, 1931; Alice Verville, Aklavik, 1933; Sr Noella Voedz Jen, SGM, Smith,

Providence, 1912; Mrs Nancy Voisey, Chesterfield, 1933; Pat Wall, Yellowknife,
1939; Mrs Clara Wallis, Rampaft, ACC, 1892; Sr Elizabeth Ward, Providence, i867;

Mrs Tahoe Washburn, Herschel, 1936; Mrs Edie Webster, Coppermine, ACC, 1936;

Mrs (Charles) Weeks, Herschel whaler, 1894; Norah West, ACC Pangnirtung,

1938;

Mrs Alix Westhead, Great Bear Lake, 1899; Mrs (Cpl) Weston, RCMP, Chesterfield,
1938; Beulah White, Yellowk¡ifie, 1939;

Mrs (Capt) Whiteside, Herschel, whaler,
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1895; Mrs Emma Whittaker, Rampart, ACC, 1915; Mrs (Sgt) Wight, Chesterfield,

RCMP, 1935; Miss Wilgress, Hay River, ACC,

191

1; Mrs (Cpl) Williams,

Resolution, RCMP, 193i; Mrs Woodrow, Chesterfield, 1936; Mrs (Insp) Woods,

Aklavik, RCMP, 1923; Mrs Wylie, Mackenzie, ACC, 1929.

Chapter One

A Long While Between Dog Teams:
Climate, Communications and Isolation

Canada's Nofihwest Territories stretch northward to the Pole acloss I,304,904
square miles

of some of the most inhospitable geography on the planet.' The NWT

constitutes 34% of the area of Canada, yet in i988, it was estimated that there were only

57,298 residents -- one person fo¡ each 22.7 squarc miles. In 1911, when the population
was 6,507, the density was one person for each 200 square miles. It is a vast and empty

land, described by one Bishop of the Arctic as so remote that there was an "un-getatibileness"'z

to the place, a condition emphasized by the letterhead of one of

the

Anglican missions which read:

ANGLICAN MISSION
Lake Harbour, Baffin Island
c/o The Hudson's Bay Co., 100 McGill Street
Monûeal, Quebec, Canada
(One Mail a Year, Iæaves About July 1st)3
The NWT is not a land of eternal ice and snow, although freezing temperatures can

tNotlhtuest Territories DataBooft, (Yellowknife: Outcrop, 199i). The same statistics
are available in the NWT Datâ Sheets published by the Government of the N'WT, and
which are essentially copies of the material in that book. Interestingly, the Data Book
states the area is 1,304,903 square miles, where the GNWT has added an extra unit.

(NAC), RG 85, Records of the Department of Indian
and Northern Affairs, Volume 1883, File 630, Part 219-2, Secretary of the Diocese of
the arctic to Foster, I April 1935.
'?National Archives

of

Canada

3NAC, RG 85, Volume 630, File 214-2. (No date but probably 1930s).
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occur in any month in the Arctic legion, and it is indisputable that the winters are cold.

In the Mackenzie River Valley temperatures fall below zero degrees Celsius for at least
seven months of the year, and temperatures of minus fifty-seven degrees Celsius have

been recorded.

In the Eastern Arctic, where

some

of the Islands are covered by

a

permanent ice cap, there are more variable temperatures, often related to the proximity

of Hudson Bay and the Arctic Ocean. Thermometer readings in January are usually
between minus twenty-five degrees Celsius and minus

fifty

degrees, but riot only the

interminable cold figures in the climate, and confibutes to the bleak image of the North.

At the summer solstice the sun never

sets across much of the region. In the depth of

winter, it does not shine at all. (See Tables Appendix

It

was winter, coupled with the effects

1)

of isolation and the remoteness that

distinguished life fol European women in the Arctic, and which added an additional strain

to already extended communication lines. If a woman's health deteriorated, or a difficult

birth was anticipated, it was not simply a matter of waiting for the next boat to travel to
civilization and medical care. In the Eastern Arctic, there was only one boat to wait for,
and

it arrived only if

conditions allowed. In the Western Alctic along the Mackenzie

River, the HBC supply ship took two trips

if

ice conditions permitted, and although

having gone "down North", the vessel had to retum south, so there was some chance to

visit between communities.
Residents at Shingle Point and Herschel Island were dependent on ice conditions to

allow a schooner to supply them from Aklavik, or from the west around Cape Barrow,
Alaska. On this coast there is one long winter and a short summer, and it is significant
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that according to one observer, the local Inuit saw the foul seasons as "time of ice, ice

going, no ice, and ice coming."o Lack of contact with the outside world left. r'esidents
feeling "like a colony ofRobinson Crusoes,
about how

tle

Addie Butler wrote fi'om Shingle Point

women there watched their visitors leave on the last supply boat of the

season. They felt sfanded and "forlom
handkerchiefs.

"5 and

-- standing in the mud and rain, waving wet

" It was, after all, "a long while between dog teams.

"6

On Easter Sunday, 1921, the \ryomen at Hay River saw their f,nst aeroplane land at

their settlement, but it would be some time yet before regular air ser.¡ice was initiated in
the Mackenzie, and before aeroplanes became reliable,

if expensive,

ways to travel in the

North. Even after aeroplanes could be counted on for occasional visits, communication
and travel throughout the legion was slow. Before the Mackenzie River
was instituted in December

Air Mail Service

of 1929, mail was delivered regularly once a year. Before that

time in that region, and until later in the Eastern Arctic, mail delivery was otherwise
sporadic and dependent on the RCMP patrol or othel official visitors.

It was the supply ship which moved the goods and brought the news in the North, and
shiptime played such an important part in the lives of Arctic residents that many viewed

the boat's arrival as the beginning of their year. The supply boat brought the food and
supplies for the next year's physical sustenance, but was also a time of spiritual renewal,

oChrislina Fry, Herschel lsland, The Leuer Leaflet of the Woman's Auxiliary of the
Board of Missions of the Church of England in Canada, hereafter the Letter LeaJlet, or
its later version, the Living Message, October 1,918, 376.
5AdrÍie Butler, Living Message,

April

1935.

6Addie Butler, lætters 1932-1935, Private Collection, 6 September 1932.
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whether it be in the form of personal mail, the Bishop (both RC and Anglican), or the
alcohol ration. "The impact of the supply ship on Arctic dwellers had to be experienced, "
explained Anna Rokeby-Thomas, for itwas not only the security of another year's supply
and fuel that the ship brought, it was "the tangible link with civilization" that came with

it. Arctic residents

"became intoxicated with happy excitement and talked

with the crew

like many magpies. "'
While the supply ship represented a tangible link with the outside, the annual visit
was symbolic of transiency in the North even

if it was only a once a year event.

Many

white residents, and certainly white women, were just sojourners in the North, so the
boat contributed to a condition described by Richard Finnie as "psychologically camping
out."E Once a year, the constant flux and impermanence was figuratively tied up at the

dock, or waiting out in the harbour, whethel the women of the settlement were about to
embark or not. Shiptime was crucial, and it was fleeting, leaving those along the route
exhausted, first ÍÌom the waiting, then from the visit itself.

Along the coast of Hudson Bay and Baffin Island, supplies ar¡ived on the HBC
supply ship out of Monúeal, and after the ice started to move out of harbours in early
summer, anxious European residents would daily scan tle horizon for signs of a steamer

moving slowly through the ice floes. Flossie Hirst at Pangnirtung wrote that she could
not explain her feelings at the moment the boat was seen.

TAnna Rokeby-Thomas,
"Ctu'istmas, 1938,"

North,22(6), 1976, 54.

sRichard Finnie, Canada Moves North, (New York: MacMillan Company, i944),
188.
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It is one thing to expect the boat but when expect¿tions ale finally lealized, the
feeling is altogether awful. It is both joyous and frightening fot' us because we
know that mail and news are actually within sight - and frightening because we
wonder what news is contained in our mail after such a long silence.e
Decisions of some importance to one's life came with the boat, and who was aboard

could signal the need for some speedy packing. As

it

appeared on the horizon, the

hospital ståff at "Pang" would run up the flag, then watch through field glasses fol signs
ofthe Bishop, and more significantly, for a mission uniform at the ship's railings.

A uniform might mean a replacement; that

someone was leaving; perhaps even an

additional nurse. By 1932, nurses travelling under the auspices of the Woman's Auxiliary

(WA) of the Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) were
required to wear a blue Grenfell cloth coat lined with red, with red shoulder strâps and

lining in the hood. This was topped off with a blue felt hat with a "dash" of red, making
the nurses easily distinguishable from a teacher, whose uniform was tÏe same, but with
pale blue decorations.'o In her 1933 diary, Flossie Hirst confessed she was glad there
was no missionary uniform sighted on the deck of the Nascopie because she was afriad

that she or her companion might be replaced.'t Later, they knew their new nurse had
arrived because they "discerned the familiar garb of an Arctìc Missionaty, trimmed with
red,"''z lending a special Arctic accent to the receipt of new orders.

eHirst, Dialies, GSA, IV.
roFleming to Arctic
rvorkers, Archibald Fleming Papers, GSA,

3-8, Box 3, File 18, 27 May 1932.
tlHirst, Diaries, GSA, I.

"Hirst, Diaries, GSA, IV.

DOA, M7i-4, Series
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The procedure at shiptime followed a similar pattem at all the outposts in the Eastern

Arctic. After the ship was sighted, everyone stafied running, for it was summer', and the
ship could be seen at any time of the day oI night. White residents and Inuit alike would

visit the supply ship in small craft and swarm over the decks, shaking hands with
everybody and looking for mail.'3 l-ong newsy letters fi'om home contained a whole
year's news, but it was not possible to sit back and read thern leisurely. First of all one
just had to know what had happened. Who had maffied or given birth,

ol the unhappy

notice of illness or death in the family, were important items of news, but there was the

possibility something might need a reply, and the letter had to go on the ship about to
leave. Some women attempted to keep annual diaries so they would be prepar ed to write

their'letters when the ship arived, although some simply sent the joumals home intact.

More than one noted it was easy to put off recording daily events, knowing the ship
would not arrive for months, so tlere was almost a universal scramble to wrìte letters
before the ship left. "Why we had not done all this befo¡e? " asked E Wallace Manning.

"I cannot very well explain, but if you were to live in the Arctic a few years, doubtless
you would understand. We always made good resolutions about next year,"'o when the
next mail arrived. Like Clu'istina Fry at Helschel Island, some women who had the
equipment l'esofted to the mimeograph, apologizing for the use of the machine. They had

'3This description is Richard Finnie's, but it is surprising how often the word
"swarm" is used to describe the visits to the ships on either side of the Arctic. There is
a cefiain visual quality to that word which suggests that tlose on board were
overwhelmed.
iaE

Wallace Manning, Igloo

1,943), 79 .

for

the Ni7ht, (London: Hodder

&

Stoughton Limited,
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to say the same thing over and over again, and had only a few days to do it.r5 This use

of the mimeograph was a remarkable breach of etiquette for some, yet represented

an

example of adaptation and initiative to suit what both correspondents would have viewed
as remarkable conditions.

The panic to get the latest on the returning ship was also a reaction to the conditions

of isolation. While the only white woman at Chesterfield Inlet in the early twenties, Luta
Munday associated the arrival of the mail with a feeling of "utter aloofness" for she had
been cut

off from everyone and everything with the realization that letters were months
old, most of them as much as five months, and that almost anything could have
happened since. Those feelings [she] nevel could describe, it seemed almost that
[she] had died and all the world was left behind.'6

In one sense, no communication with the outside stressed the independent nature of their
lives in the North for white women. In another, it signified their loneliness and the way
they had been cut off from the comfort traditionally supplied by the support systems of

friends and family. This created a paradoxical existence, and just facing the ensuing
tensions were an important part of living in the North for Euopean \.vomen. With the

first supply ship that came to Pang after she had arrived the year befole, Mena Orford
remembered her reaction at hearing of its sighting.

"I

stayed where

I

was, cold shivels

lunning up and down my spine. For the first time since the ship had sailed away, I was

'5Christina Fry to Bishop Lucas, Herschel Island, 5 January 1917. Fry explained that
the mail had to be ready for the tenth. GSA, DOA, M71-4 Series 5-3, Box 19.

t6luta Munday, A Mounry's Wife, (l,ondon: Sheldon Press, 1930), 156.
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admitting to myself that

I

had never really believed

it would come back again.""

The supply ship and receipt of the mail is one of the recun'ing themes in all Arctic

memoirs, so

it

has some significance to the white women who were in the North.

Keeping in touch from places a thousand miles from anywhere was crucial for day to day
existence and maintaining an identity with their own culture. Trying to comprehend both

the excitement and the accompanying tension is difücult and might lead to a temptation
to dismiss comments such as those of one Anglican missionary's wife at Aklavik in 1928
who wrote: "life is just fulI of thlills and interest here. I was never so thrilled in my life,

I think,

as getting the

winter's mail."18 Yet consider the impact of the mail's ar¡ival for

Sophie Porter and the other whaler"s wives at Herschel Island in 1895. "Those who each

morning impatiently listen for the postman's ring can scalcely picture the eagemess and
anxiety with which we receive our one solitary yearly delivery, " wrote Mrs Porter from
the Arctic coast, "where the conditions of life and environment are utterly opposed to all

that makes existence comfortable to us within the bounds of civilization, culture and
modern improvement.

"re

By 1918 at Herschel Island, Christina Fry r'eceived two yearly mails -- a number
consídered the "height of modernism" by one trader's wife at Fort Good Hope.æ One

r?Orford, Journey North, 122.
18Mrs Harcourt
at

Aklavik, Living Message, June 1928.

'eSophie Porter, "An

Arctic Winter: A Woman's Life in Polar Seas," Overl.and, Yol

29, n.d.,353-358.
æAgnes Deans
Cameron, David R Richeson, Ed. The New Nonh: Àn Account of a
Woman's 1908 Journey through Cannda to the Arcric, (Saskatoon: Westem Producer

Prairie Books, 1986), 162
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of those deliveries came overland by dog team, and probably via the west coast and the
Yukon. Of the intervals, Mrs Fry suggested it was like living in "Wonderland. Then

it

is we wonder - how you are, where you are, what you are doing, and when good news

of Peake will come. However, we never allow our wonder to drift into worry, for that
isn't worthwhile.

"'?'

Acceptance of the situation was a necessary requisite for white women in the North;
there really was no otler altemative until the next vessel appeared. Vy'hen the ship came,

women who lived along the route knew no contact could be made with the outside with
the exception of an occasional mail delivery by dogteam. They knew
forgotten in a letter ordering supplies,

if

anything was

fol example, it might be some time before

they

could even re-order it. When the supply ship came, "it would be a sfenuous day indeed,
hard to keep cool and collected" when there were so many things to think

of."

Staying

"cool and collected" at any time while living in the Arctic was a challenge, for anxieties

were exacerbated by environmental conditions as well as difficult communication.
Maintaining mental equilibrium lequired some effolt, so it is no wonder ships br.inging
visitors, supplies and mail made such an impact.
In addition to comments about the mail, all Alctic memoirs recall the winter climate,

for describing the climatic conditions in their' letters was

a way of portraying hudships

in terms which lelatves and friends could understand, and without actually whining.

of Canada, Diocese of the Yukon, Yukon Territorial Archives,
G'fA), COR 251, Christina Fry to Sarah Stringer, 2 December 1912.
'?¡Anglican Church

"Miss Wilgress at Hay River, Letter LeaÍlet, May 1911.
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Descripüons like those of Dolothy Page at Hay River in 1914 are commonplace.

Half of our winter is past now and it has not been nearly so severe as last year.
It has registered forty-six degrees below zero at two different times, but lasted
only a few hours. Of course, it is below zero nearly all the time, but we do not
call that severe here.23

From Fort Norman

in

1903, Rose Spendlove told LetÍer Leaflet readers that "the

tïermometer had read between fifty and sixty degrees below zero for some time. Please
excuse my scribble,

my fingers are cold and the ink has

frozen. "'z4 Earlier, Mrs

Spendlove had thanked the WA for their supply bale, and added "the tea cozy is so very

pretty and will keep our tea from freezng which is frequently the case during the
winter.

""

Winter required proper clothing, and some women were reluctant to wear the Native
costume which was the most suitable garment for the climate. In

tìe era when women

still wore long, heavy skfuts, white women in the North probably eschewed Native garb

for

reasons

of practicality and Victorian modesty. The skirts and petticoats underneath

gave some protection from the elements with the addition of a fur wrap or coat. This
costume would have served well

tle

women in the settlements and missions along the

Mackenzie River. The styles would also distinguish these women from theil Native
neighbours, providing a visible racial and class distinction, lending in their minds some
authorit¿tive air.

Along the Arctic coasts, it was more crucial to accept that keeping warm was more

'?3Dorothy Page, Leuer

Leaflet, April i914. These are Fahrenheit leadings.

'Rose Spendlove, Letter LeoJlet, August 1903.

Elbid.,Ianuary 1903.
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impofiant than looking like a respectable European lady. Luta Munday recognized only
Native clothing was suitable for the outdoors, but the garments were a nuisance because

all the "house clothes" had to be removed before the "deerskins" could go on, even for
a fifteen minute walk. "The hauling, pushing, and shoving to get into the kool.-le+ang

(coat) and out of

it

again was maddening, and oh, the condition

of my hair,"

she

complained.t6

Now, if Luta Munday lived in a snow-house,

she would not remove her furs

until she

retired for the night, before she c¡awled onto the fur-lined sleeping platform with the
entire family. But Mrs Munday lived in a heated cabin which separated her culturally

ÍÌom the Inuit wornen at Chesterfield Inlet. While
life depended on Native dress, inside her cabin

she lealized that outside the cabin her

she needed to retain her own cultural and

feminine identity. Luta Munday described the Native dress as being almost the same for
men and women, although a women's kool-Ie+ang or atigi had a large hood in which to

carry infants. It was tied at the waist to provide a safe seat. Fawn skins made the best
clothing, but summel skins also had the necessary shoft, fine hairs. This clothing was
wo¡n without underclothing; there was no irritation because the fur was soft. The suit was
doubled: one with the hair next to the skin, the other with the hair facing out. The coat
slipped over the head, and was worn with wide short trousers, deerskin stockings, and
sealskin boots. Some white women added bearskin mittens. The clothing was sewn

26Munday, A Mounty's Wife, M0. Deerskins refers to caribou. This may have been
at aligi, an artegee, or even a parka. The terminology and spelling changes from ela
to era, and place to place. With exceptions for regional variations in style, the women
mean the same thing.
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together with sinew and was very windploof.
Boots, or mukluks, were made with a layer of ful'inside to keep the feet warm, but

tlere was hair on the outside sole to prevent slipping. This hair wore away quickly

and

the soles had to be constantly replaced. In contrast to the principal role of Native women,

which was to prepare skins and sew clothing for her family,
maintenance

it

was the constant

of these skins that proved to be a nuisance for white women. The cold

weather had taught the Inuit "that

it did not pay to allow holes in their

clothing,

"'z7

observed Sadie Stringer with some undelstatement. Centuries of tradition provided the

Inuit women with the skills and the impetus to chew skins until they were soft and
malleable enough to use for clothes, but this was a domestic art unfamiliar to white
women.

It was also a profound cultural diffe¡ence. Gladys O'Kelly recalled how Inuit

women had looked into her mouth with interest. They decided she was a very lazy
woman who obviously had done little sewing since the edges of her teeth were still
intact,28

Wallace Manning learned to prepare and sew the skins she and her husband needed

to perform their scientif¡c work in the Cape Dorset region, but there were some Native
methods at which she drew the line. Sinew was used to sew sealskin boots because when

wet, it swelled and filled the needle holes. Caribou sinew was prefemed, and after it was

Sûinger, Address to the American Women's Club, Winnipeg, Manitoba,24
October 1934. GSA, DOA, Isaac Shinger Papers, GSA, M74-3, Series 2-8, #28, Box
'?TSadie

13.
'?EGladys O'Kelly, "A Woman's Log of an Arctic Adventure, " Typescript, Provincial
Archives of British Columbia (PABC), Add Mss 2636,33.
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stripped fl'om the long backs of the beasts, it was cleaned of large pieces of meat, soaked,
scraped, and allowed to dry. The Native women "removed the meat by sucking

Manning recalled, "but

I found

a knife was quite as effective.

it," Mrs

"'?e

The constant repair to native clothing posed problems to European women culturally

conditioned to the virtues of cleanliness. Winifred Marsh at Eskimo Point remembered
the white sealskin boots made for hel son by a Native woman, which Mrs Marsh washed

in warm soapy water to keep them clean. She then hung them up to dry. After the
treatment, not surprisingly, the boots always became stiff!3o Mrs Marsh learned to chew
the boots to soften the skins, and to replace new ones as needed, leaving the ìmpression

that facing the alternative was easier than breaking old habits.
Just because these women were a long way from fashion centres does not mean they

were not concerned with their appearance. Winter, and the intense cold forced them to
accept \rhat they perceived as an unolthodox and unfeminine appe¿u ance, and to forget

the custom that dict¿ted one "dressed to suffocation" to keep warm. These women had
heard such "fabulous tales of the northern climate that one does not wonder at their doing

so," wrote Selina Bompas. A parka, she noted, "made of deerskin with hood and mittens

all in one, is the finest garment ever invented for the purpose.

"3'

Even though at ategee made her ready for the worst weather, Susan Quirt pointed

2eManning, Igloo
3oDonald

for

the Night, 46.

B Marsh, Winifred Marsh, Ed,
Hurtig, 1987), 16.

Echoes from.

3'Charlotte Selina Bompas, "Our Women
November, 1908, 5.

a Frozen Land, (Edmonton'.

in the North," Inperial

Colonisr,
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out it was 'dreadfulty long and sloppy," and felt precisely æ if she were outside in her
nightdress and bedroom slippers. Miss Quirt resigned herself that she would get used to

it like everything else.32 Mhai¡i Fenton described the parka made for he¡ at Lake
Harbour in 1937 as an "Eskimo garment like a dress (with a hood), but comes down to
the hip only and has no waist, and no allowance for the bust as it is very full.

Fig.

Fig.

"33 (See

1.)

1. Mhairi Fenton

Di Castro's drawing of herlrtigi or parka. (NAC, MG29 C119).

Mhairi Fenton's comment that the parka was made by an Inuit woman who was

3'?Susan

33The

Quirt, Personal Diary, Shingle Point, 1929-32, GSA, DOA, M7l-4,

17.

captions around Miss Fenton's drawing indicate that this was likely a duffel
parka covered with an outer shell, as opposed to one fashioned from furs.
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"sweet and much cleaner than the rest" reveals another reason for white women's
reluctance towald the garments.3a EuÍopean women, confessed Sophie Porter, had to
"overcome" their' "disgust" at the sickening odouf of deerskins and ifher "wholly elegant

outfit, decorated in the most approved
cabins would have been unendurable

style,

"

had developed the same smell, heated

fol Eulopean

noses.3' Because

of the intense cold

and primitive heating systems, it was not easy to air out stuffy cabins.
One missionary remembered he asked Mrs Fred Jackson at Inman Harbour whether'

her home was warm ín winter, and alleged she leplied: "cold as hell! cold as hell! cold
as hell!"36

It is unfortunate that the reply cannot be substantiated, but it is indicative of

how the cold permeated even well-built cabins. One woman explained she and her
husband had to sleep with the blanket over their heads. Another recalled how every night

the bedroom fire went out, so she was always frozen when she was alone. Her nose was

numb, her eyelashes were frozen together, and she dared not move because tïere was
only one warmed spot in the bed.37 It was possible to heat homes with a good stove, and

in the Mackenzie Valley, wood was available. On the coast, coal was imported as wood
was sc¿ìlce. Heat generated in cozy cabins could also cause a nightmal'ish predicament
anyone already suffering from claustrophobic conditions. "The heat of

for

theloom, meeting

the cold air from outside, fi'oze the condensed vapour all around the door," explained

3lDiCasÍo, Papers, NAC, Lake Halbour', 20 September' 1937.
3sPorter,

"An Arctic Winter, " 355.

3óEdna

Claven and The Revelend J Harold Webster, Arctic Adventure, (Ridgetown,
Ontario: GC and HC Enterprises, 1987), 84.
3'Munday, A Mounty's Wife, 155.
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Addie Butler', so in addition to freezing to death outside, it was possible fo be ftozen in
as well.3E

Selina Bompas, a missionary wife of long-standing in the North, maintained that

Alctic winters were healthful and invigolating
even while you shiver you enjoy, while feeling that you have a strange
resemblance to a bear with your shaggy coat, and eye{ashes thickly laced with
icicles, you cannot help laughing and are ready, in spite of all to thank God that
you are alive.3e

Well, perhaps. Mrs Bompas plobably wrote those observations with

missionary

recruitment in mind. She rnight have added Christina Fry's portrayal of forty-six deglees

below zero to enhance the picture: "To experience something similar you will have to
stand on a bridge as a train is passing underneath puffing up smoke and steam, blinding

you. Freeze that steam, put a big wind behind

Mrs Fry added "still,

I

suppose

it,"

and you might be able to imagine it.

it might be worse,"*

and she was right, for it was not

so much the interminable cold of winter that \ryas the biggest envilonmental problem in

the North.

It

was the climate together with the "Season of No Light" as Mena Orford

called it, which produced the living conditions tïat led to "cabin fever. "
Winter did not mean total darkness in most of the Arctic, for the¡e was a dull twilight

of about two hours duration at the noon hour. The lack of sunlight and no fresh food
meant everyone was "languid,

"

and the physical effects translated into psychological

3sButler letters, 20
January 1934.

tnBompas,

"ûul Women in the North, " November, i908, 6.

aChlistina Fry, flom Herschel Island, Iztter Leaflet, Octobet 1918.
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ones.4' Women became irritable and etlgy, often succumbing to what one labelled as a

fit of grumps. Even "candles or other lighting rlid little to dispel the winter shroud that
had folded over us," explained Anna Rokeby-Thomas; the da¡kness "held the strange
power of quenching the human spirit. "n'

Even the anticipation of the dark period caused some anxiety. When Addie Butler
described the incessant sound

of ocean waves pounding the spit at Shingle Point, it

reflected her concern about the impending winter. The "break, b¡eak, bleak, lulled us to
sleep, but when fi'eeze-up comes,

it will be us who will

break,

" she wrote, " from the

silence and the cold. "n3 "The awful silence" was not easy to describe. Luta Munday
recorded that her pen was inadequate for the task.

It

seemed to descend upon us and enfold us, the grave itself could not be more

quiet. Very occasionally there came the howl of a wolf or the bark of a fox. I
would say sometimes to [my husband] Walter, I must scream. It was to avoid the
sensation of being buried alive.*

It was a silence you could almost feel, "a silence not only physical, but often one that
became

a silence within their

minds. "05

The silence provided a metaphor for the

isolation, of course, for few women who lived there would admit, like traveller Clara

Vyvyan did, that "to a certain extent, the North" was a prison, whele one "may not
easily get out, being held there by some individual weakness or by the grip of a force too

o'Anna Rokeby-Thomas,
"Arctic Darknes s," North, 22(1),

o'Ibíd, 15.
o3Butler

Letters, 6 September 1932.

-"lvlunday, Á Mounry's Wife, 1.66.
asMarsh, Echoes
Jrom a Frozen

Innd,35.

197

5,16.
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great for definition and defiance.

"06

This force suggested by Clara Vyvyan had two dimensions. The first was the simple

inability to go anywhere else during the winter'. The second was more complex:
package

of

acceptance,

all tied up with the ribbons of duty and the women's

a

own

understanding of their role. It was unlikely any white, European woman travelled into the

Arctic unless she had a specific goal in mind, or she had convinced herselfthat she could
at least make an effort. Wallace Manning "shrugged mentally and said good-bye to clean

white sheets. After all, it wasn't the end of clean white sheets. There would still be clean
sheets," when she went outside.4?

"I wasn't a bit in a hurry to get to Aklavik, " divulged

one woman who, in fact,

rather dreaded it; didn't expect to like it much [and] my hunch was right
I
didn't like it, and I don't like it yet, and I'm sure I won't, at least until winter is
here. But all that doesn't matter really; we didn't expect to come here to enjoy
the scenely, nor the social life. There are other things to take our time and

-

interest.aE

Keeping busy was important. Constant occupation was a cure for faint-heartedness in

women in the North insisted Selina Bompas. What with "helping the school, caring for
the sick, and playing the organ for our little services and caring

fol my babies I did not

have time to sit and pine," recalled Sadie Stringer,'e whose situation at Peel River and

o6Clara

Vyvyan, Arcric Adventutz, (London: Peter Owen, 1961), 66.

aTManning,

Igloo

for

the Night, 24.

'EMrs Trevor Jones, Typescript, "Joutîey to Aklavik,
Fleming Papers, M70-1, Series 3-8, Box 3, File 18.
leSarah

"

GSA, DOA, Archibald

Stringer, Address, 6 November 1931, Isaac Stringer Papers, DAC, GSA,
M74-3, Series 2-8, No 10, Box 13.
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Herschel Island was not unique. This was reiterated by Gladys Clarke from Fort Norman.

"We are kept so busy that time goes -- well I can't describe how quickly. "'0 Those with
specific employment such as nurses and teachers often lemark on how little time they had

for

themselves, and seldom comment on loneliness, except

in the sense of

being

homesick.

Many of these women held a common conviction that prayer was an active, and
powerful force in their'lives, and
tlu'oughout the records,

if

there is one strong influence which is in evidence

it is the unwavering faith these

women had in God to protect

them, and that He would provide. Rose Spendlove wrote that

it was "through God's

mercy we have endured nearly a quarter of a century,"5¡ and Reita Latham declared
this is a great adventure, and we're glad we're on it. All the world over, Jesus is
revered, is the King, imagine the greatjoy ofbeing one of His apprentices, so we
do lejoice and daily strive to show him in our life preaching is necessary, but
living Christ is essential to make a success of what we are trying to do.s'z

-

"During my tei'm of office in that northerly hospital offtimes the unseen world seemed

very near, and

I

was reminded of the plesence of the risen Lord,

"53

noted Mildred

McCabe from Shingle Point, who like Christina Fry knew she had been "watched over,
guarded and safely brought through many perils known and unknown.

soGladys

"50

Even those

Clarke, Letter Leaflet, Jvly 1922.

s'Spendlove, Lerter LeaJlet, August i903.

sî.eita Latham, Shingle Point, Living Message, 1932.
s3Mildled McCabe, Living Message,
July 1933.
5oChristina

Fry to Sadie Sfinger, Herschel Island, YTA, ACC, COR 251,

Decernber 1918.
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who wel'e not missionaries were guided by the same hand. Isobel Hutchison was

a

Scottish botanist who travelled along the Arctic coast during the winter of 1933. She was

not in the Arctic to proselytize or preach, but maintained she never took chances because

Cod always blazed her trail.55
The trials of isolation were made easier to endure with God's help, but it was critical

for European women to develop shategies with which to deal with obstacles and problems
posed by the environment. Some used thei¡ imagination, like Flossie Hirst who fantasized

"Oh to be in England now that April's here, but with the warm sunshine pouri-ng tlu'ough
the window it isn't hard to imagine that England is not far away. "'u

For some it was an endurance test just not to have another white woman in
vicinity. "I

have no white women to speak to, the nearest being 300 miles away,

the

" wote

Rose Spendlove. "The loneliness is extl eme. "57 In her diary, Mrs Spendlove recorded

"I

am a woman alone but

I

have been

for so many years that I am used to

it,"5E The

diary and her letters to the WA acknowledge encounters with Dene and mixed blood
ì,vomen, so

it is important to recognize that being the only white woman was what being

alone meant. This does not suggest a bigoted attitude as much as

it

does the understanding

there was a bond shaled by women of common cultures, and that white women believed

they would be a comfort to each other in the isolation of the North.

55lsobel Hutchison,

Nonh tu the Rime-R¡nged Sun: Being the Record of an AlnskaCanadian Journey Made in 1933-34, (London: Blackie, 1934), 153.
56Hirst, Diaries, GSA,
5'Rose

No II.

Spendlove, Fort Norman , Letter Leaflet, August i902.

5ÞA Thomas, "Kindly Dispatch Miss Gadsby," Not'th, 17 (2), 13.
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Sadie Sûinger once stated in an address that for five yeals she had no company of
another white woman,se so she "learned to understand men dul'ing that time," and the

men around her were very appreciative

of what she did for

them.@ Her presence

provided the men she came into contact with in the North with a "soft" aspect to their
harsh environment, and a visible link with the wives and families they had lelt in the
South. She nursed tïem when they were sick, and she entertained them when they came
to visit. She also taught shorthand to sailors wintering at Herschel in the mission school.
What Sadie Stringel did for these men was domestic and feminine in nature, which does
not belittle her contribution, but it was what the men would have expected, and what she

would have expected of herself. Sadie Stringer once wrote she had heard people say
was cruel to ask a white woman to go North, but she would have thought

it

it more cruel

to leave her behind,6r She saw her place as beside her husband; he was already an Arctic
missionary when she married him, and they shared a mutual vocation.

Luta Munday just learned to get along without other white women, although she
noted those who questioned her about being lonely without that companionship always
had

difficulty with the idea. "When I explain why I do not miss them, questionels always

say aren't you funny or al'en't you queer until now

I

am sure

I

must be," she wrote,

5eI

am not sure if this is entilely true. While at Herschel Island, for example, thele
were wives of whaling captains at the island during Mrs Stringer's stay.
oSarah Stringer', Address, 6 November 193i, GSA, DOA, Isaac Shinger Papers,
M74-3, Series 2-B#10, Box 13.

6r"A lVoman in the Wilderness,"

I*tter l*afl¿t, October 1914,378.
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adding it was a plus the men she encountered \.vere âll interesting.6'?

Mary Ferguson, a trâpper's wife living near Fofi Providence petitioned
govemment

in

the

1933 for a hunting license, explaining

my husband runs a long trapline and is away from home fol eight to fourteen days
each trip. During this time it is necessary that I remain alone. It is common
knowledge that but few persons accustomed to life on the outside can for so long
maintain their mental equilibrium amid the solitary silence and loneliness of the
far North without they have something with which to keep the mind occupied and
the body busy. It is just that which I seek! The legal right to get out in the open
with some definite incentive designed to furnish both the body and the mind with
the necessary exercise which is also a relaxation -- a lessening of tïe nervous
system's high tension
a counter-irritant for long days and weeks spent alone
in comparative idleness duling the cold months of winter.63

--

Shooting and trapping small game probably had limited entertainment value fo¡ Mrs
Ferguson, but she did recognize that she had to get out of that cabin, for her husband

noted she worried about staying alone and what might happen to her while he was
away."
In some way or another, white women alone learned to live without the presence of
other white women.

It would be easy to put this down to "the stuff of which pioneer

women were made," but that explanation is too general, ignores realities, and damns
those who could not bear the strain

-- and there were ceftainly

some who could not.

Annie Card allowed that even though her husband was fascinated with his job as Indian

ó'Munday, A Mounty's WiÍe, 138.
63Mary Ferguson to

HH Ro\r/att, Commissioner, NWT Branch, 12 July 1933, NAC,
RG 85, Volume 847, File F7774. Hereafter RG85/Ferguson. The legal situation and the
bureaucratic progress of the actual request is be explored in another chapter.
eChick Ferguson, Mink, Mary and Me: The
Story of a Wilderness Trapline, (New
Yo¡k: MS Mill Company, 1946),95.
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Agent, she felt she could not tolerate the isolation. The nearest doctor was 700 miles
away and she was afi'aid her young daughter might succumb to any of the diseases
prevalent among the Indians. After two years she left the North; one year after the

farming inshuctor's wife who arrived at Fort Simpson at the same time as she

did.65

Mrs Card's concerns about health and the availability of care were magnified by the
remoteness, but no more so than it might have been fo¡ women on the settlement frontier,

or even for working class and poor women in the city. Put into perspective, white women
may have been denied access to modern facilities and technologies as they developed, but
there never seemed to be a shortage of trained or experienced nurses in early Northern
settlements to assist during epidemics of influenza, measles or those diseases fo¡ which

little treatment

besides competent nursing was obt¿inable wherever one lived.

The threat of emergencies was more likely responsible for the fear generated about

lack of medical facilities and doctors, and the sad experience of Margaret Clay only
reinforced those anxieties.

It

was a particularly Northern tragedy: on the 21st of

September 1924, Mrs Clay died from wounds sustained ¡,vo days earlier when she was

viciously attacked by sled dogs in the community of Chesterfield Inlet. The circumst¿nces
"of this misadventure, which emphasized the degrees attending life in [those] inhospitable
latitudes, were distressing in every particular, " declared the RCMP Commissioner in his
1925 report. The RCMP statement plovided to the press,

in order to stave off undue

publicity, described how Mrs Clay was walking alone near houses at the post when she
was set upon by the dogs.

It

was surmised that one of the dogs had snapped at her in play

6Annie Card, Interuiew, Philip Godsell Papers, GMA File 311, Box 23.
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and accidently dlew blood, prompting the other dogs to attack. Two members of the
police post were alerted by the commotion and beat the dogs off, but one of Mrs Clay's

legs had been so badly lacerated

it

was amput¿ted at hel request the day after the

accident. The surgely was performed by an Oblate priest ât the settlement. The closest
surgeon vr'as at The Pas. There were four men in attendance to treat Mrs Clay, the two

Mounties, the priest and the HBC man. There wele anaestetics and morphine available,
and tlte operation itself was successful.

Mrs Clay apparently died of shock due to blood

loss.

The RCMP report noted Mrs Clay was familia¡ with Northern conditions, implying
she had accepted the

risks, and therefore presumably, absolved the Force of any blame.

"She had gone North to be with her husband, but in her darkest hour she was deprived

of his presence, " pointed out one story, for her

husband was out on a long patrol.6

Sargeant Clay's absence prompted the men who rendered the
signatures

first aid to put their

to a statement outlining the desperate situation, and thei¡ intentions. It

is

difficult to determine if this was standard practice at Northem posts since no similar files
could be located, however, the document appears to be singular. The Corporal in charge
assumed all lesponsibility and assured Fathel Duplain that under the

Crimhal Code, no

responsibility would rest with him.
There were probably two reasons for this action. Since it was the practice at the time

for the husband to grant consent for surgery on his wife, it might be that the men felt

6Editorial for January, 1948 RCMP
Quarterly, entitled "The Det¿chment Man's
Wife," Typescipt. NAC, RG 18, Vol 3301., 1924-HQ-660-c-1.
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compelled to record the circumstances since Sargeant C[ay was not available. It may also
be because Mrs Clay was the only white woman at Chesterfield and the four men saw

their position as tenuous after administering medical

tr

eatment under anaesthesia, and

without chaperones. Whatever tÏe case, the declaration is a sfiking document because

it

exemplif,res the

kind of issues which arose in the Nofth due to isolation. It reads:

In the case of Mrs Cløy:
1

.

2.

We do not see any chonce that the leg of
We seriously

Mrs Clay can be saved

fear that gangrene will start in, the whole leg from the knee to

ankle being chewed up

3.

Mrs Clay is under intolerable pains

4.

We seriously Think that we can succeed, and we see in the amputation the only
wøy to save the woman's life

5.

The person ís quite

willing to have her leg anputated knowing perfectly well

the existing conditions
Signetl: OG Peîty Cpl; HW Stallworthy Cst; NW Snow; E Duplnin

OMf

Margaret Clay's death provoked some action on the part of the RCMP administrators

in Ottawa. It was recommended by one officer that in settlements, all dogs that were not

wolking should be kept tied up.

A

new Dog Ordnance was drafted to provide the

authority to compel o\.vners to keep dogs tethered. There was some dissenting opinion
about the ordnance, undoubtedly because it would have been difficult to enfolce among

the Inuit along the coast.

ó?NAC,

Rc 18,
available in this file.

Vol 3301, 1924-HQ-660-G-1-C1ay. All

sources quoted here are
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Dogs represented one of the hazalds which white women mention regularly. This
was, in part, because the Natives did not treat their dogs the way white people did. If the
dogs were not working during the summer, owners tended to ignore them. While she
trusted and was fond of her own dogs, Luta Munday recognized the dangers

of

dogs

reared by both Inuit and Dene whom she believed were cruel to their anirnals, and never

proffered them any affection. As a consequence "their dogs never expected anything but

a blow, fi'om which they were ever trying to

escape.

dangelous because ttrey were ter¡itorial in nature.

"lf

"G Northern dogs were also

the company's dogs passed within

half a mile all our dogs would fly at them," Mrs Munday remembered, and "then such
a battle royal." The dogs were all shong and willing workels, but Luta Munday was
fo¡ced to temper the fond memories with those of the attack on Mrs Clay. The Clays had
replaced the Mundays at Chesterfield Inlet, and Mrs Munday recalled how Margaret Clay
had told her how much she had disliked the idea of going to Chesterfield. Mrs Clay told

Mrs Munday how she disliked the settlement and the Inuit. "I could hardly bear to leave
her behind feeling as she did, and the whole of the following winter she seemed to haunt

me.

I think

we both must have had a premonition.

"@

Wallace Manning and her husband depended on their dogs and understood the Natives

could not afford to keep dogs which were unable or unwilling to work. But rather than
shoot them with a cartridge that could be saved to

kill

a caribou, she explained, the Inuk

would leave the dog to starve, believing if he shot the dog, he would have bad luck.

*Munday, ,4 Mounty's WiJe, 195.
6'Ibid, rg2.

If
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the anirnal just died from staration, the owner could not be blamed.'0 The treatment and

behavioul of Northern dogs shocked observers like Isobel Hutchison, who made the
absurd suggestion that there should be a Northern equivalent of the SPCA,?' but like
most situations, the women learned to deal with thern.
Valenis Ottaway, a nulse at Hay River would camy her little brown bag when sick

visiting,

as

well as a big stick to ward off any trouble with tïe dogs." Native dogs were

"awfully fielce and chew strangers, " suggested Addie Butler without further example.
Sometimes they got loose and fought furiously, "and
unless we are armed with a thick stick,

"

if we know of it,

she added.'3 Dogs were one

\üe don't go out

of the

necessary

evils tlrat made Northern existence bearable. They pulled the komatik which carried the

mail, the law, the sick, and the visitor. Dogs made communication possible across the
frozen wastes, so it was generally understood that one put up with the¡n. The expelience

of Mrs Clay is

exceptional not because

of the dogs, but because of the medical

implications which ensued because of her location at Chesterfield Inlet.

While they were not unique to the region, there were tlu'ee physical ailments that
were common, and for which the symptoms were often aggravated by residence in the

Nortl. Addie Butler's description ofhow hel

'oManning, Igloo

for

eyes were being overworked because of the

the Night, 177.

7'Hutchison, North to the Rime-Ringed Sun, 76.

'2Valenis Atawa, Living Message, Febnrary 1,926, 34.
T3ButIel

letters, 6 September' 1932.
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continual use of oil lamps during the winter was a typical complaint.'o In the winter,

reading and letter writing were favourite activities. In addition, vitamin deficiencies
caused

by a lack of fresh fruits and vegetables left the body without resistance to those

diseases which effect the eyes. The prolonged glare

of the sun's rays in the summer

months often produced snow blindness, adding distress to eyes already at risk.'s

The medical investigations undertaken on the Eastern Arctic PaÍol

in

1937

determined that dental decay was the "most prevalent objective disturbance to be found

in white women in the

area.

"

This was due, in part, because dental disorders were

commonplace among white residents anyway, but since pregnancy trebled the rate of

tooth decay, women were more at risk. Dent¿l calies was a deficiency disease, and
delaying treatment just made the condition more severe.
Gladys O'Kelly recorded during her 1922 ttip along the Arctic coast that dental
problems were a serious drawback to living in the North, and astutely noticed the Inuit
had splendid teeth and white men invariably lost all of theirs. "This may be due to the
use of ice for dr.inking water," she wondered, for she had noticed that "civilized Eskimos

who follow this practise have not so good teeth as those who use more animal blood than
water. "'6 What concerned the government doctor, was not so much the tooth decay

itself. It was that deterioration of the teeth led to muscle andjoint manifestations such

as

'aButler letters, 8 January, i933.
'sThomas Melling, "A Study of the General Health of the White Residents of the
West Coast of Hudson's Bay," (sic), GMA, M832, 1937.

tuo'Kelly. "A Woman's I-og," 47.
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neuralgia, myalgia, neuritis, and perhaps even arthritis.?? Toothaches could be taken care

of with the supply of

instruments available

in

medicine chests supplied

by

the

government.

The study determined the "most common complaint heard subjectively, was that of

'bad stomach' which included hyper and hypo acidity brought on by the continuous
consumption of food prepared in tins, and gashitis caused by overeating and a sedentary

life. It pointed out that some digestive ailments originated with nervous disorders

and

emotional upsets. Emotional stresses and strains were intensified in the Eastern Arctic
concluded the report, and which was the view shared by Flossie Hirst. Based on her
experience in both regions, she felt the isolation of the east required more determination
than the west.'8 Strangely, this contention is not supported by available evidence for the

period.

In 1906, the RNWMP reported one woman
Arctic being an important

contr

had become insane, "three years in the

ibutoly factor in bringing about her present condition.

"7e

There is no name mentioned in the report, and no further explanation. Indeed, tlere is
apparently only one set of official records that have survived which relate to what might
be considered the stresses and strains of isolation.

"While I was not able to subståntiate the comment with the Grey Nuns records, or
indeed ÍÌom some who had worked as nurses in tfre region at the time, Clala Vyvyan
insisted she met the Mother Superior en route to Northern posts who told her the nuns
had the hue solution to the tooth decay problem. They had all their teeth drawn before
they went North. Arctic Adventure, 44.
?sHilst

diaries, GSA, IL

TeCanada.

Repoß of the Royal Nolthwest Mounted Police, Sessional

(Ottawa: King's Printer, i906).

Papers,
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Minerva Sophia Oulton lived in a cabin at Point Brule on the Slave River neal Fort
Smith in April

of

1925 when she shot her sixteen month old baby with a ten gauge

shotgun. The RCMP repon understated the carnage at the Oulton home: Mrs Oulton had
shot up the house, killed the cat and dog, and had fired ofl her ten year old son, Cecil.
She had also attempted to

kill herself with

an axe,

for

she was determined the

world was

coming to an end. In his deposition to the inquest, the doctor who examined M¡s Oulton
disclosed how she "complained of being kept alone last fall with the baby for nine weeks
at Great Falls, when she thought she would go crazy with loneliness. " Cecil Oulton stated

in his evidence it was the first time he had noticed his mother "that way; she

was

worrying the day before about my two brothers whom she had not seen lately; it was a
week since my father had left. She said she thought they had all drowned.

"E0

Minnie

Oulton was thirty-five years of age at the time, and had five children. The police report
listed her as Presbyterian, born in Mimesota, imbecilic, and most importantly, as poor.
Poverty meant she was unable to escape her situation like Annie Card who could leave
the north before she felt her world was coming to an end

*

which is notable in Minnie

Oulton's case because she lesided close to what some considered to be the ends of the
earth during the long winter months.8r

80NAC, Records
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,

"G" Division, RG 18, 1925,

HQ681-G-1-Oulton.
t'There is an intriguing footnote to this incident. Mrs Oulton was committed to the
Albera hospital at Ponoka. Her incarce¡ation generated considerable paperwork because
of the costs involved to the adminisûation at Ottawa. ln 1945, RA Gibson wrote to the
hospital to ask why cuffenî accoun'rs had not been ¡endered. He wondered if Mrs Oulton
had died. The hospital wrote back with the astonishing revelation that she had eloped on
December 1 , 1,944, and had not been seen since. I understand that eloped is a euphemism
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Lest

it be forgotten in this account of the frost and gloorn of Northern winter, it

must be remembered the short Arctic summer was also characterized by distinctive
situations. Imagine the emotion after three montls

of

darkness when the Grey Nuns at

Aklavik could recold in thei;i Chroniqres that they "saw the sun, rather his eye only, for
the first tirne since November. What a pleasant wink he did give us, and then disappeared

again, assuring us he would remain longer with us tomorrow. "E' As the summer solstice
approached, night turned into day, and

in the fal North, the

sun just rested on the

horizon, and never set. During the summer, the long hours ofdaylight curtailed sleep and

produced

a

strange kind

of lethargy caused by the exhaustion brought on by the

temptâtion to keep going as

if

the nights were, in fact, days.

It

seems

it was hald to go

to bed, and life canied on like it was one long afternoon. With little to distinguish day
from night, women became disoliented, and even unaware ofthe date
Reita Latham wrote

of a holiday at

companions visited the HBC post

Herschel Island

in

as

well

as the

time.

1932, wherc she and her

for tea. They had a "ripping good time" she

remembered, but also noted they had not the slightest idea of the time of day, which
turned out to be quite late.83 Travellers like Elizabeth Taylor remarked how
seemed tlre thing

it

"hardly

to do to go botanizing at one o'clock AM, " and it was quite an

experience for her to attend a midnight mass at Peel River while the sun streamed thlough

commonly used in facilities which treat the insane, and simply means she escaped.
s2Chroniques,

Aklavik, 13 January 1926, SGME. Translation as provided by the

alchivist.
E3Reita

Latham, Líving Message, 7932.
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the windows.8o
When the sun returned, all felt healthier and had renewed vigour', evoking positive
comments unlike those

of dread and foreboding which were used to describe winter.

Gladys O'Kelly's description illush'ates the sense of restoration that summer ploduced.
The short Arctic nights cast an enchantment over this land where the atmosphere
of the long brilliant days, Iike champagne, makes laughter and song the easiest
thing in the world. At rnidnight the sun sinks regretfully to rest and a band of
molten red rims the wo¡ld.Es

Nature

in her own way provided the perfect cure for all the winter blues, but the

unlimited sunshine was enervating, especially when matched with the business of
shiptime, which began the yearly cycle fot women in the North.

With all the problems posed by isolation, climate and weak communication links,

it is undelstandable how the radio and the aeroplane changed the lives of women in the
region. Radio transmission was established acloss the Arctic by the mid i930s, but
ironically, while it speeded up communication with the south,

it

also emphasized the

isolation and added to the sense of loneliness. For British women on the shores of
Hudson Bay, and even as far west as Shingle Point, the nightly sound of Big Ben evoked
intense nostalgia, because "through the frosty starlight of this Arctic Region his chime

rang with the uncanny sound, bringing sudden visions of wet streets and umbrellas,
emptying theatr es and the hoot of the taxi. "s Apparently the London news was usually

84Elizabeth

Taylor, "A Women Explorer in the Mackenzie

December, 1895,229.

ttO'Kelly, "A Woman's Log," 30.
E6Hutchison,

No¡th to the Rime-Ringed Sun, 199.

Delta,

"

Outing,
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easier to tune in because of fog and Atlantic depressions. According to Winifred Marsh

they were often able to heal'ten different stations at Eskimo Point,87 but the radio was
not a panacea fol the communication ills of the North. As one Cambridge Bay resident
acknowledged, "troubles can get out," by ladio, "but in no way could help get in."EE
Nevertheless, when h'ansmission radio came to Pangnirtung on Baffin Island, Mena
O¡ford was thrilled, and for the first few months, words costing forty cents each "poured

over

tïe air like

water, "E' lift.ing

spilis and providing one of the leal

changes to

Northern life.
The atmosphere which car¡ied those radio waves, and the location of the NWT also

afforded residents the opportunity to vier,v one of Nature's outstanding displays. The
Aurora Borealis was one of the small, yet exciting pleasures of living in the Nofth. "One

would feel sorry for the man or woman who could not watch the flickering movements

of its

magic radiance without emotion,

"

suggested Selina Bompas,m about the

phenomena caused by an electrical discharge produced by a generator of solar wind and
the earth's magnetosphere. This charge creates a current car:ried mainly by electrons. The

lights most frequently appear in the shape of a curtain, 80 kilometres above the earth, and
are the result of emissions caused when atoms and molecules in the upper atmosphere

ETWinifi'ed Marsh,

Ckcular Letters, GSA, DOA, DB Marsh Papers, Series 5-1, M71-

4 Box 16, 1935.
EsAnna

Rokeby-Thomas, "Anna's Diary: Arctic Honeymoon, " North, 21,(5), 1974,

31.
se0rford, Journey North, 136.
mBompas, "Our Women in the North,

" November, i908, 6.
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collide with the current.e'
Christina Fry's description of the curtain is far mo¡e poetic, and certainly less
intimidating than the scientific one. The Aurora Borealis was "simply grand. They dance
and swing and

flutter, drop so low you could take a handful. Some people think they can

hear a rustling,

"

recorded Mrs

concluded "as yet

I

cannot. "e"

Fry. One can almost feel her disappointment as she

In an article entitled "The Beauty of the Arctic, " Luta

Munday illustrated some of the nah¡ral wonders of the NWT, with an emphasis on the
"growing community" and the lewards Nature dispensed to those who found the strength

to persevere tluough the trials of Arctic winters and its isolation. She wrote:
Then there were tle Northern Lights. A single silvery shaft shoots across the
heavens and changes to a riot of brilliant colour. I have seen one half of the sþ
dyed blood red, no other shade mingled with it at all while at the same instånt the
opposite arch of the heavens showed every colour of the rainbow. Sometimes
those swift dancers ofthe air seem to advance and recede to a lilting measure then
suddenly disappear, and as we draw a breath of wonderment thinking the spectacle
is over, they burst on us again in all their radiance. At times I have laid myself
flat on the snow in my deerskins to watch the full arc of their ghostly dance
braving the intensity of the cold ratler than lose a moment of that vision.e3

In her work about white women isolated on an island in the Pacific Ocean, Claudia
Knpaman cautions that any examination which focusses on hardships and self-sacrifice

can place women on a pedestal. What becomes importånt is the heroic ideal, and
overlooks that these women were merely human beíngs devising strategies to help them

e'This is a paraphase of the pseudo-scientific explanation provided by the NWT Datu
Book, page 17. I do not presume to have any real understanding of this, I only know
they are one of the most fantastic sights I have ever seen.
e'?Christina

Fry, at Herschel Island, Letter IæaJIet. October i918.

e3luta Munday, "The Beauty of the Arctic, " National Review, February 1934, 242.
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live with a harsh environment. There is no reason hele to

assume these white women

were heroic, but as WL Mofion suggested, "in the North, environment is a fact of life,
and a factor in historiography.

Life is possible in the North, but depends ever and always

on the conditions imposed by it. "q
Despite the conditions which controlled the very essence of their lives, for many
women, there were elements of the Northern climate and its isolation which vitalized and
inspired. The Aurora plovides but one example. Many of the women expressed a sense

of being closer to God amidst tle

vastness

of the Territolies. This was often their

salvation, and Isobel Hutchison wrote a poem which provides some sense of that feeling.

It

appears in North to the Rime Rin.ged Sun. The verse is not a masterpiece of literature,

but the words paint a vivid picture of what is, in essence, a porffâit of sound and space,

of frigid cold, and of nature's grip on the Arctic wastes which wel'e those elements which
controlled the lives of white women in the North for nine months of each year. She
wrote:

In the Grip of the Ice
The sea is frozen now, he¡ voice
Is hushed in deadly calm.
There is no sound along the shore,
Save cold's unearthly psalm.
The crackle of the bulning frost,
The whisper of the snow,
And on the sea, the lonely creak
Of ghostly berg and floe.

ooMorlon, "The No¡th in Canadian Historiography, " 229.
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We are alone in silence here,
Her ample footsteps throng -The peace of God breathes all around
And fills this place with song.n'

erHutchison, North to the Rime-Ringed Sun, 118.

Chapter Two

More Chilling Than Thrilling:
White Woman's Burden in tlle Arctic

Isolation and the severe climate had significant effects on the physical and ment¿l
well-being of white, European women who lived in the Arctic, but tlre remoteness, and

exffemes

of

climate rneant both daily and special activity was dominated by the

environment, and shaped by the continual effort to adapt to the exigencies of life in the

North. Since even women engaged as teachers and nurses in the schools and hospitals
were occupied with household cho¡es for much of their time, it was the domestic role

which was intensified, and despite the romantic illusions of the Arctic situation, life for'
most white women was simply "mole chilling than thrilling. "¡

The domestic situation provides a focus for women's daily activity, and

fol

some

examination of how women reconsüucted what passed for a southern "society" in the

Nortl, for it is in theil homes that white

women pelpetuated the social customs they

brought with them fi'om the South. They bore the responsibility

of

introducing

"civilization" into the North, and there was the expectation they would infoduce a softer
edge into an otherwise bleak world. This domestic role was the white woman's burden

in the Arctic. Critics view this re-creation of white society in other imperial outposts

4.

as

The
'"Woman Gives Vivid Piciwe, " Quebec Chroniclø, 18 September 1934,
article is about I-eota deSteffany, wife of the Captain of the Kindersley. These were the
wo¡ds she used to desclibe her prospects during Arctic travel.
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desÍuctive force. They argue the establishment of European social customs became the

foundation for discrimination and fo¡ preserving civilization in the Empire,'z although
what alternatives were available to white women is unclear. Indeed, what else could be
expected?

Analysts of imperialism and gender have posited that European women sustained

familiar customs on imperial frontiers because women needed to remember who they
were, where they came from, and what standards they needed to maintain3 after they
arrived at their destination. There is a subtle distinction between that perspective and the
understanding that women ventured

i¡to the Canadian North with the knowledge there

would be difficulties. The former view suggests powerlessness and a reaction to it. The
Iatter indicates adaptation and allows for versatility and agency. Personal goals and
guidelines were well established before the nortlern visitors left the South; they were

simply altered to meet the situation.
Conventional imperial history, and subsequent feminist analysis has focused on the
assumption that the advent of white, European women into a region contributed to the
distance between the community and the white men who controlled

it, principally

because

of the ensuing development of a social hierarchy closely aligned to the political order of
the ruling elite; because of the type of activities in which women engaged as a group; and

'Women

the discussion in Claudia Knapman, White
in Fiji:Ruin of Empire?.
Knapman addresses the assumption by traditional colonial and imperial historians that
white women actually were responsible for the demise of the Empire because of thei¡
insistence in keeping the social practices of iheir home.
'?See

3strobel, European Women, 10.
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because of the use of servants

in most of theil homes.' In the North, the reality was that

despite the outward signs of an imperialist hielarchy manifest in the institutions of the

Bay, the Church and the RCMP, women's lives were contained within a circle of annual

ordering, feeding their families and traveller guests, storing and preserving for the
following winter, and adapting to available local provisions, as well as cleaning their
homes, washing their clothes, and battring their babies and their mission charges. There

we¡e northern variations on all those themes, but it is noteworthy there is no indication

from any of the women that they saw this domestic role

as changed

or changing in any

way, whatever their function in the community.s Among those themes which do dominate
the letters and memoirs are food and food supply, obtaining water, and household chores.

Although essential to every person's existence, food and water perhaps remain t¡ivial to

the overall comprehension

of

empires, and to the understanding

between gender and imperialism. Household chores probably

of the relationship

fall somewhere short of

trivial.
To correct this impression, feminist wliters have begun to explore colonialism and
the appropriation of the cultural aspects of cuisine. The premise is that cooking and
indigenous recipes serve as an indicator of domestic economy; a recipe becomes a stoly

oSee

Strobel, European Women, and Claudia Knapman, White Women in

Fiji

1835-

1930.
5One

point of clarification is needed. This refers to women who lived in ttre North,
were employed by missions, or who were married to traders and policemen. This does
not necessarily include transients, but it is not meant to exclude them either.
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which reveals cultural practice.6 In the same vein, since isolation and environment had
some impact upon the supplies available in northern kitchens, household management was

a critical factor in the northern experience. Mor.e importantly, because of the domestic
nature of women's work, ideas about food and home economics engendel the experience,

a¡d when white women wdte about the food they cook, and the food they must consume

of necessity, they write something of their sefi

It is not possible to

state that men cared less about their foorl when they lived in ttre

North. It can only be confirmed that the women explessed their concerns, and wrote
about the food they cooked and ate. This was

in part

because these women were

psychologically kitchen-bound, as well as ice-bound. Activities associated with meals
were closely tied to their daily schedules and domestic occupation. The challenge here

is not to launch a northern cookbook and describe one hundred and one historical ways

to prepare seal meat and fog berries,' but deprivation has always been part of the
northern folklore, so a knowledge of how housewives coped, and what they thought about

their domestic cilcumst¿nces should be part of the historical record. The Nolth was not
always a land of plenty and it would be wrong to cling to any illusion of abundant game

in the woods, or fish in the lakes and

seas. Grand banquets and social events with

6See,

for example, Anne Goldman, "I Yam What I Yam: Cooking, Culture and
Colonialism, " in Sidonie Smith and Julia \ atson, Eds., Decolonizing the Subject: The
Politics of Gender in Women's Autobiography, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1992.)
?Addie Butler described fog
berries as similal to a blackberry, but orange coloured
with larger drupes. They were watery and had a srnoþ sour goosebery flavou¡. I have
no idea how they might taste eaten with seal meat.
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elaborate gasffonomic menus were not common, although not surprisingly, hospitality and

celebrations were characterized by the consumption of food, which is a reflection of the

conditions imposed on white society by the supply system, as much as it was custom and
culture,

Women described food and food supplies to their friends and family because they

knew the women to whom they wrote could visualize the difficulties of supply and
preparation, and sympathize with the monotony.

It

rras paft

of the sacrif,rce, and

describing the problems associated with food preparation subtly conveyed t¡at message
south. When Clu istina Fry wrote from Herschel Island in 1918 and explained the lack

of variety in the family's diet, she remarked that fresh fruit and green vegetables were
out of the question, but her description of the "meatless, wheatless, and sweetless" days,
summed up the extent of Arctic victuals in terms any housekeeper could understand.E

Northem tables required one to keep what Sister Elizabeth Ward at Fort Providence
recorded as "lent by anticipation" for there was often only fish and potatoes to eat -when there were fish and potatoes.e
Fish provided a staple protein supplement, and as Minnie Hackett explained, during

"open water season" near Aklavik, f¡esh fish was usually available daily. Even fish
flozen in the fall and kept all winter tasted better than canned food,'o but for those who
EChistina Fry to Sadie Stringer (who certainly would have understood), Herschel
Island, 2 December, 1918, YTÀ, ACC, DOY, COR 215.
eSister Elizabeth
Ward, Fort Providence, 1885. Quoted in Rev Father P Duchaussois,

OMl, The Grey
loMiss

Nuns

in the Far Nonh, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1919), 132.

M Hackett, Atlavik, Living Message, October, 1928. This means about three

months of the year.
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relied on dried fish, it was not necessarily the most palatable alternative. Louisa Camsell

Mills was born at Foft Simpson.

She recalled that as a

child, fish was the main course

for most meals, and if one did not like fish, one went hungry. Since the dogs were fed
fish exclusively

as

well, and the¡e were five or six dog trains in Simpson at the time, the

men of the community spent tlree weeks each autumn fishing in Great Slave Lake.

Twelve thousand whitefish represented a good catch. To presele the harvest, the
whitefish were hung ten to a stick on a fish stage. "If the weather had been warm, these

fish got rather 'high', and after coming all the distance from Great Slave Lake in two
sco\,vs, uncovered and tramped on

be

by men and dogs, one can imagine what they would

like."" It is not difficult to envision why Annie Card recorded they always hoped for

cold weather when the boats returned from fishing.''?
Country foods like seal meat, polar bear', walrus and muktuk, which is the inner layer

of whale skin, provided fresh meat in coastal settlements, as did caribou when available.
Moose, caribou, deer, bear, mountain sheep and rabbits augmented the diet further- inland
"on rate occasions" wrote Minnie Hackett. Any shortages were due, in part, because the

men who wor*ed at missions and posts considered their occupations as their principal
responsibility and were often not hunters in the t¡aditional sense. Traders, missionaries,
govornment officials and policemen had other things to do which were only neglected
under conditions of dire need. Natives wele often hired to hunt and fish. but then could

"Louisa Camsell Mills, Typescript, Interuiew, PAA 74.1/88.
llAnnie Card, with Helen
Rutherford, "An Indian Agent's Wife," Beaver, September
1939,22.

7'1

only do so if the game was present in the area. This explains why Miss Hackett suggested

St Peter's Mission was very fortunate the previous winter to have a good supply of
caribou. The legs were hung in the storehouse, but froze so hard, "they woukl take one

or two days to thaw out when brought into the hot kitchen.

"'3

Obtaining and preparing country meats was often less of a challenge, however, tÏan
actually eating them. Sadie Stringer recalled how Inuit had killed two polar bears at peel

River, and at the mission the next morning they had bear steaks for breakfast. They "all

felt like polar bears after it," and decided they wanted no more polar bear

meat.'o

Traveller Clara Vyvyan described a scene after her guides had killed a bear. It was the

only fresh meat they had eaten for some days. "As we sat there, close to the reeking
corpse, consuming flied bear steaks and rice and treacle,

"

she confessed, "we tried to

regard this revolting scene as a matter of course. "'5 Luta Munday remembered that she
thought seal and wahus very good eating, but liked the walrus best. She explained walus
was a dark meat, and very fat, but

it was really quite good, especially the flippers of

a

young animal. She disclosed that not all white people in the community were enthusiastic

about eating eitler.'6 Mena Odord described how her husband and children liked seal
meat, but she could only manage to eat

tle liver,

and then only because

it tasted

a

bit like

calf's liver if fried with bacon. Mrs Orford's dislike of the dark, fatty, seal meat became
I3Hackett,

Living Message, October 1928.

taSadie

SEinger, Peel River, 12 July i897. GSA, DOA, Isaac O Stringer Collection,
GSA, M74-3 DOA.
LClara Vyvyan, Arctic Adventure, (London:
Peter Owen, 1961),129.
'6Munday, A Mounty's Wife, 174.
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so strong that eventually she could neither cook

it or

even touch

it, and she confessed

"at the first sight of the black flesh, [she would] have to go and lie down."'7 But,
unfamiliar tâstes and smells were oíten the means to su¡/ival, and as Clara Vyvyan
reminded herself as she sat and ate fresh bear meat, "sometimes life catches you up and

whirls you into the strangest experience from which there is no escape, and you just bow
your head and wait until its over. "'8
Harvesting eggs, geese and ilucks in the spring allowed for fresh meat when supplies

of all kinds were running low, but strict regulations about shooting waterfowl out of
season evolved over time, and this presented some social embarrassments

in

small

communities where everyone wâs just short of starving, and geese and ducks were the

only available food. At Cambridge Bay, the RCMP felt

it

necessary

to inform

the

residents of the law, and Anna Rokeby-Thomas related how these visits from the local
constabulary created an uncomfortable situation for her because every time the Mounties
appeared at her home to deliver their stern warning, she had a duck in the oven.'e

Mrs Rokeby-Thomas claimed there "were ways of disguising the monotonous food, "
supplied to them in the Arctic, but she "considered

it a real victory when a day

without having to use army beans for either the noon o[ evening meal.

"20

passed

Even with

Íìesh meat available, the mainstay of the northern kitchen was beans, often referred to

I'Orford, Joumey North,
109.
'EVyvyan, Arctic Advenrure, 129 .
DRokeby-Thomas,

"Christmas 1938," 52.

'0Rokeby-Thomas, "Arctic Darkness,

"

15.
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euphemistically in corespondence as drjed vegetables, which probably fooled no one.

Any fi'esh food at all was such a treat after a winter of beans, beans, and beans, wrote
Christina Fry, who called them Mackenzie River Strawberries.2'Beans even figure<l in
the folklore about white women in the North. One Anglican missionary recalled in his
memoir how the white wife of an HBC trader was ill and "of a delicate stomach. " There
was available country food and dried meat, but a üaveller who spent a short time at the

post noted the condition of the wife and "took courage to advise his host" and asked
whether he could not order some luxuríes for her. "Luxuries? is it?" asked the trader.

"Do you no ken that

I

get 600 pounds of beans every year?

"22

The accuracy of this tale

is unknown, but it is an indicator that luxury in northern kitchens often meant quantity
and not quality, and the supply of provisions was often determined by another hand.

It

also puts a situation into perspective when beans can provide a measure of social status.

At least beans could

be prepared

with some flair if the cook was versatile, but "the

etemal canned meat" recalled Luta Munday, "was fearful eating and so salty. " There was

no nourishment because it had to be "boiled to rags." She "really preferred cold boiled
bacon, though it was not altogether appetizing either as it had been at the detachment for

two years." It had been shipped into the Arctic "rolled in a creosote preparation the
flavour which more or less" permeated the whole

thing.'?3 Since goods had

to be shipped

'tChristina Fry to Bishop Lucas, Herschel Island, 5 January 1917. GSA, DOA, M71-

4, Series 5-3, Box

19.

"Charles Edward Whittaker, "Autobiographical account as a missionary, " Typescript,
GM,A,, M5960, 32.
'3Munday, A Mounty's Wife, I52.
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in

bales or boxes, tåere was often a chance that flavours and foodstuffs mingled.

Insignificant as this problem may seem, such inconveniences mearìt daily challenges
rarely encountered by a soutlern cook. In a letter of gratitude to the WA which sent
supplies North to her in 1898, Mrs Reeve at Fort Simpson tactfully suggested groceries

should be sewn up separately

in strong cotton bags. It

seems "pearline, oatmeal and

pepper were not at all a serviceable mixture. "ø Any blending meant an entire year.'s

supply was contaminated, and there was no way to replace the goods until the boat
returned in twelve months time.
To supplement the monotonous diet, gardens were planted wherever there was a little

soil, but the fickle climate and poor growing conditions meant harvests

r,vere

unpredictable, like the garden at Aklavik which yielded letnrce leaves three inches in

length, four to six leaves to a plant. The lettuce was so tough, the staff at the mission
resorted to boiling the leaves. The radishes and spinach r,vent to seed due to rapid growth
under the continuous daylight.'zs Sister Vy'ard w¡ote how the barley crop one year at Foft
Providence was ruined by locusts, the pot¿to crop was very poor, and the previous year's

wheat was destroyed by fiost.

In addition, the lake froze over before fish could

be

caught. The nuns in charge of the gardens managed to harvest one caffot. The onions
remained because

it

"appears they were so bad that the locusts disdained them. " The loss

of the barley was apparently near cat¿strophic because barley was used as a

uMrs Reeve, Fort Simpson, Lener Leaflet, March 1898.
ãHackett, Living Message, October i928.
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substitute, and for soup when there was no fish.2ú

ln the early years at Fort P¡ovidence, the Grey Nuns lived under severe hardships;
their gardens essential because their supplies were not shipped with any regularity into
the region. But even

if northern

gardens yielded a bounty, these fresh vegetables did not

last through the long winter. And

tlat

absence weighed heavily on the minds

of white

women in the Arctic. Winifred Marsh wote fiom Eskimo Point in July of 1936 that she

had "been crazy for something fresh" for she had no fresh food for days,2' and Mena
Orford described how a calendar picture of a bowl of fruit "provided the last straw to
[her] hungry cravings. " Everytime she saw

it, her "mind would flood with

a poignant

yearnings for bananas and nostalgic memories of apples ripening on a tree. "'E Bananas
were not unknown in the NWT, and could sometimes be putchased at Fort Smith where
the Connibears were independent traders. It seems Mrs Connibear was not afraid to order
goods that no one else bothered

filst order spoiled

because

it

with, and this included shipments of green bananas. Her

was not loaded on the boat in time, but the next year's

supply arrived intact for the shrewd Englishwoman who obviously understood what would

sell the fastest in her stole.2e

While Mena Orford had to make do with a picture on the wall, Flossie Hirst and
Florence Giles at Pangnirtung engaged in window box gardening with some amusing
ãDuchaussois, Grey
Nuns, 734.
'??Winifred Marsh, 1
'?EOrford, Journey

July 1936, GSA, DOA, Marsh Papers, M7i-4, Box 1ó.

Notth, 85.

'eMiriam Green Ellis, "A Business Woman
12 December 1.925.

ir

the Far

Nofih," Canadian Countryman,
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results. They planted potåtoes in a box and at what they considered to be the appropriate

time decided to have a dinner party and surprise thefu guests with a treat. They went to
dig out the potatoes, all the while conce¡ned the bowl they held in hand would not be big
enough. In herjournal, Miss Hirst divulged they had previously cut off the tops and eaten

them as a green vegetable, which might explain her description of the harvest.
Our expressions must have been rather comical when we had all the obvious result
of the total crop on the floor. There were about 3 potatoes the size of an egg, and
tïe rest were the size of marbles -- and smaller!! We set them on the floor and
laughed -- and laughed -- and laughed. The¡e was a surprise all right, but it was
ours, and we were not t¡e invited guests.3o

They did not wait for the guests but cooked the potatoes immediately. They were
delicious, and the women rationalized there were more in tlre garden, so the HBC traders
could have those when they next came to din¡er. Their garden also provided these two
women with a little game of colonial one-up-manship.3' Miss Hirst had planted Canadian
seeds on one side and declared them

were claimed

to be Miss Giles's. Seeds planted on the other side

fol helself and England.

"Canada and England are going to

it, neck and

if the Canadian

seeds started

neck, " recorded Miss Hirst, although Miss Giles had insisted

to gain, it would be proof of Canada's superiority over England.3'z
"Cooking in the North, " maintained Elizabeth Howard, was "somewhat different to
what it is at home," and she told how before they were able to get ÍÌesh milk, eggs, and
butter at St Peter's Mission, "tlere was nothing to do but substitute Hay River. Really,
3oHirst, Diaries,
GSA,

IV.

3tSome

feminist readers may be offended by the use of the masculine term, but oneup-womanship sounds absolutely ridiculous.
3'?Hirst,

Diaries, GSA. II.
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it is marvellous

what one can do with water, " she wrote in a letter to the WA. "For

cheap housekeeping,

" it was highly

recommended.33

It

may have been inexpensive as

an ingedient in small amounts, but securing sufficient quantities of water in the North
was labour intensive, and the mechanics of melting snow and ice in the winter occupied
considerable time and energy.

The constant need for water was a reflection of the white women's understanding
that despite the conditions under which she lived, a clean home, clean bodies, and clean
clothes were still important. Of those southern conventions which clashed with the

Arctic

environment, cleanliness and cleaning were the most difficult to adapt, and the obsession
to maintain comparable sanitary conditions was almost perverse. Clean clothes and bodies
separated these women from their Native neighbours. Cleanliness provided an immediate

visual distinction betìreen the races, yet it would be wrong to assume European women
engaged in the southern rituals

of cleanliness in order to maintain that difference. They

would have done it anyway, because they viewed those chores as a part of their everyday
occupation, and because fastidiousness was culturally ingrained and personally desirable,
even

if this meant cracking the layer of ice on the water pail every

moraing just to wash

a face.
"Washing in the Arctic is one of the housewife's most bitter trials, " concluded Isobel

Hutchison, after describing how the tub of snow was placed on the stove to melt. She did
her washing "which froze stiff as boards the moment it was hung on the line to dry.

33Blizabeth

Howard, Letter LeaÍler, January 19i5.

3oHutchison,

Nonh

ø

the Rime-Ringed Sun, 154.

"3o
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Chlistina Fry told Letter LeaJIet readers she liked to put clothes out on the line, but
confessed

it

was not always the best plan in winter.35 Ma{r Ferguson washed clothes

with melted snow in the winter, but even in summer, haÌd water from the river. made
laundry difficult. Except for woollen g¿u'ments, which were hung in the house to keep
them soft, clothes were hung out on the line until much of the moisture was gone. Then
the laundry was hung inside, which meant endless lines of damp clothes to clutter aheady

small cabins.36

Melting snow in any quantity was a tedious job. The usual metlod was to flll large
pots and reduce the snow to water on the stove.

If hot water was the desked result, the

r,vait could be interminable. Fuel supplies were also scarce, although the never-ending

cold meant that a stove was probably
simultaneous duty.

lit

during most of the day and could do

In the missions and schools, bath night and laundry routines were

strictly enforced. Mary Crocker wrote from Aklavik in 1938 that it was the climax of the
week when bath water was hauled in pails from the laundry tanks in another building.

"It's quite

a business by the time you get to the thirty-eighth bath,

the end, she considered

it

"

she recalled, but in

"rather a lark. "3'

Water could be obtained

in a number of

ways during the winter months. At

Cambridge Bay, huge slabs of ice wele sawed out of a fresh \ryater lake to be used fo¡

ùinking water during the winter. The slabs were stored close to the buildings where

35Ch¡istina

Fry, Ianer Leaflet, October i918.

'"Ferguson, Mink Mary and Me, 57.
3'Mary E Crocker, Living Message, March 1938, 70.
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"they stood like a sparkling forest as they waited their turn to pinch hit for the water
tap."3E Fresh water ice was not always available at locations such as Shingte Point,
whe¡e at the Residential School, Bessie Quirt longed for an easier way to bring snow int<r
the house from the single remaining large drift which was some distance away from the

dormitory. Her solution was to take an old stove with a pipe to the drift. She

lit a fre

in the stove and stuck the stove pipe into the drift. Within hours, she had a whole tub of
water with which she was delighted. She used the stove to melt snow until the drift was
gone.te

Men might have delivered ice slabs, or carried tubs full of snow, but for the most

part, women took care of this chore themselves, which is significant, because if the
snowbanks and ice houses had been in India or
seryants to perform the task.

Fiji there would have

In the more tÏopical

reaches

been indigenous

of the Empire, domestic

servants were an integral part of the colonial hielarchy, even after domestic service in
Europe was on the decline.¡0 More than anything else, domestic servants in their homes

granted status and class to a white woman, and provided a domestic base for racial

distinction. Servants also made it possible to maintain the social whirl which kept white
women busy in imperial outposts, and for which they have been criticized. Some white

women in the North had Native servants, and there is some sense of their presence in
letters and diaries, although these employees might more properly be called home help
38Rokeby-Thomas,

"

Chlistmas Living, Nonh,

3'Bessie

21

(6),

197 4, 9.

Quirt, Shingle Point, 14 June 1930, Living Message, October 1930, 308. She
seemed pleased thaï hours was all it took.
4See Süobel, European
lYotnen, 27.
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rather than servants. Often a government official or missionary would hire an Inuit
assistant as a guide to help with dogs and boâts, and build ice houses when travelling on

the land. Such expertise was essential, and few men would have any illusions about who

was

in control under those circumstances. But when an Inuit guide was taken on, it

usually meant that his dogteam and his family were part of the bargain.

When Roly Soper engaged an Inuit male named Moosa in this capacity at Lake
Harbour in 1930, his wife Carolyn acquired the services of Neve, Moosa's wife. Mrs
Soper called Moosa, Neve and their two children their "attached Eskimo family.

" The

Sopers were responsible for the Inuit family's welfare, which included weekly rations.

They lived in their own traditional housing close by to the Sopers, and Moosa was paid

a monthly wage, plus food and tobacco for which he was required to accompany the
scientist husband on all of his trips. Neve's primary job was to provide Arctic clothing

for the Sopers.a' This form of employment of Native

\ryomen was not uncommon, and

evidence suggests this purpose suited most white women who prefer¡ed to get on with the

housework themselves.
There were a number of reasons for this, and the
necessary to have a number of

selants to help in

fi'st was that it was not usually

a two room

log cabin, and fo¡ women

disciplined to domestic work inside their own homes, the familiar drudgery of housework
kept them busy enough to offset depression and loneli¡ess. In the North, servants were

not a symbol of status, and while there was a "class" distinction between whites and
Natives, the levels of distinction between whites themselves was less meaningfi:1. Women

o'Carolyn Soper, "A
Nurse Goes to Baffin Island,," Beaver, Winter 1964, 33,
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did not normally compete for social positiorì. This does not mean there was no pecking
order, but for those who were the only white woman in the settlement, what need to be
superior would a woman have? In a community where a woman's survival depended on
a good rapport with the other white women in the settlement, there was little room for

social snobbery.o'
Most white women were wives of missionaries, salaried traders, or policemen, and
could not really afford domestic help. In one of her letters home, Winifred Marsh told
how she had hired a woman to assist he¡ after the birth of he¡ fîrst child. The woman's
duties included turning the wringer, bringing in the coal, scrubbing floors, and getting

the \ryater. Her main references appeared to be that she had lived with a white man for
some time, and that she was clean and strong.o3 Within three weeks, Mrs Marsh was

disillusioned. Her "maid" had left. "Women up here get spoilt," she declared, because
she was paid six dollars per week at a time when a maid

in Wiruripeg was paid fifteen

dollars a month. "She didn't figure the pay was worth the work, " wrote Mrs Marsh, and
she worked "only

from 10.30 till 2.00, and everything [she] had to teach her."a

o2I

can find only one recorded incident which disproves a quiet female society. Fort
Smith was the cenfe of administration; it was a major Íading post; it was closest to
communication lines via the Alberta border, and Wood Buffalo National Park. Ethel Catt
wrote to Bishop Stringer in 1933 to tell him how Mrs Godsell had had a tea party and
set the settlement in a flap because she did not invite either tle police, or the government
ladies like Mrs Gagnon, Mrs Gagnon had another party and invited every lady in the
settlement. She included all the mixed blood women, but not Mrs Godsell. This set the
settlement "jangling" declared Miss Catt. Whether this represents snobbery, or is just an
example of women being bitchy, is open to debate. YTA ACC, DOY, COR250, Box 2,

File

1

1.

o3Winifred Marsh,
Eskimo Point, 1 August 1937. GSA, DOA, M71-4, Box 16.

$Ibid.,27 August

1937.
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Mrs Marsh's experience was typical, and those women who attempted to

in the house had little

success. The explanation

Íain

Natives

for this lies parlly in the difference in

housing and the understanding of \¡/hat housekeeping required, especially in the coastal
regions where Inuit lived in skin tents in the summer, and variations on tented ice houses

in the winter. For example, the Natives would not be able to understand why Christina
Fry felt compelled to shovel snow from the roofofthe store-house

as

part of her spring-

cleaning ritual.ai Luta Munday t¡ied hard to teach some of the Inuit at Chesterfield how

to clean her house and wash the clothes, but it was futile. "The Esquimos first of all had
never seen a white woman's clothes, nor used soap. They had not the haziest idea how
to use the latter, " she explained.6 Luta Munday and her white sisters could comprehend

why the Natives had never used soap, particularly after the women had spent a winter in
the North and had developed some awareness of living conditions and Native clothing.
The compulsion to keep their own homes clean or to prâctice personal hygiene, however,

interfered with any sensitivity to Native traditions, yet

it is difficult to reconcile any

objection which would expect white women to give up their own traditions in favour of
the Native one.
Domestic employment was also at odds with what norlherners referred to as Inclian

time. This attitude had less to do with hours and minutes as it did with responsibilities
and duties, and structured schedules.

asChristina

It was hard to persuade domestic servants to

stay

Fry to Sadie Stringer, Herschel Island, 2 December 19i8. YTA, ACC,
DOY, COR 251.
a6Munday,

A Mounty's WiÍe, 145.
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on the job when their families were retulning to hunting or fishing grounds, and one
result of

tlis outlook

was that employment and commitment held different meanings for.

whites and Natives. It was impossible to convince young, single, Native or mixerl-blood

women to stay on as domestic help when the first eligible man appeared to propose
marriage, for instance. Native custom and economics left no doubt as to which alternative
was most desil'able.
Where young women were employed, there was also a matter of propriety, and the
missionaries were always distressed by the possibility of their female charges being led

into a life of immorality (which was never actually defined, but apparently meant living

with a man outside of Christian marriage). Irene Biss Spry reported that at Fort Rae the
local priest did not permit individual women to work alone in a house

if

there was no

white woman resident.aT This meant the resident white women in the community may
have enhanced the possibilities

for employment for young women in

a region where jobs

were otherwise non-existent.

While it is obvious that white women aftempted to secure help in their homes in the

North, few details of the relationship with servants are mentioned in the sources.oE This
absence could reflect an attitude of complacency, but given the conditions,

it is probable

servants were an insignificant factor in the domestic environment. White women may

aTlrene

Biss Spry, Diaries. NWTA N92-139, Western

o8Missionaries

Trip,

1935.

often reported the presence of an adolescent orphan ol' an older child
attending school at the mission and who helped around the home. When the children
leave, there is always an expression of sadness, and apparently the missionaries made
some attempt to keep track of the individual. This is usually the only time a servant is
noted, except for Eskimo and Native guides hired by males.
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have had expectations

of hiring the locals and exercising

some prerogative over

indigenous domestic help, but any such plans were often scuttled by northern attitudes.

Since Native women had different domestic priorities, both sides were somewhat
intolerant of each other. This was not the Raj, and there was no caste system in the local

nadition to develop a structure of service.
For those women who had other white women as neighbours in the settlement, there
were occasions when white women helped each other, and childbirth offered an excuse

for closer social contact which might

otherwise have been thwarted

in

northern

communities by the danger of wild animals, roaming dogs, and bittel weather. Attending

a sister in need was one domestic duty everyone understood, even

if it

meant packing

your bags and moving in to the other woman's quarters for the duration. The rituals of

birth emphasized some of the domestic consequences of housewifery in the North,

as

well. In one of her letters, Winifred Marsh described the situation at the HBC trading
post when the white wife of one of the traders gave

water supply, every drop of water

I

birth. "There I did

used had to be melted

miss an abundant

from ice. The men thought

they were heroes to supply me with two kettles each half full of boiling water, " she
lamented. "Fol a fortnight, I slept with the [mother and child], and cooked for the mother
each day. The weather was very cold and
means

of cleansing.

I

found that oiling the baby was the safest

"oe

Necessary adaptations made

for the environment were often presented in the

same

o'Winifred Marsh,
GSA, DOA, DB Marsh series, M71-4, Box 16. Eskimo Point, no
date.
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matter of fact way as Mrs Marsh depicted in this letter', and larely as a complaint.

Agnes Cameron obsen ed that

it

was a point of honour in the North not to whine,

whatever happened.5o Miss Cameron does not elaborate, except to describe how Mrs

Harding smiled bravely as the scow carying half a year's provisions broke away from
the steamer and smashed against the shore. This dearth ofprotest signalled an acceptance

of the conditions, for there was not much point in griping about something which could
not be changed, although it must be considered that pre-Second Wolld War expectations
were not the same as contemporary ones.
Historical attitudes and expectations also partially explain the exclusion in the sources

of comment about what Jean Godsell recorded as "the complete lack of privacy and the
lack of sanitary accommodation," when she journeyed North on her honeymoon in the
1920s. She described her "bridal chamber as a "tarpaulin covered mountain of fi.eight. "5'
Sadie Stringer noted the same lack of privacy in a 1955 article in Maclean's, where she
described how sick sailols off the whaling ships, and sick Inuit, slept side by side with

the

Str

ingers in bunks built for the purpose in their mission home.52 Neither women

divulged how that lack of plivacy affected their lives, and the rare mention of things
private undersco¡es

tle

sense that these women

5oCameron, The
New

did not reveal personal secrets because

No¡th, 64.

5'Jean

Godsell, IWas No lttdy...1 Followed the Call of the WiM. (Toronto: Ryerson,
1959) 21, anrl 27 .
5'zSadie

Stringer, "My Husband Ate His Boots," Maclean's,68, 1955, 45.
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they were, indeed, personal.53 The historian hoping to discovel

if

the envit'onment

affected sexuality, for example, would be disappointed. Jean Godsell's remark was

tle

only one which addlessed the issue even in an oblique way, although Wallace Manning
described her first year of marriage which was shared with an Inuit family

in a snow

house. She wrote

Had I been an Eskimo all would have been rxell -- or at least much better -- for
they are accustomed to live with one or two other families in the same dwelling.
Since I was not Eskimo, and unaccustomed to lack ofprivacy, I found it an effort
to adjust myself to a life where practically every movement was open to
inspection by one, two, or tïree pairs of eyes.5o

Like all the brides who havelled Nolth, Mrs Manning likely assumed it was none of her
reader's business how her connubial arrangements were affected

by the

situation.

Historiars will have to live with that attitude, because no useful evidence exists.

What did receive considerable attention from white women

in the North

was

Christmas. There were two social occasions of some import at northem settlements. One

was shiptime, which has already been noted in a previous chapter; the other was the
celebration of the Christian festival amidst the Christmas card atmosphere of the Arctic
landscape. Like shiptime, when mail from home was delivered in quantity, Cfuistmas in

the No¡th was both public, and very private. The ritual procedures of their own
Christmas customs represented the definitive endeavour to impose European culture on

s3ln

all the sources surveyed, there are only two brief mentions about toilet facilities.
Many women described their homes, their living rooms, theil kitchens and even the bath.
Whether they just assumed everyone knew about the pail in the corner or the outhouse
is unknown.
'oManning, Igloo

for

the Night, 43.
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the indigenous population, while it also required their unconscious attempt not to recall

too poignantly the seasonal gathering of relatives and friends outside the North. This
meant creating memories

of Christmas present, which was a task attacked with

some

relish and a ceftain amount of zeal.
Christmastime was Nerriwigycoak, wrote Winifi.ed Marsh. This was the time of a big
feast and Kowee-enarktok, the time of rejoicing.5'

It

was also the time when nostalgia

and homesickness could cloud the excitement, especially after

tle advent of the Northern

Messenger radio bloadcasts in the thirties. Those messages reinforced the separation from

families even while they drew them closer through some sense of personal contact. Since
there was often only one radio in each community, or one resident had a radio receiver

superior to any other in the settlement, listening to these broadcasts was a social event,
yet profoundly personal at the same time, evoking emotional responses in even the most
seasoned

Arctic residents.

Mena Orford had received tlree messages during her first Christmas at pang, but
she did not hear much of any of them. "The tear.s which [she] had been holding back so

long took quick advantage at the fìrst sound of [her] Mother's voice." Her husband
handed her a handkerchief, but "no one else appeared to notice, or for that matter hear

anything unusual, though [her] tears were noisy that night as well as wet."56 At
Pangnirtung too, Florence Hirst listened to messages directed to all her companions.

55Winified Marsh,
GSA, DOA, Marsh Papers, M71-4, Box 16, Series 5-1, Circular
Lettels.
56Orford,

Joumey Nonh, 82.
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Despite the disclaimer about how much she enjoyed listening to all the othel messages,
a single statement in

She

herjournal, set in

a paragraph on its

own, conveys her tlue feelings.

wrote: "I didn't receive any message at this time."5?

Louise Buffum was a young bride at Foft Rae at the beginning of the Second World

War. She told a writer who described Mrs Buffum's filst Christmas there that "it was
thrilling to hear my mother speak to us from Winnipeg, but it made me homesick with
the knowledge that we were so far apart.58 The gloup gathered at Cambridge Bay in
1938 were disappointed when their radio failed. The routine for messages was regular.

First the Maritimes was heard, then Quebec came on the air. Ontario messages followed
and fiiends received messages in turn. But on this occasion when their host adjusted the

volume of the radio, Toronto was lost. "I was sure that the whole world must know that
our radio had faded at the most critical time, " Anna Rokeby-Thomas recorded, and she
waited in vain for a return to Toronto and her messages.se

Winifi'ed Marsh wrote in 1938 about the CBC broadcast, and pointed out that those

in

"the empire's outposts [were] privileged to hear mothers and deal ones speaking

personally to their own sons and daughters and loved ones.

It [was] intensely moving to

hear each voice vibrant with emotion speaking some message shaight from the heart. "e

Winifred Marsh began another Ch¡istmas circular letter from Eskimo Point with:
5?Hirst, Diaries, GSA,

III.

5sNancy Middleton, "Christmas

at Fort

Rae,

"

Cirtzen Magazine, Ottawa, 24

Decembel1965, 8.
seRokeby-Thomàs, "Christmas 1938,'
55.

$Winifred Marsh, 1938. GSA, DOA, Marsh Papers, M71-4,Box 1ó, Series 5-i.
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"Continuing the Empile Broadcast. This is Eskimo Point Calling," and she reminded her
conespondents that "part of our Christmas we spend with you because we are members

of the GREAT EMPIRE FAMILY. We did not hear the broadcast too well,"
them, "but we heard every word of the King's

speech. "6'

she told

The comment created a link

across distances too ståggering to comprehend, but she understood that everyone to whom
she wrote had also heard the same broadcast.

The association with Empire, and hence British tradition, was evident in Mrs Marsh's
Christmas in other ways. Winifred Marsh continued her greetings, and declared she "must

make Eskimo Point's broadcast a little longer than most," for she wanted to take her
readers to a party given for both Native and white children at Eskimo Point. This is how
she described that Christmas Eve.

outside as it met the
warm air of the schoolroom created a great inrushing fog, out of which emerged
our little breathless and excited friends. By the time the fog had cleared tumbled
hair was straightened, and a row of rather aweshuck and shy children, stared and
gaped and pointed at the decorations.

At 3.00 pm the school door burst open. The intense cold

Now, let me tell you what they saw. Down one side of the room we had a long
table set ready for the approaching onslaught with jellies, buns, biscuits, puddings
and tea. By the side of each plate was a gaily coloured paper hat. The whole of
the room was festooned with green and red wood chip decorations. Father
Christmas's sitting on paper balloons were hung from the ceiling. (You know the
sort of thing made from concertiny paper.)

In order to facilitate the clearing of the table, we told the children to line up at
the side of the room. My eyes wer€ blindfolded and a huge assortment of lovely
balloons was put into my hands, They really were glorious. Each child coming
forward received a balloon which I drew from the bunch. (We did this that there
be absolute fairness, as the balloons were of various shapes, colours and sizes.)

6'

Ibid., probably 1936.
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Well! Really I thought that children 'outside' loved balloons, but you can imagino
what a thrill those kiddies got when they saw and handled them, some for the first
time in their lives. The ages of the children ranged from 3 yeals to 12 years,
while we had three motìers witÏ babies. Now believe it or not! at the end of the
party, every child's balloon remained intact.ó'z
There were lots of games like pin the tail on the clonkey, hide and seek, and blind man's

buff;

games

with little meaning to the guests. Musical bumps was popular because the

deerskin pants worn by the children provided some padding, explained Mrs Marsh, but

it is more likely

because the Inuit children could understand the point of the game. Each

child received a parcel and a squeaker before they went home. The party itself came to
an abrupt end because three childlen had violent nose-bleeds, which Mrs Marsh noted

was a common occwrence among the Inuit. Nevertleless,

"it was a time of

great

happiness, of gleaming eyes and flushed laughing faces. " She thanked those who had sent
the gifts and balloons to them fi'om the South in her letter, and remarked how "great and

lovely was their share in making Christmas such a wonderful time" for their Inuit guests
as

well

as tïemse1ves.6r

The wonder and amusement of the children who were guests cannot be doubted,
although Winifred Marsh failed to explain what happened to the balloons when they left
the wæm

fiiendly atmosphere of the school room for the f igid blasts outside and the icy

walls of snow houses, or the disappointment of those Inuit children startled by the 'bang'
when the balloons finally burst. It reveals more, however, about Winifred Ma¡sh than

it

does the children, for what she had arranged was a very secular event, more reminiscent

62lbid.
63lb¡d.
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of a European childhood party than an Anglican missionary's obseruance of a sacred
Christian festival. Her delight in delighting the children of Eskimo Point is both eviclent
and significant.

Christmas is depicted in much the same way across the North in all accounts from

Anglican missionaries and those who left chronicles about their lives in the North
tlu'oughout the early decades

of the twentieth century. There are varying

shades of

religious overtones depending where the illustration was directed, but the effort was to
replicate the European celebration, and everyone tried to make Christmas an event to
remember. Mrs Rokeby-Thomas recorded in one of her stories how white residents in the

North recycled the Clristmas cards they had received f¡om the outside, but not only the
calds were reused, fol so were their own memories of the past and this was important to

their own ability to cope with Christmas in remote regions away from home.

At Peel River, Sadie Stringer wrote of Chf istmas week activities of 1896, which was
the first year the Stringers spent at that remote post.
This week we had no school. We had singing practice with the white men for the
Xmas carols and with the native children singing their hymns for Xmas. We had
them sing in groups. Baked Xmas cakes and tarts. XMAS DAY. In the morning
Mr SÍinger had service with one hundred natives. The children sang the hymns
we had practised with them. After service we gave them a treat consisting of
biscuits and butter, raisin cake, caraway cake, tea and sugar, taffy and pop-corn.
It was their first celebration of Xmas Day and they all seemed as though it were
a Merry Christmas. Had English service at 2 PM. Sermon by Mr Stringer.
Christmæ decorations were 'Glory to God in the Highest on earth peace good will
towards men.' 'Merry Christmas' 'Welcome' and 'Happy New Year' In the
evening, had a spread for the white men. Menu as follows: oysters, cold venison,
cold fowl, pickles, cheese, bread, butter, tea, coffee, sugar, jelly tarts, mixed
cakes, and two Christmas story cakes with icing. Afterwards we had a few
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addl'esses, recitations, and some singing.e

Note that sugar was listed as a separate item on both rnenus. Christmas was one of those
special occasions when its use was generous.

Rose Spendlove spent Christmas at Holy Trinity Mission, Fort Norman
Despite a devastating epidemic

of

measles

in

1902.

in the Mackenzie Valley, Mrs Spendlove

reported that there was a delightful service, and at the mission they

all had a happy

Christmas. As was the established custom by that time, the Dene who had gathered at the
mission were provided with a "a good dinner of Arctic Region fare, " with added "plum
pudding and plenty of tea. This, with the Christmas tree and gifts, well paid the Indians
who had come long distånces,

bifih.

"65

ot

snow shoes, To hear the joyful news of our Saviour's

A cynic might wonder if the Dene were being bribed to paltake in the religious

celebrations; that the Christmas festival and all its trimmings was used as a focal point
to maintain the continuing acceptance of converts, If that were so, both parties probably
enjoyed themselves, and the exchange was considered a fair one.

At St Peter's Mission School at Hay River, Miss Flances Harvie wrote about the
Chistnas of 1917 in her annual report. It was a happy time fol all at the school,
decided, and although

it

was her first Christmas away fiom home, she declared

it

she

the

happiest she had ever spent. At six in the morning the mission bells rang out to signal ten
minutes of silent prayer. This was followed by visits to staff members and an exchange

sSadie Stringer, 12 July 1897, Peel River. GSA, DOA, Isaac O Stringer Papers,
M74-3, Series 2-A-1.
6Rose Spendlove
to Miss McCord,

Monfeal Diocese. Letter Leaflet, August, 1903.
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of holiday greetings. Cards were distributed to all the children at breakfast, and Holy
Communion was celebrated for the Natives in the morning.
Then the children look forwar d to candies being given them. This one day in the
year, school and staff dine together, much to the delight of the children. After
supper comes the event of the day, our Christmas ûee. The little ones for weeks
have been making presents to be put on this tree for the staff and others. Besides
these are added toys sent in by friends outside, together with moccasins and mitts
sent by parents to their children. The tree last
surpassed any I have seen
outside. One of the builders of the school dressed up as Father Christmas and
distributed the toys and gifts, It was not until after the childlen were tucked safely
in bed that we looked at our own presents and had light refreshments.fi

ye

Whether or not the Dene population of the Mackenzie Valley had grasped the true
meaning

of Christmas is never

addressed

by any of the women. It appears fi'om Miss

Harvie's account that the indigenous residents had caught on to the gift-giving aspect of
the festival, although there was probably some curiosity as to why such generosity was
confined to a short period of time during the winter solstice. Luta Munday thought that
to the Inuit at Chesterfield Inlet, Chistrnas rras a sfange celebration and astutely noted
that the Roman Catholic Mission directed their attempts at Chlistian conversion to the
childlen of the community. Children were the ideal constituency for all the festivities, and

if

there was also a message conveyed,

it was easier to rationalize any excess.

Mrs Munday was not a missionary, and her description of her first Christmas at
Chesterfield centl'es on the white residents. She described a parcel marked "not to be
opened until Christmas" that had arrived with annual supplies. Since this is how all
Christmas gifts arrived fi'om the south, Christmas shopping was not part of the process,

6Frances M Harvie, Hay River, 1918. "Annual Reports of the Missionaries, " ZøÍer
kaflet, March 7918.
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and Christmas spirit was

in plain sight in small cabins for over six

months. Mrs

Munday's parcel contained crimson butterfly crackers, which were the only decoration
at her table. However, her guests were Roman Catholic priests who had never seen
crackers, which Mrs Munday implied indicated some serious sholtcoming

in

their

education, yet "when [the crackers] were pulled, the rhymes read, and the caps put on,

we waxed quite merry, " she recalled. They ate plum pudding and enjoyed the meat of

two small caribou brought in the day before. This was the first fresh meat they had
enjoyed

for

some time, so that Christmas was extra special to the white residents of

Chesterfield Inlet.67
Christmas at Shingle Point Residential School off the Yukon coast meant enjoying the

festivities on a desolate ice bound spit.

"It

Christmas Eve, " wrote Priscilla Shepherd

does not seem possible that tomorrow is

in 1929. "All snow,

and ice, and quiet. No

fuss. None of the world's celeblating. " Ironically, she added, "up here one gets to know

the real meaning of Clu'istmas.

" At the dar*est,

loneliest part of the winter,

all

the

Christmas happings were taken out of the box of cherished memories and happy holidays

of childhood were resurected with no need for rationalization beyond the knowledge that
Christmas meant food, fun, parties, papel hats and

gifu, all tied up with

some basic

Christian theology. The activity salved the homesickness of the rromen, and served to
provide some gaiety to the more solemn daily lessons of a Clu'istian based education. For
those charged with teaching the children, Chlistmas offered the oppoltunity

to

use

different themes in theil daily work, and to exercise the choirs with some purpose.

67Munday,

A Mounty's Wife, 151-152.
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Christmas allowed teachers to inúoduce an element of excitement and expectation which
generated enthusiasm from bored students and staff, and which explains why there was
always a curious mix of religious and worldly symbolism at an Anglican mission school.

Miss Shepherd brightened up the quarters at Shingle Point that Christmas with bells
and red ribbon, and the children anticipated the arrival of Santa Claus after a short trip

fi'om the Nolth Pole. The party included Inuit who anived for

tle

occasion and who

enjoyed Native dances while they feasted on cæibou stew, raisins, mince pie, layer cake,
bread and butter, candy and nuts.6 The following year, Reita Latham and the children
had decorated an artificial tree with ornaments and she convinced herself they made the

schoolroom look similar to what they might see at "home". A choir consisting of boys
and girls who could read English had been organized, and they sang Christmas Carols

for

the residents and Native visitors. Santa Claus ar¡ived with "a big red sack on his back.
Santa's red outfit was very striking indeed, " she told readers of the Living Message, and

"talk about thrills!" for the children were deliglrted with their gifts. Christmas Eve was
reserved for parties and fun at Shingle Point. Christmas Day',vas slightly more dignified.

Church services and Holy Communion

fol visitors and staff was followed by a formal

dinner, but behaviour not normally encouraged was still evident.
There was a card at each child's place and candles were lighted \when they came
for breakfast. The dining-room looked so r.varm and cosy and they were all so
jolly and happy - singing, playing mouth-organs, blowing horns, beating drums,
etc. It was much like Christmas morning in any home, only we had a somewhat
lar ger family than most.

Chtistmas dinner was at the usual hour. The tables looked pretty with red crepe

6E"Interesting News fi'om Shingle Point, " Living Message, August 1930.
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paper down the centle and a candle on a little card at each place. One candle was
lit and then the others one after the other. The grown-ups were just as tickled with
the procedure of lighting them as were the childlen.6e

Addie Butler was at Shingle Point for Cluistmas of 1933. Her frank ietters reveal
holiday tensions between the st¿ff, and also difficulties apparently not encountered by t¡e
previous revellers.
those we had left over ffom last
year, as the bales with this year's supply were on that boat that tried to get to
Herschel Island in the summer, and hit the ice. We planned to have a Christmas
conceft on the Saturday evening, to get it over, but OLA (Our light affliction *
the Principal!) could not find time to get the toys out of the warehouse for them
to be allotted to the different children. At tea time on Saturday I was informed
that the concert could not take place, but by dint of combined pressure, we made
him get the box, and three of us went into the school and sorted toys, decorated
and trimmed the tree, such as it was. It looked very nice, and almost like a real

All our Christmas presents for the children wele

tree.

Mr Crowley, tle man in charge of the reindeel d¡ive, took the part of

Santa

Claus, the youngeÌ [children] could scarcely restrain themselves they were so
excited. Outside the Mission House is a very high snowbank, and with his pack,
Sant¿ had much difficulty in getting along, in fact he fell down once, and \ryhen
he got to ouÍ snow porch, which has become so filled in that it is not much wider
than a tunnel, poor Santa stuck, and had to be rescued.to
The ironies in this tale are wonderful. Santa's reindeer obviously did not run with Mr

Clowley's herd, and it was a pity the chimney was in use to keep everyone walm. As
well, the children at the school had been told to hang up stockings fot'the first time, and
they questionned how and why Santa Claus was coming back. "We had to play up to
them," confessed Mrs Butler, "and make up some tale. For suppolt, and local colour, we
had the reindeer herd here, so they almost believed us -- but not quite. " The children had

@Reita Latham,

Living Message, April

TButIer letters, 9 January 1933.

1931

.
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recognized Mr Crowley's jewelry and boots.''

A special caribou dinner was followed by jelly, which Addie Butler reported was

a

treat the children loved." There were candies, nuts, and fruit left in the stockings, but
because there was

little to spare, no exÍa goodies were palt of the menu. By 1935,

supplies must have been more plentiful. Ethel Hewer listed items at Christmas dinner

which included Christmas pudding and crackers with paper hats. The school was now
better organized, which may account for an added feature to the usual carols and Holy
Communion.
The Christmas Eve concert included a t¿bleau of the Nativity. Imagine Inuit children
dressed in everything from long flannel trousers, woollen scawes, striped towels, dressing

gowns, flowered chintz and gold covered cardboard. "A laundry basket filled with straw

and hay, and a

lar

ge gold and tinsel star completed" what Miss Hewer called an

impressive little scene, and she claimed it was some achievement for those Inuit children

who had "not seen acting of any kind beyond theil own Native dances.

"73

Of course they

had never seen a manger, shepherd's clooks, or golden crowns either, and they probably

had some difficulty with Kings from afar, one of them being black. The programme
included recitations, songs and carols, and then Santa Claus appeared and there were gifts

fol all.

1'Ibid.

"This may have been because of the coolness, and certainly because ofthe sweetness.
The jelly would also have the consistency and textue of the gelatin found in bone
maffow with which the children would be familiar.
?3Bthel

Hewer, "Christmas at Shingle Poinf,," Living Message, May 1936.
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Whether the Grey Nuns celebrated Ctu'istmas in theh communities in the same way
is difficult to ascertåin. The first Christmas Eve Mass at Aklavik was celebrated in 1925.

It

represents the most detailed entry about Christmas that the Sisters made in any of the

northern clu'onicles. The faithful were called to worship by a small chapel bell. Those
"

Protestants "

flom Fort MacPherson who attended included the manager of the wireless

office who sang the Minuit Chretienat at the Mass, but the Sisters were disappointed
because no

Inuit arrived, although many Dene came from Arctic Red River. During Holy

Communion, about forty Inuit did join the group, then stayed only long enough to
examine the Crib, but left because the Anglican priest also offered a service at midnight.
On the surface, this description suggests a very ecumenical Christmas at

Aklavik, but the

chronicles hint at the constant rivalry maintained by the two denominations which festered
even during the season of goodwill. "The two ministers came to visit us" the ch¡onicler

recorded, but

it

was more from curiosity than love, she decided. The Anglican

missionaries presented the nuns with a box of chocolate, and asked to see the decorated
chapel.Ta Even

if this was an olive branch extended for the traditional Cfu.istian reasons,

the Sisters were suspicious, and it was in a later memoir the leal spirit of Christmas in
the Roman Catholic hospital was exposed. Isobel Hutchison noted as she passed through
t}te settlement some years later that

tle nuns had decorated the hospital, and the patients

received "wonderful breakfast trays and gifts. "'5

'oChroniques, Mission de I'Immaculate Conception, Aklavih, 1925-1944,15. SGME.
Translaijon as provided by the archivist.

'rHutchison, North to the Rime-Ringed

\un,220.
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There is a footnote to Dr Hutchison's Cfu.istmas at Aklavik in 1933. She was invited

to the home of Mal'y Rivett-Carnac for dinner. According to Dr Hutchison, Inspector
Rivett-Carnac and the Mounties were dressed in their. scarlet tunics, "so the absence of

holly berries went quite unnoticed. " Because the men were attired in dress uniforms, Mrs
Rivett-Carnac decided to wear an evening gown. As her husband described

it in his

memoirs, "it had been left hanging in a cupboard in the lean-to, " and they had "found

it

fi'ozen to the wall." However, the hostess was undaunted by the peculiar northern

complication, and "after prying it off with some difficulty, the use of a hot iron br.ought

it back to is original condition.

"'6

Evening gowns were not a particularly useful item of clothing in the North, and

tlere were few gatherings where the garment was remotely appropriate, so when an
opportunity arose to wear their finery, some women seized it to brighten up their lives
in an attempt to relieve the monotony. Archbishop Fleming was astonished, for example,

to meet one trader's wife at a remote outpost "arrayed in a dazzling pair of
pyjamas.

""

beach

The Archbishop probably thought Mrs Douglas had dressed for his visit of

course, but she had dressed for herself.

Acting

as hostess

to visitols passing tlu'ough represented the principal social obligation

of white women residing in the North. Their homes operated as makeshift hostels to those

on their way in or out, delivering the mail, or making official journeys. This meant

'6Charles Rivett-Carnac, Pursuit
Company, 1965),279.
'7Rt Rev

in the

AL Fleming, "Nearest the No¡th

Wilderness, (Toronto:

Little Brown &

Po1e," Arctic News, 1937.
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nolthern hospitality tvas personal and individual and srongly tied

to a

sense of

responsibility. Acting as hostess at the government agency at Fort Simpson where her
husband was

in charge, was a fulltime job wrote Annie Card, and there were many

visitors who travelled along the river from settlement to settlement.'E When oit was
discovered at Fort Nol'man in 7921, Mrs Vale noted how Hay River had become a lively

place because "people had been coming in all winter by dog team, and we have had
shangers passing though for meals since Christmas, " Accommodating tlìe travellers took

a great deal of time, but she noted they were pleased to help them. Visitors were
welcome to sleep on the floor in the kitchen and share a meal no matter how importânt

ol insignificant they might be."
Despite the obvious imperialist nature of the agencies in control, the Arctic frontier
was not a settlement frontier; colonial process and expansion of the white population was

confolled, limited and slow. It rras not until Yellowknife was est¿blished as a mining
community in the late 1930s that a social pecking order of some significance emer.ged in
the NWT. This permanent settlement with a

tr

ansient population marks the distinction

between Yellowknife and earlier settlements, and the influx of white families change<l the
pattern of previous immigration. Richard Finnie explained that mine official's wives wer.e

at the top of the social ladder; they kept togethel and hobnobbed with no one

else.

Aviator's wives came next, then an intermediate class composed of businessmen's wives.
These women formed an organization which called themselves the Order of the DMS.

'sAnnie Card, "An Indian Agent's Vr'ife, " 7.
'eMrs Vale, Hay River, Leuer Leaflet, October 192i.
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Curìous men believed this to mean Death, Murder and Suicide, although in tr.uth they
were the Daughters of the Midnight Sun. At the bottom of the heap came women who
called themselves laundlesses and seamstl'esses, and Finnie concluded some ofthem really
\ryefe.'o

The northern equivalents

of

social rituals wer.e shaped by necessity, and the

environment and isolation, and the women were happy just to have congenial companions
and news f¡om outside their settlement. In the Northern settlements

of socializing when the supply ship arived

tÏere was an excess

because there were visitors

to greet,

and

supplies enough for a feast. But after the ship moved on, supplies wel€ more limited, and
there few guests, so the scale of entertaining was humble.
There was one notable exception to this pattern, which can be explained by the nature

of the social group itself. Whalers were largely independent of Canadian inffusion into
the legion. They had a hierarchy all thei¡' own, of course, but within the fleet, parties and
dances were held on the whaling ships wintered at Helschel Island.

In the log of the

steam bark,f¿ff¿ H Freemnn, Sophie Porter lecorded a number of gatherings which were

held on any excuse, and where "old fogies" played whist while the wives and families

of ship's captains square danced and were entertained by minsfel troupes formed from
among the crews.

Mrs Porter described how at one party held in 1895, the deckhouse of the ship was
decorated with lights and bunting, and the loom was partitioned with flags. But the ice

bound ships provided a captive audience and participants, and during one winter there

EoFinnie,

Canada Moves

Nonh, 140.
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were at least six or seven American families on boatd the whalers. Instead of being the
means by which white women played out cultural games to establish a social hier.archy,
these events were planned more to keep every one busy when work was not possible.st

Generally though,

in the Arctic society was dull. And while there were some

elements for enteltaining which everyone understood as de riguer, there was also the

knowledge that in the North, no one really cared. Beatrice Mason wr.ote that while no
social function in the North was complete without a "quota of red-coated Mounties,,' she
also admitted that at Rampart House, "there was no society for the Mounties to adorn.,'8,

There was little opportunity for women to duplicate the social pretensions of elite imperial
outposts. The lack of opportunity, more than any other feature, is what makes Nortrern
Canada somewhat

of an anomaly in the

assessment

of social behaviour of a minority

group of ruling whites in imperial and colonial settings.
Those who have condemned white women for rec¡eating social hierarchies at imperial

outposts have forgotten that these women were only perpetuating what the men had
already established in initial military and colonial domination. The structures erected by

social pretension were there to safeguard the echelons already put

in place by

the

husbands and fathers of women who were socially conditioned and domestcally trained

to carry out the Íole. The women did what the men expected them to do. The climate and
remoteness of the North, however, meant that in their domestic situation, white women

E'Sophie

Porter', Journal. Log of the Steam Bark Jesse H Freeman, 1894-189ó. Old
Daftmouth Historical Society, (ODHS) New Bedford, Massachusetts.
8'Beatrice Mason,
Typescript, "Treasures of the Snow.
166.

" YTA, MSS

169 (51172)

f-
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did things which they ordinarily would not have done, and expectations were tempered

by icy winds and shortages of supplies, and what they saw as simple loneliness. And
since the men understood the situation as well as the women, there was no structure to

duplicate a "southeln socieg" which might have damaged relaiions between white and
indigenous residents.

Chapter Three

Speaking of Me and Franklin:
Women Travellers in the Arctic

A survey of the literature about white women in the Ernpir.e
tr

r.eveals

it was the lady

aveller who has evoked the most interest among analysts. This is primarily because

those women Ieft published wor*s describing theil joulneys into the jungles, mountains
and deserts of the world, and which included autobiographical information. Some ofthese

women like Marianne North, Mary Kingsley, and Gertrude Bell enjoyed a profile of some

importance and as a consequence, correspondence and family papers are also available

to add dimension to the works themselves. In these analyses, the usual framework

is

feminist, and there is the eternal quest for a woman tlavellel'who epitomizes tlre cause
of first wave feminists, with the specific purpose of supporting the second wave agenda.

In addition to the feminist approaches, but not necessarily exclusive of them, there

has

been some considerable debate about female travellers and their relationship to British

imperialism and colonialism, which

is a

question

tïat has some import to

this

assessment.r

for example: Dea Birkett, Spinsters Abroad: Victoian Lady Explorers, (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1989); Dorothy Middleton, Victorian Larly Travellers, (I-ondon:
Routledge, 1965); Luree Miller, On Top of the World: Five t omen Explorers in Tibet,
(London: Paddington, 1976); Jane Robinson, Wayward Women: A Guide to Women
Travellers, (New York: Oxford, 1991); Mary Russell, The Blessings of a Good Thick
Shin, (London: Collins, 1986); Catherine Barnes Stevenson, Victorian Women Travel
'See
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Sara

Mills

has suggested in Discourses and Dífferences that

all British women's havel

writing produced between 1850-1930 was an instrument of colonial expansion

and

reinforced colonial rule ah'eady in place.'z She argues her case convincingly, but

the

if

sweeping generalizations of hel statement were explained briefly to Mills, she might
change the parameters of her study when

it was pointed out the broad

scope ignores the

reality of situations which were different because of geography and chr.onology. Authors
like Mills often seem confused about the actual exfent of

the

Empire, both geographically,

chronologically, and psychologically, assuming the experiences of havellers in Asia and

Africa

as representative

of all, and forgetting not all imperial and colonial settings were

uniform.

It is noteworthy the works most concerned with

women travel writers and the

imposition of imperialism and the perpetuation of colonial rule remain principally within
the scope of literary critics intent on textual analysis employing ideological rather tha¡
historical questions. For the most part, the analyses are ahistorical, and do not place the
women who write the travelogues, or indeed the narratives themselves, into any kind of

historical context. Because these narratives were written in the past, about historical

figures, literary critics believe they are interpreting history, forgetting that they are
simply interpreting the text for its ideological underpinnings, and that the works were
written by a single woman, ol a small group of privileged ones. These interpretations
have value for those interested in the study of literature and the development of language

Writers ín

ffica,

(Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1982).

'Sara Mills, Discourses and

Dffirences,3.
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and its uses, but while historians can use these analyses as valuable tools in discovering

how imperialistic ideas were spread, they have limited application as history. The
conclusions are problematic for a historian whose purpose is to locate salient fact and
information which allows a greater understanding of social relations and change over time

in a particular regional history. In the case of Victorian lady tr.avellers, an inevit¿ble
consequence

of the discursive framework is that in the assault on the text itself and the

filling in of the

gaps

with ideology rathe| than historical context, the information becomes

so entwined with negative threads, the travelogues become useless as historical
documents. This does not mean histo¡ians must not be wary of thei¡ evidence; it just
means that somewhere along the route, the leader has got to make a decision about what

the document can provide in the way of useful information. This cannot be done

if

the

text itself is contìnually challenged.

Significantly, none of the northern travellers ever appear in any analysis conce¡ned

with imperialism. Could this be because Canada does not
model being employed,

or the Canadian

fit

neatly into the colonial

experience <iivelges enough

to spoil

the

paradigm, or that Canada is not an exotic place presenting cultural enigmas? As Agnes
Cameron leminded readers of The New North, Canada was a part of the British Empire,
and technically no longer a colony. But it was still paft of the Empire.

A more cynical

question might ad&ess how unimportant the Canadian experience was

to

authors

overwhelmed with nauatives and supporting documents dealing with Asia and Africa, or
the Canadian instance is seen as the same as the American and therefore not in need of
sepalate analysis? Is

it possible these analysts are unaware the Canadian Nor.th exists, or
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that women travelled into the Nolth and rvrote about it? The answer to all these questions

is, in all likelihood, yes.
Pelhaps it is fortuitous thatAgnes Deans Cameron, Elizabeth Taylor, Emma Shaw

Colcleugh, and Lady Clara Vyvyan have remained anonymous to those intent on finding

the deeper meaning of their words, or some undellying ideological concepts in their
travelogues, fof it allows an unfettered look at what they wrote about the North. It is also

important to remember they have remained relatively anonymous to historians who have
chronicled exploration in the region, so this account is given primarily to place these
women into the recorded history of Canada's North, acknowledging they were awate they
were üavelling within the Empire. One of the most consequential features of this northern

havel was the trips could not have been undertaken without the aid of truly imperialist
commelcial enterprises, but it is not naive to interpret the accounts on a simpler plane,
or to accept that as female travellers their accounts have value just for information about
the conditions under which they travelled. They were women independently exploling the

Notth, on the look out for those aspects of the region which interested themselves, and
as Agnes Cameron explained

to the Globe, it was possible that

A

rnan who goes North to see rocks, sees little else; the bug hunter looks for
bugs, and the oil prospector keeps his eye on the ground for cosy exuditions. But
a person who goes as Kipling went through his slice of the empire, just a greedily
impressionable bit of blotting paper, will surely soak up impressions that passed
the others by.3

In 1908, Agnes Dears Cameron,

a

forty-four ye¿u'old spinster from Victoria, set off

3"Remarkable Journey of Two Women
to the Arctic, " Globe,'loronto, February ó,
1909.

1t4
on an adventure down the Mackenzie River to Aklavik. She was accompanied by her
niece Jessie Cameron Brown, and they had planned their n'ip along a "r'oute unspoiled by
Cook's, "o which was def,rned by the absence of a resort destination or package tour. The
adventure was what in their minds separated them from lnere tourists out to enjoy the

sights, although the sights wele an integral part of the adventure. Miss Cameron was
intent upon discovering the magic of the world she entered, as well as the tlagedies and
hardships endured by those who lived in it.

Despite their desire for an unorganized plan, the women approached the Chicago

office of Thos Cook's

&

Sons to arrange a

trip into the Northwest Territories. Cook's,

not surplisingly, wele unable to help and could only ¡efer the r.vomen to the HBC at
Winnipeg, which according to Agnes Cameron had been "the Foster'-Mother to Canada's
Northland for 239 years. " She might well have added that without the HBC, it is unlikely
any ù'aveller, female or male, would have been able to make the journey. The Company

planned the journey, gave them introductions to post factors, and sold thern an outfit.

They also supplied a letter of c¡edit which could be "transmuted into bacon, beans and
blankets, sturgeon head boats, guides' services, and succulent sow belly at any point

between

Fort Chimo, and Hudson's

Helschel.

"'

Hope-on-the-Peace, between Winnipeg and

Agnes Cameron and Jessie Brown were not the first female travellers in the region.
sixteen years earlier, Elizabeth Taylor had undertaken a similal journey into the North,

4Attributed to Rudyard Kipling
by Agnes Deans Cameron, The Ne+v Nonh,3.

slbid.,5.
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although as she pointed out,
emphatically stayed out,

"6

in

1892, "as a rule, one didn't 'go

particularly if one was

a

in'.

One most

white, middle class woman; even one

with connections. Elizabeth Taylor was the last of five daughters of James Wickes
Taylor, an American expansionist and United States Consul at Winnipeg. As an art
student in Paris in the early 1890s, she had been encouraged to make a Northern journey

by the young Ernest Thompson Seton who himself planned an Arctic expedition.
Originally, Miss Taylor had envisioned a trip to the Peace River area, but after those
plans collapsed, she prepared to make her voyage dorvn the Mackenzie in a "queer little
steamboat"? that plied the river for the HBC. She had high expectations

for her tour and

wrote to he¡ friend in St Paul, Minnesota:
Helen, I am going to be an Arctic explorer. If I carry out my plans I can next
year be able to speak of Me and Franklin -- fo¡ I am going to the Ar.ctic Ocean.
Think of it Helen, going to the land of the midnight sun within the Arctic Circle.s
Two years later, another American woman made a similar trip which included parts
of the Peace River journey denied to Elizabeth Taylor, although the Manitoba Free press
appar

ently had forgotten the first "intrepid t¡aveller" with Winnipeg connections and

eroneously reported Emma Shaw Colcleugh was

tïe filst

white woman to go

uElizabeth Taylor,
"When I Knew the Far North in Canada, " Unpublished Article,
Elizabeth Taylor Papers, Articles: Canada File, James Taylor Dunn Papers, Minnesota
Histolical Society, (MHS), St Paul.
TThis

was the Wrigley which was built by the HBC to supply its fur fiade. Later,
Taylor would change her description and would recall the Wrigley as a ,,staunch little
steamer. "

&Iaylor, Paris,27 January
1892, Correspondence i892, Dunn Papers, MHS.
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"summering and sight-seeing in unfrequented districts, so far from civilization. "e The

forty-eight year old Mrs Colcleugh was

a Rhode Island schoolteacher and jour.nalist who

manied Manitoba politician Frederick Colcleugh in 1893.'0 The rnariage gained Emma
Colcleugh enüy into Winnipeg society, which included the officers of the HBC, and
she

as

latel explained, passage was ananged as a personal favour of CC Chipman, chief

officer of the Company. She was to havel with the annual supply expedition. Ah'eady an
experienced traveller
Saskatchewan

by 1894, Emma Colcleugh had blaved Lake Superior and the

River, but like Elizabeth Taylor before her, she began to understand the

sheer enormity of what lay ahead only as she ploceeded North on the

At the first camp she "felt

so remote

flom civilization,

so much as

first leg of the tour.

if I

had cut loose fi'om

all my former world; before me long leagues of unh'odden lands; 'Into the North' had,
in those few lonely moments, a power of meaning I had never dreamed. ""

ln 1926, Clara Vyvyan"

and her friend Gwen Dorrien Smith travelled with the HBC

down the Mackenzie, and then further on a harrowing joulney by canoe along the Rat and

Porcupine Rivers to the Yukon and Alaska. Travel conditions

in the region had not

changed significantly since Agnes Cameron travelled the course

in 1908. By then, the

steamel'was a little larger, and the facilities along the way wele less primitive, but

as

e"In the Far Nofih," Manitoba Free Press,l
October 1894.
'0The man'iage was sholt-lived; they separated
most of the time of hel marriage.

in i897. Emma

was

f avelling for

rr"I Saw These Things," Providence,
Rl Evening Bullerin, 10 September 1932.
''zAt the time of the ttip, Lady Clara Vyvyan was Miss Clara Coltman Rogers, and
earlier works were published under that name.
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Lady Vyvyan later described

it, "it

was the most formidable enterprise, " yet "the high

peak of her life. "'3
Clara Vyvyan's plans to travel in the NWT were made more difficult by a cynical and
decidedly negative family. At the same time, it was made easier through the intelention

of a "friendly neighbour'" who by happy circumstance was a Director of the HBC.
læonard Cunliffe encouraged the women, and acted as intermediary between them and
the HBC carriers whose officers eventually ploposed the cost of a trip to Fort Yukon via
Peel River and La Pierre House would be about $675 each. Travel time was estimated

at

fifty

days.'o The eventual route was decided partly because La Pierre House and the

Rat and Porcupine Rivers were evident on maps in Clara Vyvyan's atlas, creating the

illusion of

a settlement and supply post, where in

truth there was only one deserted cabin.

What the trips these women took had in common was the co-operation of the only
viable transportation autholity in the area, the HBC. More importantly, all four published
accounts of their adventures with the specific intent as havel writers to inform armchair

üavellers fascinated

by the remoteness and romance of the North.'s Since

Mrs

l3l-ady

Clara Coltman-Rogers Vyvyan, Roots and Stars: Reflections on the Past,
(London, Peter Helm, 1962).
IaBrabant

to Govemor and Company at London, 5 January 1926, Provincial Ar.chives

of Manitoba, Hudson's Bay Company Archives, A9211914986; also A92179/5125 and
492/1,9t5107.
'5These were not the

only travellers, but these wele the ones who published some
significant material. Gladys O'Kelly prepared a manuscr.ipt about her. voyage around
Alaska into the Northwest Passage on the HBC schooner Kindersley . Miriam Ellis
travelled the Mackenzie in 1925, but I could only locate one short article written by her,
and one photograph in a missionary's collection. Dr Isobel Hutchison sailed from
Vancouver around Alaska, and winte¡ed at a cabin off the Yukon coast near Herschel
Island, then flew back south. Dr Hutchison was a scientist and her book on the trip falls
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Colcleugh, Miss Taylor and Lady Vyvyan also produced works about other travels, their

Nofthern accounts were part of theil expanding world view,'6 but the nortïern stories
stand alone as observations about the region
development, and

in various

stages

of immigration and

in many ways act as benchmarks against each other, mapping

the

changes, and significantly, a lack of change, in the North.

Elizabeth Taylor's narative appeared in a four part series

of Outing in

1894-95,

entitled "A Woman Explorer in the Macken zie Deltz," and was illustrated with her own
pen and ink draw.ings.'7 There was also a¡ additional item in Travel
a shorter version

of 1899 which was

of that piece. Some of the correspondence relating to the plans made for

Elizabeth Taylor's trip has surr,rived in addition to her published work, and these letters
suggest some

of the obstacles she had to overcome in order to make the journey.

Miss Taylor anticipated he¡ father's approval for the expedition because the hip had
been proposed by one

of his personal friends in place of the Peace River course. A

Mackenzie trip was apparently cheaper, easier, and more pleasant, but Miss Taylor chose

to interpret the üip as desc¡ibed by the HBC as the more trifling of the two. Despite her.

optimism, James Taylor was not entilely happy about this excursion and expressed his
doubts to Donald Smith at Montreal, suggesting any aid the Governor of the Company,

tïe scope of "lady travellers". There were undoubtedly others who only made ttre
and never published their reco¡ds.

outside

fip

r6Agnes

Cameron died an untimely death from appendicitis
furlher exploration.

in

1.912, preventing

"The¡e is a copy of the journal made by Miss Taylor in the holdings of the Minnesot¿
Historical Society, but the published work is not substantially different ftom this diary.
Thele are also numerous unpublished typescripts in the same records. Whether any
attempts were made to have these published is unknown.
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or the Commissioner at Winnipeg could extend would be appreciated. Between the lines,
he intimated outright rejection would be welcome.rs Smith had reservations even though

he offered every assistance. The proposed expedition "would greatly tax the endurance

of a lady," he wrote, "and notwithstanding all the efforts the HBC officers

and

employees would make, it could be an undertaking of great hazard to her health. "'e How
much conüol James Taylor had over his thirty-six year old daughter is unclear. \ühatever

tlte reins he held, financial or otherwise, he failed to discourage her', and she continued

to make plans from Paris, and then London in the spring of

The plans inclurled the collection

of

1.892.20

scientific specimens

-- for

some future

consideration and with an eye to turning herself into a "far-seeing woman of business".
"Wise friends" advised Taylor to take along a revolver, and insisted she knew how to use

it,

even though she confessed to one conespondent she

r¿vas

more afraid of a handgun

than she was of Indians and Grizzly Bears. "They" had told her the "moral suasion of a

revolver was wonderful" and just the knowledge she had one would bolstel her own
confidence,2r which was probably needed after queries such as one she recalled from a

London scientist who had asked her what enemies she expected to encounter. He told her
about savage tlibes, and

drew a "touching picture" of her being murdered in her

sleep

lEWinnipeg, 21
January 1892, Typescript, Con'espondence 1892, Dunn Papers, MHS.
reMontreal, 7 March 1892,
James Wickes Taylor Papers,

Microfilm, PAM, MGS 82.

Original in MHS.
Correspondence File, Dunn Papers,
Edmonton in 1892," Beaver, I:une 1950, p.4.
'?01892

2rParis,

MHS.

See also James

Taylor Dunn, "To

6 September, 1891, Correspondence 1892, Dunn Papers, MHS.
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"for the whiskey needed to preserve her specimens.

""

Among the assurances Miss Taylor gave to hel' father was the understanding she would
ernploy a female companion when she began the northern leg of the trip. She told him
she felt she would be safe enough on the boat, but she might be far less independent

without another woman to perform light duties such as laundry, and to cany her
sketching materials, or to pt'ovide comfort and possibly act as a nurse

if

required.

"Another lady wouldn't do" she told him, and expressed preference for a "half-breed"
who would know something of camp life

-

and would then presumably not be afraid, or

become a hindrance along the route. The woman could also be hired at Edmonton or at
some point along the way Nofih and Miss Taylor would not have to pay the servant's
expenses

from Winnipeg.23 Whether or not Elizabeth Taylor secured the selvices of

a

female companion is unknown. Her diary and subsequent publications make no mention

of one, but it is more revealing she felt that to enable her to explore the Arctic "like
Franklin, " she needed someone to help hel with her laundry. This betrayed not so lnuch
a weakness,

but an understanding ofher position as a lady ancl the proprieties of the age,

and even in the rugged and primitive conditions of the North, she herself, hel father', and

everyone else, expected her to act as such.

As she depârted fi'om Edmonton, Miss Taylor wrote to Helen Caler that people
who knew the region had tried to be encout'aging about what lay ahead. Nevertheless,

2,ElizabethTaylor, "A
Woman in the Mackenzie Delta," Part 1, Outing, October,
1894.

'z3Winnipeg, 21 January 1892, Conespondence 1892, Dunn Papers, MHS.
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well wishers believed that while her summel would be interesting, it would be unpleasant.
Supplied with bottled and personal spirits, and despite everyone's concerns, Elizabeth

Taylor set off from Edmonton at the end of May.
Like all women favellers, Elizabeth Taylor took pains to describe the scenery to her
readers, as well as the perils of tlavel in fi'eight canoes and on supply barges. She was
fascinated with the men of the boat brigades who for her, were

always a diversion. They would make some great exertion such as lowering the
boat tlu'ough the rapids and then they would fall down in picturesque attitudes and
smoke and look off at the water in a dreamy way, while one of them would tell
an anecdote with great dramatic fervour, and wild gesticulation.'?n
Scattered throughout the Outing article are drawings depicting many of these men who
manned the sturgeon-head boats which she described as something between a scow and
a York Boat. At the time of Elizabeth Taylor's

Íip,

sturgeon-head boats were used on

that segment of the trip North along the Sturgeon River. The boats had blunt, rounded
bows and were built to withstand the shock of ttre Grand Rapids. They cafiied ten tons

of goods, and wele manned by eight rowers, and a steersman who guided the vessel by
a long sweep fastened to the stern post by an iron ring. Passengers sat in a cleal space

on eithel side of the sweep.
The sturgeon-head boats fenied passengers and fieight as far as Fort McMunay from

where the HBC steamer Grahame navigated the Athabasca River
'Wagons pulled
by oxen carried Íhe Grahame's load across a

to Smith Landing.

difficult sixteen mile portage

and Miss Taylor recalled how on the day she travelled across the portage
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the road lay through alternating sfetches of malshy and sandy pineJand. There
were deep, patchy holes, roughly bridged over by loose saplings, over and
between which the oxen slipped and plunged, scatteling the black mud over us,
while the rough carts swayed and creaked, and the half-breeds shouted. The air.
was heavy with the fragrance of wild flowers; but the mud-holes and submerged
parts of the road made it impossible for' [her'] to follow on foot.'5
The HBC supply ship Wrigley leÍ\. on its journey down north fi'om Fort Smith, with all
the cargo piled on deck which left little room for passengers. The Wrigley was first and

foremost a supply vessel for the HBC, and was not designed for tourists or even
travelling officials. That was why the dining room was a box, with no window, and six
dine¡s seated at the table filled the room. At night, one missionary slept on top of the
table, while another bunked underneath. Miss Taylor's room was furnished with a sack

of

hay.'?6

The Wrigley was launched

in

1885, and enjoyed the distinction of being the

first steam propelled vessel to cross the Arctic Circle, anywhere in the world.
The Arctic Circle was one of those northern features which captured the imagination;

its existence presented fascinating illusions, probably because travelling beyond it was so

far from the reach of all but a lucþ few. When Elizabeth Taylor crossed the Arctic
Circle in 1892, her account of the momentous event recorded how her childhood image
had been shattered, for she had

always imagined a large shining wire, about three times the size of a telegraph
wire, suspended in the air, without visible support, perhaps five feet from the
ground and disappearing acloss a barren waste, with musk oxen and reindeer in
the dim distance rubbing their ears against it. When the place where that shining

xlbid., Partll,
'?6Elizabeth

562.

722.

Taylor, "Up the Mackenzie River to the Polar Sea," Travel, (3), 1399,
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circle should have been was pointed out, [she] was disappointed.'?T
One aspect of the journey was not a disappointment, horvever', fo¡ she found heasures in

the woods "enough to repay one for the effort.

"

At

Pee[

River, the delighted collectol.

found
cranberries and cloudberries, Andromeda, and lychnis, the pretty yellow flowers
of the lousewoft, the large white buckbean by the edge of a pond, large northern
yellow lilies in the water', shrubby cinque-foil, marsh ragwort, and Siberian asters,
two kinds of orchids, the marsh marigold in seed, the fragrant pink and white
flowers of the valerian, and the lady smock, all silvel white. Dainty pink and
white vetches and the bishop's cap were here too, growing high and rank. '8

And this was only one of many flower-picking expeditions. Previous walks had produced
up to twenty-five specimens at a time, but there was a down side to the natural history

of the North, too. Miss Taylor discovered "an enemy lurked" in most

areas along the

riverbank which provided a "permanent camp from which the blood-thfusty mosquito
regiments ferociously sallied forth.

""

Elizabeth Taylor intemrpted her observations about the flora of the Macken zie Y alley

with comment on some of the conventions which seemed strange to her, but which were
made necessary by the uniqueness of northem conditions. In a description of Sunday
service at the camp at Foft Smith where she awaited the Wrigley, she revealed

I

am not quite clear in my mind as to the etiquette of a camp church. It is
allowable, it seems, on breezy days to chase hats and fly-away hymn books; also
to flap at mosquitoes, if it is done without too much emphasis and with no
exclamations. But -- may a natural history student glab at a butterfly fluttering
close by ol tie up a beetle in the corner of a handkerchief? Then as to shying

"Taylor, "A Woman Explorer, " Part llI, 229
'?\Lbid.,232.

2'lbid., Part

Il,

125 .
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sticks at Indian dogs -- well that seems to be without objection, if only those at
from the clergyman indulge in it. The people within five or six
feet of him must keep quiet, even if the dog is sniff,rng at the bacon box.30
a ceftain distance

She added one northem missionary had

told her that during a service he had snatched up

his gun in the middle of prayers to shoot at a flock of geese overhead. He explained

it

was an instinctive action, for his wife and children were literally without food at the
time.31

Among the commentaries about scenery and plant life in "A Woman Explorer in the
Mackenzie Delt¿" are sprinkled snippets of northern history, usually relating to individual
settlements, or explorations and tales of white man's heroism in opening the North for

the fur trade. These episodes provided context for Miss Taylor's readers, but

it is the

characterizâtion of the Dene people she encounte¡ed which is the most valuable of her
remarks. This is because with the exception of a few letters from missionaries, Elizabeth

Taylor was the fi¡st white woman to publish her observations about the Dene and Inuit
who inhabited the region.
Miss Taylor's pofirayals demonsfate a curiosity reflecting her artistic eye as well

as

that of the anthropological explorer, which was one of the roles she had assigned herself.

She noted how the Loucheux3' encounte¡ed along the coast had a peculiar habit of

raising their voices gradually as they talked, until the sound reached an ear-splitting
shout. Apparently the more importânt the matter being discussed, the louder the howl had

30lb¡d.
3t

lbid.

32The

current preferred term is Gwich'in.
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to be. This meant when the Natives appealed for tobacco a¡d tea, which they considered
a necessity, they shrieked at the top of their voices.33 Also described and illust¡ated was

an Inuit dance enjoyed at Peel River, where in honour of the occasion, the men wore
thei¡ best clothes, and the women had turned tleir dresses right side out. Her comments

failed to explore the implication that the men had "best" clothes, ard the women had to
make do with the inside of their everyday garments, which is interesting

if only

because

it was the women who sewed the skins fo¡ the men in the first place.

.""''l
l'lrt,

l',i;¡.1',1 ,.r
a{

Figure 2. Elizabeth Taylor's drawing of an Eskimo Da¡ce at Peel River, 1892.

The singing that accompanied the dance followed the pattern of the "usual Indian

3'Ibid.,PartlII,230.
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chant" but there was more music, and some variety to

it.

There were five or six flat

dlums made of sealskin which were beaten with a flat stick.

First one man leaped into the middle of the circle, then a woman followed him,
and they went through a pantomime, advancing and retreating, waving one
another away with sco¡n and homor, and then becoming appeased, then friendly;
at last they reti¡ed and others took their places, while all those remaining beat
upon the drums and sang at the top of their voices.3a
The description suggests some sexual undertones to the dance, but there was no attempt

at interpretation from Miss Taylor. This could be because Outing was not the place to
comment on Inuit mating rituals, or Miss Taylor was not comfortable with divulging her
observations. It could also be she was not the woman of the world that a traveller might
be and failed to notice the significance of the dancer's actions.

The Mackenzie River Inuit she encountere<I at Peel River were more warlike,
suspicious, and treacherous than those from east and west of the Delta, decided Miss

Taylor. They came only once

a year to the post

to fade, she explained, so their dress and

customs were the least affected by the white man's intrusions, and while she found them

to be

agreeable

in nature, theil method of preparing skins for clothing

caused an

intolerable odour which clung to everything they possessed.3s
Despite her sense of the ferociousness of the local Natives,

it

was the land itself

which eventually provoked fear for Elizabeth Taylor. The stillness of summer days, the
constant Iight, and sleepless nights, intensified the physical strains of the travel conditions

and a steady diet of dried meat. While out on one of her specimen collecting walks she

ulbid.,233.
351bid.,231..
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was overcome by loneliness; with the exception of a few moths, there was no other sign

of life.

She was "seized

to tell to the mission.

with panic," she confessed, "and made better time than I care

"36

This vastness, and the emptiness of the region overwhelmed Emma Shaw Colcleugh
on her 1894 trip down the Mackenzie and along the Peace as well. Mrs Colcleugh,s
northeln travelogue is less extensive than those of the other travellers, and makes up just
one part of a nineteen segment series entitled
Rhode Island Eveníng Bulletin

in

"I Saw These Things, " published in the

1932.3' Shortly after her

trip, Mrs Colcleugh also

published an item in Catholic WorM about the missionaries and nuns she met along the
Mackenzie River route.38
Emma Colcleugh did not travel alone; Sarah Camsell, wife of the Chief Factorjoined

her husband on one paft of the trip, as did Miss Thompson havelling to an Anglican
mission school. For another stretch, the daughter of Captain Segers of the Wrigley was
a pleasant companion, although

Mrs Colcleugh was considered the sole passenger. The

company was appreciated, especially as she had to learn the lesson that in the North,

hurry up and wait was often the order of the day even though the interminable waits

36lbíi1.,234.
3?Emma

Shaw Colcleugh, "I Saw These Things, " Evening Bulletin, providence,
Rhode Island, August 30 tlrough September 21, 1932. The other locations included the
Mississippi, the Lake Champlain area, Alaska, Hawaii, the Rockies, to Winnipeg (to
view the scene of the Rebellion), Labrador, Samoa, Fiji, AusÍalia, Uganda, the West
Indies, and Cuba.
3EEmma

Shaw Colcleugh, "Missions and Mission-Wo¡kers in The Great Lone Land, "
Carholic World, (61), Aplil, 1895.
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meant real outdool adventure. At Smith Landing, she had time to expiore, and decided
the Natives camped there were the "nastiest savages" she had ever seen, and was hor¡ified
at the "monshous louse" lbund on Miss Seger's clothing upon their return to the steame¡.

She w¡ote

"I

have felt itchy ever since and have retiled into seclusion and instituted

several vìgourous searches but with no result.

"3e

Emma Colcleugh's mention of the Dene at Fort Smith was a rare one in the published

accounts, which is unfortunate. Her comments may have proven interesting since her
understanding might have been influenced by her husband who had been

al Indian Agent,

Northern Natives did not go unnoticed in her letters, and she wrote from the Peace River
region that within th¡ee hundred miles not a single inhabited house or teepee had been
sighted, only tlree deserted ones had been seen. He¡ conclusion was the Natives of the

Nofth were "vanishing off the face of the

earth,

"a while the actual reason for empty

camps may simply have been a reflection of nomadic behaviour. While she was more
concerned with ethnographic collections, Emma Colcleugh collected samples ofvegetation

like Elizabeth Taylor, and admitted she found the variety and luxuriance of the flowers
along the banks drew her attention mo¡e tïan the Inuit she encountered. Nevefiheless,

while at Peel River, she and Mrs Camsell visited some Inuit, and Mrs Colcleugh noted

3eletter dated at Smith Landing, 21 June 1894. Conespondence 1892, (Elizabeth
Taylor Papers), Dunn Papers, MHS.

422 June, 1894, Elizabeth Taylor Papers, Dunn Papers, MHS. There are t¡ree
letters handwitten by Emma Colcleugh filed into the Elizabeth Taylor letters in the James
Taylor Dunn collection. There is no explanation for this. The Rhode Island Historical
Society is not a\'r'are of any other private papers that can be attributed to Emma Shaw
Colcleugh.
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that because of strange comments made in their. pr.esence, the two white women had an
unusualopportunity to see themselves as others saw them, and realized they were the ones
who were unique in that environment.
Of her travels on ïhe Wrigley, Emma Colcleugh had little to say except that the eightyth¡ee foot vessel rode the mountainous waves of the Gr.eat Slave Lake with courage, and
sailed bravely through the rapids of the Mackenzie. She noted every available space was
taken up by cargo, which caused her to reflect on how "much depended on the safety

that boat and its cargo, including as
posts.

it did the year's

supplies

of

for all those far away

" Her experience at Grand Rapids on the sturgeon-head boat was the highlight of

her journey at the time, but she subsequently recortled her anticipation of the excitement

was inexcusable stupidity, for she recognized the danger <lf the rapids that "rushed,
whirled, shot and defiled, while about us curled and twisted the smooth green hollowing
curves of great whirlpools, dashing chutes, foarning cascades, dangerous eddies -- every

kind of angry vagary in which water could possibly indulge.

"n'

Mrs Colcleugh had told the Edmonton Bulletin the object of her journey was to visit
unknown and wild regions, so she could delight the stay-at-homes who would read her
descliptions.o'? Sfangely, amongst the descriptions she had

littie comment for

the

premier pest of the North, except in a letter home where she commented on the question

of an acquaintance "who knew a little of the locality, " and who wondered whether

she

preferred eating seal flippers in a snow house or smoking a peace pipe in a teepee. The

o'Colcleugh, "I
Saw These Things, " September 10, 1932.
oEdmonton Bulletin,2S
May, 1894.
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intrepid explorer was firm in her reply: the skin teepee was the best bet, and she envied
the "gentlemen their smoke to drive away the mosquitoes.,' At one point, she ¡ecalled,
she thought she might "go

frantic" from the insect

attacks.a3

On her return to Winnipeg, Emma Colcleughtold

a

Manitoba Free press reporter she

had only one regret: she could not spend the winter at Folt Mcpherson.a

If

she had, her

view of the North and its splendours may have changed when her memory of the "hot sun
and continuous daylight of the summer" had been cooled by the cold wind and desotation

of winte¡.
Just like Elizabeth Taylor before her, Emma Shaw Colcleugh fadecl from public
memory and the recorded history of the North.
the Royal Geographical Society in February

o5

when Agnes Deans cameron addressed

of 1910,

she announced that her journey

"between ice and ice" was the first time the distance had been accomplished in any one
season

by any one ûaveller.{ Her expedition in 1908 was more extensive because it

included the læsser slave Lake region

of Alberta, but with the exception of

this

extension, her route was essentially the same as Emma Colcleugh,s.
Miss Cameron had been a school teacher and principal in Victoria, BC before she lost
her

job

because

0122

of a number of issues relating to her controversial views on education

June 1894, Elizabeth

Taylol Paper.s, Dunn papers, MHS.

a"In the Far North, " Manitoba Free Press,
October

i,

1894.

o'Miss

Taylor merited a single line in Moris Zaslow,s The Opening of the Canadian
North. Mrs Colcleugh just disappeared.
6Agnes Deans Cameron,
"Canada's Farthest North," Geographic Jou.mal, XXXV
(6), June 1910, 705.
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policy and p¡ocedures. She turned to journalism as a means of support,o' and leÍt
victoria to live in chicago where

she worked

with the lvestern canadian Immigration

Association. At that time she was also a Vice-President of the Canadian Women,s press
Club.aE

Although she claimed she made the journey just for. fun, Agnes Cameron,s

northern expedition was undertaken as a fact-finding tour designed to increase interest in
expansion into the canadian Nofthwest. This meant that unlike the previous Íavellers,
Miss Cameron was as concerned with eclucation, agricultural potential, government issues
and treaty entitlements as she was with the Natives and the vegetation.

In some ways,
trip

The New

North, the published account of Agnes Deans Came¡on,s

poses a challenge to the modern reader.ne The Victorian style makes

separate bombast

from useful fact, and makes the author seem

she probably was. This may account

little more eccentric than

for a comment made by an Anglican missionary

when he \ryrote from Fort McPherson that Cameron was
gather.ing data

a

it difficult to

a

"vigorous romanticist,

for a vivid volume, an intricate compound of fact and fiction, a most

o'For more
details see Roberta J Pazdro, "Agnes Deans Camer.on: Against the
Current, " in Barbara Latham, F;d.,In Her Own Right, (Victoria, BC: Camosun College,
1983).
osNational

Archives of Canada, RG 18, Records of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, Vol 323, File 759-06, Agnes Deans Cameron, 1906. This is the one single letter
that was located of Agnes Cameron's. According to David Richeson in his introduction
to the reprint of The New North, none of her personal papers have survived.
aeln

addition, the following articles were published, using the same material as in The
New Nonh'. "Arctic Host and Hostess, " Canadian Magazine,35,May 1910; "Beyond the
Athabasca, " Westward Ho Magazine, 1909; "From Wiluripeg to the Arctic Ocean, "
Manchester Geographical Sociery,Yo|26, 1910; "sentineis of Silence: Canada's Royal
Northwest Mounted Police, " Cenrury, 79, December, 1909; "Two Thousand Miles to
Deliver a l-Êlter," Harper's Weekly, Vol 52, January 4, 1908.
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interesting and readable romance of travel to be sure, but hardly a reliable book for
teference. "50 These comments may have been

a

reaction

to the outspoken and

independent female outsider, and, in The New Notth, Cameron did not spare the mission

schools. She wondered why the missionary at Smith Landing was teaching ,'present

Worth and Compound Interest to bare-footed, half-Cree urchins. "rr

In photographs, Cameron appears sturdy, (almost dauntless), although she felt two
years of life in Chicago had made her soft. Nevertheless, she trudged through the muck

on the Athabasca Trail and aftempted to match giant steps with a Northwest Mounted
Policeman just to have the opportunity to hear his stirring tales. Like Miss Taylor and

Mrs Colcleugh before her, Agnes Cameron spent some time camped out along the route
waiting for various conveyances to make the next leg of the trip, and the familiar tale of

waiting for the boat had not changed even though a new Commissioner had tried to
impose an exact and ordelly schedule on the northward traffic. The Cree boatmen knew

otherwise, for she explained: "the river was the boss." The keynote of the boatmen,s
character derived from this knowledge and thei¡ attitude was "Kee-am,', meaning ,'never

mind, don't get excited, there's plenty of time,

it will all come out in

Either Agnes Cameron was patient from the outset,

of

or. had begun

the wash. "5'

to adopt the same air

acceptance as the boatmen by the time she and Miss Brown reached

Foft Smith, for

in the evening when it rained, their room became "a living illustration of the new word
50The

Reverend C Whittake¡, Fort MacPherson, October 1,911. The Lener Leaflet,

May 1912,213.
s'Cameron, The New
Nonh,29.
52lbid.

, 29.
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[they had] just learned

- 'muskeg'. Putting precious cameras on top of the bureau. "

Cameron "let the rest of the things swim at their pleasure.

"t3

At Fort Smith, Jessie Brown and Agnes Cameron were assigned a double cabin on
the newly launched Mackenzie River. The vessel was half again the size of the Wrigtey,
and able to travel at up to ten miles an hour. The boat's most unique feature rras a steel

reinforced hull designed to withstand ice and floating timber. In addition, the Mackenzie
River had five watertight compartments to make travel safer for cargo and the passengers

who occupied the twenty-two staterooms.

While they waited for the Mackenzie River. ro take them north, the women were
struck by the abundant flora, and "bringing in our daily treasure trove of flowers, "
recalled Miss Cameron, "we can scarcely lealize that at Fort Smith, we \^/ere in latifude

sixty degrees North. "
One day we gathered careopsis, pretty painted-cups, the dandelion in seed,
shinleaf yarrow and golden-rod. Another day brought to the blotting pads great
bunches of goldenrod, pink anenome, harebells of a mo¡e delicate blue than we
have evel seen before, wolf-berry, fileweed and ladies tresses. We identified bearberry or kinnikini tobacco with its astringent leaves, and pink lady-slippers.sa
The lush vegetation at sixty degrees North latitude did not impress Miss Cameron

as

much as that momentous point at Fort Good Hope which was located at
The Arctic Circle! When we used to sit on uneasy school-benches and say our
loggafy' lesson, what did it say for us? Icebergs, polar bears, and the snows of
eternal winter. Nine-tenths of the people in America today share the same idea,
think of it as a forbidding place, a ÍÌozen silence where human beings seldom

s3lbid., 37.
14lbid.. 710-112.
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penetrate.55

what

astonished the travellers was

not so much the concept of the Arctic circle,

however, but that they crossed the latitude at midnight, and on the horizon was "the

Midnight Sun!" whose "supreme marvel" was "not what we

see

but what we feel.

"56

Further north at Fort McPherson, Mìss Cameron met with the f,irst Inuit she was to
greet on

The

Mackenz¡e River, and wrote with some passion about the integrity, versatility

and intelligence of these people. she suggestecl the lnuit were worthwhile although the

world had conspired to libel them, and concluded that within a decade or two, the Inuit
would have "passed utterly off the map."s' The observations reflect such hemendous
ethnocentrism it is difficult to sepalate fact, fantasy, and Agnes Cameron,s expansionist

propaganda. "Where did the Eskimo get his versatile ability,
wahus knows.

"58

"

she asked. ,,Only the

"We anogate to ourselves the term of 'white race' but

if

these Eskimo

were to wash themselves daily (which they do not do yearly) they would be as white as
we ale, " she proffered after a lengthy treatise about religious customs where she decide<l

Inuit were not heathen. This was because the Inuit had a well-formed conception of

a

Great Spirit as well as an Evil One, and because they were not rude, or unthinking.5e
Agnes Cameron may have been trying to convince herself the Inuit were not as bad as

"Ibid.,

159.

56lhid., 209.

s1lbid.,202.
-1DtA.

,

¿VJ

5'Ibid.

,

215.

.
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she had fear ed, but the lengths to which she went

to stess her point that these were

a

worthy lot, suggest she was directing an argument towards those who saw the Inuit and

theil leputation for savagery as a detenent to expansion in the North.

All

aspects

ofInuit life wele examined by Agnes Cameron, but she w¡ote extensively

about the women whom she judged to be "neither petulant or morose,

"

which was

interesting considering their circumstances. The feminist side of Agnes Cameron knew
the lot of Native women in the North was not promising, and in their society, they were

always fated to play a secondary role

in the family. Miss Cameron

questioned what

pleasure life could hold for these women, for even from infancy, "boy babies, even the
dogs, " had

tïe

choicest places to sleep and the best pieces of meat to eat.

Little girls were

made to feel they had come into a wo¡ld where there was no welcome for them, and their

whole life seemed to be an apology.@
Agnes Cameron faced a conunútm of sorts when her personal ideology came face

to face with the reality of northern existence. lVhile she knew on the one hand women
were unequal participants in that society, on the other, she demonstrated an understanding

of the reasons. "The fact that the women prefer a vulgar-fraction of a man, an Eskimo
equity in connubial bliss, to spearÌng walrus on their own account is a significant factor

in the problem of Eskimo men taking more tlran one wife, " supposed Miss Cameron.ó'
She then explained

in terms her southern readers could understand there were no

want columns North of sixty-eight degrees where unappropriated spinsters may

@(bid.,241.

6tlbid., 169.
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becorne self-supporting wage-earners as chaste school-teachers, Marcel-wavers ot

manicurists, [and] economically an [Eskimo] woman must herself hunt or have a
man or part of a man hunt for her'. Ethically, it works out beautifully, for each
parher to the hymeneal bargain is fat and full of content, happiness fairly oozing
out of every pore.6t
Agnes Cameron did conclude she would not like to pichue the Inuit woman as being
always content with "a circulating decimal of a husband instead of a whole unit,', but for
the young second wife, shejudged "no suffiagette need break a lance for her, demanding

a ballot, dower rights, and the rest of

it,

because she

is happy and busy. She plays

deference to her co-rvife, " and, (incredibly), "expands Iike an anemone under the ardent

smile of her lord. "63 considered with her descriptions of the Inuit as intelligent and
remarkably adaptable

it is unclear whether Agnes Cameron

had

just dismissed

the

problem of inequity based on what she saw as a "primitive" culture yet to evolve to the
stage where suffragism and equal rights would improve conditions

for women. It woukl

be mo¡e appropriate, and considerate, to conclude the ardent feminist explorer was
intelligent enough to realize the imposition of her southern, gender-based ideals was
unjustified.

Her concern for what she called "ice-widows" in the region was another example of
how Miss Came¡on understood both sides of cultural issues. She reported tïese women
who ma¡ried whalers "for the season only, " were not outcasts amongst their- own people,
and submitted this was because the matrimonial standar.ds of Pall Malt and Washington,

DC, could not be applied in the North. In fact, Inuit women who had cohabited with

6'Ibid., 170.
63lbid.,

168.
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white men wel'e revered by their own families because the woman rvas supposed to have
gained knowledge useful for trading, which was then of some financial value to an Inuit
husband. More importantly, the tent, cooking equipment and other utensils she probably

had acquired from the whaler were valuable as a dowry. Just because she could
Íationalize this practice does not mean Agnes cameron accepted

it

however, for she

confessed "this st¿te of things startles one, as all miscegenation does."s

While she was disturbed by what she saw as strange customs at odds with her own
values, Agnes cameron was able to grasp that situations in the North were different. she
acknowledged, for example,

if a white woman were to be shipwrecked and thrown upon an Eskimo foreshore
and presenting herself at a Husþ employment bureau, many surprises would
await her. Instead of asking for references from her last employer, the general
proprietor would fi¡st ask to inspect her teeth.6
She also questioned the

"intrusion of whites" which had "changed the whole horizon" in

the North. "We can scarcely call
astutely recognized

it

was better

it

the coming of civilization,' she commented and

to "call it rather the coming of

commerce.

"tr

Miss

Cameron saw agricultural development and settlement as more ,civitizing, than hading

and whaling, adopting the accepted notion that farms and families were a st¿bilizing
influence. She was convinced that the possibilities for agrarian pursuits werc extensive.

This may have been wishful thinking.
On a lecture tour of Bdtain Miss Came¡on pr.oudly showed slides of wild flax in
64lbid.,174.
651bid.,204.

6lbid., 175.
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bloom well inside the Arctic Circle, and told of pot¿toes, turnips, carots and parsnips
cultivated at Fort Good Hope. what she missed by not being an agricultural specialist,
and only a onetime visitor, was the urueliability of crops as reco¡ded in annual accounts

of

those resident

in the region. That is the single failing of the traveller,s

accounts,

because in the North, the realities of the harsh envir.onment cannot be judged by a

tlree

month summer joumey which allowed travellers to see the natural beauty at its best.
summer trips also allowed them to see the North at what some believed to be its worst

-- for there were only two

seasons,

of course. Winter and mosquito.

Dealing with mosquitoes requiled constant effort, and it was the general opinion the
pest was worse along the fitst part of the northern joumey before reaching the Mackenzie

River. This was the stage where the women experimented \Ã'ith all manner of ways to
gain some relief. At Grand Rapids, for. example, Agnes Cameron and Jessie Brown went

to bed fully clothed and covered, but to no avail. Miss Cameron posited mosquitoes were
Presbyterian, each determined to taste blood. Nighttime became a "first se¡ious trial to
good humour, when each of your four million pores is an irritation-channel of mosquito

virus. But, the sun and smiles come out at the same time, and having bled together, we
cement bonds of friendship. "u'
Because Clara Vyvyan and Gwen Dorrien Smith travelled more in the bush than the

othel women, their descriptions of constant encounters with mosquitoes are more detailed,
even fi'ightening. Clara Vyvyan saw the mosquitoes as devilish, and at "times, the whole

world seemed to be buzzing blackness.

67lbid., 49.

"

It was a sfuggle to prevent panic fi.om seizing
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hold, and she admitted to the "incredible delusion that peryetual movement
escape.

"

meant

To get dressed under a mosquito net was difficult but not impossible, because

the women slept in their clothes, "but

it required

a gymnastic effort, and as for doing

one's hair, it gave one a frightful crick in the neck." At dinnertime, their mosquito veils

were lifelines, as they "munched on bacon scraping away with forks [those] that had
settled on the fat and became embedded in it. " The pesls came at them ,'one wave after

another, like Napoleon's inexhaustible attacking armies.

"6E

Arctic Adventure was published in 1961.@ It was written from notes in a diary kept
during the journey made by Clara Vyvyan and her companion
a long period of time may account

in

1926. Reflection after

for her eloquent descriptions, and of all the women,s

writing, Vyvyan's memoir is the most introspective, offering what one analyst called "the
wonder of the shrubbery, and less about the actual trees. "?0

It is difficult to imagine

Elizabeth Taylor or Emma Colcleugh confessing that at camps along the way, they
stashed a "brandy flask

furtively into

a rucksack, " and

"strolled off into the willows while

the men who accompanied them laid the fire. " In due course, wrote Lady Vyvyan, she
and Miss Smith returned from their imbibing, "ostentatiously carryilg bunches of wild

flowers."

It

was "a strange tippling place, that thicket of willows, but never did any

6l-ady Clara Vyvyan, Arctic
Advenrure, (l,ondon: peter Owen, 196i), 95, 97, 100,
111.
6eClara

Vyvyan also published "On the Rat Riv er," Canadian Geographical Journal,
January, 1931,48-57; Rooîs and Stars: Reflections on rhe pasr, (London: peter Owen,
1962; "Sunset on the Yukon," Cornhill Magazine, 153, 1936, 206'216; and "The
Unrelenting North," Comhill Magazine, 152, 1935, 176-183.
ToDorothy

Middleton, Victorian Lady Travellers, (London: Routledge, 1965), 5.
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tavern hunter enjoy his liquor more.

"

It

also became an evening habit.

"If there were

no

willows, there would be dense alders o¡ secretive firs, " and there would always be the
wild flowers to justify their absence." Vyvyan admitted the liquor kept their spiris up,
and provided some quiet confidence, which while false, was entirely necessary.
The women had been warned by the HBC that beyond the steamboat at Aklavik, they

could expect considerable physical discomfort, but travelling was the passion of Clara
Vyvyan's life, and therefore she accepted the challenge. In her letters to the HBC she
does not waver

from her intentions despite an obviously negative attitude in Winnipeg.

She was the daughter

of Cornish gentry, and described herself as neither rich nor poor,

but she had a good education and

a pleasant

family life free of monetary concerns. This

accounts for her observations about canadians

in general as she havelled

across the

counfry to Edmonton. Not without some irony she decided Canadians were tremendously
proud of their achievernents and had altogether too much optimism which was a little too
much like tropical sunshine. "It made one long for the coolless of humble shade.,'?, But
as the

trip got underuvay, she realized the difference between the actual day dream and

the leality always came with a shock, not the

frst of which came on the railway

out of

Edmonton. The women bundled their outfit, which included 252 pounds of food and 175
pounds of luggage, into the train which chugged leisurely north. Vyvyan learned the flrst
lesson of the northem haveller: there was no need to hurry. The North began to take on

"Vyvyan, Arctic Adventure, p. 112, 113.

'2lbid.,25.
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its own "personality, at once alturing, compelling, and sometimes cruel.','3
On the Mackenzie steamer, all the passengers h.avelled under the same spell, "with

a peculiar elation as if a Light were shining

tlìere, "'o Clara

Vyvyan recorded. The

women made the journey from Fort Smith to Aklavik aboardthe Distributor 111, launched

in

1920 to supplement fhe Mackenzie River. By this time, the steamers of the Mackenzie

River Transport division of the HBC offered roomy and well ventilated dìning rooms
equipped with linen, china and silverware. Thele was a comfort¿ble lounge, a library,
and batluooms with unlimited hot water. stewards and stewardesses were available to
serye passengels housed in cabins

with windows, and berths which had "soft mattresses,

comfo¡table feather pillows and gleaming white sheets, " covered
blankets.

T5

by HBC

point

This description was the one offered in the travel brochur.e produced by the

Company. It was the first time true passenger service was available for tourists aboard
the HBC steamers.
The canoe nip beyond Aklavit meant Clara Vyvyan was in close daily contact as an
employer to Native guides, so

it

might be expected she would have comment on the

relationship. She was forewarned by her HBC supplier about Native guides who would
take no orders from anyone, and he insisted the guides be treated on a friendly and equal

footing. As a consequence, Lady Vyvyan always deferred to the guides, or so

she

claimed. This did not mean she and Miss Smith were not beneath deceiving the guides

'3lhid.

'nlbid.,30.
'5"To the Arctic and G¡eat Bear Lake, " HBC Pamphlet, 1933. YTA, PAM 1933-8C,
15.
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witlr their little tipplings in the bush, but they recognized their personal limitations

and

were prepared to do what they were told when paddling the dangerous Rat and porcupine

rivers. Except for everyday comments about the skills and knowledge of her guides,
however, Arctic Adventure is empty of the type of anthropological comments evident in
the other tfuee nanatives. Perhaps the Dene and Inuit of the Nolth seemed less exotic by

1961, and Lady Vyvyan decided not to publish hel. observations made at the time. She

did recall the Inuit \ryomen at Aklavik who had entrancing smiles, and she remembered
that attempted exchanges consisted of smiles, more smiles and yet more smiles. She
concluded Inuit babies must have been born wearing smiles. The smiles and tle
friendliness of the Inuit is a recuning description in all four accounts, and suggests the

women were surprised by the happy and amicable people, or. they were expecting
something more hostile since they had heard tales of infanticide and cannibalism.

It

is

indicative of the expectations in general, particularly as the havellers progressed f,lther

North away fiom fur h'ade settlements established to serve the Indian population. They
were ambivalent about what they might find, and unsur-e about how they might personally

confi'ont cultural differences.
Lady Vyvyan, however, was sure of how she felt about what she called the perennial
problem of the North: mixed marriages. These wer.e not the mixed mal.iages of white
women and black men so abhor¡ed by travellers in Africa and India, but the unions
between white men and Native women. Clara Vyvyan r.ealized loneliness broke down

racial bauÌers, but it could also drive a "temperate man to become a drunkal d, or a sane
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man to madness,

"?6

she

judged. In her mind there was no excuse. Mixed marriages were

a sign of weakness in white men in the North. (Agnes Camer.on too, mentions mixed
marriages, but her sentiment displayed a peculiarly English-Canadian prejudice. "When
a Frenchman marries an

Indian woman he revelts to her scale of civilization; when a Scot

takes a Native wife, he draws hel up to his.

"?7)

Clara Vyvyan described an Inuit dance performed at Aklavik, and noted the
fascination it held for her, as well as for the participants. It was a celebration dance held

after a murder trial where the defendant was exonerated. The steps and sequences were
not rehearsed; they wele improvised, mimetic and spontaneous. "During the execution

of that primitive sole seal-dance, " she wrote, "I was transported back through the

ages

into a cave-man mentality becoming unconscious of the crowd about me.,' Despite her
claim she was unable to describe the experience in words, Clara Vyvyan rememberecl the
dancer began by beating a one sided drum with a flat stick, and then

in a few moments he was no longer Ikegana nor even a human being, he had
become a seal, bending forward and shuffling sideways, with every muscle
rippling in an almost fluid movement; he seemed to be endowed with flippers and
encased in blubber. Curious groans and roars and hisses of encouragement rose
fi'om the audience, but however uncouth were those sounds they were obviously
used for expressing delight in this scene, wherein a man became a mammal before
their very eyes.'8
Gwen Dorrien Smith, Clara Vyvyan's companion, was a painter, and it was her job

to sketch and record the vegetation along the route. The t\ryo women collected two

161hid.,46.

ttCameron, The Netu
North, 58.

"Vyvyan, Arcric Ádvenrure, 60.
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hundred ancl sixty-seven kinds ofpressed flowers for the Kew herbarium in London. They
appeared to be knowledgeable about botanical species, like

all the women travellers,

although it is unclear in all four cases if this familiarity was acquired before the journey

or after the fact. Elizabeth Taylor was allowed little baggage on her h.ip but considered
hel botany book essential, for. example.

Colourful repotts on botanical species in the narratives themselves allowed the
women one means of contesting the image of a cold and banen North, and permitted a

little hyperbole in terms readers could understand. Yet collecting botânical specimens was

a legitimate pursuit which still had a feminine air about

it,

and provided a cloak of

gentility to cover the masculine aspect of exploration. Gathering wild flowers could
hardly be seen as a theat to male fact-finders. It set women apart from serious scientists

while at the same time was an intellectual pursuit. It was also not exploitative.?e The

activity served as the guise to veil any suggestion of nofthem travel as frivolous
diversion; there was some pulpose, after all,

At Aklavik, Clara Vyvyan

if

the Kew herbarium was interested-

bemoaned the scarcity of species and named only bog-

bean, marsh marigolds, bearberry, Pyrola, wild roses, yellow anenomes, and small
gypsophila, a pink Rubra, and a dwarf Grass

of

Parnassus. There were also silver

willows, aldel and stunted spruce. Later, along the Rat liver, she reported on a

less

beautiful plant, but one with some significance for northern residents and ü.avellers.
Nigger-heads, she explained, were a

"For an interesting discussion about natural history and travel wliting see Mary
Louise Pratt, ImperÌal Eyes: Travel Witing and Transcubu.ration London: Routledge,
1992).27.
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nightmal'e form of vegetation, bullet-headed tufts of grass, not wide enough to
support the length of a human foot, with thigh deep spaces between each tuft.
When you step lightly ¿s a ballet dancer on a head, trying to bâlance on your toes
or to grip wìth your heels, then the head will wobble and you will fall into the
space between your tuft and the next one.80

Along the swamps and riverbanks of the North, this plant posed real danger to the two
women who spent as much time outside their canoe as in it.

Of all the adventures, that of Clara Vyvyan and Gwen Smith was the most physically
taxing, and presented unique physical and mental challenges, and at a point on the Rat
River they endured the "worst experience of the whole journey, when they stood alone
on the muskeg, for the most part in silence, on a ten foot

cliff

above the river.,' They

were "face to face with naked fear, " when they were separated from their Native guides
and began to contemplate the prospects of survival without them. Later, Lady Vyvyan

recalled the sense "of vastness of the country overcame us, like a threat that might
destroy us at any moment. "sl

From Clara Vyvyan her readels learned that for two middle-aged English women, the
North inspired contemplation, tested ingenuity, and defined personal physical limits. They
also learned Aklavik consisted of a single line of houses strung out along a twenty foot

mud bank. There was also a beach where crowds of Inuit camped with their dogs. Only
Agnes Cameron and Clara Vyvyan visited Aklavik, and the value of any comparison must
also be considered in the light of Lady Vyvyan's understanding that Aklavik seemed to
be a comparatively prosperous place, but her' "standards of prosperity had been lowe¡ed

soYyvyaa,Arctic Advennre,
722.

$tlbid., 102, 124.
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during the last few weeks of association with people living in wooden shacks on rnuddy

river banks with only a dirt track for a main street. "E,
Descriptions of settlements are uneven and inconsistent in the accounts of all four
women, and are usually irnpressionistic rather than illustrative, so it is not profitable to
attempt any comparison. What can be said is that few changes were noted. There was
always some trading post, some mission, and some attempt at agriculture, even on a
small scale. There wel'e ahvays lots of ÍÌiendly people, and often white women eager to
share conversation and tea

in pretty

with the visitors. Buildings were neat and functional and

set

surroundings, but along muddy river banks and exposing two classes of

inhabitants: Native and non-Native.
That the northern travellers were of one class and the majority of the people they
encountered were of another is not lost to anyone reading these accounts, but neither

should that be
ethnocentrism

a

of

surprise.

It is not the purpose here to pass judgement

on

the

these women or to evaluate the biases, only to examine those they

carried with them. To accept what tiese women wrote as some indication of what they
saw and felt does not deny their prejudices or the possibility they were purveyors of

imperialist ideas, but the conclusion must be that they were not spreading those ideas in
the North, as much as they were reinforcing the mental images of the imperial vision in

the south. Their b¡and of imperialism was not directed towards the indigenous people;
they were not in the North long enough to have that kind of impact. Even the style of

favel

was not in the tl adition of Victorian and Edwardian travellers in the tropics. Ther-e

E'Ibid., 57.
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was no entourage or extravagant
Cameron

will confirm

kit.

One look at the photographs of Agnes Deans

she and Jessie Brown were travelling rough and

light, which was

the only tvay one could go, even on an HBC steamer.
There is a danger in concluding any of these women were travellers because they
were feminists. It is more likely they were travellers, some of whom may coincidentally
have been feminists and camied into theil personal lives some of the momentum created

by the outburst of feminine energy which surrounded them, and pr.ovided the impetus to
ovelcome objections and obstacles by men in a position to frusrate and otherwise impede

their plans. The question of travellers and feminism has hekl some intelest for feminist
writers who have adopted the hopeful stance that there is a common thread and a feminist

link to women's travel writing. There is an underlying assumption tïat

because women

chose to pursue what was usually a male undefi¿king, they were trying to make some

political statement. There is also the hope they will find the authors were kinder and
gentler toward other women, or the travel writers subscribed to the same values
modern feminists. This was not the case

for the northern

tr

as

aveller.s. Even Agnes

Cameron's attempt to understand the position of female Natives was done in a context of

the entL'e community.
Agnes Cameron was the û'ue feminist of this group of women, and actively supported

both woman suffi'age and equal rights. Heloutspoken nature and willingness to make
personal sacrifices was a hallmalk of her feminism. Emma Shaw Colcleugh was also an
active member of women's groups and in her capacity as Clubs Editor of the providence

Journal, she had contact with women's groups throughout New England. On their tlavels
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neither planted

a

suffì'agist flag,

or

campaigned

for

women,s rights, whether for

Aboriginal or white women.
Agnes Cameron was an acknowledged expansionist, but her settlement vision was a
fantasy of internal expansion not to fufther British Imperialism but as insurance for. the
canada of the future. canada was in the position to construct, she explained, where otïer

nations had

to

annexationist.

reconstruct.s3 Elizabeth Taylor was

It is unclear how

the daughter of an American

hel' travelogue in outing may have served her fatler,s

puryose, although Miss Taylor. did comment on the potential
settlement

in the Nolth. clara vyvyan's record

has

for

development and

a distinctive "travelling in

the

colonies" perspective, but like Emma shaw colcleugh who was on intimate terms with
the political forces of a developing canada, Lady Vyvyan's travels are more suggestive

of a strong desire for personal challenge.
whatever the individual impetus, the plincipal objective was the exploitation of their

tavels fol personal profit through lectures and publications, but the women were

also

travelling for travel's sake. The North was romantic and distant; a place few Europeans
had seen or could hope to see, so

it made sense to capitalize on the curiosity of

readers

in the South. what these women wrote was what they knew they could sell to publishers
and readers.

It is understood that what was published was checked by those parameters.

It is notable that in the northern mythology, the¡e is little evidence of the travels of
these rvomen. This exclusion begs the suggestion that sex does make a difference to the

credibility of the writers. The likes of British naval explorers in the Northwest passage,

8'Cameron, The
New North,299.
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of eccenfic Amelican anthropologists attempting to live off the land, or of

strident

government and police officials on fact-finding missions provided a more important
perspective because they were at least quasi-official and had political purpose. Elizabeth

Taylor', Emma Colcleugh, Agnes Cameron and Clara Vyvyan wele not taken seriously
because they were just women out on a jaunt.

difference

in the

In order to establish if there was a

observations because female eyes viewed the scene

is difficult to

ascertain without a complex comparison with the similar work of men over time. Since
the purpose of this study is to place women in the foreground, such an undertaking would
be counter-productive. To speak of these women with Franklin might seem audacious to

those who revere the great white explorers of the Arctic, yet
Because they stopped to delight in the

wild roses and paused to

met should not diminish theit' pursuits. And,

it

might be

ar

it is serious comment.

descr.ibe the people they

gued, the women we¡e

intelligent enough to push themselves beyond the physical expectations of a woman of
their time without foolishly over-extending their own limits.

Chapter Four

A Few Intrepid Women:
Travellers \Vith Professional Purpose in the 1930s

When professional women travelled into the NWT during the 1930s, they car-ried

with them the same notions of Empire as their Victorian and Edwardian predecessors.
They encountered the same imperialist institutions as well, for time had effected little
change to the structures

of adminishation in the North, which were male dominated.

What is also evident is how male-defined these institutions were, and how firmly
enfenched the men became when challenged by women with some measure of per.sonal
confidence.

In her

assessment

of the relative position of professional women in the 1920s

and

1930s in Canada, Veronica Strong-Boag notes their number represented "a meagre,

if

resourceful, handful. " She adds an "infepid few could not dernolish patriarchal structures

that flourished" within their professions. Women developed ways of coping with
resistance, suggests Strong-Boag, wondering what else they could have achieved
energy wasted on fighting the system had been put to better use.

if

the

' P¡ofessional women

who went to the NWT in the 1930s however, did not necessa¡ily encounter resistance

from within their own professional communities as much as they did from

the

bu¡eaucracies which administered the region.

tVeronica Strong -Boag,
The New Day Recalted; Lives of Girls and Women in English
Canada, I919-1939, (Toronto: Penguin Books, i988), ó7.
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The experiences of artist Kathleen Shackleton, journalist Mar.ilyn Grange,

and

scientist Isobel Hutchison support the assertion of Mark Dickerson that the NWT was
administered like personal fiefdoms by men in the government, at the headquarters of the

HBC, and of the churches operating in the area.'z Unlike their Victorian and Edwardian
predecessors, these women travelled in the NWT with some purpose in mind rather than

the production of a travelogue, but like the observations recorded by Miss Taylor, Mrs

Colcleugh, Miss Cameron and Lady Vyvyan, their stories add dimension to Northern
history.

For the most part, those adventures have been excluded fi.om the historiography so
their inclusion here is relevant

if

only for that reason. They allow a gender-based view

which has hitherto been ignored, and which provides a foil against the male-dominated
focus of descriptions of other explorations in the region during that era. Since experience
is the personal observation of, or involvement with fact, and the knowledge or

on that involvement, women's experience becomes more than relevant:
essential to an understanding

skill

it

based

becomes

of the social conditions of the time. How Miss Shackleton

portrayed Nofihern residents and reacted to the administrators, how Mrs Grange reported
on the government patrol, and how D¡ Hutchison explored the wilds of the Arctic provide

a focal point for comparison with the earlier works described in the previous chapter.

The issues of gender suggested by the experiences of these women also opens

'?Dicke¡son, Wose Nonh, 57 .

a
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window to the understanding ofhow male bureaucrats âssociated with the Nolth worked,3
and more importantly, how they related to those distant fi.om the positions of power as
they exercised the politics of exclusion against those persons consirlered marginal to their.

purpose. Natives represent one such group; women anothet.4 The nature of the barriers
placed before the women, and the attitudes of the men they encountered suggests the
shallowness of women's apparent professional siatus when they encounteled men who did

not agree with the women's assessments.
This was evident in

tle

case of British artist Miss Kathleen Shackleton who applied

to the HBC in 1937 for a commission to produce tfuee dozen portr.aits. Her purpose was
to reflect the Company's interests in the North; conüoversy was not her intention. She
was the sister

of a famous Antarctic explorer, although it is unclear if her brother's

exploits provided any impetus to her suggestion to the HBC to produce a series to record

"all types of Indians, Eskimos and trappers associated with the Company, and members

3The

window would no doubt be small, not big enough to crawl through, and one of
my colleagues who offered this analogy suggested that the window was dirty which was
why it had to be opened. Inevitably, it would be a woman who would have to clean it
from the inside.
aMark Dickerson
explains the hierarchy of the Northwest Territories Council in his
recent work entrtled Whose North. He outlines how the NWT was administered as a
b¡anch of the Department of Interior, then the Department of Mines and Resouces. The
Department of Indian Affairs was responsible for Native welfare in the NWT, and it was
common for policy makers to serve other roles within those Departments. This did not
necessarily confuse programs as much as it consolidated ideas. It was also an indication
of the lack of importance of the NWT in the overall administration of the counhy.
Dickerson suggests those who ran the NWT had their own agenda which charted two
divergent courses for the North. The intention was to develop the natural resources of the
NWT, to maintain the haditonal life of the Natives, and to keep the two separate.
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of the staff, dressed in picturesque or. strictly working costume.,'5 The HBC and Miss
shackleton had high hopes for her work and were convinced of the publicity value of any

show of work in the USA or Britain which depicted "His Majesty,s Most Northerly
subjects. "6 There were prospects for slide and lecture talks, illustrations for ar.ticles in
pet'iodicals, and perhaps even the incorporation of Norlhern ideas in modern dress design.
There were endless ideas

for "commercializing of any work Kathleen Shackleton woukl

do, such as 'high class advertising'in conjunction with the Company Sales Organization,
and publicity and propaganda generally. "? In short, this was to be a profitable enterprise

fo¡ both Miss Shackleton and the Company.
Kathleen Shackleton initially asked

for lemuneration of th¡ee

thousand dollar.s,

excluding expenses, but after some bargaining settled for two thousand dollars which
included an advance and travel expenses from London to winnipeg, with flrst class rail
tickets and ten dollars per day while within the range of railway communication lines.

Aftelthat, the HBC would arrange transpoftation and absorb

costs.s Miss shackleton's

journey to the North was undertaken in tlu'ee parts. she toured the Mackenzie-Athabasca

Region

in tle

summel

of

1937

,

No¡thern Quebec in the autumn, and returned to

s"A¡tistc Canadian Records," Typescript, 26 Jlly 1937. HBCA All0Z/2217,
Kathleen Shackleton. (Hereafter HBCA/Shackleton)

this was the title eventually given to the showing
displayed in Britain.
'"Artistic Canadian

of drawings

when they were

Records. "

8FA Stacpole, London Manager to Kathleen Shackleton, 12
August i937.
HBCA/Shackleton.
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coppermine fol christmâs.e The artistic project proved successful. Kathleen Shackleton

wrote to J chadwick Brooks, her winnipeg contact how "it had all been absolutely
wonderful.

I neally get bushed as I

am in love with the 'North' and the people. ,"0 After

her fil'st trip down the Mackenzie she had already completed two-thirds of her
commission and believed the portraits to be the best work she had done in years.
Encouraged, and excited by her adventure like most Arctic travellers, Kathleen
shackleton gave interviews to the Press. The canadian newspapers reported she was fille<l

with a sense of outrage at the arrogant treatment of the Natives of the North, and was
"critical of the way the Government cared for its wards and the way in which the church
was seeking to bring Christianity to them." She did not believe there was any need to
break down the habits of generations; habits which we¡e fundament¿l to successful living

in tle country.'r Some accounts suggested Kathleen Shackleton came a\ryay from

the

Nonh "with the feeling that missionary groups were confusing 'anglicization, with
chr.istianizing.

"

The Globe interyreted this to mean "English customs aren't necessarily

christian custom, " and reported Miss shackleton as denouncing the construction of the
Anglican residential school at Aklavik as stupid, for the church would bette¡ serve the
Northern Natives

if it would carry its message into Native camps and not take

'"Artist Going to the Arctic," Gaette, Monheal, 11 December
'oShackleton
HBCA/Shackleton.

to

Hudson's

children

1937.

Bay House, Winnipeg, 7 November

rr"Feels Indians,
Eskimos are Suffering Injustice,
February 1938.

"

1937.

Star-Phoenix, Saskatoon, 20
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from their faditional sunoundings.,2 This view was contlary to the accepted one, and
at odds with the practice of both the Anglicans and Roman catholics in the r.egion who

brought chilùen into the ¡esidential schools and settlements. About the facilities at

Aklavik, Miss Shackleton was quoted as saying
The church, which is used once or twice a week has an electric lighting plant,
while the school whe¡e the Eskimo and Indian childr.en are living and which is in
use daily, is lighted with oil lamps. The teachers ar.e in constant fear of fire.'3

It

was not long before headlines reading "Flying Bishop Resents criticism frorn

Afiist, " appeared in the same papers. "Any tourist who goes into the North and elects to
crittcize what they find should at least give constructive, not destructive criticisms,"
declared

rhe Right Reve¡end Archibald Fleming, who then argued Miss shackleton never

actually saw the church at Aklavik in use. As for the power plant, he explained it was
installed for the use of the hospital. There was not sufficient electricity left for the use

of the school, and "in any

event,

"

he noted, "the school plant [was] not under our

jurisdiction's but the government's. "ro The Bishop defended the Church on the grounds
"we are only úying to prepare [the Natives] for the kind of life being fo¡ced on them by
the white man's invasion, " apparently unwilling to recognize a significant element of that

invasion was from the Church itself. But he did concede, ,,they won,t need to know some

''"English and Chl'istian are not Synonyms Says an Altist,,' Globe, Toronto, 25
February 1938.
'3"English Culture of No Use to Nanooks of the North," Winnipeg Tribune,2g
February, 1938.
taWinnípeg

Tribune, 29 February 1938.
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of it, but it will help them.

"'5

The newspaper accounts generated correspondence behind the scenes which further
indicated how sensitive an issue had been raised by Kathleen Shackleton's purported
comments. Fleming wrote to Ralph Parsons of the HBC asking "what had we done to

merit this wholly undeserved attack? " and speculated about Miss Shackleton's motives.
Fleming suggested Kathleen Shackleton's actions might have been for publicity or. the
result of a grudge against the Church of England. More importantly, the Bishop noted

Miss Shackleton was under conftact to the HBC, and reminded Parsons "since
came into touch with you and the Company

fair,

"

in 191i I

I first

have not ceased to try and play

which implied playing fair enjoyed precedence over Native wetfare. Fleming

suggested that since the Church of England and the HBC were in this Nofthern enterprise

together, the Company should do their part to clear the reputation of those who worked

in the Nofth.
Bishop Fleming's lengthy letter countered the untruths he claimed were printed in the
newspapers, and concluded with the opinion

I

it

would be a good thing if she could be persuaded to attend to her
drawing and let other people attend to their business. She has only a short time
in the North and has not eamed the right to express opinions as against those who
think

have been there many years.'6

He awaited a reply, and an explanation of Miss Shackleton's offensive and un[ue
remalks. Can it be that it did not occur to the Bishop that there might have been some

ßIbid.

lîhe

Right Reverend Al Fleming, Bishop of the Arctic to Ralph Parsons, HBC, 10
March 1938. HBCA/Shacklekrn.
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value in I(athleen Shackleton's obsetvations?

"I

suppose when Bishop Fleming referred

to tourists he meant

me,

shackleton wrote in rebuttal. she added "I have nevel been a tourist, and

I

"

Kathleen

was on my

job in the North as a hard-working aftist, and my criticism I did not consider in
the least
destructive. " with some foresight, Miss shackleton also recognized that "unless the whole

face

of

Nature changes in the Aklavik distlict, the natives

livelihood by

tr

will

have

to earn their

apping, hunting and fishing," and pointed out these wele skills being

denied to the young people of the region.r' At fit'st glance, this observation contr adicts

what Mark Dickerson claims was the government policy for educating the Native
population, and therefore it appears the Church curriculum was at odds with the NWT
Council. What Miss Shackleton saw, however, was the education of young children in
absolute basics. They would be back on the land soon enough.

As for the HBC, Brooks wrote to Miss Shackleton on April 1st to tell her he had
been "honified"

to read the

press reports

--

copies

of which he enclosed.

"The

publication of such dogmatic criticisms of the church of England activities is greatly to
be deplored and it is unfortunate that they should be expressed and published following

your visit to the Arctic on behalf of the HBC," he told her. He then noted there werc
probably considerations of which she was not aware, and it rnight have been prudent to
express her opinions

in private rather than to the press. The

Company,s trading

operations had always been camied out with careful consideration for the welfare of the

Native population, explained Brooks, and "the most cordial relations had always existed

r?"Miss

Shackleton Replies to Bishop Fleming,

" tVinnipeg Tribune, Mar.ch

193g.
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between the HBC, the govemment and atl denominations.

" It was clearly noted in the

letter that Fleming was a personal friend of the Governor ancl the Anglican Bishop,s
protests would be dealt with by the Board of Governors in London whom she had placed

in a difficult position because of he¡

"I

thought

I

comments.rE

was a fi'ee individual when my contract expired,,' replied Kathleen

Shackleton. Because the views were expressed before the HBC finalized her expense
payments, she admitted

it might

mean she was ,'retrospectively in [their] employ,,' but

since the contract had expiled, "so much for- my obligations to youl. Company.,' Miss

shackleton proceeded to explain to Brooks that the newspaper accounts were inaccurate
and she was misquoted. she had spent a "marvellous rnonth" at the residential school at

Aklavik with vely sincere christian workers who neveftheless questioned the economic
value of their work. "They have a splendid staff at the school, Iiving examples of

cfuistianity, who will be remembered by the children long after the church is forgotten.
They were making the best of a bad job. "re yet she decided after her visit the value of
the culriculum was probably useless, "but as those [teachers] were so much in eamest,

I not only kept my views to myself, I

an.anged a show

of my work to get funds to help

them with their little concerts and othe¡ purely 'Blitish' affairs and in various other ways

tried to make things easiel for tlem.

"æ

She admitted she may have gone too far

lsBrooks

for this cause. She conceded

to Shackleton, 1 April 1938. HBCA/Shackleton.

l'"English Culture
of No Use to Nanooks of the North, " lVinnipeg Tribune, 2g
February, i938,
'?0Shackleton

to Brooks, 15 April 1938. HBcA/Shackleton.
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a good deal of what

I

said to the newspapers might have been pr.ivately
communicated to officials of the MSCC, but you see, the poor dear.s had so often
applied fol things and only been told "we ar.e bearing the matter in mind" that I
said "when I go out and the newspapers ask me questions, I won,t talk about my
sketches, I will talk about the school needs instead, and above all the electric light
plant, I was burning with the injustice done to the living workers by "the powèrs
that be" arnong the Missionary headquarters in concentrating so much on the
dream of a "P¡o-Cathedral" in the Nofth.2r
And Bishop Fleming, maint¿ined Kathleen Shackleton, "passed the buck,' by saying the
school was under government jurisdiction. He also said "all sorts of unpleasant personal"
things against her during a lecture at MonÍeal, comments for which one vice-president

of the WA felt compelled to apologize. It had become a personal issue to Fleming who
was known to tirelessly campaign

for support for his vast Diocese and its

missions.

Kathleen shackleton told Brooks she was convinced the Bishop had made up his mind she

was entirely in the wrong, and only he was right.r, What she had r.eally done was
question the Bishop's policies and challenge his personal hegemony in the Arctic.

A return to the "Good Old Days" when the Company reigned in the North would
serve the Natives better Miss Shackleton decided, and told the HBC official

it would be much better if the Natives could be assisted, not to become halfBritish (which is not necessarily " Chr.istian ") but healthy, productive Natives, you
must know how serious are the dr.awbacks from the point of view of health and
general efficiency when they ar.e allowed or encouraged to hang about white
settlements. It is bad for the Company's finances to say the least of it.¡
She wondered

if it would be more logical if

the church concenÍâted on the attitudes of

the traders before those men came into contact with the Natives rather than preparing
21lbÌd.

22lbid.
'3lbid.

She pointed out that after the

lechlfe, Fleming got cross and shouted at her.
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children so they would not be preyed upon, which was how one missionary justified the
Northe¡n mission. She was also concemed about the values the female teachers imposed
through the religious nature of the curriculum at Aklavik, and told Brooks boys and girls
were not allowed to play togethel "for mor.al reasons" even in the snow, which was so

unlike Northern life. Explanations such as that did not enlighten her at all,

she

commented, but perhaps edified the situation more than she realised.

It would be speculative to conclude Kathleen shackleton's statements
debate would have been different

if

she were not a woman, although

it

and the ensuing

can be confirmed

no male "tourist" of her stature had made similar comments to the press. For that matter,
there is no evidence any male visitor without government or company sanction concerned

himself with the issues in question. It is difficult to asceftåin whether Miss Shackleton

just foolishly thought she was comecting an injustice or whether she consciously chose
to challenge what she called the "powers-tlrat be" and their policies. It may have been she
was not awar€ of the rules, or

it might have been her choice not to play by them. As a

woman, she identified with the hardships the female missionaries dealt with in the day-today running of the Aklavik school. she recognized the practical and domestic problems

of feeding, clothing, and housing children, rather than the political and economic

issues

which concerned the administrators, and understood those women were in a relatively
helpless situation. They wele meeting the challenges of

tle moment, yet unable to effect

any change in policies because as women they occupied an inferior position within the

hierarchy, and because they were situated on the Arctic coast.
Addie Butler had written in one of her letters about a similar pr.oblem with the same
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Bishop, which affirmed Miss shackleton's commentary. Mrs Butler anticipated the
occasion of Bishop Fleming's visit to shingle point so she could outline the problems she

encounteÌed as a teacher at the residential school, but she remembered when His Lordship

visited, she did not get much satisfaction from her personal interview. "He wanted to do
all the talking, " she wrote, "he was too much taken up with the big things that loom up

in the fi'ont of his vision and the tittle everyday things that make up our life here,

and

which help keep the wheels go smoothly or otherwise, were too small for him to see.',

Not without some i'ony, she suggested the Bishop should "come up

her.e and

live for

a

week or two. "a

Katlleen shackleton's opinions are recorded in personal letters as well as
newspaper

the

repoß, and differ only marginally from the pless interpretations. She may

have been misquoted, but the intention was the same. she admitted

to Brooks

she

empathized with the women who worked at Aktavik, but reasoned this was probably due

to her own missionary calling. Despite her understa¡ding of their condition,

she

concluded the women missionalies were charming, sincere, but mist¿ken teachers, an
opinion folmed because she had lived with them, not simply because she had visited the
school. In the end, Kathleen shackleton announced to Brooks she was making plans to
pursue her career in canada, independently of the HBC. she felt

it was better to avoid

official associations, and reaffrmed that since the newspapel accounts

appear.ed several

weeks after her contract had expired, she did not feel answerable to anyone, and the HBC

could feel fi'ee to disown her to Bishop Fleming.

zAddie Butler,
9 September' 1934.
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"If you had only lived in the Arctic"

was a familiar response to those who questioned

how and why things wele done differently jn the North. Those words were also used in
defense of criticism about how the North was administeled, or how non-Native residents

made decisions. Evidently, no one, and certainly no \ryoman who had only made one
summer's joulney into the region was entitled to question conditions until they had ear.ned
the privilege tlrough some kind of Arctic endurance test.25
Decision-makers were able to deflect criticism by confusing experience with expertise,
as

if the North
"vas

some kind of special enclave where observations from outsiders were

not enteftained. They were also able to censor.repoß fiom the region which were not
flattering to the administration. Mark Dickerson cites an example of how the RCMp
member of the NWT Council was able to older his men "that nothing be included in any

of their reports that might be conshued as a criticism of the adrninistration. "ø The order.
was the response to a report about Native consumption of wood alcohol. The Ottawa

Citizen picked up the story from an official report and published what the Council
considered a sensationalized and inaccurate vel'sion. Which may be why Marion Grange

from that same newspapel encountered l'esistance when she was invited to join the Eastern

Arctic Patrol in 1938.
Roy Gibson, Deputy Commissioner for the Northwest Territories \.vrote to Mrs

Marion Grange on 29 June 1938 to inforrn her provision was being made for her

'z5Things have

øGeneral

not changed that much. This is still a common refrain.

O'Brien, NWT Council Minutes, 42nd Session, 5 April 1933, quoted in
Dickerson, Wose North, 58.
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accommodation on board the HBC supply ship, the RMS Nascopi¿. Mrs Grange was to
be the official historian attached to the Dominion Govel.nment's annual Eastern Arctic

Patrol. Gibson enclosed a map and genelal information about weathel.and conditions, and

pointed out

it

guidelines." As

was customary for the pÍess lepresentative
a

to comply with

certain

reportel' for the ottawa cítizen and as a Southam News representative,

she was expected to submit al1 material

written about the journey to Major DL McKeand,

officer-in-charge of the EAP. Gibson explained McKeand had extensive experience in
the Eastern Arctic and knew the

full significance of various featules of life

in the region. Moleover, McKeand was fully

awar.e

and conditions

of Departmental regulations.2s

Major DL McKeand was tïe secretary of the Northwest Territories council
superintendent

and

of the Eastern Arctic Patrol. He was not overjoyed about Gibson,s

decision to allow Mrs Grange to act as the historian on the EAp.

written in March, McKeand told Gibson the appointment of

a

In a memorandum

canadian press r.eporter

as

histolian the previous yeal had been an improvement on past effofts, but offered four

points which he urged Gibson to consider befo¡e Mrs Grange,s employment was
confiflned. McKeand ægued the southam Newspapers were privately owned, and articles
might be syndicated outside of canada, whereas the canadian press was a co-operative
organization composed ofdaily and weekJy newspapers. A charitable interyretation might

view McKeand's concerns as security related, but canadian press reports could be r.elayed

'7The custom was,

in fact, only one year old.

2sGibso', Director',
Lands, Puks and Forests, Department of Mines and Resources,
to Marion Grange, 29 ltne, 1938. RG 85, Volume 72, Fjle 201-1, Marion Grange.
(Hereafter RG85/Grange)
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to other wire seruices, so the point is lost. McKeand also suggested problems would alise
because articles by a Southam reporter would appeal in English only, but Canadian press

news was in English and Flench.

In addition, a

Canadian Press r.epresentative was

probably more familiar wìth Depafimental practice and government procedure. Why that
should be so for a Canadian Press writer and not Soutiarn repofters, pafticularly one
based at Ottawa, McKeand did not explain, except

to

add he could be ¡elied on in

confidendal matters.

The true protest was more evident

in Major

McKeand's belief that "generally,

newspapel women wrote good copy, but are limited by their assignments.

" He did not

elaborate on what he thought were the limitations, or notice the irony of his remarks.

Here was his opportunity to expand the narrow horizons of at least one female reporter.

His argument was backed with the observation that "women tourists on the Nascopie
never seemed to understand the native women or their family life." He did not explain
his comment, but it is likely he was disturbed by the possibility a woman might be less
sympathetic toward white European men when she encountered mixed-blood children
along the route of the EAP. McKeand was confident of a male repofier's discretion, and

nervous about a woman's reactions, and even

if

as Officer-in-Char.ge McKeand could

monitor articles despatched from the North, he had no control over articles published
after the EAP returned to the South. He ended his memorandum by suggesting ther.e wer.e
"a number of other reasons for the appointment of a man instead of a woman to the EAp,

which could be advanced,

if

necessary.

"2e

'eMcKeand to Gibson, 22 March 1938. RG85/Grange.
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Although Gibson overruled him -- and there is no indication as to why -- McKeand
exerted pressure on Mrs Grange

in other ways. A memorandum of

June 7 reminde<l

Gibson that as far as the HBC was concerned, Mrs Grange was not just another
passenger, for Mrs Grange, like officers and members of the government pafiy, were
guests
sent

of the Minister, and under government confol. All

messages

of

a public nature

by them from the Nascopie were subject to scrutiny by the Officer-in-Charge. He

requested Mrs Grange be reminded that even as an official membe¡

would not be permitted to attend all

of the on-board

of the EAp,

meetings because

of

she

their

confidential nature. "Newspaper people ale not members of any departmental committees

in Ottawa, and it could not be expected that a newspaper woman would enjoy the

same

plivileges aboard the Nascopie," he reasoned. Mr.s Grange was only a member of the
EAP when it suited McKeand's purpose.
McKeand reported to Gibson in September after the EAp's return that despite the
exclusion of Mrs Grange from meetings, those who attended were less than candid during
tliscussions because Malion Grange was on board as historian, not because she was
present at thei-r meetings. He suggested this was because the EAp included public servants

or those accustomed to authority and loyalty of their respective institutions. No doubt this
was also because they were all men who were suspicious of a woman holding anything

other than a tourist's interest in the Alctic. Consequently, the RCMp, the doctor, and

other scientists were "very reticent in discussing the results of their observations and
future plans.

"

He added the same "could be said for employees of the HBC who "flatty

r66
declined to co-opel'ate with Mrs Grange. "30 Even within the context

of the

tirne,

Mcl(eand's attitude leaves a lingering suspicion about what was said at those on-board
meetings the men in attendance could not tlust to a woman, but would have allowed to
a man.

Gibson's memorandum to McKeand on Ma¡ch 18 mentioned Mrs Grange had written
some excellent human intelest articles about a northern Ontario mining community, and

hoped she could "write up the Eastem Arctic from an altogether new standpoint.,' This
was what McKeand feared, of course, and to some degree his fears were well founded,

fol Marion Grange wrote

as much about Native women and their families as she did

about the scenery, the RCMP and the wotkings of the EAp. Whether she misunderstood

them is open to interpretation, howevel.

In one article entitled "The \Vomen of Pangnirtung" she named the five white
women at the settlement and recorded the presentation of Coronation Medals to Flossie

Hirst and the umamed Inuit ,,vife of a well-known Arctic trapper and explorer. Mrs
Duval, she explained, was the "only female Eskimo to be honoured by her King.,,3'
From the Nascopie, Marion Grange wrote about an Inuit woman named Napatchie.
Napatchie was on boad the ship because she and her farnily were being relocated from

Cape Dorset to Arctic Bay, and she had given birth during the voyage. Napatchie,s
plesence on board the Nascopie prompted Marion Grange to lemar.k on the lot of Inuit

30McKeand

to Gibson, 30 September 1938. RG85/Grange. A letter to Mrs Grange
from Ralph Parsons, Fur Trade Commissioner of the HBC praises Mrs Grange's reports
and thanks her for the kind references made about the Company.
3"'The Women
of Pangnirtung,

" Calgary Heratd, 12 November

1938.
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women, who "were able to do two things that her generally considered more sophisticated
sister has never been able to accomplish. Never has she been, neithel is she now, a slave

to the kitchen. " This was because the Inuit liked his food raw, so meals were nevel.

a

problem. Not without some sarcasm, Mrs Grange adde<l in parentheses "whether
chlistianity with its accompanying civilization will bring in its wake a female domestic
serfdom, it is still rather early to tell." On the surface, this obser.vation appears to be a
comment on the primitive domestic arr.angements of Inuit women, but as McKeand was

a devoted Anglican and lay reader,

it is not difficult to imagine this remark

being the

result of dinner conversation about the effects of Christianity in the North.

In the same story Mrs Grange expressed surprise that an Inuit husband would be to

look aftel his wife's childlen regardless of who their father was. she decided this
indicated a double standard of morality, "especially

if

the woman was a good needle-

woman, in other wolds economically independent. " From the way Mrs Grange recounted
the story, one has to wonder whether she was testing the patience of McKeand; she was

certainly offering a diffelent viewpoint. Male observers had never offe¡ed this twist

3,

which hints at some agency and decision-making by Inuit rvomen. Neithe¡ had they ever
considered whether or not Inuit women's domestic conditions were better than those

of

their white sisters in the South.

A marginal note on the manusclipt copy of Marion Grange's

despatch indicates some

of herjudgernents were not used in the Cirizen. She wrote of the practice of interchanging

3'Interestingly Agnes
Cameron made a similar observation. See the chapter on
women tlavellers in the Arctic.
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wives which she noted was a seasonal rather than a permanent alrângement. Earlier
accounts by tlavellers in the Arctic intimated

that this rite was owing to man's variability, that the woman had no say in it.
Maybe so. On the other hand many Eskimos show traces of white blood. One
authority has stated that there are no full-blooded Eskimos. Blame it on the whaler
is a practice of the No¡th. The whalers were on the Eastern Arctjc fo¡ over a
hunú'ed years and left immediately before the Great Vy'ar., owing to the almost
complete demolition of the whale. ln the North, it is deemed unmannerly to
suggest that any intermixture may be of a later date. Since whalers all were men,
it is to me more obvious that the Eskimo lady had the wanrlering eye. But then
I belong to the realistic rather than the sentimental sex.33
Marion Grange's reports describe ship life, shiptime, and amiable Natives. she told about
the "secret wedding" of Thomas Manning ancl Ellen Jackson aboaú,the Nascopie, as welr
as another marriage ceremony when

the ship landed at pofi Bur\ryell, and she r.ecognized

that for young white women heading North to get married, theirs was a one-way passage

for at least

a year. But her description

of a scene involving male officials also illust¡ated

something about the expectations of white men acting in an official capacity in the North.

It is another

example

of the type of report McKeand was nelvous about, for

Mrs

Grange's account makes these men of authority look a little silly. The story began by
explaining that many Inuit were machine-minded; they only had to be shown how a piece

of equipment worked, or how something was made, and they were prepared for the task.

But, not all Inuit had the opportunity to learn everything, she added
as tÏe Bishop, the artist, and the ornithologist found out when they cheerfully
stepped off the gangplank at Cape Dorset into a motor boat seemingly manned by
three Eskimos. The "crew" and passenger.s took off, and then discovered all werê

33Marion

Grange, "On the Eastern Arctic Patrol: Birth, Death and the Arctic Circle,,,
Typescript. RG85/Grange.
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passengers. None of the Eskimos could run the boat. Neither could the white
men. The Bishop was anxious to get to shore to drum up a religious service.3a

For the time being, concluded Mrs Grange, the Bishop forgot his real love

and

admiration for the Natives, but with the assistance of another Inuk who came alongside,
the engine was started.
Since there tvere so few white men and women in the Arctic, any pornposity was
immediately noticeable, particularly so to women who were probably a little cynical about
men anyway. For the most part, the men with whom these women came into contact
were all paft of the official hierarchy in some way. The men expected to be treated with

some respect

in

accordance with what they saw as positions

of

some import. They

envisioned tÏemselves as extraordinary men in a demanding envilonment, whereas the

women probably knew better and often saw the situation as the other way around.

Marion Grange was not the only woman to make this observation. In one of Addie

Butler's letters home, she told how the RCMP Inspector arrived at Shingle point
unannounced, and then complained he was not received with the respect that the
representative of His Majesty's Government should have been. Mrs Butler "apologized

for the absence of the red carpet and the brass band and the flag hoisting,,, and told him
"that

if

he would come at school time, he could not expect anything else.,'35 Both the

Inspectol and Addie Butler thought of shingle point as an outpost of Empile, but Addie

Butler knew it was also the school where she taught.

3oRGB5/Grange.
s5Addie

Butler,

i

Aprìl

1933.

1,70

While Marion Grange's poltrayal shows she was not above poking a little fun at the
officials who travelled on

The

Nascopie, she held these men in some esteem, even

if

she

enjoyed theil predicament. For example, she recounted how the character of the RCMp

officers seemed to change when they came into contact with Natives. "with the majority

of white people they were tacitum, almost curt," but with the Inuit they were garulous
and often burst into gales of laughter.. "Why not? " she asked,

for they were "brothers in

arms," with experiences of Arctic travels, frozen caribou and seal meat. ,'They love the
Natives, know their failing, and they appreciate their virtues.

"36

Marion Grange was unable to successfully convince Major McKeand a \¡r'oman was
up to the task. He wrote to Roy Gibson and reported smugly that Mrs Grange's first item
was so fulI of inaccuracies he had suggested she rewrite

it. He claimed

he was careful to

avoid editorial criticism but felt there were effors in "dates, numbers and nautical terms,
etc.. while some cori'ections were made others were evidently not thought necessary with
the result that the material, style, etc. of the articles,

" were the lesponsibility of

the

Citizen, and not those of the Government party. He finally conceded he had no objection

to the articles.
McKeand had one fuither opportunity to make his point to Gibson, and w¡ote on
November 22 to inform the Deputy commissioner about a cBC Radio broadcast which

Marion Grange was to make the next day. The topic was ,'The Northem Trek of
Eskimos". "It might do well

fol

some of us to hear. what Mrs Grange has to say,,' he

declared, and indicated his intention to listen. After the broadcast. he offered that "while

36RG85/Grange
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Mrs Grange has a pleasing radio personality her voice is not very clear. The mater.ial was
good," he admitted, but in his opinion it lacked continuity. More significantly, McKeand
assigned Marion Grange to her rightful place by concluding
enjoyed by many women listeners over the Canadian network.
These memos present an image

"I feel certain that it

was

"3?

of McKeand doing his best not to be exasperated by

having had to take a woman on "his" inspection tour, but he was the single official
charged to deal with the Dominion govemment's business on the EAp so Marion Grange
had to put up with any bureaucratic barriers he decided to erect. The unknown is why
Gibson did not bend to McKeand's objections, and why he insisted on Marion Grange's
presence on the EAP

of 1938, and it is curious McKeand never.offered what had to be

the best argument against the employment of an individual woman in an

official capacity.

There was the remote possibility the Nascopíe mightbe stranded in the Arctic. The HBC
used that reason to

initially refuse

passage to

Mhairi Fenton and her aunt the previous

year. The Fur Trade commissioner had w¡itten Mhairi Fenton's uncle to explain that "in
navigating these northern waters we have at the back of oul minds always the possibility

of the ship being caught and being obliged to winter.

"3s

Eventually seven women travelled aboard the Nascopie

in 1937, but the potential

problems posed by sh anded females we¡e enough to make officials balk at taking women

3TMcKeand

3sDicastlo,

to Gibson, 22 November 1938 and 23 November 1938, RG85/Grange.

NAC. Fur Trade Commissioner, HBC to Dr McEuen, ló April 1937.
The EAP in 1937 involved an incursion into waters farther North than had previously
been penetrated by the supply vessel.
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along. There was a legal responsibility for the physical welt-being of the women, and in
the Arctic this included food, warm clothing and medical âttention, but this responsibility
was clouded by sexual anxieties, and fears for the reputations of single, unattached white
females.

There was nevel' any apparent need in the North for regulations like those described
by Almirah Inglis in her analysis of the White rvVomen's Protection Ordinance in papua,

New Guinea.3e Native men in the North were nevel' portrayed as sexual beasts intent
upon violating white women, like that described by Elizabeth West in her. account of
white women in colonial Australia.oo Both analyses portray the image of white women

in the colonies in question as possessions of white men determined to maint¿in their
property as sacrosanct and undefiled. It is obvious those perceived notions about increased
sexual desires and activity of tropical climates were not a factor in the Arctic.

This is not to suggest white men in the North did not view women as propefty, but
since the white community was so scattered,

tïere was never any group large enough to

rise up and legislate against imagined dangers. The dispersed white population also meant
any thleat was individual, but whethet white women had to be protected from white men

ol' Native men is not known, because these fears are never openly expressed. Official
documents only record assaults and alleged rapes against Native and mixerl-blood women.

There ale no indications white women were unsafe or subject to sexual assault in the

3'Almirah Inglis The White Women's Protection
Ordinance: Sexunl Anxiety in papua,
,
(London: Sussex University Press, 1975).
4Blizabeth

54.

West, "White Women in Colonial Austr alia," Refoctory Girl,March

1977 ,
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Noth, although admittedly, there is little
events themselves.

If

chance that the women woulcl record any such

the¡e was any danger, it was more likely frorn lonely white men

looking for companionship. The prospect of grievous deeds, with the adrjed possibility

of a little philandering had to be in the back of the minds of men who had to

make

decisions about whether to allow \rvomen into the farttrest regions of the Arctic and

it

is

possible those in charge were as worried about their own reputations as they were about

their female charges. Anyway, the Nascopie did,not get stranded in any ice floes in 193g,
and despite her anticipated limitations, Marion Grange was able to offer her ,,feminine

st¿ndpoint" and still conveyed tlre Government's desired message.

unlike Kathleen shackleton and Marilyn Grange, Dr Isobel Hutchison had few
difficulties with bureaucracies when she planned her trip North. That was because she
chose to ignore the necessary conventions about entering the region, thereby flaunting the

regulations that were in place to protect all travellers in the region. Hel adventure ploved

to be the very sort of ûìp officials wanted outsidels to avoid, but it was still an adventu¡e

worthy of note.ar

It is hard to imagine that Dr Isobel Hutchison did not know of the protocols
she started out

when

from scotland on her way across the Atlantic, tlu'ough the panama canal,

and north to vancouver. She intended to travel by sea up the coast of British columbia,

around Alaska through the Bering sea and along the Arctic coast to Herschel Island and

Aklavik.

. "'I thirìk it is fair to say that male adventurers and explorers were usually allowed free
rein across the region, often at tax payer's expense. All they had to do wai convince the
government they were worthy.

1,74

When she arrived at Vancouver, Dr Hutchison met thnologist Diamond Jenness of
the National Museum of canada. Jenness told her of the need to obtain a Scientific and

Exploration License before she entered the North primarily because it was her intention
to collect specimens for the Kew Gardens, and ethnographic artifacts for the Cambridge
Museum. From on-board the Princess Nor¿ at Vancouver., and just before she travelled

North, Isobel Hutchison wrote to the Secretary of the NWT requesting a license to be
in care of the HBC Post at Aklavik or-Herschel. She hoped to be at one of

sent to her

those posts by August. The letter was perfunctory considering the circumstances -- she
was going anyway.

coast

in

r

ho was going to prevent her collecting specimens along the Arctic

wintertime?a' Some time

of the Interio¡ official

Departunent

in

August

of

1933, Diamond Jenness told

a

about his meeting with Isobel Hutchison and

recommended the appropriate permits be issued, but pointed out tlrat because he had not
heard from the botanist since June, he believed she had not carried out her plans. No
doubt he expected Dr Hutchison would wait patiently in Vancouver for the Department's
permission.

o3

The Commissioner was duly notified that license number twenty-t\ryo was to be issued

to Dr Hutchison upon tle recommendation of WA Collins, acting director. of the National
Museum

of

Canada. He told HE Hume that Jenness regarded Isobel Hutchison as a

woman of intelligence who was collecting specimens for reputable institutions.a Rowatt
o'lsobel

Hutchison to Secretary of the NWT, Vancouver, 9 June 1933. NAC, RG 85,
Volume 850, 7834, Isobel Hutchison. (Hereafter RG85/Hutchison)
n3JF

Doyle to Department of Interior, 24 August 1933. RG85/Hutchison.

aWyatt Malcolm to HE Hume,
28 June 1933, Ott¿wa. RG85/Hutchison.
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signed the pennit but suggested, somewhat belatedly, that Isobel Hutchison should be
advised fully of the conditions in the Norlh "so she

will have an idea of what

she [was]

running into", operating on the false assumption that Isobel Hutchison actually cared.45
Strict legulations were to be observed and these were outlined in Hume,s letter to Dr

Hutchison. Hel work was to be limited to Herschel Island, and the Mackenzie River.
Delta. she could not collect skeletal remains, and any such specimens had to be turned
over to federal officials in the region. These men were identified. Dr Hutchison was to
abide by all regulations of the Scientists and Explorer's Ordinance of the NWT.4 This

ordinance required that no person could enter the NWT for scientific or exploration
purposes without first obtåining the license, and without one, the individual could be

summarily ejected from the Teritories. These were empty words in this case, because
Isobel Hutchison was sfanded on the coast near the border between Alaska and canada

for some time, probably wishing she could be ejected from the mid<tle of nowhere with
Govemment assistance so she could cauy on with her adventure.
Isobel Hutchison's trip to Herschel Island was an eventful one. severe ice conditions

in the Beaufort sea forced her to cultail her joumey and spend almost two months on the

Arctic Coast with an "Alaska¡-Estonian Digger" named August Masik. She wrote "my
situation was highly romantic

Arctic sandspit --

a5Rowatt

qAn

a

if highly unconventional. I was a prisoner upon a solitary

strip of snow-covered shingle about a mile long and scarcely any part

to HE Hume, Ottawa, 3 July 1933. RG85/Hutchison.

Ordinance Respectîng Scientists and Explorers, Northwest Temitories, 1926

(King's Printer, Ottawa).
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200 yards wide, washed on all sides by the sea (until

it

froze).a? Masik provided her

with a wooden bunk sepalated from the main palt of his cabin by a curtain that formed
a cubicle. "With this privacy Propliety and Mrs Grundy had to be satisfied for seven
weeks, " wrote

Dr Hutchison in hel single refer.ence to what contemporary rcaders might

considel the obvious question.
While Isobel Hutchison was safe and cozy in Masik's cabin, the RCMP were holding
Hume's letter and permit. The Mounties wondered where she',vas, and by October they
were concerned enough to inform "G" Division Headquarters in Edmonton they would

try and determine her whereabouts. This meant two men had to travel to Herschel where
they knew that one white trappel lived in a primitive state.a6 The necessary trip was
doubly disturbing for Inspector Rivett-Carnac, the officer-in,charge at Aklavik. He had

just been to Herschel Island, and now he had to return at a time when hazardous ice
ridges were forming on the ocean. He was ûoubled by Dr Hutchison's possible fate,

while at the same time, he was more than a little exasperated by her. independence, and
annoyed because he had to leave his wife in Aklavik when she was about to give birth.

He later recorded he received a wireless message about a lady bot¿nist "who evidently

r

as

not to be deteffed from her putpose by any impediment,

"4e

and who was unaware

of the commotion she had caused.
When Isobel Hutchison showed up at Aklavik at the end of November, the RCMp
a?August

Masik and Isobel Hutchison, Arctic NighÍs' Entertainments: Being the
Narrative of an Alaskan-Estonian Digger, (London: Blackie & Son, 1935), x.
nsAklavik Post
to OC, "G" Division, Edmonton, 6 October 1933. RG85/Hutchison.
aeRivett-Carnac,

Pursuit in the Willerness, 277.
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were not as impressed by her adventure as she was, and in her.published account of

her.

journey casually noted she was informed by the Constable that she was wanted by the

police and had long "been given up as a bad job."'o The RCMP were vexed, but
relieved. Dr Hutchison should have considered herself

lucþ they did not charge her for

tlte expenses of their rescue attempt as was provided for in the Scientific and Exploration
Ordinance. She was shown a copy of the lette¡ which had been attached to her license,
and wote back to Ottawa with some undelst¿tement that she had some difficulty on the

bip.

She had decided to risk getting caught by freeze-up because she was determined to

complete her task. She stayed two montls in Aklavik planning the next stage of her

journey which included

a

visit to Cambridge Bay via Coppermine. Probably to the relief

of all officials concerned, the aeroplane she hired broke down, so Isobel Hutchison found
herself on her way home to Scotland. Although she anticipated a retum the next summer,
Isobel Hutchison did not go back to the Canadian North, which saved the authorities from

having to institute those provisions of the Scientific and Exploration Ordinance which
allowed them to refuse permission to individuals who had abused the privileges.
Isobel Hutchison had collected ethnographic specimens in Alaska only, so they were
none of Ott¿wa's concefit. Those objects and her botany specimens, however, were of
some interest in Brit¿in. They also captured the attention of a Canadian reporter who

irreverently referred to Dr Hutchison as a "scottish geranium and petunia HunteL.

soHutchison,

"5r

North to the Rime-Ringed Sun, 306.

5'Gordon Sinclair, "Wife-Swapping
Now Obsolete
Toronto, 24 February 7934.

in the Arctic, " Daily

Star,
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Gordon Sinclair's article is riddled with salacious remar"ks, and he rnanaged to belittle Dr

Hutchison by assessing the value ofthe expedition in monetâry telms. He told his readers

that in case they had any ideas about "hunting arctic asters" as a profitable pastirne,
Isobel Hutchisolt had paid her own expenses and received no salary during the eighteenmonth trip. This intimated that since she had to pay for the trip herself, and there were
no sponsors, who could take her seriously?
These journalistic and salcastic comments are significant

if only because

Sinclair,s

column had wide distlibution in cana<la. His comments represented Isobel Hutchison as
some kind of crackpot lady gardener on an extended house and gardens

tour, and while

she was cavalier about planning and regulations, Isobel Hutchison was a serious botanist

and that aspect of her work did not merit insults. One paragraph noted how Isobel
Hutchison was "the only woman for the well known miles and miles and miles,,' and he
posited "that's where a woman prowler. gets the big edge. " The edge on what, was only
indicated when Sinclair finished by explaining he had been in far-flung places too, but
he had "yet to see the place where

I'm the only man. That might be fun.,'5,

The British Press were kinder to Isobel Hutchison, leaving lewd remarks to the
colonial newspapers. Impressed by the botanical specimens she had sent home, and
intrigued by the trip she had made, the papers offered praise, and noted the staunch heart
and dogged determinations3 atfibuted to her by the pilot who flew Isobel Hutchison out

of the North. There was no mention of her stay with August Masik.

'zlbid. Obviously he meant if there were women there too.
53"Woman's

i,000 Miles in Arctic, " Daity Maít, London, 8 March

1934.
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There is some evidence from these three accounts that men felt they had some special
aptitude which allowed them to measure the capabilities and competence of women, and

which influenced their decisions. That should not come as any surplise. There was almost
a universal assumption that women could not endure the inconveniences of

Arctic travel,

the loneliness of isolation from other white wornen, and the complications of the climate,
despite the

living exarnples already in the North to dispute the view. Their conception of

what women were able to physically withstand based upon theil male prejudices and
misunderstandings of what inconveniences a woman had to put up with also affected their

judgement. Overall, men in the Arctic assumed women as weaker, especially when

it

involved h'avel. They had a myopic view about how women could survive the Alctic with
the same regularìty as men. Why they did not leam from the examples around them is

a mystery, as

if

the continued impression of women as delicate, and men as robust

allowed them the delusion of superiority even when it was ptoven inaccurate.sa

What men actually thought about what women could do, however, is relatively
unimportant. \Vhat is significant here is what happened when the men were challenged.

'nAnna Rokeby-Thomas remembered how conscious she was that her husband had
taken no long trips during her flu'st winter in the Arctic. She wanted to go with him, but
could get no support for her plans. "You're a woman was the reasoning, " she explained.
(Rokeby-Thomas, "Arctic Darkness,l8.) Her first long sled trip to Bathurst Inlet fi.om
Cambridge Bay had involved some controversy. She was û'avelling Native-style, and "the
police didn't like it. The Eskimos gave her silent and dubious looks. " (Rokeby-Thomas,
"On an Arctic Trail," Nonh,22(4),1975,26) Wallace Manning recalled how on general
principles, no one wanted her to go North either. "No white woman had ever gone to the
Arctic to live away from the Posts; it was madness to keep up with the travels and share
the hard iife of a man who had asked me to go," they told her, "so they made excuses.
Mr Manning had not been heard of for a long time, and they didn't know where he had
gone. " (Manning, Igloo for the Nighr, 12.)
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There was an informal Northel'n compact among the men who had braved the wastes

or at least had done so in a cerebral

sense

from their desks in Ott¿wa and Winnipeg.

women entering the region, found the administlation of the North involved a series of
personal empires which could expand to manage on a broader scale, or con¡'act to defend
one another's intel'ests. while the elasticity of officialdom had its merits when budgets

were tight, employees were spread thinly, and communications were

stretched,

individuals often got caught when the tension was allowed to r.elax.
Since most of the men who have wr-itten about their life and experience in the NWT
shared the same community, the plojected view has never questionned the "old boys

network" like women can -- as outsiders. The men's assessments rarely made use of
reco¡ds concerning women, because to them, women were of no concern. How men saw

women was unimpofiant

to their overview, and as women were never conside¡ed

important enough for membership in the "Wide World Club,,,

it

should come as no

surprise they were not invited to be associates of the "Nolthern Club" either.

It may

be

that Kathleen shackleton, Marilyn Grange and Isobel Hutchison represented a new breed

of women who were about to st¿rt up theh own branch membership, or it may simply
have been a sign of the times that they received the press coverage which made

it

seem

so. Neveftheless, they tlansgressed the frontiers of their own professions as well as those

of the North and northem administrations.

Chapter Five

Standing in the Gap:
Anglican Women and the Northern Mission

As elsewhere in the Empire, the Christian missionary in the North has been burdened

with much of the blame fol the wrong-doings inflicted by imperialist

an<l colonialist

activity because they were the most persistent of all purveyors of imperialism whose
purpose meant they deliberately placed themselves in close r.elation to the indigenous
population. The¡e was nothing subtle about the missionary message. Missionaries were
agents of change

if

only because of their calling, but they wel.e also chilúen of their

time. That time, suggests one analyst, was one of high empire, and they believed, almost
without dissent, in the essential "beneficence of the empire. "r Included in the gener.osity
was the idea that aboriginal peoples could only

sulive

contact by adopting Christianity

and its concepts, which became a fundamental postulate of Protestant missionaries., The

missionary's concern

witï religious

beliefs and the saving of souls, however, intruded

into the very roots of Native heritage and culture.
Missionary efforts were paternalistic in nature, although they have viewed tleir work
as humanit¿rian. But the imposition

of ideas like sin, thrift, and work, tied closely to the

'Andrew F Wallis, "British Missions," in Missionary Ideologies in the Imperíalist
Era, Toben Christensen and William R Hutchison, Eds, (Aarhus, Denmark: Follaget
Alos, 1982) 164.
'?John Webster Grant, Moon of Wintenime: Missionaries and the Indians of Canada
in Encounter since 1534. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984), 107.
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Chlistian ideal and its European views, and coupled with attempts to teach the English
language, and the introduction

of

European healing practices, promised a kind of

dominion over the Inuit and Dene which exceeded any which may have been establishe<l
by settlement or government regulation. This influence laises fundamental questions about

the moral validity of social change induced by external for.ces, and the relationship of
imperialism to what are essentially humanitarian efforts,3 and caution should be exerc.ised

by any historian so that she does not commit a parallel üansgression when considering
tlle North.
The fln'st goal of both Anglican and RC missionaries in the region was spiritual
conversion. Social change was only a by-product of that mission and
effected through humanitarian efforts.

It

it

was initially

is perhaps unfortunate that academics appear

compelled to submit those humanitarian efforts to some kind of judgemental enquiry

which is in itself fraught with bias and prejudice of some kind, but that view at least
offers some foil against the hagiographic accounts which constitute the literature about
northern missionaries. These stories ale part of the masculine history of the North so they

are doubly damned, although

in

fairness

it

should be pointed out that many male

missionalies at least noted the presence of women, or remarked on the difficulties women
encountered.a

These narratives about heroic northern missionaries represent

3Margaret

just one of

the

Strobel, European Women, 50.

aFor example, TCB Boon,
The Anglican Church From îhe Bay to The Rockies,
(Toronto: Ryerson, 1962), Craven and Webster, Arctic Adventure, and numerous works
cited in the bibliography by the Venerabte Archibald Fleming are but a few examples.
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historiographical trendsr which offel tempting rnodels for analysis of the Anglican female
missionary in the canadian Nofth. Another framework is offered by feminist history

which sfuggles with those questions concerning patriarchy and imperialism. The
christian mission presents only one alea of interest in the feminist history. Most recently,

chilla Bulbeck's Australian women in Papua New Guinea
and Roman Catholic missionaries

discusses the role of protestant

in the region tlu.ough the use of oral histories.

Bulbeck's account is mainly narrative, but in an earlier article, she argues that while
missionaly wives were expected to be helpmeets, it is anachronistic to assume they simply
replesented a female aspect of male-dominated colonialism. This was because a closer
examination of their work shows the women's role in the mission was more personal and

direct, particularly in relation to women and families, and because studies about women
tend to deflect focus on policy and policy-makers.6
Susan Bailey takes Bulbeck's conclusion fui1her. She believes missionary women

were more adept at dealing with Native cultu¡e than other white women because they
sought contact as part of their purpose, essentially breaking down barriers rather than

working to maintain them. Bailey also provides a focus on the women themselves, rather

than their mission. She suggests, however, that theil personal problems had to be
subordinate to God's work, yet the evidence for the northern experience indicates how

5It is not
the intention hele to offer debate of the historiography about missionaries,
only to suggest some of the questions raised by SOME of the material. This chapter is

about the female Anglican missionaries in the North, and their experiences. The
bibliography suggests just some of the primary and secondary material available on this
theme.

óBulbeck, "New
Histories of the Memsahib, " 90.
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difficult that was to do because one was so inhicately bound up with the other. Bailey,s
study is valuable for its genuine attempt to consider the Empire as a whole, and it makes

Bailey's work unique because canada and the other' "white Dominions" ale consicleled.z
The feminist framework still makes a scapegoat of the missionary because of her
goals. Analysts cling to the attitude that missionaries were inevocably tied to the concepts

of racial superiority, which

assumed their destiny

to rule the subject races. No matter

how humanit¿rian and personal the white woman's contact, feminists maintain she was

still a representative of the ruling elite and hence must share some of the blame for
colonial injustices.s These al'guments rightly introduce the elements of racism and power

within theil gender analysis, but they argue the female missionary cannot escape the fact
she was an instrument

of imperialist forces despite her intentions. Feminist historians of

Empire are acutely aware that there were women within the subjected groups, and what
complicates the feminist analysis is the knowledge that Indigenous women were sexually

exploited by white men while they werc being subjected to the sincerity of white women.
Feminist works offel useful questions for this present enquiry, and for-the questions

they raise about women's role in the Christian mission, although like this one, most
studies tend to focus on a particular region or situation, so the basis for comparison and

conclusion is often shaþ. The location is a substantial deter.minant in ttre analysis; Fiii

?Susan

Bailey, Women and the British Enpíre; An Annotated Guide to Sources, (New
York and London: Garland Publishing, 1983).
8See,

fol example, Janice Brownfoot, "Memsahibs in Colonial Malaya: A Shrdy of
European Wives in a British Colony and Protectorate, " in Callan and Ar.dener, Eds, The
Incorporated WiJe, IN.
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and Bombay bear no lelation or comparison to Herschel Island or pangnirtung. studies
about missionaries in the Empire which specifically address the issue of missionar.ies and

imperialism are extensive, but they are of limited use for comparative purposes

if

their

emphasis is more exotic places and the earlier spread of imperialism, military expansion,

and the ensuing institutional and societal enhenchment., They are based on the
assumption that dominion was physically, economically, and socially effective.

Brian stanley's The Bible and the FIag is useful here. It is centred on the structures
of colonial rule and how chdstian missions fit into those structues. He notes the idea of
western imperial expansion and christian mission going hand in hand has become one

those "unquestoned orthodoxies

of

general historical knowledge.

of

" He suggests the

concept has some basis in fact, but what is really needed is a more informed historical

understanding of the issues involved which are not bound up in the tenets of a postcolonial consciousness. Perhaps the most significant of Stanley statements, however, is

his comment that
readers who do not themselves possess a sfong religious commitment are likely
to find alien and unattractive the conf,rdence in their own rectitude displayed by
most of the missionaries who will be discussed,'o

which accounts for the negative aspects of some analysis. Any apprehension about the
missionary mind by someone unable to cope with intense religious faith might also
interpret women's mission in the Nofth as feminine religious zeal manipulated by male-

eOne

notable exception is Grant, Moon of Wintertim¿. Graflt's chapter on the ,,Race
to the Northem Sea," is particularly useful for background, but is not very specific.
'oStanley, The Bible and the FIag, Inh.oduction.
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dominated Church hierarchies.

studies which deal particularly with the North and make specific references to
missionaries in the region hke Best Lefi As Indians by Ken Coates, or Keny Abel,s ,'Of

Two Minds: Dene Response to the Mackenzie Missions, " and the her recentDrum Songs,.
Glimpses of Dene History,lt offer some useful regional focus for broader issues which
includes missionary involvement. Best Lefi as Indiars is a study in Native-white relations,
and is a recounting

ofwhat coates labels as non-Native response to the Indigenous people

of the Yukon. Abel's work presents tle reverse view, but neither study reveals much
about the women missionaries in the region or about their lives. This is understandable

in Abel's

case because that was not what she had

in mind, but it is a failing of

the

historiography in general when the concenfration is on understanding the policy of the

CMS and the MSCC rathe¡ than the people who attempted to execute those policies.r,
The policies of the Church of England in Canada and its missionary societies in the

North have some import for this present study because of the assertion here that the
women's own agency, and the environment in which they lived acted as a balance against
the policies of one of the most patriarchal of churches. This does not mean faith was an

unimportant factor in their lives, or their practise of leligion was insignificant, only that

"Kerry Abel, Drum. Songs: Glimpses of Dene History, (Montreal and Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1993).
i2One

of the most annoying errors in Best Lefi as Indians is the persistent refenal to
the MSCC as the Missionary Society of the Church of Canada, and to avoid any
confusion, Coates is speaking about the same organization, despite tlle error. According
to tlte Society's own letterhead, it is the Missionary Society of the Church of England in
Canada.
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the structures of their Chulch had less of an impact than might be at first expected. To
illustrate that view requires that the details of the experience itself must be a<ldressed. The
simple truth was that rules were broken and decisions were made because the situation

often required that advice be ignored, conditions were less than perfect,

and

communication lines were extended. The environment set the tone for this mission field

just like any other.
Wives of Anglican clergy had been in the North since 1862, although it appears the
earliest were local women of mixed-blood ol Native heritage.13 By 1876, Selina Bompas
had amived at Fort Simpson with her husband the Bishop of Athabasca, and joined the
Reverend and Mrs WD Reeve who opened an Indian Residential School at Fort Rae the
same year. Reeve had been at Simpson since 1865; Bompas had been in the North since

1872. Augusta Morris and Rose (Gadsby) Spendlove arrived at Fo¡t Norman

in i881.

Miss Gadsby manied a clergyman, but Miss Morris acted as secretary and companion to

Mrs Bompas at the mission at Fort

Simpson.'a

By the time Sadie Süinger

amived as a new bride to Peel River and Herschel Island

in

1896, there was some

precedent for accompanying wives as well as single women. Teachers began to arrive at

'3These included Julia McDonald, wife of then Archdeacon McDonald who were
matried at Fort McPhe¡son i¡ 1.877. He had been in the North since 1862.
IaMost

of this information is gleaned llom three sources. The most comprehensive is
Chapter ten of Boon, The Anglican Church from the Bsy to the Rockies, "The Farther
Northwest, Athabasca, Mackenzie River, Yukon, " "Memoranda to the Mission to the
Mackenzie River Eskimo," Typescript, ACC, DOA, NWTA N90-501, and Ven AL
Flerning, Bríef History of Missions to the Canadian Eskimo, (Toronto: MSCC, 1929).
Augusta Morris's diary is held at the HBCA, PAM, Typescrþt, E7B(4M72). Her name
appears nowhere in the published soul'ces used here.
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the Indian Residential school at Hay River by 1890. The first residential school f'or Inuit

children was established at Shingle Point

in 1928, and, the hospital and school

at

Aklavik

were built in 1926. The mission hospital at pangnirtung was built in 1930. single fernale

missionaries were employed at the schools and hospitals. More often the wives of
missionaries were at smaller local missions such as Bernard Harbour, coppermine, Fort

Resolution and Herschel Island.'5
Married women were in the North in the first place because the clergymen who were

tlere saw the value in having a wife beside them. william Bompas prefened manied
men, or men engaged to be married and whose wives would accompany them North. He
claimed married men would be more reliable and settled,16 which was one way of saying
the cMS wanted its missionaries to preach the Gospel with diligence and fervour without

any dishactions.rT wives were

a real

necessity

at lonely stations wrote william

Spendlove to his superiors in London.'8 charles whittaker felt so in need of a wife that

when his fiance in Toronto died, he proposed to Emma Harvey whom he had met as a
travelling companion two years previously. \vhittaker wrote that the Bishop had intimated

'sThis is not intended as even a brief history of Anglican missions in the r.egion, but
simply an introduction for some context. The thlee sources cited are among thé best for
infolmation, as is Richatd Finnie, Canada Moves Notth, (MacMillan: Newyork, i942)
which offers a general history of all rnissions up to the second wortd war. see also
Grant, Moon of Wintenime.

rKenneth Coates,
"Send Only Those Who Rise a peg: Anglican Clergy in the yukon,
1858-1.932," Journal of the Canadian Church Hisrorical Sociery, XXVII (1), Apr.il 1986..
I'See Frank
Peake, "From the Red River to the Ar.ctic, " Journal of the Canadian
Church Historical Society, XXXI (2), October 1999, 46.
i8Quoted

in PA Thomas, "Kindly Dispatch Miss Gadsby,"

10.
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to him he liked his missionaries to be rnarried because they wel'e more likely to remain

in the field. Miss Ha'vey was

ah'eady

in se'vice at Fort chipewyan, and after

their.

marriage, whittaker described her as "an immaculate housekeeper, an excellent cook, and
a congenial companion, a very great pleasure indeed.",e

A cynic might

suggest what the men really needed was women to look after them and

to shale their beds, or that if the church of England encouraged their missionaries to
have wives ah'eady,

it

might have been because there was an unwritten rule against

miscegenation. As might be expected, none of the men were candid enough to confirm
those assumptions, but having wives with them at the missions was more complicated

than any single reason, and

it

was a combination

of

facto¡s which generate<l the

enthusiasm for accompanying wives which included wives who were more than inclined

to make the trip. William Fry wrote of his wife Christina as a "great help to me in the
work. " She was "a good wife and a

fire missionaly. There are some things tlrat only

a

woman can do," he wrote, and "when our people need help she realizes theil need long
before

I

do and has been of great service where

I

shoulcl have failed utterly.

"20

Women

were socialized to be sensitive and nurturing, but this does not mean men could not share
those qualities, so whether there were things only a woman could do in the missionary

field is open to debate. What is important is tle men professed there was, and more
important still was their recognition that the task required mole than they as individuals

reThe

Reverend Charles Edward Whittaker. Typescript. Autobiographical Account,
GMA, M5960.

'0william Fry to Isaac Stringer, 10 December 1916. yTA, ACC, DOy, COR 251,

File 16, Herschel Island.
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could manage.
That does not mean the same sensibilities about man.iage applied to single women
already in the field. unlike Emma Halvey whittaker, Gladys Fosterjohn's efforts to

marry a lay worker at Hay River met with less than enthusiastic response from Bishop
Lucas. Miss Fosterjohn was employed as Matron at st peter's Mission when she wrote

to Lucas in November of 1921 of her plans. she had every intention of fulfilling her
conhact, and told the Bishop she was not even going to inform the WA who had
sponsored her employment, leaving that

role to the Bishop and his personal discretion.

His only advice was that she and her fiance Mr G¡ant "realize the importance of
absolutely discreet behaviour around the Mission. " He cautioned the "lynx eyed children

will detect the least sign of'courting' and they will not be slow to coÍìment upon what
they see, 'with sundry additions"'.,'
Gladys Fosterjohn wrote back to explain how she fully realized ,,the need of being

very cautious, " for the children were, "quick to notice" but she added

I

am here to represent as far as lies in my power, my Master to these children.
always endeavour to behave seemly before them and not be a stumbling
block to one of the least of Christ's bretlu.en.22

I will

These intentions, however, were based upon her assumption that she and her fiance would

not many until her conÍact had been completed, so when they decided to get married
later in the year, Bishop Lucas determined her decision would "cause trouble with the
WA.

"

He was surprised at the light-hearted way

in which she looked

forward to

"'Lucas to Fosterjohn, 31 January 1922. PAA, ACC, DOMR, 70.3871MFr200/52.

"Fosterjohn to Lucas, 23 Febnary 1922, Ibid.
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man'iage, and the continuance of her work as before, but it is difficult to determine from

his punctuation whether he thought the two were incompatible, or

if

he was just being

conseryative. He noted she had conferred with her mother who had advised the marriage,

but noted "surely she cannot be aware of the conditions around you.

"23

Only conjecture can explain why Gladys Fosterjohn's impending nuptials were not
expedited with the same dispatch as the Whittaker,s. Her fiance Mr Grant, was not a
clergyman, he was single, and not working at an isolated location, for by this time, St
Peter's mission was fairly large and well organized. But Emma Hawey ceased to be a
mission worker when she became the missionary's wife and did not insist on maintaining

her paid position. Mr Grant has journeyed North at

tle

same time as Miss Fosteq'ohn,

and unlike charles whittaker rras not a veteran of some standing. Gladys Fosterjohn's

file is the only one extant which deals with the issue of single women

missionaries

matrying while in the field, although she certainly was not unique, and the problem may
have simply been her unwillingness to be patient. Of necessity, the MSCC had to make
plans well in advance for their northem missions, and any threat to those plans upset the
general order. Field staff were difficult to recruit and replace.

In 1904, the first head of the MSCC declared that ,'owing to the great lack of

fol the ministry

men

and the unlimited field for workers in the tenitories and western

provinces, it is necessary that trained, efficient, God-fearing women should stand in the

'3lucas to Fosterjohn, 5 December 1922, Ibid.
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gap. "'?4 There tvere aheady single women

at Hay Rivel. and Fort Simpson when this

decision was made, and the directive did not mean the North was overrun by female
Anglican missionaries after 1904. what came frorn tlat realization was a more concerted

effoft to recruit women for the North who were trained in Anglican theology

as

well

as

being teachels and nulses.

A recruiting pamphlet produced by the WA of the MSCC was quite specific about

what the Chu'ch was looking for..ã They needed nurses

-- well trained,

devoted

ch¡istian nurses for residential schools and hospitals. Each school had to have at least one
qualified teachel until a change in government regulations in the 1920s required all
teachers had to be celtified. Matrons (housekeepers) to be in charge of girls, boys, and

kitchens, were always in demand. For the work as MaÍon, the qualifications included
a knowledge

of sewing, plain cooking, laundry work, love of children and some skill at

managing them. The recruitment booklet offefed some incentive to the missionary who

put up with this drudgery: "she has endless opportunities in her association with
[the
childrenl to show what is true, Christian, everyday living.

"

Everyone, regardless of

occupation, however, was requir.ed to have
an ability to find one's pleasure and social recr.eation among the few which one
may be associated, and varying gifts of personality, executive ability, comrnon
sense, cheerfulness and the ability to make iliends rapidly and to get on with

aQuoted

in Grace Hallenby, Anglican Women's Training College, A Background
Document, (Toronto: Cenfte for Christian Studies, 1989), 69.
2sEnlisting

for Serice: Informatíon for Prospective Candidates, Vy'oman,s Auxiliary
to the Missionary Society for the Church of England in Canada, n.p., n.d., pAA,
DOMR, MR2M/1231 Box MR12.
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people of varying temperaments.26
These were not the most demanding of qualifications to rneet, but in the North they were

often the most challenging to maintåin.
Addie Butler, whose candid letters often spoke about spats between the women she
worked with, and included grumps about the male principals, had cause to reflect on how
hard it was to be a model missionary in a norlhern community.
model missionaryl

if

some folks are here,

"

she wrote, adding

"I don,t want to be [a

"if

they go to heaven,

I

don't want to go there, and I am sure the children don't either. " She had some zeal when
she arrived, she noted, but at the point in the winter when everyone was getting on each

other's nerves, her enthusiasm had vanished.,?
There was never the prospect of seeing different people socially at small missions like

shingle Point, a situation which just served to magniff the foibles and imperfect character
traits of some in those close quarters, but

it is perhaps most significant that missionary

women committed such un-Christian thoughs to paper. Wr.iting

it

out provided some

catharsis, and perhaps as the boat sailed away carrying a yeaf's reflections on fellow

workels, part of the frustration travelled with it through the ice flows.
Complaints about individuals and grievances arising from personality conflicts often
arose because of a mission pecking older which included only one person at each step

of

the employment ladder'. These circumstances allowed just about evelyone to be in

a

position overseeing someone else and for most of the year, ther.e was no escape from

26lbid., 72.

"Butler letters, January 1934.
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petty tyrants. Susan (Bessie) Quirt commented on how frustrating it was to wor* with the
Deaconess at shingle Point, for example. Miss shepherd "is indeed most aggravating and

drives us to despair, " she recorded in hel diary.

17¿

included Flossie Hi¡st, who would

later be assigned at Pangnirtung, ancl Miss Quirt noted the two of them got "so peeved,

for it

seems to us that we get no thought

"have no idea

of

or consideration whatever. " Those in

ovelcoming difficulties

overcoming. "26 Bessie

--

they just

charge

let the difficr¡lties do

Quirt and Addie Butler were complaining about the

individual whose brother was the resident principal and Anglican pr.iest.

It

the

same

seemsthe

problem was that Miss Shepheld was "very conscious of her superior intellectuality " and
had "a busy time pointing out the obvious things that anyone without a degree can see.,'

Mrs Butler added that she felt her own powers of concentration were quite as good, but
she gave "other people credit

for having a few brains.'e

In a published address, Helen sowden described the two special qualifications she felt
were needed fol service in the Northern mission. Loyalty and adaptability were needed

for harmonious well-being she announced3o not without sorne irony. only four

years

earlier at the hospital at Aklavik where Miss Sowden was employed as Matron, the
missionary in charge wrote to the Bishop about his staff who were not wor.king together

the way they should. An exasperated William Geddes remarked how he

expected

difficulties to arise, but to his annoyance they kept arising over the merest of petty

.

_

ãSusan

Elizabeth Quirt, Personal Diary, 1929-1932. GSA, DOA, M71-4, p 11 and

'?eButler

letters, 8 January 1933.

30Helen

Sowden, Living Message, April 193I.

t2.
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details. He wrote
One very often can find Miss Catt in the nurses,s sitting room at one end of the
building and Miss Hackett in a room at the far end of the building. They have
divided the building between them and certain things are the propefty of one that
the other may not touch. Miss catt hâs he'stove that she looks aftèr as well as
her own wood box which Miss Hackett must not touch and vice versa.3t
Geddes decided the problem was due to Miss Hackett's inexperience. As she was a

graduate nurse, Miss Hackett r.vas put in charge of two older women, one of whom was
a veteran missionary. He thought

if Miss Hackett could exchange

places with a nurse at

Hay River, the problem might be solved. He signed off by apologizing for.the added
burden ofhis problem, but did not see any prospect of the two women ever getting along

together. The isolation of the nofthern missions meant situations like this one at Aklavik
impeded progress and development through haining and experience. Now, the MSCC

recruiting pamphlet stâted the society's goal was for potential missionaries, not perfected
ones, so

tïat may be why they ignored the appeal, which required a frustrated

Geddes

to write again to the Bishop. He doubted the hospiøl would ever be able to do the work
intended as long as Miss Hackett was

tle

nulse-in-charge.r,

occasionally a quite open conflict of some proportion could develop between staff
as a l'esult

of the isolation and t¡e shuctule of the mission communities. one recalcitrant

missionary could distress the entire mission. This can be illusÍated by the case of Miss

Domelly (Christian name unknown) who was the nurse at Hay River in 1923.

22.

Some

3'Geddes

to Sh'inger, Aklavik, 7 January 1927. YTA. ACC, DOy, COR 251, File

3'?Geddes

to Stringer, Aklavik, 6 February 1928. Ibid.

i9ô
conespondence has survived which indicates Miss Donnelly upset the staff at St peter's

over a number of issues, and the administation was not at all sure how to deal with the

whole situation. There is a sense from the letters written between the principal, the
Revelend WAB Stoddart, and the Bishop at Fort Chipewyan,33 that tlìe men were unable

to deal with Miss Donnelly's behaviour, and concluded she could only ,'possibly <lo such
a thing so insistently unless she were out

screen than

it

of her mind, " which sounds more like a smoke

does an assessment based upon

fact. Mole importantly, perhaps, was the

notation that this was "a serious matter and altogether subve¡sive to discipline,

"3a and

of course, keeping the troops in line was one way to stop them baiting each other.
The letters and the subsequent report are fulI of allegations which would be damaging

to individuals, and revealing their contents would serve no purpose, but gener.ally the
controversy was over what can best be described as a whispering campaign which had the

staff "in a state of excitement" and which followed a number of spiteful incidents. For
example,

tïe

nurse had removed a child from the playground without the matron's

permission. The Principal reported she had "cooly told [him] she did so for no othe¡
purpose than

to

annoy,

"

the Mahon. Miss Donnelly had also committed the sin of

"unburdening herself" to everyone who would listen, which meant the situation was

beyond any form

of

damage control. whatever her misdeeds at the mission itself,

however, Miss Donnelly was doomed to exile because she danced "in attendance at every
boat that came, " and

33PAA,

DOMR, 70.3871MR2W/75. 1922 and t923.

3al-ucas

to Stoddart, 6 September 1923. Ibid.
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her plofuse and evident admiration for men was ceftainly uncalled for, and unwise (sic). Her conduct one evening when rve were entertaining some officers of
the Liard River was certainly uncalled for and savoured more of the fast and loose
set of a large city than of an institution caring for the moral and spiritual welfare
of the children.3s
There were a number of other offenses which annoyed the staff generally. Miss Donnelly
apparently walked around the kitchen while scantily clad (no further description) and used

water already boiled for breakfast for her personal tea. There were even a number of
minor physical assaults which might indicate the woman was a trifle unhinged, but what
she was eventually chastised for was her unsuitability as a missionary, which possibly

under the cilcumstances was warranted.
The Principal was concemed because

tlere was some "imputation" that Miss Donnelly

was a Roman catholic. when visiting the RC mission ostensibly for medicines, she was
seen at the Presbytery. She had secured rosary beads

fiom the RC mission, and had been

indiscreet enough to offer them to the Anglican mission staff. "considerable comment
had been made among the Roman catholic of the village as to whether Miss Donnelly
was working for the Anglican mission or the Roman Catholic, and had she remained,
was likely to lead to some difficulty.

"36

it

For missionaries in the North, to present such

difficulties was a grievous act.
The Anglican hierarchy was concerned about the effect of Miss Donnelly's behaviour.

on the historical rivalry between the Anglican and RC missions. The Natives

wer.e

confused enough by the competition between the two faiths, causing one contempotary

"Stoddart to Lucas, 4 January, 1924. Ibid.
36lbid.
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observel'

to

desclibe the enmity as "a savage game

in which the

Natives [were]

bewildered pawns.

"" It was a mattel' of powet, prestige,

evangelical beliefs

of cMS and MSCC missionaries whose opposition to the Roman

chulch was firrnly

entrenched.3E

and money, as well as the

The rnore pupils in the schools and patients in the

hospitals, the more cash that came from the government, but there was a tally kept too.

The more Natives converted and baptised, the more points won, although who was
keeping score besides the missionary societies themselves is a mystery.

It

was a garne

where church men had, set out the playing fîeld, but the women were part of the team,
and they make continual references to the cornpetition, although there were some notable

twists. It cannot be discounted that this rivah'y was used by the cMS and MSCC men on
the scene to boost morale and generate excitement among women missionaries, much like

some present day cults motivate their followers. This would have capitalized on the
contemporary understanding about religion as a legitimate activity for women within the
accepted norms

of feminine

behaviour.3e

since there ale no definitive ¡ecords

it

is not possible to categorically list which

Natives belonged to which religious faith,a' but generally

it

can be assumed the Dene

3'Finnie, Canada
Moves North, 57.
3ESee

Peake, "Flom Re<l River to the Arctic: Policy and personnel, " 51.

3'See

Christopher Headon, "Women and Organized Religion in Mid-Nineteenth
Century Canada," Journal of the Canadian Church Historical Sociery, XX (1-2), MarchJune, 1978, 3-18.
'oAlthough it should be pointed out that there have been a number of attempts. Bishop
Donald Marsh continually quoted census statistics which were umeliable to insist the
Anglicans had 82Vo of the Inuits in the flock. (Arctic News)
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in the Mackenzie Valley

were under the nominal control

of the Oblates of

Mary

Immaculate. The oblate Fathers were assisted by the Grey Nuns who acted as nurses and
teachers. The church of England served some Native families at small missions in the
area, but the Anglican influence \.vas most evident among the Inuit of

tïe Arctic

coast.

This does not mean each side did not endeavoul to try and change the denominational
loyalties of the Natives. In fact, the result of the contest for souls was a duplication of
services offered in almost all settlements of some size, and this is the context in which

the women's remarks should be placed.
Miss Tims wrote fi'om Hay River in 1898 about how two Dene came to the mission

of their own accord, and asked the missionaries to look aftel their children. "It

shows

their growing confidence in us, as they are professedly Roman Catholic,', she decided.
she was also elated by the prospect of Mrs Nagle staying at st peter's over the winter

while her husband went to Edmonton. The Nagles wele Roman catholics, and Miss Tims
believed

it

would make some difference, to the mission work, and would allow the

mission to make inroads into the RC community, which was, she declared "oul.gleat
enemy.

"01

Bessie Quirt convinced herself the Natives at Arctic Red River were ,,so fi.iendly and

happy looking, " because they were "all Protestånt here, and one cannot but help noticing

the difference in their faces.

"02

Mrs Jane clarke informed

the

l*uer

Leafle¡ that while

the Roman Catholics "have most of the Indians, " at Fort Norman, ,'those who belong to

o'Letter

Leaflet, May i898.

'Quirt, Personal Diary, GSA, DOA.
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us are very loyal and attend worship very regularly.

"o3

And Mrs Harcourt reminded the

Ioyal mission followers in the south about school wo¡k at Aklavik which "crowded out
other imporlant duties, " refen'ing to mission wor*, but she added "that in view of the
keen opposition from the very efficient RC school in Aklavik, that at all costs our school

had to maintained. " Mrs Harcourt seemed aware that any nominal Anglicans who sent

theil children to RC schools would be considered

as having changed

their allegiance.

Mrs Harcourt made clear her views about "the RC aggression in the Mackenzie
Delta,

" but it

was a final statement which provides a clue to the real purpose of her

appeal.

They are making so determined an effofi to take the Eskimo away from our
Church and they seem to possess an unlimited supply of money and wo¡kers to
further their ends, while we are so pitifully handicapped for.the lack of both.e
The missionary mind, fired by the intense desire to reform, and the rancour generated by
denominational loyalties explains some of the sense of quiet desperation behind these
appeals. \iVithout funds, the mission could not withstand the competition, but there is
something else going on here as well. For the Anglican women in the region, the most

visible competition operating at their level was from the Grey Nuns who lived in
community, and whose vocation and lifestyles represented the antithesis ofthe evangelical
tr

adition of which most of the Anglicans were a par.t. Female Church of England

missionaries were not just competing with Roman catholic ideology, but with other

women who shared the advantages of gender for the approach to prospective female

n3letter

Leaflet, htly 1922.

anLiving

Message, Iune 1.929.
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converts. In other words, some of them were jealous, partly because they saw the sister-s
as having the benefits

of support ffom a shong Mothe¡ church

obsessed

with the desir.e

to save heathen souls. The \¡vomen were plobably not aware of that manifestation, and

likely would have dismissed any such charge.

If

the Anglican women were disheartened by a phalanx wearing grey habits

epitomizing fortitude, it is difficult to tell, because tÏe sisters are so seldom mentioned

in the plimary documents which were surveyed. In fact, the absence of the Grey Nuns

from the chatty letters and dia¡ies of the Anglican missionaries is notable; Anglican
women missionades rarely mention the Grey Nuns even though the order had been in the

region in some numbels since 1867. Remembering that communication between the two
groups was hampered because of language provides some explanation. The Nuns were,

for the most part, francophone; the Anglicans were, ofcourse, anglophone. The condition

itself provides a unique canadian twist because it implies some social order as well -- at
least

it

would have to the British and English canadian missionaries, for church

affiliations in Canada often defined social definitions.n5
The silence would be less significant

if it were not for

the fact that other women who

were not missionaries do mention the Grey Nuns. Indeed, Dr Hutchison, Luta Munday,

Agnes Cameron, Clara Vyvyan, Emma Colcleugh and even Ann Lindbergh have
something to say about the brave sisters, while the Anglican missionary women remain

mum. Dr Isobel Greenwood was one exception. She visited the RC school at Fort Smith

while en rouTe North. Her visit provided one of the few observations fi'om an Anglican

"See Headon, "Women in Organized Religion. "
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missionary woman, and may contl'ibute some understanding about why there was such

a chasm between the two groups of women. The sisters were most kind and Dr
Greenwood commended the nuns fol their devotion and a very leal inte¡'est in their work.

she added "I feel we could learn something from them on tle score of making the most

of one's opportunities, and the least of one's difficulties. "4
Anglican women were more often in a position to complain tïan the sisters whose
vocation required some degree ofdevotion, obedience and sacrifice, and there is evidence
some of these women effectively pressured the prevailing bu¡eauc¡acies to make changes

at Northern missions. This was probably more a measure of the social class of Anglican

women, however, than it was their level of compliance with missionary doctrine. For
example,

in

1926, Bishop Westgate at the MSCC in Winnipeg wrote to Canon Vale at

St Peter's Mission. He had received a letter fi'om the Kitchen Matron about a Native
employee who was creating difficulties. Miss Howie,

in

charge

of the kitchen, had

complained to canon vale but had received no satisfaction, so she took the opportunity

to dilect the problem to Westgate. "I do not know the girl" involved, wrote Westgate,
but admonished vale to do something about the situation because he knew "Miss Howie

very well and [was] satisfied that the conduct of Lucy must have been well-nigh
unbearable otherwise

it would not have been reported. "a7 Miss Howie apparently knew

westgate well enough to send hel complaints over the head of the principal. There is no

*Living Message, September 1935.
aTWestgate

to Vale, 8 May

1926, GSA, DOA,

Correspondence, Is471-4, Series 2-1-d, Box 7.

St Peter's, Hay River,
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indication how Canon Vale interpreted that action.

Single women were lequired to have the knowledge and training more likely
available to a middle class woman, or at least one of genteel background. Married women

wele expected to have similar skills. whichever the case, tiese were likely women who
were used to some level of initiative based on privilege, which presents an interesting
question. Ken coates has argued that

william Bompas had a view

about recruits for. his

northern Diocese, and was concerned about the social backglound of his missionaries,
insisting that "gentlefolks" had to "come down a peg in their position which [was] most

painful to themselves and those about them. Those of an inferior grade. . generally rise
.

a peg which is most pleasant to themselves and their neighbours.

"aE

Bompas indicated

this attitude pertained to both men and women. Coates posils the clergymen and lay
missionaries hired

fol the North were less than first class candidates. There is no

indication that this holds true for the women, in fact the reverse is more probable.

In 1906, Isaac Stringer had occasion to write to William

Bompas about bringing

women workers into the North. Bompas had suggested he engage \¡/hat sÍ'inger described
as

a "lady helpel

as teacher

or Matron, or something else.

what to do about women workers,

I

am rather perplexed as to

" Sffinger r.eplied. His confusion

was paftly because

Bompas vacillated about bringing women into the Nortlr, although he would have been
happy with a "¡'easure. " Stringer countered how it was hard to get "a real treasure, " and

oEBompas

to Socretaries CMS, 3 January i895. Quoted in Coates, "Send Only Those
Who Rise a Peg," 7.
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added

"I do not find them without much searching.

"ae

The¡e are records which indicate what might constitute a Íeasure, and how these

women were found
developed, but first

will be explained by the recruiting
it

process which eventually

might prove beneficial to enteltain the opinion of one Arctic

veteran. "who are those who should not venture upon life in the Fal North, " asked selina
Bompas who k¡ew what the wife of an Anglican clergymen could expect. Her advice was

extended to women, but could apply to any Northern missionary. She wrote:

The nervous and hysterical should not do so; there are too many surprises in the
North, too many startling incidents and unlooked for events for any who have not
acquired the art of self-control and absolute composure under trial of provocation.
Those who have been subject to rheumatism should not come, nor should the very
delicate or the consumptive come. Those who suffer from weak eyes should noi
come for the glare of sunshine on our vast fields of snow is apt to produce snow
blindness. These are few of the physical causes which should make one
hesitate.

so

Mrs Bompas added a postscript to her advice which was probably more important than
any other. A missionary should "start with a fair prospect of clinging to the life
[she] has
chosen, and not of coming back at the end of a ye¿u or so, having discover.ed a little too

late [she] had made a mistake. " The vague reference to a year or so carries a subtle
message. You had to stay thel€

for at least

a year'.

wintel made it almost impossible to

serve a shorter term.

There is little concrete evidence about employment confiacts for the ealliest period
when the cMS was in charge of Anglican missions in the North. Information about how

aelsaac

Stringer to William Bompas, 3 April i906, Isaac Stringer papers,

1-A-1.
5oBompas,

"Our Women in the North, "

B.

yTA,

Series
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long women were expected to stay is available for women engaged with the MSCC, and
generally, the MSCC correspondence provides some insight into conditions under which
wornen were employed by the society. In reply to a request about employment conditions

in

1938, Bishop Fleming noted women were requiled to serve not less than four years

and not more than five; six years was inadvisable.s¡ It appears this rule was fairly r.igid.

Fleming had written in the Arctic News

in

1931 that prudence Hockin had r.equested a

fifth year at Pangniftung instead of coming out for
the approval of

tle

a mandatory

furlough. Fleming sought

nurse's mother before he allowed her the extra year. when she

applied for a sixth year, Fleming refused. He felt five years was the limit that a healthy
person should remain in the Arctic during one term.52

Five years may have been considered a long time, but as early as 192I, JR Lucas
reminded one correspondent that Mrs Reeve had stâyed thirty years, Mrs spendlove

twenty, Mrs Vr'hiftaker twenty-three, and Mrs Lucas twenty-eight, under "conditions
which were far worse than those which exist today. " Bishop Lucas was remembering
married women who had husbands,

if

not families, to provide moral support for their.

service, so it was a little unfair of him to conclude "that the younger, present generation

of men and women lack something of the fiue missionary spirit which actuated the older

workels in the Far North

--

sacrif,rce makes no appeal

to the newer,

it

seems like

s'Fleming to Westgate,
31 March 1938. GSA, ACC, DOA, AL Fleming papers,
Indian and Eskimo Residential School Commission, M70-1, Series 3-8, Box 3, File 17.
5'zAL

Fleming, "Nearest the Nolth Po[e," Arctic News, 1937,14.
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foolishness to them.

"53

This comment suggests that because it was easier to move In or

Out of the AÏctic by this time, "newer" missionaries were able to take advantage.

Naturally, wives

of

missionaries were unpaid, even

if

they performed

professional duties as nurses and teachers, but single women were employed. The range

of salaries for single women was wide, depending on the service ancl of course, the date.

In 1913, Miss I-eroy and Miss

Page at Hay River were paid a quarterly sum

of $57.00.

$5.50 was deducted for superannuation. The vy'A forwarded cheques to the mission for
their room and board.5a To provide some context for this amount, in 1915, Miss Jackson
claimed $47.80 for her fare, meals and war tax paid for her journey to Hay River from

Smith's Landing.55

In

1,924, the male Principal at Hay River was paid a salary

of $80.00 per month; he

was also a clergyman. The farm instructor at the school received $60.00. The general

male assist¿nt was paid $55.00 and the fisherman employed at the mission received
$50.00 in December. Ivomen "agents" included a matron-in-charge whose salary was
$45.00 a month, a seamsfess and laundress who was paid $30.00, and two supervisors

pAA, ACC.
Mrs Bedford-Jones, 21 December,
'3JR Lucas
DOMR,7O.387/MR200/161. Interestingly, Lucas worked with a number of single women
at the turn of the century who served for long terms. He does not mention them in his
list.

to

lg2l.

saEdith Carter,

WA of the MSCC, to Archdeacon Lucas, 1 May 1913. pAA, DOMR,
MR2OO/Item 18/Box MR10.
55Westgate

to Cafter, January 1916, Ibitt This high cost of travel would account for
why contracts stipulated that the employee was responsible for paying travel expenses
should they not fulfil the entire confact.
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each received that same amount.só

The MSCC informed then Archdeacon Fleming

in

1933

of the following

salary

schedule. Head Matrons who were qualified nur.ses were paid $50.00 per month,
including room and board. Teachers were paid the fir'st year at $35.00, antl in subsequent
years $40.00 per month. Kitchen matrons received $35.00, supervisors and assistant
matrons were paid $30.00 per month. In comparison, engineers in larger schools might

receive $50.00 per month, farm instructors at læge schools were paid that amount, but

if

the schools were smaller, $40.00 per month was the salary. Night watchmen received

$30-$35.00 per month depending upon

the size of the institution. Board

and

accommodation were provided.5t

A furlough allowance of one month's salary for
appropriate time, although this policy seemed to

each year of service was paid at the

be

more flexible depending on the

contract and the circumstances. There are a number of cases where women had difficulty

collecting out-of-pocket expenses, but this too appeared to be due to communication
problems. Either there was a lack of it, which caused confusion, or the process of getting
letters back and forth impeded it.
Salaries and terms of employment changed over. time, but there \.vas one financial

condition which remained constant. Money was "of little use to missionaries on arctic

56Return

of agents employed at the Hay River NWT School. GSA, DOA, M71-4,
Series 2-1-d, Box 6.
57TBR

Westgate to Flerning, 5 October 1933. GSA, DOA, Fleming papers, Indian
MSCC, Ig33-39. M70-1, Series3-8, Box3,

and Eskimo Residential Commission of the

File

17.
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service,

"

suggested the secretåry

of the MSCC, so pay was usually depositetl in

Edmonton bank on their behalf.s8 This means that many

an

of the women had some

financial security when they left the North after four or five years. There is, however,

liftle evidence to
exception

suggest any financial motive

for mission wor*, with the

possible

of Addie Butler who "was tired of not having a regular job and a regular

income instead of outgo.

"5e

contractual obligations for health care varied according to the times as well. The
employment contlact of Marion Harvey in 1928, and winifred Neville in 1929ð indicate
that employees were expected to accept full responsibility for any expenrliture necessary

for medical treatment. By 1938, this policy had changed, and one dollar per day

was

charged for any health care services.6' This change is coincidental with the building

Anglican hospitals in the North. When care became available in the NWT,

it

of

became

more accessible and less expensive. There was some conce¡n about the health ofpotential
candidates and

tïe report folm supplied to the medical examiner by the MSCC

made

specific references for women. Along with health questions that were gender.neuÍal,
question number ten asked

"If the applicant is a woman, is she now suffering or

has she

ssWestgate

to Marion Harvey, 16 June 1928. GSA, DOA, St peter-,s, Hay River,
Correspondence . l|il71-4, Series 2-1-d, Box 7.
5eButlel letters,
15 August 1932. Addie Butler had previously worked at an Indian

Residential School.
60GSA,

ACC, DOA, St Peter's, Hay River, M71-4, Series 2-i-d, Box 7. Miss
Neville's contract is reproduced in Appendix L
6rFleming

to Westgate, 31 Mar 1938. GSA, DOA, Fleming papers. M70-1, Series
3-B, Box 3, File 17.
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ever suffeled from uteline or menstrual disorder'?" what is significant about this question

which would ordinarily be asked as paÌt of any regular medical examination is the rider
which followed. "It is desirable that particular attention be given to this enquir-y, as the
climate of all oul mission fields bears heavily on those thus affected. "6, lvhat climate
has to do with gynaecological disorders is unclear, although isolated locations could
account

fol difficulties -- but no mole difficulties than might arise for

stones or appendicitis.

rnen

with kidney

what is more likely is the question reflects the contemporary views

about how women's reproductive system affected theil lives, and how their biological

functions affected what they could, or could not do.

After the MSCC undeftook to maintain the northern missions in 1920, candidates
were required to

fill

out a number of "preliminary papers, " which included an application

form as well as the medical questionnaile. Female candidates were screened by
candidate's committee for women which operated under the auspices of the

a

wA of the

MSCC. This organization was responsible for the work done by the MSCC among
women and children in both the foreign fields and within the Dominion. Their mandate
included the support of all women missionaries, exclusive of wives of missionaries, and
the support of all female Native agents, whether evangelical, educational, or medical.

It

also included the financial suppoft of children in orphanages, and the expenses incuned

by women missionaries travelling to their

6'?The

posts.63 The

wA of the MSCC

raised money,

Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada, "Repor.t
Medical Examiner," Form D. PAA, ACC, DOMR, 70.397/MFt2001117.

of

6Emily

the

Cummings, Our Story: The Woman's Auxiliary of the Missionary Society of
the Church ofEnglnnd in Canada, 1885-1928, (foronro: Gliry press, Ig2g),

7g.
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sent bales

of

supplies

to nolthern missions, helped fund hospitals and schools, and

eventually selected and sponsored candidates for the field.
The candidate's committee of the MSCC asked all sorts of questions about religion,

dependents, musical ability and education. Men were queried about their spouse,s

religious affiliation and whether or not she was in sympathy with the husband's plans.

The form also asked about the feelings of parents. These fol'ms ale reproduced in
Appendix

II,

so a comparison can be made between the form given to men and the one

given to women, and because they provide a glimpse of what might be expected of a
female missionary working in the field for the MSCC.8
These questions were used

for all mission fields, but qualifications for the canadian

mission werc less stringent than those for the "foreign,, ones, which may reveal as much

about the lure

of the location as it does the mission itself. Above all, the christian

missionary "had not only to be able to describe Him to them, she must be able fo reflect
Him,

"

explained the enlistment guide. lVomen were required

to have a working

knowledge of the Bible, and understand the doctrines and teaching of the church of

England, although some training was provided beforc she went into the field.
candidates lor overseas work had to be between twenty-three and thirty-two years of
age, primarily because the MSCC believed the learning of oriental languages was too

difficult for anyone over that age. For the canadian mission, concern about
age was more related

to health and the problems

caused

a candidate's

by the har sh climate and

isolation, and because all the Natives were being taught to read and speak English

@Fotms

are taken from PAA, ACC, DOMR, 70.387/MR 200/117
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anyway. The assumed difference between those proceeding to the orient and those in the

canadian field was also evident

in the required

educational qualifications. Afts

matriculation was the minimum standard for the orient because women missionaries
would be in touch with "highly intellectual ancl well educated" non-christians, prompting
the pamphlet to note there was a plessing need for women with college degrees. There

was no fixed standard for women acting as missiona¡ies in the canadian field where
prestige was obviously less impor.tant.65
The enlistment guide did note that nurses were needed fo¡ Indian residential schools,

although it was specifìc about "devoted well trained christian nurses. " Graduate nurses

were preferred, but others were considered for more menial tasks and as nursing
assistants. whatever her qualifications, she still worked within the confines of a clu.istian

mission, which prompted DL McKeand to write to the commissioner

yet to meet

tie

1940 he "had

nurse [in the North] who did not feel she was first a missionary and

second a nurse,"6 and this is confirmed

by evidence fi'om the MSCC. The candidates

and Furlough committee of the MSCC turned down one nurse
because

in

in

1926, for example,

"it was evident from her papers that Miss yonge's ideal was purely

as a nurse

and not from Missionary motives. "6? McKeand's comment hints at the complication
which arose at hospitals where the federal government paid one single nurse, whether. she
was a Grey Nun or the WA was anan Anglican worker.

$Enlßting

for

6McKeand

Service, MSCC.

to Gibson, 6 November 1940, NAC, RG85, Vol 907, File 10533.

rcSA, MSCC, Candidare's Comminee, Minutes, 27 April1926. GS75-i03, Series
2-5, Box 10.
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In some ways, the coffespondence generated by the bureaucracy over payment of
nurses is an aside to this pafticular assessment, but

it must be pointed out that absolutely

no othel issue concerning women generated as much bureaucratic palaver as the payment

of these nurses. This was for two reasons. The first was that the missionary societies
chose the nurses who were nominally members of the

foftunately exempt ÍÌom

civil

civil service. These nurses were

Service competition.@ The

civil service commission

had

nothing to do with the hiring, and on occasion, the nurse was ah'eady in service in the

No¡th. She may have replaced one who had gone on furlough or who had left
permanently, and there was often overlap because of the fansportation system. Both the

RC s and the Anglicans moved tïei¡ nurses around within the region at their pleasure,
and the bureauc¡atic mind had some difficulty with this notion. one letter from the
Diocese of the Arctic to ottawa illustrates why officials in the Minishy of the Interior got

so fiustrated about the whole issue. The letter, dafed 24 september 1934 informs the
Department that the Bishop of the Arctic had recently sailed

fol

England, leaving the

Honourary Seclelary to explain
We had planned to send Nurse Brown to Shingle point School and Miss Some¡s
to Aklavik Hospital and the Bishop requested that Nurse somers be substituted for
Nurse Rundle at Aklavik and Nurse Brown for Nurse Tomalin at Shingle point.
At Aklavik, however, in discussing things with the Rev T Muffay, the Bishop
decided that if on the a¡rival of the nurses, Dr Urquhatt and Nurse Bradford
approved of having Nurse Brown at Aklavik and Nurse Somers sent to Shingle
Point, they could be switched. Rev T Murray now advises that this arrangemðnt
had been adopted.@

ósScott
6eG

8115.

to Finnie, 11 February 1931. RG 85, Vol 907, File 10533.

Rowley, DOA ro TG Murphy, 24 September 1934. NAC, RG 85, Vol g56, File

2r3

The government stance was no forrns; no appointrnent; no pay, and in 1936, Deputy
Mìnister JM Wardle decided that
Evidently the Chulch authorities are unfamiliar with the Civil Service Regulations
and they have t¿ken it for gr.anted that, as long as a Nurse was on the job, it did
not matter to the Department what Nurse it was. The church authorities have
ceftåin ground for this belief as the Department and the civil service commission
invariably accept the church's recommendation in the filling of these positions.
However, this does not satisry the regulations, as the Certifücate issuèd by the
commission must name the person employed. It will have to be explained thãt the
failure of the chulch authorities to report this case makes it necessary for the
Department to call for a refund in order that the new appointment may be
authorized from the date that the former incumbent of the position ceased duty.

The Civil Service Commission state that there is no way of authorizing the
employment of a Nurse without specifically designating the particular individual
and to satisfy the Auditor General, a refund must be made.'o

All tlis may
and sign

seem insignificant until

civil

it is remembered

nurses so employed had to

fill

out

service forms. This was not always possible, and certainly meant most

nulses who were already there were working at the job long before the form arived.?r
The

civil

service paid the nurse more than the missionary society had contracted with

the women,'2 but there were diffe¡ences in the payment towaïd maintenance. A letter
ToWardle

to Turner', Ministry of the Interior, 28 February 1936. NAC, RG g5, Vol
862, File 8248.
TrBy

example, the MSCC notified the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian
Affairs on 9 November 1926, that Miss Dorothy Bradford would leplace valenis ottaway
at Hay River. The fol'ms were forwarded through the winter mail and were returned tõ
Winnipeg on 24 February 1927. GSA, DOA, St peter's Mission, Hay River., M71-4,
Series 2-1-d, Box 7.

I\he

7933 salary fol a maton qualified as a nurse was $50.00 per. month. The
Government paid a graduate nurse, Grade 1, attacherl to an Indian Residential school or.
stationed at a Reserve with a population up to 300 at between $960 and 12fi), plus
maintenance allowance. 10 April 1930, NAC, RG 85, Vol 907, File 10533. In 102g,

21,4

from the MSCC to Miss E Goddard about her appointment as a nurse at Hay River- in
1935, indicates she was to be paid $85.00 per month by the Federal Government, but that
$25.00 per month would be deducted for room and board. In addition, she had to pay all

her travel expenses as far as watelways. She was also responsible for any medical
expenses incuned.'3 Another problem arose because the

civil

Service commission was

not empowered to pay funds directly to the church on the behalf of the nurses.
Eventually all the bureaucrats in all the affected bureaucracies worked everything out.
They wrote many letters and memos, however, and much of the paper still remains in the

capital, but the bureaucratic nonsense had little or no effect on the women themselves,
and they just went about thei¡ business without being hampered by the transmissions
between Ottawa, Winnipeg, and Edmonton.

Confusing those same paper trails were the Medical Officers in the region who
thought

!f

nurses were not placed under the auspices

of some Federal

Gover:nment

Department like the Department of the Intelior, or the Department of Indian Affairs, they

believed "it would be difficult,

if

not impossible, to get nurses to follow the doctors

orders and particularly to treat out-patients.

"?a

The nurses were all women, so by

definition t-his is a gender issue. Like other colonial situations, the role

of

nurses

Miss Beatrice Rose Teny was appointed at $1080 per annum, plus maintenance
allowance. McKeand to Finnie, 15 June 1928, NAC, RG 85, Vol 7-83, File 5299. In
1931, these salaries were laised. The lange was $1380 to $1560. Heagerty, pensions and
National Health to Finnie, 2 February 1931, NAC, RG 85, Vol 907, File 10533.

'3Flet! Secretary, MSCC to E Goddard, 8 July 1935. GSA. DOa, St peter's, Hay
_.
River', M71-4, Series 2-1-d.
TaOpinion

attr ibuted to Dr Urquhart. Asst Deputy Minister, Min of Interior, to Lorne
Turner, 11 July 1935. NAC, Rc 85, Vol 907, File 10533.
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reinforced the established cultural order by perpetuating the masculine r.ole of doctors and
administratols.?5 In the North, the st'uctule appeared even more pahiarchal because the
Government made it a practice to hire medical doctors as Indian Agents, but it woukl be

wlong to assume that the sex of the staff had any deeper meaning than was already
evident in the South. unlike colonial west Africa, for example, where British nurses

were attached to the military, these missionary nurses did not aid military

and

expansionist activity, nor did they contribute

the

to rigid racial divisions. In fact,

evidence is to the contrary. This was because they were hired primarily to look after the

Native population at the hospitals. white residents were welcome but the facilities we¡e

built in response to mission needs,'6 which was designed to eliminate barriers, not
¡einforce them.
McKeand rightly considered the northern health system as cumbsrso¡ne and costly,

and determined

it would be more efficient if the Government just paid the missionary

societies for a nursing service in their hospitals.?? The concern had nothing to do with

tÏe nurses themselves, just the finances. ln 1922, the privy council itselfhad

debatecl the

issue of supplying nurses to northern posts. That auspicious body had decided the proper

coufse was to approach the victorian orde¡ of Nurses to work in Northern hospitals.

After all, the VON was
?sSee

Callaway, Gender, Culture and Empire, gB.

Bilkett, "The White Woman's burden in the White Man,s Grave: The
Intr oduction of British Nurses in colonial west Africa, " in western women and
Imperialßm, Nupur Chaudhuri and Margaret Strobel, Eds, (Bloomington, Indiana:
'6See Dea

University of Indiana Press, 1992), 178.
TTMcKeand

to Gibson, 6 November 1940, NAC, RG 85, Vol 907, File 10533.
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an organized and disciplined body, the workers of which a'e imbued with air
esprit de corps and loyalty to the general purpose of the order. They also wear
a special uniform, which would be an important feature of the wor* on an Indian
Resewe, as Indians are always impressed by a uniform.'8

A uniform

meant women would always maintain a sense

of being pr.operly

and

adequately robed, thought Bishop Fleming when he wrote to Arctic wor kers about their

use. The uniforms have been described

in an earlier chapter,

although

it

was not

mentioned that women married to missionaries were issued one as well. They were not

required to wear it when favelling or even when "functioning as wives of missionaries,'
\.vhatever that meant. The shoulder straps were partly red, and partly blue "making a very

nice combination and indicating that the missionary wives were associated with both
branches

of the service, " explained Fleming.?e It might also be argued it showed ttre

MSCC were not awfully sure what kind of authority the women held, and the uniform
was most def,rnitely part of the trappings of authority, but when the wives actually wore

them is a mystery.
The uniform might have been significant because ofthe association the Natives made

with religious leaders and healers of the sick. Missionary women (and Nuns) wearing any
uniform which bespoke authority could evoke a certain aura of power. It may have been
a case of presenting a certain image to Native observers, for gaining the confidence of

local people was the first goal of any of the nursing st¿ff. This was not an easy task, and

Mimeograph Copy of priry Council Minutes filed in NAC, RG
85, vol 783, File 5921. whether this view had anything to do with the use of unifôrms
by Anglican nurses is untnown.
'E14 December 1922,

TeFleming

File i8.

to Arctic workers, 27 May 1932, GSA, DOA, M70-1, Series 3-B, Box 3,
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often Providence itself had to lend a hand. "At first the medical work" at Aklavik ',was
not popular fo¡ the Native thought his own remedies were as good as anything white man
could provide, " wrote Mildred Mccabe
1928 proved to be a blessing in disguise.

in

1932, but added "the influenza epidemic

of

"80

Bessie Quirt outlined what kind of medical work was done in the hospital at

on her way out on furlough from Shingle point

in

Aklavik

1933. Accidents were common

amongst both white and Native populations, but there was also the "dread scourge

of

tuberculosis" which she believed attacked the Dene more than the Inuit. Digestive
ailments wefe common due to over-consumption of meat, especially in children. There
were an increasing number of maternity cases, but the Native women were still reluctånt

to use the obstef ical facilities available; Miss Quirt determined the women thought that
the five days bed rest the hospital requiled of maternity patients was a ,,vaste of time.s'

At times, this unwillingness of Native women to take

advantage of the hospital was

probably forfunate because the nurses worked long hours without much relief. when Ann
Lindbergh and her husband flew across the Arctic in 1931, she wrote in her diary at point
Bamow about the send-off they had received at Aklavik.
One of the nurses had to stay at the hospital, everyone else was at the dock. The
Anglican hospital has two nurses who do everything. One girl I talked to was so

soLiving Message,
July 1933.

E'Margaret

Currie, "Wor* Among the Eskimos Satisfies the Soul, " Montreat Daily
Star, 4 February 1933.
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discouraged and tiled and hadn't had more than five hours sleep for a month.s2

Mrs Lindbergh was probably not exaggerating, fol the schedule for nurses at Aklavik was

incredibly demanding. A guide to duties explains that

The two nut'ses on the hospital staff shall divide their work as follows:
One nurse shall be in charge of the hospital for one month, and during that time
the other nurse shall be the assistant or relieving nurse.

The nurse in charge of the hospital shall have full charge of the patients during
her period of duty, and shall arrange all matters conceming their featment, diet,
etc. ahrays in accordance with the directions of the Medical Officer.

The assistant or relieving nurse shall be responsible for the cleanliness of the
hospital building, and the hospital laundry, and shall supervise the work of the
kitchen and the residence, and shall be ready to assist and relieve the nurse in
charge of the hospital whenever required to do so.

HOURS:

Under ordinary conditions, when the¡e are no patients in hospital that require
constant attention during the night, the nurse in charge of the hospital shall be on
duty in the hospital daily ÍÌom 7am to 10.30pm, and on alternate nights shall
sleep in the hospital íïom 10.30pm to 7am to answer any and all cãlls from
patients. The relieving nurse shall sleep in hospital for the same purpose on the
nights that the nurse in charge does not. It shall be the duty of the nuise sleeping
in the residence to call the nu¡se sleeping in the hospital a|Tam daily if necessary
When there are patients that require considerable attention during the night, the
nurse on duty shall be relieved ÍÌom 10.30pm to 4.30am, and shall be on duty
from 4.30am to 10.30pm daily, and the relieving nurse from 10.30pm to 4.30am
daily. It shall be the duty of the nurse on duty to call the nurse who is sleeping
in time that the relief may be made promptly and on time.
The nurse on duty in the hospital shall be relieved daily ilom 3-4.30pm so that

t'Ann Mgrrow Lindbergh,
Hour oJ Gotd, Hour of Lead: Diaries and Lerkrs of Ann
Morrow Lindbergh, 1929-1932, (New York: Harcourt Brace Javonivich, l9l3), i71.
_

_
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she may have oppoftunity for. rest or rec¡eation.

Both nurses shall be on duty in the hospital on the first day of each month at the
hour of the visit of the Medical officer, the nurse who is being
for the
purpose of reporting to the Medical Officer, and the nurse who is'elieved
taking over in
order to receive the Medical officer's instructions regarding the patients. The
monthly term of duty in the hospital shall begin and end with the visit of the
Medical officer on t¡at day. In the absence of the Medical officer fi.om Aklavik
the change shall be made at noon on the first day of the month,

It shall be the duty of the Assistant or relieving nurse to answer all calls for and
from outside the settlement, subject always to the wishes and directions of the
Medical Officer.E3

with this kind of taxing schedule, the wonder is that

nurses like Deaconess Margaret

solomon were able to calry out religious instruction and missionary duties as well

as

nursing. Miss solomon may have told the loyal mission followers in the south about how
she had time

for fifteen minute services in the Aklavik hospital every evening, but

she

had noted that with her arrival, the other nurse could finally get some much-needed
rest,sa Despite McKeand's understanding, and the intentions

of the MSCC, the mission

was more likely the avocation, and nursing came first. unlike teachers whose primary

role was to christianize their charges through education, nurses had to heal first, then
worry about Christianizing.

It

would appear that one way which allowed Anglican women to actively pursue

mission work among women and child¡en in a more relaxed setting was through the
establishment

of woman's Auxiliary branches. The wA was an integral part of

83YTA, ACC,
soLiving

DOy, COR 263, Series 1-1c, Box 15, File 3. No dare.

Message, September 1934.
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Anglican parish, and operated with some autonomy fi'om the men, and afforded women
an oppoftunity to exercise executive skills. At no time should the

any body which actually ran parish affairs. The national
something else altogether, so the

wA, then, had a double

wA

be confused with

wA of the MSCC

was

grasp on women and missions

in the North, which was less tenuous than tlat of the church of England itself.
The support by the

wA of the MSCC of missionary women in the North

was vital,

which was why the letters which were published in the Letter Izaflet and the Living
Message convey so much news about individual success, hardships faced, and mission

activities. The women in the south wanted to know where their dollars were going, and
how their gifts of goods were being used. The women in the No¡th wanted the flow of
money to continue. In essence, each side was a\ryare how the game had to be played
because whethe¡ at a national level, or in local parishes, or at

northelï missions, the wA

permitted an oufet for capable women who were second-class members of the church

without actually interfering with the church itself. when they anived in the North,
Anglican women conside¡ed the creation
development

of the wA as an important step in

the

of the mission -- now the missionary's wife had arrived, or the single

women were on tÏe scene they knew it was time to get down to real woman's work at
the mission. This may have been because t}re women would have been active in their own

home pæishes as members

of the wA, and they probably looked forward to

the

compalionship and activities they remembered. They may have had enthusiasm fo¡
rnission, but these women were uprooted from their traditional activities at home, and

their eagemess to introduce the

wA

was as much self-serving as

it

was p¡oselytising.
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They had to make some adjustments for the situation, of course, but nofihern groups
were modelled on the four aims of groups in the South: \re pray, we learn, we work, and

we give.

F¡om the beginning, the white and mixed-blood wives of traders ran the WA, and
despite the involvement of Dene and Inuit women in
was

still

a white woman's organization.

wA

branches across the North, this

In the Mackenzie, the women in the community

were gradually integrâted into the groups as they moved into the settlements and by 192g,
the Diocesan Board of the

wA

had managed three important meetings. The motto of the

Mackenzie River Diocese

wA

was "the willingness and the solitary place shall be glad

for them, " explained the published report of those meetings. The Hay River branch was
formed in 1906, and by 1907, Miss Wilgress had recorded twenty-seven members. The
meetings comprised business and missionary news, prayer and educational talks. The
Diocesan Board was organized in 1914 and Mrs Vale was elected president. She held this

post until 1927. lt" appears from reco¡ded dates that Diocesan meetings were helcl to
coincide with the supply vessel's trip downriver. The women presumably met, then went
home on the return. \vhat a wonderful excuse to visit old friends they had not seen for
some time under the guise

In her Presidential

of Church work.

address

at fhe 1927 Diocesan Board meeting, Sadie Sfinger

int.oduced the concept of annual leports, which has proved useful for this study

as

printed all within one booklet are activities and financial statements of sevel'al branches
in the region. The total membership in the Diocese, which included Fort Chipewyan, was
82. Because there was no missionary at Fort Smith or Foft Norman, there were no WA.
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The first meeting of the Fort Macphe'son

wA

was held on Ash wednesday

under the direction of Mrs Reid. "Amidst many discouragements, the

of

1919

wA forged ahead,

described as here a little, there a little, " but at that first meeting, the six members set to

work with needles and thread and three yards of print fabric to make a quilt. By June of
the next year, they had completed fourteen quilts and had donated the proceeds of a sale

to Bishop Lucas.s This g'oup apparently functioned as a sewing group, but there were
always prayer and the singing of hymns at every meeting.

rn

1'927, the

Aklavik Branch showed a roll of twenty members, but most of those

were Native women who only spent some part of the year near the settlement.

It

was

impossible to organize a Branch of Inuit women, wrote Minnie Hackett in the annual

report, but the Dene women attended faithfully when they were in the area. The

gr

oup

made gar ments for the hospital, as well as moccasins and moose skin gloves which were

emb¡oidered and sold to the white residents of the settlement.

women donated a hymn board

with the funds raised, the

to the church and had plans for

supplying more

furnishings.E. lvhat is particularly interesting about this report is the context it has with
the one that followed five years later. Mrs Murray wrote about their "tiny

in

wA

branch,'

1933. There were six members which included the mission staff and the RCMp

corporal's wife. In that small isolated Aklavik Branch, the women were saw themselves

85NWTA,

N79-027, ACC, Journals, St Matthew's Mission, 2 July 1920, 197 and
GSA, DOA, M71-4 Series 2-2-c, Box 1.0.
s'Mackenzie

River Diocesan Branch of the Woman's Auxiliary, Annual Report of Al1
-COn
Saint's Atlavit Branch of the WA, 31 December 1927 , yTA, ACC, DOy,
ZO¡,
Series 1-1c, Box 15, File 3.
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as doing their

part "in the weaving of the widespread web of the WA.

suddenly operating with foulteen fewer members

"8?

Why they were

is unknown. It would be

speculation to assume the Native women had deserted the Branch;

sheer-

it is more likely that

they were never full membe¡s in the first place.

An afiicle about the Arctic in the 1938 Living Message explained how Anna RokebyThomas was wor*ing to bring the knowledge of the

wA

to that settlement, but it notes

her goal was to enrol evely woman as an associate member "teaching tlem, little by little

their responsibilities, until in the course of time they may enrol in a full membership.

This makes the

wA

seem a

"EE

little like a ladies Girl Guide company where everyone

worked their way up tlrough a series of levels. In some ways it was. Isobel Greenwood
remarked how badges were presented to the

wA

Branch at Fo¡t Macpherson when she

an'ived there in 1935.8'Mrs Rokeby Thomas wrote, it had been her "ambition and hope,'

while training at the Deaconess House to organize a vy'A Branch at cambridge Bay. ,'It
was a big clisappointment to learn
be.

it would be much harder than [she] thought it would

" The Inuit at cambridge Bay were "most primitive, and while the men are

and a little more progressive,

capable

" the women were always in the backglound. of the

fir.st

all-woman's meeting, she confessed "they looked like a flock of unherded sheep, " and
she had "to

fall back on our interpreter

the meaning of the

wA

E,Living Message,
88"The

as

I wanted them to understand fully." Teaching

was so important to her that Mrs Rokeby-Thomas made an effort

March

1933 .

Arctic, " Living Message, October 1938,

8eLíving

Message, September 1935.
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to convey the message to every Inuit camp she visited.eo

At Pangnirtung, the WA was one of Flossie Hirst,s chief joys. For her, it was a
"means of becoming more intimately acquainted with the motlers and babies,

" and the

large contingent of juniors.e' The group worked hard at a fund-raising project to help
rebuild the hospital at Aklavik, which had burned to the ground in 1926. The women
made seal skin picture scrap books which were unique souvenirs. The supervision of the

project took up a lot of Miss Hirst's personal time, and she flippantly recorded that she
might start charging for her time. upon reflection, however she decided Bishop Fleming

"will rise in wrath and ask whose time we think we,¡e using!"e, Sewing groups seemed

to be the mainst¿y of

northern

wA

Branches, especially those with large Native

memberships, and since Inuit women in particular were extremely adept with a needle,

it allowed for a cultural compromise to take place. Both groups of women could make
the best use of skills to work toward some common ground.
Even white women who had no such skills could be useful to the WA, or so Mena

O¡ford desc¡ibed.
Sometimes, the evenings I went up [to the hospital] they,d have a sort of WA
meeting, and Nukinga (her help) and her friends would be there too. Everyone
would sit around chattering, or sewing, or.knitting. I wasn't much help ai the

sewing or knitting, though I did come in handy to hold things down when
off whatever it was, or hang onto a skein ofwool with
both wrists while one of the women carded it into balls. I could also baste
someone else cut a pattern

NLiving Messag¿,
October 1938

''Hirst Diaries, GSA, I.
e+lirst Diaries, GSA, IL
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seams.e3

Florence Giles, another Anglican missionary at pangnirtung explained what Mena

orford described. Each membe¡'s work was rolled into a towel and marked with her
name so that

it

could be kept separate. Some were making dlesses, some were taking

apart dresses. some were knitting. others were undoing old knitting. she does not say

whether the one activity resulted from the other'. They closed these meetings with a

hymn, and everyone went away with a "smile

and,

a Tabvoutit Kitonamic, (Good-bye,

Thank You)," she wrote, but added she prayed "their dear souls will appreciate the real
meaning of the WA, as they do need it."ea The Inuit women may have needed some
understanding about the

wA,

but they probably did not need to leam the lesson about the

joy of giving which in this case meant giving up what they had produced to raise funds
for the lvA and other missions in ceylon and Malaya! In the Inuit experience, sharing
meant survival, and

it is interesting how one of their own cultural Íuths became part of

the lesson.
There are many other examples of the activities of WA Branches in the North. One

entry bears some mention because it hints at how the Inuit viewed this female enterprise.

At a WA picnic at Pangnìrtung, the sports included
and three legged races. one hundred and

sack races, egg races, spoon races

fifty women and children were in

Flossie Hil'st wlote that "this was one day when

it

attendance.

would seem tlìat the men almost

erOlford, Journe¡
North, 169.
eoExcerpts

from Diary of Florence Giles, Pangnirtu ng, Living Message, July 193g.
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wished they could be women.

from the excitement.

of

"e5

How disappointed the men must have been to be kept

course to the white women, this was a day where men did not

run anything and the women could do what they wanted. The Inuit families just wanted
to have fun.

ln

some ways, the extension

of wA

Branches

to Native women represented the

closest thing to feminist reform that Anglican women coulcl manage. Although they would
most adamantly deny

it,

it

fol

was what passed

the message was initiative. The message was also sisterhood, and

female bonding

in a

male-dominated setting. But the

wA

introduced concepts of sharing with women for the good of other women, which was

radically different from sharing as a community in order to survive. The

wA

Branches

also perpetuated the image of women as adjunct to their men, within the church itself,
and wìthin the community. Inuit and Dene women were already aware of their place in

their own cultural older, but that place was not as clearly defined as it was in the white
culture they were being taught to emulâte. Gender roles were separate in Native culture,
but production and occupation were interwoven within those parameters.
The female church of England Missionary and the wives of Anglican clergymen and

lay missionaries have left the most impressive documentary record for white women who
went to Northern canada in the fifty years previous to the second world war. what is
evident fi'om those ¡ich sources is the¡e was no doubt for any of the women that the
object of their life amongst the Inuit and Dene was to convey the spiritual message of

'sHirst Diaries. GSA. III.
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Christianiff, and to teach them of "the eter.nal things that matter, "eó which is as much
a personal notion as

it is a denominational

one.

What is also noticeable is that their concems often appear more pragmatic, yet petty

next to the concerns

of men. That

missiona-ry wife was absorbed

woman's day.

If it

seems

because they had more

should come as no surprise, because even the

by those small pragmatic things which make up

any

like women missionaries complained more, perhaps it

was

to complain about, although it could be that as independent

women, they whinged because they were less afraid of the consequences. The church was

their raison d'ete but the situation often controlled how things actually worked, and even
missiona¡ies can be un-Christian when they are all cooped up.

On the one hand, white women are blamed in the historiography for.erecting racial
ban'iers and

for fostering racial tension. on the other, white missionary women are

rebuked because they broke down racial ban'iers so they could cany on their work
spreading the Word of God to theil Native charges. That left them standing in the gap,

but not in the way the MSCC originally intended. The suspicion, is that to the female
mìssionalies, any negative attitude about theil wolk would have been unimportant, like
the young nurse Ann Lindbergh met at Moose Factory when she flew across the Arctic.
The nurse was on hel way Nolth to a settlement where there was only "a missionary, a

Mountie, a trading post, and Eskimos. She did not say much, " but it "made me quite sick

to think of five years up there, a boat once a year, and no

e6Sarah

other- white woman,',

Stringer, "Address to the Canadian Club, " November, 1931. GSA, DOA,
M74-3, Series 2-B #10, Box i3.

Isaac O Stlinger Paperc,
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remembered Mrs Lindbergh. "I couldn't think of anything encouraging to say except that
she would be doing pioneering work.

face at that.

" There was "a slight flìcker of satisfaction on her

""

Margaret Strobel and Nupur chauduri have come to the conclusion that any survey
about white women in the Empire is complicated by the desire to fÌnd feminine resistance

to the patriarchal institutions manifest in imperialism. what happens is that what is found

is complicity. This is because any study about the issue is inevitably a study of present
issues and contemporary values.

A review of

the work

of female missionar.ies in

North suggests a bit of both complicity, and resistance. But

it

the

also shows tlrat what

missionaries set out to do is not necessarily what they accomplish, and

if

analysts persist in approaching the problem from a policy perspective, they

to find the answers they pursue.

e'Lindbergh, 6 August
7931., Hour of GoM, Hour of Lead, 166.

contemporary

will continue

Chapter Six

Seems Strange To Us
Connections and Distinctions Between Cultures

During her first winter at shingle Point, Addie Butler wrote to her sister about an

Inuit wedding which she had attended

-

although she recorded "you would never-have

known a wedding was about to be solemnized. The bridal couple was sitting among the
rest of the congregation, not together, and there were no bridesmaids, no confetti, no

fuss, no nothing.

"

Mrs Butler considered what she saw, and how she thought it

remarkable that after the wedding, the married couple went off in separate ways and not

together. It was 1933. Anglican missionaries had preached theil message in the region

for more than seventy years, but in the isolated mission church, the Inuit showed that
even though they embraced the concept of

cultural twist.

It

"seems strange to us,

chlistian marriage, they maintained their own

" Mrs Butler concluded about

the wedding in

particular, but her statement, and the wedding itself, may well have represented a more
general commentary on the contact between races in the North.'

Apparently, any examination of white women in colonial or imperial situations is
incomplete without some assessment

of the nature of their lacist tendencies, or

the

relation between their racist attitudes ard the colonial and imperial undertaking of which

they were a part. This idea surfaces in viltually every work which pertains to white

'Butler letters, i933. It should be remembered that this study embraces three racial
groups: lVhite, Inuit and Dene.

women \.vho have travelled into the Empire. principally, the debate has cenü.ed on
whethe¡ the arrival of white women marked an increase in racist sentiments, or if women

rvere more racist than men. In the canadian paradigm, Sylvia van Kirk notes this
tendency

in her

study

of

women

in the fur

trade.' The supposition is that while

establishing the rituals of their own society, white women erected racial baniers which

interfered with the interaction between the indigenous community and the white mon who
controlled it. Implicit in this analysis is the understanding that while white women did not
generally rule or occupy positions of political power, they played an essential ¡ole in
creating the milieu which allowed control to be exerted.3
Feminist writers argue such a focus is problematic: it assesses female prejudice on
the basis of male assumptions, ignores different levels of interaction, and places women

only within the framework of political and economic domination. The traditional course
which judges women responsible fol' racial tensions because of sexual jealousies for
instance, is the result of analysis which perceives women in ter.ms of their relationship

with men. Such and¡o-centric bias is able to twist the colonial power relationships
between white men and indigenous women and the subsequent sexual exploitation into an

argument that men were non-racist because

of

those sexual relations. Because they

frowned upon those liaisons, white women are labelled as racist.o

'Sylvia Van

Krk, Many

Tender Ties, (Winnipeg: Watson

& Dwyer, i9g0), 6.

3see

Susan Bailey, women and the British Empire: An Annotated Guide to sources.
(New York: Garland, 1983), 1.
aSee

Chilla Bulbeck, "New Histories of the Memsahib and Missus: The Case of
Papua New Cuinea, " Joumal of Women's History, 3(2), Fall i991; Elizabeth West,
"White Women in Colonial AusÍ.alia, " Refactury GirI, March 7977, and Janice À,i
Brownfoot, "Memsahibs in colonial Malaya: A Study of European wives in a British
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That kind of convoluted conclusion is one example of how concepts of gender and
race can get neatly tangled, Iike the contradiction which emer-ges with the understanding

that white women wele a subordinate gloup within the dorninant one, while their own

inferiol position did not exempt them from carrying out the expectations of those in
power. This means white women could be as racist as white men, even while they were
oppressed by those men dominating both indigenous males and females. Feminists have
been disappointed to find women did not colonize indigenous women in a different way

from men simply because they were women, socialized to nurture, and to cany
civilization into the "primitive" world. The hope was to find gentler paths to colonization
because white women inte¡acted

with Native women at a more

per.sonal

level. white

women, after all, taught Native children, and nursed Native families. But in the attempt

to determine

if

women were mole humane, analysts have decirted white, European

women were enthusiastic purveyors of their own cultural conventions, even though they

often questioned imperial policies, or made attempts to improve the lot of indigenous
women.

claudia Knapman suggests in wh¡re women in

Fiji

rhat concepts of race, and racial

tension, however, are too often taken for granted. In the imperial and colonial situation,
racism is expected to be pÍesent, so

it is:

the nafural concomitant of ttre post-colonial

consciousness. Knapman questions how an increase in racial tensions can be measured,
and wondels what behaviour can be consideled as racist, or whether racist behaviou¡ is
necessarily a result

of a belief in lacial supeliority. These questions are relevant, but

Colony and Protectorate, " in Callan and Ar.dener, Eds, The Incorporcted Wife
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I(napman also challenges how any historical study can say with certainty that women
were more racist than nlen.5 Mor.e important perhaps, is whether it matters.

chilla Bulbeck's notion, offered in Australian women in papua New Guinea, is lhat
racism is anothe. way of explaining the separation between "the ruler and the ruled,
western civilization and local behaviour, the comparatively wealthy and the poor, and the

apparently educated and the ignorant. "6 The definition is a useful reminder that ¡acist
behaviour includes class distinctions, and inüoduces the most important dimensions of

racism: power and authority. Such distinctions are examples

of what Bulbeck

calls

cultural marke¡s. These mar*ers are useful in examining the Northern experience, but in
the case of white women in the canadian North, racism provides a limited scope as a
concepfual Íìamework, in part because the power and authority these women held was

merely intellectual, and based upon their own concepts of ¡acial superiority.
Racism is part

of an anach¡onistic

scare which judges rather than analyzes, and

belongs with that genre of histoly Edward said has called "the rhetoric of blame,,'? and

which judges the past tfu'ough

tle

eyes

of the present. political agendas have long since

coloured the meaning of the term, and previous bigotries have been replaced with new
ones which do not allow

for any distinction between levels of outlook, or degrees of

oppression, or for historical context or indeed for the possibility that women can change

their attitudes over time. what should be more profitable is an examination of how the
sKnapman,

White Women in

Fiji,

10.

thilla Bulbeck, Australian women in papun New Guinea;
(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 1993), 40.

colonial

passages,

'Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism, (New york: Alfred Knopf, 1gg3), 96.
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\.vomen

of one race dealt with racial and cultural distinctions. Therefore, this study will

not attempt to discern whether white women were mor.e racist than men, but will provide
some basis fo¡ understanding the setting created by white women of the imperial outposts

of the North, and within the context of female culture.

It is understood any evidence used to illusfate the cultural exchange was provided
by one side, which because of the resources available to its society has essential conüol
of the information. There is no view from the other culfure, except for what is presented

from the white women, but the focus on female interaction opens up a range of topics
which have not hitherto been addressed. while the story is incomplete,
assumed the white women who

left the documents and memoirs

it

cannot be

necessar-ìly meant to

mislead. what is presented here are thei¡ views on the cultural differences which were

significant to them, because, after all, it is people who are agents of change, not their
race or their culture.

It is not the intention to deny that as a group, white women who emigrated North
went with the attitude that as a race, they were superior to the Native population, because

for the most part, they did. As Margaret sfiobel suggested, these women "expressed the

cultural arrogance which imperialism

spawned, "E

and that anogance

is

pervasive

tlroughout the sources, as are stereotypical, and parronizing remarks. what is also
evident, and ultimately more significant than the recognition

of

their. own racial

superiolity, is how the difference between Native cultures and customs affected the lives

of white women, and how often white women were stymied in imposing thei¡ own
Estrobel,

European Women, 39.
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pleferences. Cultulal arogance does not necessarily translate into domination and cont¡ol.

The t¡ansition to a civilized culture was not a smooth one, and there was necessary
collaboration between cultures as well as imposition. There were some positive as well
as imperfect connections, and there were also separate realms.

Like the cliched twain of

east and west, sometimes the nofth and south could never meet.

one author has suggested racism can be appreciated as the natural preference ofone,s
own appearance and custom over that of otrers.e This idea serves as a r.eminder for this
study that not only white European cultures held racist beliefs. wallace Manning told
those who read her memoirs

to "remember that in their own language [the Eskimos] are

Imuit, THE People, while you are only a white, whose origin according to
legend is to say the least, uncompliment¿Ð¡. "t0 In the northern case

it

eskimo

was impossible

for white women to effectively dominate the indigenous people they encountered, if only
because

of limited numbers. It was also quite impossible to impose cultural values,

and

even religious conventions on people who might, and would, up and leave on a moment,s

notice to follow the seal, the caribou, or the run of Arctic char. In the Mackenzie,
missionaries and teachers had to compete with deer herds, ice conditions and trapping
season.

Life simply depended on those seasonal events, and civilization had to be put on

hold while the Native population engaged in haditional pursuits.

It

should be made clear from the outset of this discussion that

if

sexual jealousies

'Philip D Curtin, "The Environment Beyond Europe and the European Theory of
Empire," Joumal of World History, I(Z), 1990, 136.
'oManning, Igloofor the Nighr, 19. I have used Manning's spelling in the quotation.
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developed among white and Native women in the North, it is not evident in the sources.

That does not mean it was not thel'e, it just rneans the women did not reveal theil.
thoughts on the matter. Jean Godsell did note one manifestation, but shangely, it was an

observation made fiom the other perspective and only hinted at sexual jealousies. This
perhaps confirms women did not think in terms of sexual jealousies, and

to the idea that such preoccupation was a

condition generated

it

adds substance

by

male-defined

fiameworks. women were capable of reflection which concer.ned perceived and real
power within the community, as well as sex.
As she settled in the Mackenzie Valley, Mrs Godsell reflected on how she
represented, without realizing it, the very thing that native born members of the
old regime viewed with such suspicion -- most of the company's Factors were
still intermarried with the tribes, and women of mixed blood dominated the social,
and to a large extent the business life of all these forts. Instinct seemed to tell

them that once their place was usurped by women of the acquisitive and
dominating white race, they would be relegated to a position of more or less
obscurity, completely shorn of all their power and glory.',
To assume Mrs Godsell's assertion that the Native women thought in terms of power and

glory is notlæft ionable in the current academic climate which tends to view any Eurocentric position as misguided, but it would be naive to dismiss her assessment. Both sides

were probably feeling tfueatened under the circumstances of her arrival in the North

as

wife of an aggressive and flamboyant Factor. she had an appearance to maintain. The
Dene women were

litely interested in at least maintaining fhe sîatus quo. To

pretend,

otherwise allows no credit to the Dene women concerned, for Native cultures were not
passive, and there is no reason to believe Native women were any mo¡e submissive than

"Jean Godsell,

I

Was No

l¿dy,35.
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either Native men, ol. white women.

As early as the turn of the century, sophie porter noted the Inuit along the Arctic
coast, and in particular tlte women, showed some ambition to adopt white customs.r2

Native women displayed almost excessive curiosity about their white counterpafts, and
were leceptive to the ideas so foreign to their experience.'3 This placed an unusual
burden upon white women because, while they were prepared and expected to spread the

knowledge

of a more

advanced civilization, they were not equipped

to do it on the

Native's terms which was how it had to be done in these circumstances. As Luta Munday

explained, "they always wanted to know everything, and the hardest thing
attempted was to

try to explain things to

them.,'ro White women,

I

ever

for example, felt

responsible to communicate the elements of civilization considered female in nature. The

problem was that the Inuit women had little or nothing with which to make comparisons.

AII the expectations and attitudes of superiority were unable to shìeld white women

ÍÌom the scrutiny of the Native people they encountered. As in other ouþosts of the
Empire, their white skjns

set

them apart, and even if they carried some sense ofprivilege,

they were nervous because of a preconceived image of the Natives as savages, and
because they were continually reminded this was no place

fo¡ a white woman.

These

white women rcacted witïin the limitations of their own customs and experience until

''Sophie Porter, "An Arctic Winter, " 358.
r3See

Kerry Abel, "Of Two Minds, " 7?.

'oMunday, A Mounty's Wife, 147.
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they leamed othe¡wise.'s The women harl heard stories

of

cannibalism, slavery,

infanticide, and wife swapping, which no doubt made them apprehensive, but what
surprisecl them at the

first meeting was how much of a curiosity they were themselves,

and they commented especially when the scrutiny came from Native women. The reasons

for the focus is not clear. It is possible the Native men were simply not interested, and
dismissed the white women as unsuitable for any Native marriage union. They may also
have seen the white women as unattractive besides. It coul<l also be the white men who
accompanied the white women North directed them
assumed women's interests would be mutual.

to Native women because

It might also have been

they

because white

women were naturally drawn towards the Native women because of what they perceived
as common interests.

Luta Munday suggested another ¡eason. "No man" she wrote, ,'either native or
white, cares to have white women in the country. " Men found women "a nuisance in
every way," because they were not as fi.ee to come and do as they pleased which they

otherwise might have been. Mrs Munday's rationale

for this remark followed

the

revelation that Inuit men had some habits which disturbed her sensibilities. These habits

were "most embarrassing to a white woman when out among them, or travelling with

'5As one later missionary suggested "Utopia only exists in the abstract -- the
packaging is as valuable as tle contents an<l is inseparable from the contents -[she]
arrives with the handicap of not understanding the language and since this is the only way
[she] gets [her] message across, [she] has to use it and [her] own cultural biasei untit
something better comes along. R. Lechat, oMI, "Evangelization and colonization, "
Eskimo, Spring/Summer , 1,976, 4.
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them, " and insisted the men had to learn that certain rules must be kept.16 Anna Rokeby-

Thomas remarked on a similar experience, suggesting time had made tittle difference in

changing local custom. she described how she was startled as she walked through the
settlement by an Inuit who "came out of his igloo, shook hands and then urinated -- while

[they] talked (or tried to), then went casually on his way.

""

Elizabeth raylor was not the fir'st white woman in the Mackenzie Delta, yet the lack

of presence in 1892 was sufficient enough for her to be able to remark that "few of the
Eskimos had eve¡ seen a white woman, and they evidently found [her] shange and
amusing. " They all treated her with the greatest of couftesy she explained, urging her to

visit their skin tents, They presented her with gifts of arrows, and trinkets made fiom
walrus ivory. Miss Taylor was sure they expected gifts in return, although since most

initial contact had been with üaders and whalers, it is more likely the Inuit were looking

for the usual reciprocation rather than presents.rs More perplexing to Elizabeth raylor
was the reaction of one

Inuit woman who looked her all over, shut her eyes, then shook

her head from side to side as she went off in a

fit of laughter. "Evidently, I

impressed

her as presenting an utterly absurd appearance,,' wrote Miss Taylor,'e unable to

see

helself a¡d her image as anything but the norm.

The Reverend Harold Webster remembered when his wife Edie anived at

'6Munday, A Mounry's WiÍe, 173.
1'Rokeby-Thomas,

"A¡ctic Honeymoon,', 31.

'&Iaylor, "Up the Mackenzie to the polar Sea," Travel,3, 1899.

'Taylor, "A Woman Explorer in the Mackenzie Delta, " palt IIl, 230.
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coppermine she was the first white woman the Inuit there had seen. "They wanted to
touch her', " he wrote, "to touch her clothes, to watch what she did. They followed her
everywhere, even into her bedroom. " Not surprisingly, Mrs webster found this irritating,
so in response she shut the door behind her. Eventually, "they got used to her and she

got used to them. "æ christina Fry was welcomed to her new home at Herschel Island
by Inuit who treated her to a cup of tea. while visiting one family, "many of the Natives
called and gazed upon me," she wrote, "but

I

suppose

it was to

see what the palson,s

wife looked like. "'z'
Being subjected to a " gaze" fi'om visitors often'esulted in lengthy, pregnant silences
because the white women were unsure ho\.v to react. In their experience, hostesses were

obligated to offer some social response. They were not aware that in the Inuit tradition,

this was neither expected, nor

necessary.22 Beah'ice

Mason told what happened when

Natives visited he. cabin in the northem yukon. They just stared, and
disconcerting to me and at first

I felt called

upon to

fiy to make

"it

was very

conversation, but not

speaking the same language, they just stared the harder', " she recalled. Her solution was

to "cut my monologue and [go] about my
'traven

if

they were not there. "r3 Annie

and Webster, Arctic Adventure, 85.

'?'Chrjstina Fry to Lucas, Herschel
Series 5-3, Box 19.

-

business as

_

Island,5 January 1912. GSA, DOA, M71-4,

"This element of Eskimo etiquette is explained in Barrington Moore, Jr., privacy:
Stutlies in Social and Culrural History, (Armonk, Ny: ME Sharpe, Inc, igga). in
chapter one, Moore examines the experience of Jean Briggs, an anthropologist doing
fieldwork in an Eskimo community, where she learned thai àespite the coìstant visitin!
by Eskirnos to her tent, this did not impose any obligation towards visitor's wants.
'?3Beahice

Mason, YTA, 69.
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card was alone with hel young daughter when her first Dene women callers appeared,
and she confessed she "felt a little timid. " But she "shook their grimy hands, and asked

them to come in.

" Mrs card thought

she knew what was

of interest to women, so she

showed them her stove, and they were fascinated by her mirror., She made them tea, and

then afterwards took them to see her chickens, which she explained was the most
entertaining part of the afternoon for her guests.z

It is this contact at a social level which

separates the experience

of white women in

the North from that of their counterparts in the imperial settings of Asia and Africa. In
many Northern communities, the mixed blood wives of traders were accepted

in

the

social cilcle of other white women, primarily because they offered the only link with
their own culture. Inuit women and their families often dropped in to Anglican missions.
They were uninvited, but in the North, visitors understood they would be welcome.

Inquisitive Inuit women, and men, were probably inhigued

by the obvious

distinction in dress and demeanour between the sexes of the white race. The Inuit had
some

difficulty with the Grey Nuns, for instance, and notjust because of the strangeness

of theil habit. The missions established by the Grey Nuns were actually run by oblate
Fathers, and under theil contract, the sisters were obligated to "help the oblates in all
possible ways." In retum the Fathers provided for spilitual and mater.ial needs, so

should come as no surprise that the Natives viewed this as some sort

of

marital

relationship.'5 Anything else would have been incomprehensible to their culture.

2nCard,

"An Indian Agent's Wife," 22.

'?s"Fort Providence,

" Typescr.ipt history, SGME.

it
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The visual differences between white men and women explains Grace

o'I(elly's

account

of hor first encounter with Inuit women which only hints at how perplexed and frightened
she must have been. She

wote

The women stood in a group on the shore and when I arived they rushed towal.ds
me in a body completely sunounding me. Some of them fell at my feet,
examining my brogues and spats most minutely, others felt and rubbed my beaver
coat - for it was fur they had never seen before, and my gloves were taken off
and my hands examined with ordinary interest. They were most desirous to
remove all of my clothes but I had this part of the performance stopped by an
interpreter whom I called to my assistance. The children who were then brought
forward screamed with fright when they saw me and ran away -- not particulaily
complimentary, but a fact nevertheless.26

The fascination with hands was also repofied by Sadie Stringer who remembered Inuit
women took her hands and sfoked them. "They guessed I was tired and a little lonely, "
she thought, so their minisÍ'ations were intended

to soothe. Mrs stringer was impressed

by the way the Inuit women had gone to the chief and told him she was frightened and
needed their support.2'

To knowing eyes, hands can tell more about an individual than simple skin colour.,
and the Inuit women would have used those observations to form their own opinion about

the white woman in their midst. The Inuit women would have been looking for
indications of Mrs stlilger's capabilities as an Arctic wife and mother whose primary

duty was to plovide walm clothing for hel family. Because of the hostile climate, the
manufacture of suit¿ble clothing was a valuable skill. white women relietl heavily on

'6Grace

O'Kelly, Typescript, PABC, Mss 2636, 34. (Mrs O,Kelly also wrote under

the name Gladys.
27"4

Woman in the Wilderne ss," Letter Leaflef, October

lgl4,37B.
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Native women to provide the clothing for white families as well, partly because white
women did not know how to prepare and chew skins to be sewn, and partly because they

could not bring themselves to do it after they lealned the procedures. The realization of
whom was necessary to whose comfoft was not lost on either white or Native women.

caring for their families was a role held in common by white and Native women, but
motherhood created one of the most significant gulfs between the two races, even while

it

was

a

singularly common experience. childbifth itself reinfo¡ced the cultural

differences because there wele two sets

of

practices, each one reflective

of

the

environment and tradition in its own way. only in rare instances did the two cultures
meet so white women aided Native women, o¡ Native midwives were called to assist

white women. There were a number of reasons why.
In her assessment of British women in the Empire, Margaret Strobel maintains that
during childbirth, the use of indigenous midwives meant crossing racial barriers, and
increased anxieties

for British women who were

concerned with maintaining racial

boundaries.'6 That suggestion shows a lack of understanding which is unfortunate for
a feminist analysis.

It

assumes that concepts of racial superiority controlled how women

lived their lives without taking into full account the ordeal itself. Childbirth is an intimate
event, where it is impossible to maintain rnuch dignity or sustain any sense of modesty,
so

if Shobel's conclusion means white women prefen'ed their inferiors did not see them

in a demeaning position then there might be some support for the argument that racial
barriers werc the issue. There is the possibility white women just simply preferred to

'?Esû'obel,

European Women, lB.
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have a trained white attendant for the same reasons. In the Arctic, anxieties were indeed

obvious. when faced with what they viewed as a perilous undertaking, white women

were apprehensive because

of

language difficulties,

unhygienic and "primitive" practices.

or what they

why white women would be

believed

to

be

suspicious can be

appreciated when their views of Native childbirth are known.

Sadie stringer''s naffative, written
announcement

at

Herschel Island

in

1g9g, follows her

of a Native birth near the community. There has been no attempt to

establish the veracity

of Mrs Stringer's report

because

its value lies more in

the

realization that this is how she envisioned the Native experience. She wrote:
whenever an Eskimo ch d is about to be bom, a snow house is always built for
the mother and she enters it alone. After the birth of the child, the mother remains
in the snow house for a period of five days. No one goes inside the house, and
no one goes to see her, only one woman who carries her food to her and passes
it in through the low entrance called a doo¡. After the expiration of five days, she
is allowed to go back to live with her family in their house. This woman i speak
of now did not want the child to live because it was a girl, so immediately iiwas
bo¡n she herself car¡ied it about half a mile away to the side of the hill änd left
it out there in the snow to die.re

Emily craig Romig had met Mrs stringer on a t'.ek to the Klondike
remembered this story as Mrs stringer had related

in

1g9g. she

it, but added that Mrs stringer had

also told her she had visited one Inuit woman while she was alone in her snow house.

Mr

stringer got sick shorlly after', and the Natives found out. They told her that if she had
stayed at home, he would still be well.

Mrs Romig commented that when Inuit babies were born, the mothers just sat on

"Sadie Stringer, Herschel Island, 25 January 1898. GSA,
Papers, Series 2, 2-a-1..

a

DOA, Isaac Sfinger
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box, adding "this was apparently not too much of a ceremony, and not much thought of
as a performance, it

just happened.

"30

\vith variations, this view about Native childbirth

prevailed. carolyn Soper was determined to see how Inuit women managed in childbirth,
and as a trained nurse, was prepared to offer any assistance she could provide. The first

opportunity arose when her own Inuit helper gave birth shortly aftel the sopers arrived

at Lake Harbour

in

1930. When Neve did not arrive at the house one morning, Mrs

Soper paid a call at the family's tupik and found Neve kneeling on sleeping robes,

stitching seal skin boots. The Native midwife was present, but Mrs Soper stayed for
about an hour. when she leturned after lunch, Neve was outside the tupik, and the baby
was safely tucked in he¡ hood, "cozily swathed in skins of the Arctic hare. The umbilical

cord had been cut several inches from his body and tied with a piece of stling" from a
coal sack. carolyn soper noted her trained mind thought immediately of infection, but
she reconsidered her hasty desire to help, and concluded that since these "pr.imitive,'

women had managed quite well without outside help her interference might prove
harmful.

Mrs Soper decided that for Inuit women, "childbirth was usually a quick and easy
function, " which implied to her readers that childbirth for Inuit women was distinctive

from that of the white women reading her account

in

the Beaver.

It

was her

understanding that out on the land, dog teams were halted and a few snow blocks were

thrown up to provide shelter. when the baby was bom, the infant was placed as quickly

3oEmily

Craig R omig, The Life and Tiavels of a pioneer Woman in Alaska, (Colondo
Springs, Colorado: Plivately Printed, 1945),74 and 54.
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as possible in the hood of the mother's parka, and

for the remainder of the day, the

mothel rode in the sled. usually by the next day, mother rudged along by foot beside

the sled.3' To women conditioned to view chiklbirth as a confinement, an illness
attended by nurses and doctors, the "primitiveness"

oflnuit bilth

was pointedly apparent,

although it must not be assumed white women were insensitive to the need for essential
adaptations.

Mena Orford l'ecorded one aspect of Native practices which was specific, and
which had been alluded to by carolyn soper. Mrs orford's medical office¡ husband had
noticed the high rate ofpost-partum haemorrhage and death among Inuit mothers. He was
unable to get anywhere near an Inuit birth, but his young daughters had occasion to be
present in an Inuit tent when a baby was bom. over dinner that evening, their astonished

mother heard them explain how the midwife had only tied the umbilical co¡d towards the
baby,3'z

which accounted for the puzzling number of post-partum deaths.

Like Dr Orford and Carolyn Soper., Anna Rokeby-Thomas lamented the Inuit women
at cambridge Bay would not allow her to attend as a midwife. She had undeltaken special

haining with the victorian order of Nurses before she left Guelph to pr.epare her for

"Igloo Deliveries.

" "I'm sure [the VON] felt they were making a contribution

to

mankind, " wlote Ml's Rokeby-Thomas, but after her first yeal in the Arctic, she r.ealized
the lnuit women did not want her present at any births. "I was to lealn that child-bearing
was something they took

fol granted and was not considered a sickness, " she recorded.

3'Soper, "A
Nurse Goes to Baffin Island," 34.
3'?Orford,

Journey North, 76.
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But the main reason was that if they shoulcl be having a run of gir.ls, it was more
than coincidence that some of the girl babies didn't survive. I found the thought
of old people and babies freezing in igloos and baby girls being allowed to àie
levolting.33

Mrs Rokeby-Thornas recognized the problem was with he¡'own feelings, and conclu<led

"my pride was hurt because of my non-existent role as midwife. " She arrived in the
Nofih prepaled to provide "civilized" assistance, only to discover she could simply be
ignored.3o

By the time Mrs Rokeby-Thomas arrived at cambridge Bay, it was possible for white
women to fly south to give birth, but it was
needed.

risþ

to assume the <Jocto¡ could fly in when

white women in the North viewed childbirth

as

ominous, for the process of birth

was fast developing into a medically supervised condition characterized by ar.tificial
interventions, so when the opportunity ¿uose, some women chose to go south, or at least
to one of the mission hospitals. Their fears can be explained partly by the isolation, and
because there was no help at hand except, perhaps, a husband.35 This sense of loneliness

was demonslated by catherine Hoare who commiserated to Sadie sfinger how she had

not known Mrs Merritt was at Fort Macpherson when she gave birth to her son at
33Anna Rokeby-Thomas,
"sadness and

Joy," Noñh, 22(Z), March/April 1975, 16.
The implication, of course, is that Mrs Rokeby-Thomas did consider childbir.th as a
sickness which required medical attendance.
3olbid.

._. "9n9 notable exception seems to be the birth of Evelyn Scott at Arctic Bay in 193g.
(First baby born farthest north in the British Empie!) Mrs Scott was apparently attended
by two Eskimo women. I think there are two reasons for this change inattitude. The first
is the late date, reflecting a change in view, but it is more likely that since Mr scott was
an HBC hader, he had no "medical" training like missionary men who were sent into the
North. That meant Mls Scott did not even have the benefit of a husband/midwife.
Richard Marriot, "Arctic Bay Baby," Beaver, December, 1939, 46.
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Aklavik in 1921. "If only we had known,"

she

wfote, supposing everything would have

been easier, for both women were trained nurses.36 No doubt tales such as that of Rose

spendlove at Fort Nol'man

in the late nineteenth century had circulated amongst the

women. Mrs spendlove had nine children; appârently all were breach presentations. one
author has suggested the only assistance to Rose spendlove was provided by her husband,
a carving knife, and an Indian woman, which is probably a colourful <lescription meant

to impress the point.3'

childbirth for Native women who lived in the Mackenzie valley was different
because the Native population was not as nomadic as the

Inuit, and there was no need for

them to give birth and then move hastily along the trail. Native women did have
midwives of their own, and there are at least two examples of these attending a white,
European mother, although

it is clear that to the families of the women about to give

birth these attendants were there only to assist the designated midwife. char.les whittake¡
recorded the birth of his daughter Mabel in June of 1899 at peel River, where two Native

women provided assistance.3E He had appar ently gained some experience when he had
attended complications alising at Native birfhs.

Louisa camsell Mills described in an unpublished memoir how she believed Native
women in the region managed childbirth. she remembered they were usually alone, and

36Catlerine

Hoare to Sadie SÍinger,
COR 252, File 3, Box 4.

Allavik,

11 January

lg22. yTA, ACC, DOy,

3'Thomas, "Kindly
Despatch Miss Gatsby.', This article was written fi.om Mrs
Spendlove's diaries.
3sWhittaker,

"Autobiographical Account, " GMA, 33.
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recalled one young girl at Fort simpson who went into the bush in the middle of the
winter.
About a mile from the Foft she made a little camp for herself, first clearing away
the snow with her snow shoes, then cutting down some spruce boughs toiit on.
she tlen built a small fire, and there,
alone in 50 degrees below zero weather,
her baby was born. The next day she walked into the Fort with her infant str.apped
up in a moss bag on her back, neither suffer.ing any ill effects after their tryìng

a

experience.3e

Mrs Mill's experience was somewhat unique because she was not a temporary resident

in the Nofth, and her own mother was of mixed blood and had lived there since the
1860s, so the

fust of a Native attendant may have

been more a matter

of

personal

acquaintance and because Mrs camsell and the Bishop's wife were available as well as

the Indian midwife.

Interiewed in later years, M¡s Mills recalled
When my first baby was born, I really needed a doctor, but there was none near.
a great deal of consultation between my mother, the Bishop's wife, and my
Indian midwife, they decided to call in an old Indian who said hè could help me.
He gave me some dried up root which he cut up carefully with his jack-knife. He
then sat smoking his pipe and after he was finished, got up and saià, you,ll be all
light in a little while, and strange to say, I was.a0

After

Even after the passage of time, Louisa Mills was sceptical of the Native healing practices

for childbilth complications which were a part of her own heritage.

until mission hospitals we¡e established in the early thirties, or

in

unless women were

settlements where there were sevelal other white women, the only white midwife

available was a husband, and

it is not uncommon to find

3eMills, "seventy Years
Ago. "
orlbid.

entries

in diaries reading:
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"Herschel Noel was boln on christmas morning. As on the previous occasion we were
alone. "o' "Our

little son born at 5.30pm. Only myself in

attendance upon

Mrs Reid.,'n,

Ironically, this male presence confiibuted to birth being a family event durìng the period
when ttu'oughout canada the trend was toward approaching childbirth as illness, which
required medical attendants in a hospital setting. undel the guise of a new medical fiekl
cafled obstet¡'ics, the unique female experience became male dominated. In the North,
circumstances required parents to adopt an almost reverse approach.

There has been some debate among feminist historians in canada about the changes

in

obstetrical practices and the subsequent elimination

of the traditional rnidwife.n3

Northern canada has not been included in those studies, and legrettably, there is not
enough material available to change that exclusion, or even add substantially to the base

of info¡mation. There are implications in the Northern model, however, for those who
contend t¡ere is some relation between paternal ideologies and the growth of obstefics,

for studies which follow urban models, or analyze the patterns in rural
mature provinces do not adequately judge the impact of isolation and

areas

of more

tle frontier,

or. the

influences of indigenous customs. The available evidence does suggest white women's
experience

16.

in remote regions demonsh'ates hovv otherwise

independent and adaptable

alWilliam Fry
to Isaac Sfinger, 72January i919. yTA, ACC, DOy, COR 251, File
n2"Joumals

of St Matthew's Mission,
Matthew's Mission, 37, 1 June 1919.
_'3See

"

Fort Mcpherson. NWTA, N79-027,

St
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white women were rapped by their own cultural sensitivities and fears about birth rathe¡
than influenced by lacist tendencies. It was cultural contlitioning which prevented them

fi'om using the traditional technologies around them. \vhile they did not have the
necessary facilities and assistance designated necessary

institutions, they

by

medical an<f paternal

still had to deal with the anxieties the ideology

generated.

As

a

consequence, what might have been a shared experience among women was not shared

at all. Only the biological process itself remained the same.

significantly, white men and women viewed the birth of children in the North

as

momentous occasions, which of course to the families concelned, they were. The bilth

of a white child was often presented as a heroic feat especially when the white child was
the first one to be born in the region, in a puticular settlement, at the farthest north
point, or on some particular Arctic island. The immediate reaction to these "records,' is
how Eurocentric they seem. After all, babies had been born to indigenous mothers in the
canadian Arctic for cenhrries.* viewed from another perspective, claims of a special

record indicate there rras no collective memory of safe births in the region for white
mothers

--

mothers who had been raised to fear childbirth and its complications, and who

expected difficulties and were

well aware of the consequences should something

go

wrong. The concern would not only be for themselves, but would extend to any infant

left motherless, for there was no ¡ecorded practice of using Native wet nurses.

and

alnuit mothers, of course,
oÍten succumbed to the rigours of childbirth on the [.ail.
Just because women in so-called "primitive" societies had managed childbirth for
centuries without Eulopean medical assistance does not mean that it wai a safe enterprise.
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indeed, there was always the spect'e of infanticide associated with Native custom.

chilla Bulbeck writes in "New Histo¡ies of the Memsahib" that motherhood nafl.owed
the lives of women living out in the field, although

it is arguable

that motherhoocl

narrowed the lives of women rvherever they were because a family adds responsibility
and expands the role of a wife. In this case, the field had an additional impact. In the
case

of the Arctic, the harsh environment, and isolation from the usual female support

netwolks narrowed the fîeld even more, and influenced how mothers effected their roles.

Bulbeck also suggests motherhood allowed for a closer interchange with indigenous
women,o5 and through the traditional occupations associated

women were able

to train indigenous women in

with women,s work, white

those mysteries associated with

motherhood and maniage in the south. The northern model is somewhat skewed because

while white women were teachers and nurses, for example, a considerable number of
those women were unmarried. The interchange operated at a different level.

Only Mena Orford expressed any specific concerns about the Inuit woman who
looked after hel'childlen, and she hacl difficulty with the difference in attitudes about
child rearing which came from that experience. Mrs orford viewed Native practice

as

very lax, for the Inuit allowed their children to do as they pleased, and corporal
punishment was culturally unacceptable to them. This anitude seemed to pafticularly

offend the missionaries, who were unable to recognize the positive effects

of

that

freedom. "we have so little trouble with our children, they are so well disciplined,

n'Bulbeck,

"New Histories of the Memsahib, " 93.

if
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dealt with consistently" recorded Reita Latham.

"46

what amazed Bessie euirt, one of the

flust teachers at the Residential School at shingle point, was how the Inuit were willing

to leave their children in the care of sfangers, and with the knowledge they \¡,ould not
see them

for

montfts because families would be out on the land. But Miss euirt

understood why these children were not disciplined within their families. she explained

in a newspaper interview about the Inuit superstition that children were born with

the

spilit of an ancestor, and this was especially the case if there had been a recent death.

So

the parents thought

it would be presumptuous on their paft to correct the child or force him to do
anything he did not want to do, since he was really a reincamation of the older.
person. This feeling remains until the child is about fourteen when he is supposed
to revert to normal. If you ask an Eskimo father to send his child to school, he
replies 'I'll ask him,' and if the child does not want to come to school, he is not
made to do so.at
Knowledge of the purpose behind cultural practices did not make acceptånce any
easier for white women, however. The Inuit practice of infanticide offended their own

sensibilities so much they chose to disbelieve, or to rationalize the practice in some other
way as a defence mechanism against having to deal with the unthinkable. Sophie porter
thought that while Inuit were "liable to leave thei¡ female children around anywhere, ol.
trade them off for dogs or rifles to any one disposed to take them,', she did not think this
was done from "natural unkindness, only habit,,, for as a rule, Inuit ,'úeat children well
as

long as they have food or clothes for tïem.

"o8

This sentiment was repeated by Grace

6Reita Latham,
Living Message, October 1932.

n"'Work Among Eskimos
Satisfìes the Soul," Montreat Daily Star,4February 1933.

'Þorter', "An Arctic lilinter, " 355.
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o'Kelly who noted an Inuit family rarely had more than two or three chilclren, and any
over that number weLe adopted by childless couples "or disappear in mysterious ways
while young. " There was no need for "the advanced ideas of our old friend Malthus" in
the North, she thought. Nature and culture took care of that, but the Inuit appeared ,,to
be very fond of those they do bring up," and those children were showed off with some
pride.ae

Mrs O'Kelly, who had been so closely inspected by the local women, was herself

inhigued by how women on the Arctic coast carried their children with them.

She

observed that under every ar-Tigie, and against her bale back, every woman she saw

carried a baby.'' The parkaJike garment was tied around the woman's waist to keep the

child fi'om falling through, for the baby travelled in a large hood. "At the slightest
whimper the mother untied the sfing, leaned forward and with a shake of her shoulders
the baby would appear flom beneath her skirt in front

: a Íick worthy of a conjurer.,,

No doubt Mrs O'Kelly could not visualize herself performing the same feat, but she was
astounded when she realized that no matter how damp the ground, babies who were only

four to six months old were placed upon it and exposed to the icy wind while their
mothers nursed them at leisure. This made her shiver in her tweed suit and heavy beaver
coat.5r

In hel memoit', Grace O'Kelly

ma<le one

of the few documented remarks about

a'O'Kelly, Typescript, PABC,
39.
s0Unfortunately

Mrs O'Kelly failed to reconcile this comment with her.previous

observation about the small size of Eskimo families.

5'O'Kelly, Typescript, PABC,
31.
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women's condition in Inuit society in terms of sexual equality. The women had followed

her everywhere and wanted to trade sinew and skins for all the clothes Mrs O,Kelly

wore. "To get rid of them" she gave them cigarettes and needles. The cigarettes were
snatched out of her hand by one of the men, even though she told him they were for the

women. "He replied that she was his woman and he had a perfect right to the present,

"

Mrs O'Kelly explained, " and she "let it go at that as woman's rights had not yet been
preached along those shores.

lot of Inuit women, but

"52

She knew nothing she could do

she had also noticed that

or say would change the

in some ways, these women were held

in some esteem.
Like Mrs O'IGlly, Luta Munday observed that "\ryoman suffrage had certainly not
arrived among the people.

"

She explained that Inuit "women must never eat deer

tongues,

" which

assured

tlem always having that delicacy for tlemselves. "

she astutely pointed out was "a wise taboo on the part

of men, as it

She also noted women could

not eat the eggs of wild birds until they had given birth to one child. The men,

she

concluded, were clever and artful to impose these customs.s3
Grace O'Kelly described how she had observed an Inuit woman being held at the

police baracks with another woman and a man who had aided her in strangling two
previous husbands. She was an old woman, and had eluded capture by police by making

dog{ike tracks in the snow. Mls O'Kelly was impressed by this clever manoeuvre, but
she was intrigued by the

s'zIbid.,

third husband who "seemed most devoted and could be found

36.

53Munday,

A Mounty's Wife, 184
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sitting in their tent with his arm around his lady love, or holding her hand as he walked, "
she remarked.

It is not clear if the Inuit woman had murdere<l the first two

she could marry the

husbands so

third, although it is apparent that Mrs O,Kelly believed it to be the

case, and she was more envious than damning

of the woman. She also noted

this

behaviour was the only form of love-making she "witnessed among the stolid, and
apparently unresponsive natives of these coasts.
Perhaps Mrs

O'Kelly expected to

"5n

see more open affection fi.om the

Inuit because of

rumours she had heard about sexual customs. The Inuit practice of wife-swapping was
misunde¡stood as promiscuity by most whites, who like Luta Munday detelmined "moral

conditions among the Eskimos were really bad."

of

course, evaluation of those moral

conditions was based upon Christian and European codes of conduct, and Mrs Munday
recognized the Inuit were more unmoral rather than they were immoral. For. them,
relationships which Europeans considered immoral were not wrong.st Not surprisingly,

it was feminist Agnes Deans cameron who placed the issue of wife-swapping into proper
perspective. She noted that in the "rest of America,', the rule was one man, one wife.
There was, however, an "elasticity of the rule in Chicago and elsewhere, so that it may
lead one man, one wife at a time.

"56

Was the Inuit custom really much different?

Relations between the sexes also puzzled Anna Rokeby-Thomas because she had
observed that

s'Ibid.,2g.
ssMunday,

A Mounty's Wile, 175.

tuCameron,

The New

Nonh, 168. See Chapter "Speaking of Me and Franklin.

"

25r)

smiles on the faces

of Eskimo women were genuine, they were

happy and
content, they have great respect for their men, even though they get an occasional
beatíng. There were not enough women to go around, so men share women. It
seems SAD, but WORSE, women are exchanged like chattels.s?
Diamond Jenness explained the practice of exchanging wives in his account of two years

living among the Inuit in the early part of the twentieth century. He wrote that the
"transfer of wedlock was not made indiscriminately but according to definite regulations. "

A

man may have had wives and children

in many tribes, but this meant that he had

kinship ties which allowed him to hunt and fish in another family,s territory. ',A sfanger
was a potential enemy who could be killed at sight, but by this system of temporarily
exchanging wives the natives could travel from one end of the country to another.',sE

Wife-swapping was not an issue in the Mackenzie Valley, but temptations of the flesh

wele, and despite any reasonable explanation,

it

perplexed missionary women like

Margaret Tims whose concept of morality was too tied up with the religious notions of

sin to account for northern experiences. The missionaries likened the ÍÌustration of
conveying the message about sin and temptation to their.Native charges as ,'trying to
break down a thick stone wall with a few pebbles.

"

Miss Tims was a missionar.y at Hay

River who visited the homes of Natives where she would tell them bible stories and show
them pictures. But

if

she talked about sin, the Natives would

5?Rokeby-Thomas,
sEDiamond

tell her they never sinned,

"Some Notable Inuit," Nonh, (22)5,1975, 16.

Jenness, The People of the Twilight, (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1928),53-54.
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if

and of course

they never sinned, they never felt need of a Saviour.se

The concept of sin was not the only abstract notion which thwarted white women,s
attempts to change Native customs. wallace Manning found that the notion of time was

"not a cut and dried commodity pacelled out into valuable sections each of which must
be seized and spent in a manner advantageous to the spender. " Fo¡ the scientist with
Iimited time at her disposal, Mrs Manning found it difficult to accept that, for the Inuit,

time was a "leisurely thing that goes on and on at one's convenience.

"

she decided

"Eskimos on the whole huny only when they must and not think of tomorrow.,'@ \ühat
had escaped Mrs Manning was the Inuit did indeed live for today, because the shtggle

for survival was simply a daily one, and while routines of the day and

season wer.e

important in the lives of the Inuit, they \ryere not necessalily conspicuous. Besides, where
would they get a timepiece? As Luta Munday noted, the Inuit had no way of reckoning

time, neither fol the day, nor for the long term. Only by remembering some incident
could they reckon time in the past.6'

After her lengthy stay in the North, Selina Bompas told readers of the Imperiat
Colonist that women who went into the North should be pl.epared to deal with the
idiosyncrasies of the Natives, "to meet them as equals, not inferiors, to deal gently with

tleir failings

and above all, show towards them under all ci.r.cumstances, 'the summer

seHistor¡cal

Sketch of the Origin and Work of the Hay River Mission, Great Slave
the

Inke, NIVT, (Np: Nd, Literatue Society of the WA to the Missionary Society of
Church of England in Canada,) i2. GSA.
@Manning,
6¡Munday,

Igloo

for

rhe Night, 36.

A Mounty's Wife, 147.
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calm of golden charity'.

"6'?

Determining the failings of the Native population seemed to

be easy enough, but remaining calm was a difficult lesson

fo'white women to learn.

After all, they were the ones who were there to do the teaching. Reita Latham lamented

tle

Natives at Shingle Point had not the slightest idea how to use money, for example.

The Natives felt they had to spend

it. Miss Latham viewed it

teach the Natives to buy "such things as

will

as

part of her function to

be of real use and value to their lives,"63

not recognizing that their purchase of things which took thefu' fancy was not a reflection
of her failure to insfuct, but more of an indication the Natives were capable of using the
exchange to serve theil own needs and desires. obviously, material wealth accumulated

with an eye to the future, like time, was not as much a priority for them as it was for
her.

Although white women expressed flustrations with their inability to teach the value

of

southern customs to the Natives, nothing orfended them mo¡e than the Natives'

apparent disregard for cleanliness, although for those who lived among the Inuit, ther.e

was some recognition of the reasons why baths in the Arctic were unrealistic. Anna
Rokeby-Thomas wondered "how many of us under

tìe

same circumstance could even

endure a weekly bath. "s The personal hygiene of Natives has already been touched upon

in

a previous chapter, but

it should be noted that fo¡ missionaries, sometimes dirt even

interfered with their vocation. Margaret Tims remembered her a¡rival at Hay River in

6'Bompas, "Our Women
in the North,
63Reita

"

85.

Latham, Living Message, December 1932.

øRokeby-Thomas,

"Arctic Life, 1937," Living Message, March 1938,71
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1890 because even while the physical sunoundings surprised her, her ',heart sank,, when
she looked at the Natives themselves.

"would I ever get used to them, "

she asked. "They

were awful, especially the women," and even though she told herself ,'they wer.e rny
sisters and

I

must love them

was ashamed to think

I

if I would do them good," it was no use. She confessed "I

felt like that and tried to pretend to myself that

I

loved the

Indians. " Gradually, she wrote, that victory was won.6
Catherine Hoare believed the Inuit at I{erschel Island lived practical Ch¡istian lives.

They were

a

joy to work with

because they were sincere,

kindly, and truthful, and

so

"honest, one cannot help liking them. But oh! they are di¡tyl Dirty in every way," she
recorded. What was most annoying was "they seem to make slower progress in tlris
respect than in any other. "6 one way of dealing with the lack of progress was through

the child¡en. Reita Latham Told fhe Living Message that during the winter

of 1931, the

school at Shingle Point had a neatness contest, in an effort "to tidy up the Eskimo race

of the futule. " This was a successful enterplise, for the Inuit children were eager to learn
and were responsive to mission teaching in the shoft term.

One teacher described how the childl.en's faces were ,'at all times interested,
responsive and happy. " She had expected less, for she revealed that "once one had been

among them even for a short time, one almost forgets that they are native children,
because they have so many

of the same natural traits as white children.

"6?

Ten yeas

6Margaret Tims, Historical
Sketch of the Oigin and Work, L
trCatherine Hoare
to Bishop Lucas, 15 January 1921, pAA 70.387, MR 200/85.
6?Priscilla

Shepherd, Shingle Point, Living Message, July 1931.
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earlier, Mary Samwell had written to her Bishop from Hay River that she felt Inuit
children were intelligent and "can quite readily accomplish what they put their minds to,
and have excellent memories.

were more interested

in

" Like other childr.en, (rneaning white children) her pupils

conc¡ete work rather than the absh.act, she decided, but

nevertheless "were lacking in the power to apply themselves.

"6s

This attitude should be

viewed from the pelspective of a rcacher as well as from the aspect of racial superiority.

As teachers, white women felt they were well placed to indoctrinate Inuit children into

a better way of life than that which they considered the children already had. Reita
Latham wrote from Shingle Point

in

1932 that

in every instance where we see the lack of culture and training, we en<leavour to
wo¡k towards the end of so educating and training ttre children we have with us
that they shall develop and choose rather to go by our teaching than to follow
after the foolish method and manner in which their parents have t¡od.6e
She added this task was made easier because opportunities were unlimited as nearly
everything which was suggested to the children was accepted.

At Hay River ten years earlier, however, Mary Samwell had expressed concern to
Bishop Lucas about teaching memory work to Native pupils. She noted that while they
had little difficulty memorizing, she was wonied they did not understand what she was

teaching. She would have rather they understood, she tokl Lucas, but there were just too

nany children to teach. More importantly, many in her class were soon going back on
the land, and this was their last opportunity for lessons.'o Mary Samwell's problem was
6616

September 1921, PAA, DMR, MR200/1A2lBoxMF.t2.

6'qReita

Latlram, LivÌng Message, December i932.

'% March 1922. PAA, DMR, 70.387/MR200.
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not necessarily the size of her class. Her comments reflect the inability of these teachers
to properly evaluate the impact of their lessons, because the Nofihern lifestyle did not

tle patterns wìth which they were familiar. The

fit

concerns also indicate the usual northern

problem of sporadic attendance, and that classes were filled with pupils of all ages and
representing a diverse level of achievement.

when the school at shingle Point \¡'as established in 1930, priscilla shepherd reported
there were eight boys and fifteen girls. The youngest boy was six, and the oldest thirteen.

Four of the girls were still babies, she noted, and the remainder between six

and

fourteen. Only one child knew any English, and a few could count and recite the
alphabet, which she attributed to mothers who had had some missionary contact.z¡ By
1933, Addie Butler \ryas the only teacher for thirty-eight pupils, and according to Isobel

Hutchison, taught English, reading, writing and arithmetic, as well as English folkdancing and recitations. This cuniculum caused Dr Hutchison to ponder on what Robert

Louis Stevenson's reaction would have been "if he could have sat with her, listening to
a little frosty eskimo glibly reciting his verses. "'2

It should come as no surprise that what was taught in

these mission schools was

rife

with what might now be viewed as imperialist rhetoric. After all, that is what they were
teaching in canadian and Bdtish schools, which is where the teachers were trained. But
despite the fact that Priscilla Shepherd proudly reported

TtLivíng

Message, May 1930.

T'zHutchison,

Notth to the Rime-Ringed Sun, 798.

in

1930 that her prize pupil was
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able to recite "our Flag" with competence anrl relish,?3 it is questionable
how much of
the Empire propaganda was absorbed by Inuit and Native children.

It is noticeable fi.om

some sources that the women who had to work with the children were
sensitive to the
need for some local content in their teaching. The impelialistic content of
the eclucation

provided in Norlhern schools is more significant for what it tells us
about the teaching
than

it

does about how far and deep the ideals were spread. caution is r.equired
when

assessing the impact;

samples

of wol*

just because they tried to teach it does not mean it was learned.
sent from shingle point

to the Deputy Minister in 1932 show

examples of spelling sentences hke Do the naughty kittens smell a rat nearby,
crying because he cannot get there out oÍrhe turnip

fied.

and,

These would have been

He is

difficult

for Inuit children to comprehend. Rats, kittens and turnips were well outside their life
experience, but in fairness to the teachers, the same tests showed sentences such
as

smith is at Kittagazuit, and

I

Mr

did not go to Bernard Harbour.,o when Flossie Hirst

repainted the nursery at pangnirtung, the scenes included those

of Inuit families

and

northern wildlife,'5 rather than kittens, sheep in the meadow, and windmills, which
were
featured in spelling lessons and which might well have appeared on the nursery
walls.
These small adaptations do not suggest any ovelwhelming attitudinal changes in
concepts

of cultural superiority, but do indicate that change was possible.
some efforts to teach were decidedly unsympathetic to local custom, however. one

'3Living Message, August 1930.
ToFleming
7sHirst,

to Rowat, 4 Jan 1933. PAC, RG85, Vol 1883, File630t219-2.

Diaries, GSA, II.
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example of this was the formation of Girl Guide Companies. Boy Scout Troops antl Cub
Packs also operated in the North, but Brownie Packs and Guide Companies were under.

the exclusive direction of women. There is something almost bizane about the concept

of a white woman fi'om the South teaching Native gir.ls in the Mackenzie Valley how to

follow

a

t'ail in the bush using Baden-Powell's woodcraft signals, or.how to light a fire

at the end of the day's hike. Yet, at mission schools in the North, Guide and Brownie
meetings were considered to be a great help in character building wrote Helen Sowden

ÍÌom Hay River in 1935, "and tlre outdoor activities called for in the programme afford
them the pleasures very dear to their former mode of living.

"76

Few documentary sources about pre-war Girl Guide Companies in the N\ilT have
survived, but an early log book of the First Hay River Girl Guide Company has.', The

log begins in 1934, and continues to 1936. There is no signature on the handwritten
scribbler, but

it

was probably kept by Helen Sowden who reported on Girl Guide

activities to the Living Message during those years. While the Company was established

il

1934, it had an unsuccessful first year, and an entry for Janua¡y 1935 declares that

"after a lapse of almost six months, due to unsatisfactory behaviour on the part of the
Guides, we restarted on probation and had an opening meeting. "

It

is unknown

if

the

original members were simply recalcifant Girl Guides, although the leader's disclosure
that patrols were not named at this time suggests

it might have been the

case. Pat¡ols

TíLiving Message, January 1936.
Since this programme was offered to girls in
residence at the boarding school, this comment suggests Miss Sowden believed their
former mode of living \¡/as a permanent way of the past.
??cSA,

DOA, M71-4, Series 2-1-i.
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permitted a system of peer conÍ'ol; responsibility was ealned by olrtel girls as they
progressed tlu'ough the plogramme. This may have been impossible under the
circumstances because there were no experienced girls
because

to accept responsibility,

antl

of cultural considerations where some Guides may not have recognized

the

authority of another girl.

It is possible the company's activities might have simply been suspended because they
were a favoured amusement, and this was punishment

fol

school infractions. The

company was subject to short term shut downs for more important activities such

as

confirmation classes, but the log entries suggest the programme followed closely the
ideals and activities of the Girl Guides

of canada. Included in the teaching were

the

Guide Law and Promise, much of which would make little sense to Native girls at Hay

River, although those who had already been indoctrinated to the christian Mission would
have some idea about duty to God, King and country. The Girl Guide Company also

provided an appropriate setting to teach the girls modern health and hygiene. child
welfare classes included lessons about baby health and nutrition, and the proper way of
bathing an infant.

of

course this socialized girls as mothers, but there was never any

serious doubt in this setting that the future held any other promise, so

it

was seen as a

useful skill. The Guides also learned first aid, although there were often shortages of
supplies. The leader recorded in the log that no smelling salts were available, but one of

the Guides had suggested using hung fish as an equivalent.

By the time the FiIst Hay River Girl Guide Company held their meeting on the 24th

May,1935, there were two pahols in operation: the pansies and the Bluebirds. During
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the spring there had been a number of outdoor excursions, including one where two of
the Guides had fallen into a slew, but this particulal meeting was held indoors because

of inclement weatïer. The Company reviewed their
game,'E and then were

lessons on the flags, played Kim,s

told the story of the Daisy, which was the floral emblem of the

Empire.
As these activities reveal, there was nothing subtle about the imperialism of the Girl
Guide programme of the 1930s, and nothing served to indoctrinate these children better

to imperialist ideas like Gi¡l Guide Companies and Boy Scout Troops, although the
question must be asked about how much of this instluction was absorbed and how much
was discarded when girls and boys returned to their families where there were no regular
meetings. There is no rray to measure the permanent impact. Guiding might simply have
been yet another weekly chore for the girls who aftended because someone else insisted

they do

it. It

might possibly have been just a lark for others. There is no reason to

believe these Girl Guides were all that different fÌom adolescent girls who lived elsewhere

in canada. All that can be concluded is that the missionary teachers fostered the

para-

military groups with enthusiasm for they saw the structure as an effective means of
teaching all those life skills they believed importânt, including self-discipline, pride in

'T!. new recruit was required to learn the history of the three flags which made up
the Union Jack, and the protocol for maintaining and flying the flag before she could bè
emolled as a Girl Guide. she also had to memorize, and show some understanding of the
Guide Law and Promise. Kim's Game -- for those uninitiated in the mysteries of Guides
and Brownies or Kipling, is a memory game. Objects were placed on a tray and exposed
for a set period of time. The object was to identifu as many items as possible whén the
tlay was re-covered. This game was used to teach observation as well as memory skills.
These aspects of the programme vvere still an integral part Guiding as late as the 1960s.
The programme has now changed.
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appearance, self-respect and respect for autholity." Those skills wele not deleterious in
themselves, but when coupled with the assumptions of cultural interference which went
along with their teaching, they take on deeper meaning, and present just one example of

how good intentions can become labelled as racist behaviour'.

By the time the Guide Company at Aklavik was formed in 1937, Guiding was an
Empire-wide movement, and supposedly adaptable to cultures of all kinds, providing they
subscribed to the ideals of duty to God, and country. Leaders felt that being Girl Guides
was one way of allowing girls in the North to see themselves as a part of a wider group,
and Ethel Hewer wrote to Livíng Messagø readers that while parkas, fur boots and mitts

were the usual uniform for the "most northerly Company in the British Empire,

"

they

were "very proud to belong to the Great Sisterhood of Guides, even if they were so far
away at the top of the world.
because she also noted some

" It may have been the enthusiasm

was Miss Hewer's,

girls were a bit bewildered by the whole idea when they

were first arrived at the school at Aklavik, and when Guiding was explained to them.

They were, she decided, "somewhat amused at the funny things these white people
do.

"80

Despite efforts to convey the message which Girl Guiding offered, for Anglicans and

?e

Richard Finnie, in his 1944 repoft, was more cynical about the purpose of Girl
Guide Companies and Boy Scout Troops at northern missions. The children were "drilled
to signal with flags such messages as 'Welcome to our Bishop" while others were "robed
in scarlet cassocks, white surplices, and ruffs. " This made the demonstrations atfactive
subjects for missiona¡y publicity -- a sort of early northern photo opportunity . Canada
Moves Nonh, 59.
soLiving Message,
Iune 1,937 .
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Roman catholics alike, schools in the Nofth were primarily concerned with fostering

spiritual change rather than they were with education. Literacy was a necessity requir.e<l
to undeÌstand the Scriptures in the evangelical denominations, even though many prayers
and hymns had been translated for Native use, and in the opinion of some, like Flossie

Hirst at Pangniftung, mission work would never prosper unless the Natives learned to
speak English.8' But the mission schools had restricted finances and limited contact, so

reality dictated some complomise. What developed was a curious mix of sfuggling to
teach English along with grappling to learn the strong guttural sounds

of the Native

languages. Any real attempts to teach English focused on the children in the schools,

which for the teachers was difficult. For the pupils

it

was a sfain, but most teachers

reported the children learned English quickly.
Outside the schools white women resolved to make some attempt at meeting the
Natives halfuay. Some compromise was to their own advantage to teach white, soutlem

customs. Not being able to communicate contributed to their isolation as well. Helen

Meritt wrote from Bernard Harbour in

1921 about how when her husband was away she

felt so alone, and although a Native woman came to help lay fli.es in the morning, they
could not converse. Mrs Memitt knew only about thifty words of Inuktitut, and she was
unable to put those together to make sentences. Learning Inulfitut for Helen Merritt
meant she could teach well-baby clinics. She remarked, however, that before she clid that,

I'Hirst Diaries, GSA, I.
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she "would like to start insftucting all in the use of handke¡chiefs, ',u something she
thought would be diffìcult trying to convey through an interpreter. undoubtedly, ther.e
was no

Inuktitut word fol handkerchief. More impofiântly, an attempt to convey the more

coverl message through an interpreter would probably prove to be unsatisfactory. Not
only the language was foreign.
Gladys Booy wfote to the Letter Leaflet fuom Hay River about trying to learn the
language. "It will take a long time," she said, but ',a few wor.ds to show willingness are
always appreciated by the Natives. It
go then without an interpreter.

"s3

will be such a help to

have the knowledge.

I

can

At chesterfield Inlet, the Grey Nuns recorded in their

journal that
la necessitá de parler un peu la langue du pays nous obligd a I,étude, c'est de tour
coueur et avec ardeur même que nous y livrons. Notre pr.ofesseur, consacre une
heure par jour a notre service. C'est très difficule surtout pour nous qui avons 45
ans, c'est une dure entreprise.&
Une rlure entreprise, indeed. Some women, like Winifred Marsh, used the opportunity

afforded by long Arctic winters to learn the intricacies of Inuktitut. Louisa camsell Mills,
however, lived almost her whole life in the Mackenzie valley and never mastered the
slavey tongue. Mena orford described how she had first learned the thirteen symbols of

Inuktitut, and the added accents. she had learned words as her teacher Etonah

had

pointed to common objects, and then progressed to reading symbols on paper. ',The

E'?Helen

Merritt to Mrs Lucas, Bernard Harbour., 17 November

MR200/111.
E3Letter

Leaflet, September

saChroniques,

1921

.

Chesterfield Inlet, SGMSB, 26 Novembre 1935.
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endings, " sho added, "finished me," but she made up her mind to learn those too because

obviously no chances could be taken with a language where, by the simple
changing of a vowel ending, you found yourself discussing that part of femãle
anatomy lying squarely in the field of gynaecology, when all you intended was
to procure a part of the seal that went well with bacon.Es
Mena orford, it will be remembered, had some difficulty eating the part of the seal
which went well with bacon, but alongside her willingness to learn to communicate, her
attitude toward country food and its preparation shows the vacillation which marked how

white women in the Nofh addressed issues of culture and race. There is no pattern of
behaviour which can be firmly delineated, which leads to the conclusion that women,s
reaction to cultural contacts were individual rather than systemic.

How these white women interpreted the otler culture

r

as

initially dependent on

preconceptions developed from misconceptions about Dene and Inuit customs. Tales of

wife-swapping, cannibalism, infanticide, and loose mo¡als would have influenced those
expectations. This was a barren and largely inhospitable land. Supplies were difficult to

obtain. women knew they would be isolated from women of theil own culture who
understood civilized people lived in houses, had some knowledge ofpersonal hygiene and

modesty, and lived apparently moral lives in the fear of God. There is every reason to
assume they met the challenge before them

with some trepidation, often retreating back

to the culture with which they were most accustomed.
Women camot be separated Í|om the prejudices which that culture generated, or the
ideologies of theil own time or culhre. But, it is the contention of this thesis that neither

E5Orford,

Journey Nonh, 68, 92.
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can they be separated fi'om the exigencies

of

geography

or the lealities of

their

circumstances. The ultimate question about white women and cultulal arrogance,
however, has to be whether their sex made a difference in this situation, and the answer.
has to be that

it did.

This was pr-incipally due to their conditioning as women and

mothers, and the social sensibilities

of the time,

and because mother.hood and the

ftaditional occupations of women dictated a very different existence fiom that of their
male counterpæts. There were elements of life in the North which were shared by men
and women alike, and the employment of men more often determined where the women

were, and why they were there, but the differences between sexes imposed by society
accounted for an alternate level of interaction, even though

it may have been adjunct. The

remote location, physical and psychological isolation from their cultural sisters, and the
women's personal initiative to deal with their envilonment were important influences at
this other level.
Discussion about racial and cultural attitudes inevitably raises the more vexing

inquiry which follows from this conclusion: what culpability can be

assessed because

tÏese women refused to use Native midwives, for example, or insisted indigenous
children learn their'lessons in English, o¡ even because they attempted to impose their

own canons of sanitation? In a recent article about nyonyos in the Dutch East Indies
during the same time period as this study embraces, Frances Gouda notes that what is
more important is undersianding the sensibilities, perceptions and illusions of white
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women in colonial situations.€ó white women's views about race in the Nolth have been
presented here with that understanding

in mind, rather than with an attempt to assign

blame.

ln

the Nofthern model, for example, the introduction of Girl Guiding must be

considered as a form of imperialist propaganda, although

it

may not have been to the

women who inÍoduced it. Native girls in the North were not being trained as the female
equivalent of the Empire's last line of defense.s' Guiding simply reflected the accepted
norm for organizing and educating girls in that time. It was seen as a way to link young
girls and women across the Empire in common purpose, and as Richard Finnie suggested,

the success of the mission could be advertised by using a model of organization
recognizable to the women in the south who sponsored it. Their white skins set European

women apart fi'om theil Native neighbours, but that does not mean cultural and racial
conflicts were inevit¿ble, the same way that conflicts did not arise because Inuit women
considered themselves as the people, and whites as inferior.

Frances Gouda suggests that depending on the social position

location, many women played "a starring role
clomination,

"

or

geographical

in the colonial d¡arna of

but she also notes that in some cases, the attempts were

tangential,Es which was the case in the canadian

racial

merely

North. In the NWT, those tangents took

86Frances

Gouda, " þonyas on the Colonial Divide: White Women in the Dutch East
Indies, 1900-1942," Gender & History,5(3), Autumn, 1993,319. Nyonyas is similar in
meaning to memsahib. Gouda uses the ter.m elisions where I have uied ìllusions.
87See

Robert H MacDonald, Sons of the Empire: The Frontier and the Boy Scout
Movement, I8n'1918, (Toronto: U of Toronto press, 1993), conclusion.
881bid.,31,9.
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the paths enforced by the remoteness, the climate, and the necessity to adapt, and by the

possibility that the Native people of the North made decisions about what was of value
to them, only to discard what they did not want without any of the white women ever
being awale.

CONCLUSION

White Women Have Strange Ways

The hístory of the North, as we currently know
impressive feats of explorers and Company men, and

it, is primarily a tale of the

it is based on the countless pages

ofPostjournals, RCMP patrol reports, and exploratíon diaries. These documents pr.ovide
an explanation of the past which supports the recognition of men as makers of history,
and

it is not surprising that until now white women have not sudaced

because they are

rarely mentioned among the game tallies, the fur statistics and heroic actions recorded by
these men. Histol'ians

of women, however, know that evidence about women's lives is

located not in the political and economic records made by rnen, but in the bits and pieces

left behind by the women themselves, and the history of white European women in the
Canadian North is no exception. That history had to be built from evidence collected

fi'om disconnected sources. The t'agmented nafure of the evidence imposes theoretical
reshictions and necessitates the cleative use of material to produce a collective memory,
but the volume of that material is significant enough to add new dimension to the history.
The nature of these sources sometimes limits the ability to make corurections across

time, although that is not as significant as it might be, because living conditions did not
significantly change during the period covered by this study. For example, while

I

may

have located Mrs Smith at Fort Good Hope and Fort Resolution in 1911 and 1922, Mrs
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Green at Fort Norman in 1915, and at Aklavik

in

1927

, or Miss Jones at Foft Simpson

for two months in 1925 because she had missed the sailing of the steamer, I was unable
to exfapolate to some connecting point, or to overlap lives in any significant way, but
what was evident t¡roughout was that these women had to change attitudes because of the

living conditions imposed by the North.
As the aeroplane flew her North to Cambridge Bay in 1936, the pilot told Anna
Rokeby-Thomas that she would not see another tree for three years. He was right, she
remembered, "but little did I realize how much

land.

I

I'd long for a sight of a tree in the barren

embarrassed even myself, by weeping and then hugging the

my arms around on my rvay back to

civilization.

"'

first tree I could get

The effect of her physical

environment was not something she had really thought about. Mrs Rokeby-Thomas
recorded that when she had departed ÍÌom Edmonton, she had been interviewed by
reporters. This was ridiculous, she noted, because how could she give them impressions

of a place she had yet to
She

hai

expectations

see?

of

course, just like

all the other southem women who

had

ventured North. She expected the Inuit to be ignorant of "civilized" ways, and knew them

to be superstitious and unchristianlil<e. "We think of the Eskimo as being very unclean, "
she

told the Zlying Message in 1938, and that they lived in snow houses "exactly like the

pictures one sees of an igloo.

"'?

But she lea¡ned from hel tlu.ee eventful years at Victoria

Island as wife of the resident Anglican missionary. She discovered enough about herself

'Anna Rokeby-Thomas, "Manied Under the Midnight Sun, " North,2l(4), 1974, 19.
2Living Message,
March 1938.
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and her environment to write an almost self-deprecating descr.iption of her "northern,'
self. It was plesented as a view that the Inuit women of Bathurst Inlet might have had of
her while they entertained at a tea held in her honour.
Anna Rokeby-Thomas thought the Inuit women were amused by the way she crawled
through the snow tunnel and how awkward she was when finally inside. She decided they

thought her pallor was an indication of ill-health and that

if

her skin had been bronze-

coloured like theirs, she would be better looking. As they all sat together on the snow

platform, with Mrs Rokeby-Thomas in the place of honour, she imagined them thinking

"it was all we could do from laughing at her white

spots.

" In the words of the fictitious

lnuit author, the "article" explained how

the foolish woman took several mugs of tea and pretended to drink them.
All the time she was spilling it into the snow blocks. That's because she
doesn't like caribou hair mixed with her tea. We have even heard that she
tu¡ns ill when she gets a piece of blubber in a mug of tea. This proves that
white women have shange ways.

When it came time for her to leave, we gave her a new ftr outfit, with
boots to match. We also gave her a lot of sinew to encourage her to sew
on skins. We doubt if she ever uses it! Even so, we invited her to pay
more visits. \Ve'll make a party if she does.3

Not all white women were able to leave the North having acquired the kind of
understanding that Anna Rokeby-Thomas had, but she was not unique. However, her

3Anna

Rokeby Thomas, "Farewell \Vith Memories, " North,23(1), January/February
1976, 52, 54.
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comments do show how the experience was different from other imperial and colonial

outposts,

if

only because of the blubber and the caribou hair. It is hard to imagine

a

memsahib attempting the entrance of a snow house, not just because of the confining
physical space, but because it meant an acknowledgement of cultural acceptance and some
sense

of equality with the Indigenous residents which was not possible in the rigid

hierarchial situation of the tropical Empile. Keeping that porhayal in mind illustrates how
important

it is to treat

each colonial and imperial setting as distinct and separate when

considering white, European woman.

It is apparent from previous

attempted to draw broad conclusions about the interconnection

studies which have

of white women and

imperialism that the canadian North is not part of the historical consciousness of those

who have.

While

it is difficult to compare the climate

and chronology of tropical imperial

outposts with the Arctic, I think what this study shows is that it is important to remember

conditions can change the way people react to their situation despite the ideologies of
their time. I know that for the most part, these women had been indocfiinated to the ideas

of Empire and imperialism because the¡e are markers throughout the evidence that show
their cultural an'ogance, and because they have stereotypical ideas about the Inrligenous
people. There is some considerable literatue about how these women may have been
indoctrinated,a but what the experiences of white women in the Arctic suggests is that

aSee,

for example, John Mackenzie's Imperialism and Poputar Culture, (Dover NH:
Manchester University Press, 1987) Propaganda and Empire: The Maniputation of British
Public Opinion, (Dover NH: Manchester University Press, 1984) or Anna Davin,
"Imperialism and Motherhood i' History Workshop,5, Spring 19'18,9-61,, as well as the
works cited as literary criticism relating to the subject.
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presctiptive material can also assume a relationship between ideology and social practice
that does not always exist. Significantly, in the Northern experience social practice itself

deviated ÍÌom what Eulopean women might expect because of the isolation and the

environment, and because

of the nafure of the Indigenous

societies which women

encountered.

The tea party described by Mrs Rokeby-Thomas provides a foil for what Margal et
Strobel and Nupur Chadhuri have noted as an emphasis in the relevant literature about

women and imperialism on

"tle racist attitudes of white women and their'

luxur.ious

lifestyles compared to thei¡ sisters at home."5 I think that the women in this study would
be hard pressed to describe thei¡ existence as luxurious, and

I

have already asserted that

racism is such a valueladen term, it is of little use when the supposedly subordinate race

is amused by your skin colour.
The Northwest Ten'itories before ttre Second World War does not constitute a
settlement frontier, and a comparison with other North American frontiers would be
pointless, which is the principal reason for not exploring this avenue in the text.
the tlansient nature of the population on the northe¡n frontier which distinguished

other North American ones. The frontier itself was almost stagnant;

it

It

was

it from

was the people

who moved. In the North tïere was never a sense of permanency. Remember Richard
Finnie's comment about "psychologically camping out?" Mena Orford recorded that she
had told her daughtef that "we were just sort of

5Chadhuri

and Strobel,

visiting," when the little girl complained

l esrern Women and Imperialism., Introduction, 3.
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about leaving Baffin Island and her Inuit friends.ó This is significant because it means the

commitment was diffefent, and wornen were willing to acquiesce for the time being to
the environment because there was nothing final about the sifuation for most of them, and

they put up with

it

because

of their

sense

of duty. There was never any urgency to

establish domestic production or to plant roots to provide some economic security, and

while they taught and nursed with missionary zeal, they often commented upon the
futility they felt

because of the apathy of the Native population. But most women knew

that this was a temporary existence, which might explain why they persevered. perhaps
that is one of the reasons Minnie Oulton finally lost her mind. She saw no way out.
The North was a fi'ontier, for it was beyond the borders of what white women would

have seen as civilization. The caution,

frontier, and it was

of course, is that this was a white,

as much a psychological frontier. as

it was

a physical one

European

for those

in the south. But it was still a frontier. In the Ame¡ican paradigm, the fiontier has raised
que'stions about opportunity, and whether the

frontier offered financial or professional

opportunities to women that were denied them in their former homes. Feminist analysts

of the frontier

also wonder whether the frontier changed women's attifudes about

themselves, or perhaps more importantly, whether.it changed men's attitudes about
women. It is not possible to conclude that this frontier provided opportunities for women
to advance their social position and economic status, although the situation made available
some

jobs to a few women, and it allowed a ceft¿in soft of adventure to those willing to

challenge the region. But this frontier made no lasting impression on the attitudes \ryomen

óOrford, Journey North,

l9l.
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had about equality or fi'eedom. Nor did the achievements of some women in the r.egion
change women's stafus

in any \rr'ay.

The transient nature of their lives, coupled with the isolation of communities with

few white residents had implications for the development of "society " . The demographic
make-up

of

these communities required that white women socialize with the Native

women who lived in the afea. Missionary \ryomen were able to est¿blish some hierarchial

organization through the establishment of woman's Auxiliaries, but there was never any
sense

of feminist crusading to change the lot of Native women like there was in India

where the goal was to alleviate the constrictions of purdah. White women in the North
were aware of theil role, and

it is indisputable

that their. role was influenced in many

ways by the imperialist and colonialist forces at work within the Empir.e itself, but the

North allowed them to be escapists of solts.

It

was easier to go about your daily life

untouched by colonial imperatives than it was to avoid the exigencies ofa nolthem home.

The examples of christmas activities suggest such a situation. clu'istmas is a christian

festival, and it appears that while the women could have used the occasion to simply
proselytize and impose their culture, they chose more often to celebrate at a more secular
level and with all the delights and festivities that Christmas in the North could provide.
Historians of Empire may contend that good intentions do not absolve women from

inflicting colonial impositions, but such a view is myopic. It ignores
the notion that women can expolt the better parts of their culture along with less desirable
aspects

of the ideologies of Empire in their

steamer trunks.

It

also assumes that the

concept of Empire and the ensuing imperialist ideas havel fi.om outpost to outpost, never
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changing because of the conditions, or that women must make decisions because of the

environment, not the ideologies.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX I
Tables Showing Climatic Conditions
in the Northwest Territories
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TABLE 1. Coldest month temperatures, Fahrenheit measure, selected
communities in the Northwest Territories prior- to 1937. (Source: WC
Bethune, Canada's Western Nonhland, (Oïtawa.. King's Printer, 1937).
Mean

Daily Extreme
Range High

Extreme
Low

Aklavik

-18.9 Jan

16.9

Good Hope

-22.9 lan

20.0

Norman

-18.6 Jan

14.6

JJ

-62

Simpson

-79.2 Jan

16.4

39

-62

Fort Smith

-15.1 Jan

16.1

40

-64

Coppermine

-21.5 Feb

i 1.5

14

-53

Chesterfield

-26.6 Jan

13.1

30

-55

Lake
Harbour

-15.4 Jan

12.3

27

-45

Pond Inlet

-29.4 Feb

t3.9

17

-54

Craig
Harbour

-25.5 Feb

15.6

21

-45

44

-56
-69
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TABLE 2. Warmest month temperatul'es, Falx'enheit measure, selected
communities in the Northwest Teffitories prior to 1937. (Source: WC
Bethune, Canada's Westem Norîhland, (Ofiawa: King's Printer, 1937).

Mean Daily Extrem Extreme
Range e High Low
Aklavik

55.0
July

18.6

93

30

Good Hope

59.5
July

25.7

95

28

Norman

59.2
July

24.5

92

27

Simpson

6t.6

23.3

31

July

Fort Smith

59,9
July

26.7

92

24

Coppermine

50.8
July

16.4

84

33

Chestersfield

48.0
July

1,7.0

84

26

Lake Halbour

44.0
July

t3.4

Pond Inlet

42.4
July

13,5

77

26

Craig Harbour

40.5
July

10.6

61

29

25
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TABLE 3. Precipitation, in inches, selected communities in the Northwest
Tenitories prior to 1937. (Source: WC Bethune: Canada's Western
Northland, (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1937).
Annual

Rain Snow

Chesterfield

4.95 59.3
5. i3
51.2
7.02 36.8
7.67 57.8
8.55 41.2
4.97 62.9
7.96 43.3

Lake Harbour

7.40

117.1

21,.21

2.32

69t9

9.31

A-klavik
Good Hope
Norman
Simpson

Foft Smith
Coppermine

Craig
Harbour

Total

Annual
Total

Wettest

Month

Total
Dliest
Month

10.70

Dec 1.78 Aug
0.47 Jan 1.63 Aug
0.36 Nov 1.94 Aug

13.45

0.49

10.88
10.25

0.41

t2.67

Mar
0.39 Mar

11.26

0.32

22.29

0.i5

Jan

Jan
i.i0 Jan

0.i8

Feb

1.78 Jul
2.00 Jul
1.50 Aug

2.18 Jul
2.88 Jul

2.92 Oct

TABLE 4. Hours of sunlight, selected communities, NWT. Source'. Ronne
Heming, Climate of the Northwest Territories, Yellowknife, Nolther.n
Information Series, GWNT, 1986.
Ian.

2l

Mar.

Yellowknife

6.5

12.4

Inuvik

0.0

12.5

Iqualuit

4.5

12.3

Camblidge Bay

0.0

t2.5

Chesterfield

4.5

12,3

Inlet

21

June

21

20.0
24.0
20.8
24.0
20.8

Sept. 21
12.5
12.5
12.3

12.5

1t2.3
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Supporting Documents
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of

Indían and Eshímo Commíssíon of the &Iíssíonar¡ Socíety
Church of England ín Canada

the

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT
Betweeni

THE INDI..I,N AND ESK]}IO CO}Í}IISSION OF TIIE TfISSIONÂRY SOCIETY OF THE CllUnCE OF ENGLAND IN CANÅDA,lepre'
sented hereln by its Secretary_Treasur€! fo¡ the time being, he¡eindjter

'

ctlled "ths Employer

'

Ol the Firs¿ Port

-AND_

LÍ1sI

lilr¡li¡ed

e9111€.

in the Provinee of............qtlg--s.!9L, ../IlÞ9.I!3.r'.. .......... -..............
hereinafter cÂtled "the Employee."

Ol the

..

'

Secoltd Pdî¿'

the undeßigned Employee have a8reed to e¡ter the emplovment of the Employer in the positlon of..-89.4d...&ûr.tTo-1a..È¡ò..¡lo$.1.s. Èupo.rv.lso.T-..-...---- - at the s¡id
society's IndiÂr Residerilial school knovn 4s..... $ft. .P9it ç¡l e Inc14l1 schc ol "'
ând situated a¡0ut..9..9.9................mi1es flom the Toivn of ...-..!dnonit¡r¡ " "" " " .' " ': " ""'
in the P¡ovince of.....Alþg.L-ts.i.............,....'....upor the terms sn¿l conditions here¡nafter expressed;

WHEREÀS

I

I

DO HERÐBY ÀCREE with the sâid Employer as

follovs:-

To be loyat ¡nd to obey aìl the lÂwful instructlons of the P¡lncipâl of the sûid School, and

1.

of thê ssid Employer.
To taithfully dlschårge the duties sttache¿l to the said position ss contained in the "Outline of Duties No..a...¡8d...-4...," (o! any âmendment the¡eto,) a copy of which is herebv scknow'
ledged to have been ¡eceived by me, for a peliod of.. fou¡ "- _ "_ " "'yeÂrs from the dste he¡eof'

2.

In the eve¡t of desiri¡g to te¡minste this agreement befoÍe the expi¡Âtion of the soid
pe¡iod of.......f.9.9.r.....--.---..-'..years, to give to the sôid Emp)oyer'?'-"""month's notice in writ-

3.

.o to do, I agieeing that the 3ôid Employer msv te¡minate ût any time hereslter
¡grãe*ent upon giving mo..-.ã.....month's notice of such intention so to do'
ih-i""ir¡vìrt"*i"t

i*

4, I asree that tny sÂlarv o¡ remù¡¡e¡stion shÂll be the sr¡m of -!gl-ty 'féê-Q'-Opf " ""'
Dollars Þer rnonth in add¡tion to my being provìded \vìth board and o furnished roonl'
- 5. Upgn termlnstion of thls sgree¡nent fo¡ â¡y ¡eason whstsoeve! before I shrll have lul_
llled my f-uìl term o! sewlce, I åg¡eo to ¡efund lorthw¡th to tho said Employe¡ Àny sum or sums
oi ¡toouy ap"nt by the ssid Empioyer on Àccounb of my t¡svelli¡g expensæ, or otherwlsê on my
account.

6.Isgreetoacceptlullrespo¡sibiliÙylo!anye)qenditu¡enecessaryformedlcâlt¡eÂtment
on lúy

accounÙ.

sIcNEp AND ExEcurED
ttr¡s....1É*.'........4av

*..&.-..ß¡a.;..""L¿*'

ol.../#"¿/.-

...... ............., A

D 19ål'

"

*L/**.t 'tzy h"''

(ùrgnarurc in¡fìlll o! EmploYee)

'' l*nn.""..
I

rs,gnoiüiä

in iuii

ät

î'i.îi"vó'l
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Ð:'1T,,7tr8

ÎIIIS

!

¿rGR¡:,',J1!lltT

nede

thls :6th dqy of tloroh, f9JC. (c,2)

S 3ÀY CoUPÀYf - IL{CI\SIIZIX RIVËR TRÀtrSpoRT
of Ddmontonr.¡ilbe¡te, hereinafte¡ ccLLed..the Cornpanj,

HLTDSOì¡ |

LIfLI¡l,l ¡lùJS¡nO¡¡O

and

of [lnouto:r, ¿\tbc¡tå.

hereinafter calLed the Enployee r
'íltnesseth that the said Company a6recs to eutploy ¿he eErÞloyce
(t)
,
in.the-capacity
of_ sèol?.ì.rdose on ant of its Stèamãrs, lfotãr iu6:,
,¿olo¡ lJoats, or other craft or over'Land TransÞo¡t ope¡atlng on the peãce
River, Athrbasca, StÂve and ¡lcckenzie Rj.veE iiârd aiu"r, Itreir triUrrtaries alìd edjaccnt lêkes, a]"so thei¡ connecting ì.ihks, bi vr¿ter and by
!ând, or_auch other rlvers, lakes and land connections as the said ComÞ_
¿rny lnay fron¡ time ¿o time nol!inate and require of hrr dì.rring thc seaso;
of navi8ation of the ycar ItrO for v,hlch dervices the Cotnpany agrccs ¿o
pay the follov¿ing ôalery or reEuncration¡
.{t the rate of
tT-lilrjij_-doLlars
per ¡¡onth, during
the perj.od in vhich the se¡vices of the employee arã requireá
by thã ( ,
y-i"ciðiìüjri¡!s,!!'li;"iil""ti,l"9r,Bf.i'åro?ri"å".",!¡*,"ìarill"lt"lf,¡,!
ål'trll""liriF*il3g:""**
--1|I:
itïi3¡l.i'illllsSi.iliS lI"tf:""fitì"T¡Ji"rîi,Í¡l"ri'-;"1:,l1"jjîfl,,1Ì"iltJ"l";;îi;sir,iïylÌl,lå3.,,'*
_ (¿, lne empLoyec i6 to Fl_êce L-;¡ services at the disposal of ie
Cornpany at such places and ãuch tis¡es as the Conpany m3y-desj.gnatc and
is to glve continuous and faithful serv!ce to tnè Cã,npairy dtrring tlre
tern of thi e contrâct,
thc Colnpåny. shall pay.the employee's ttensporta¿ion and expen_--(3)
aes fron
Edno]l¿o!,
ând teturn again at the end of the aeaEon.
(4) Provided that the Compa|,ly may terhfnate such selvice and thj.s
Á8!'ecaent on account of the inco¡npetency, insobtiety, or misconduct
tbc employec, y/ithout any notice whatsoãíer, anã in"ifrãi event, ând o¡
iìr
cvcry such case, the Compâny shaLl pay and the
employee shall ;eccivc
1j{in:'_.îfufii3!îtJ, iy,'îl"i}-få: iiå å:"îi; :;" ,iå .ñ: :};,åî:: ,?:"
¡',ctually e¡ìtployed in suòh rervice, end the Co¡npany v¡ill'noi
bc bound to
þaJ the-trûnspor¿ùtion ànd expcnses of the empioyée back to hor trorn ,,,;
provided Ín_clâuse 3, âbovc êèl out, and the ènrpioyee shall then have no
¡urlner cLaim against the Company in respect of thi.s contract.
(5) Provlded that if the sûid eûployce be prevented
sicknes$, ¿¡ccident, or other unavoidable câuse fiom-attending to andby
performinfÌ'
y¡Íth
duties ln connection
Êuch se¡vice auch a piðpo"tioñ"1" part ai.
sha).L be eluivalent ¿o the tíltre olh j.s dj.-sableà oi aUÃónt, 6halI bc
uctcd fron the eun othe¡wise payable to llo¡ he¡cunder, and that Èh{:ded_
¿¡tn_
o,un t so to bc deduoted as afoioiaid ghaLl be calculateá
on ttle basi$ oí
Îttrîîi-muìì Dit Lr,nc ;,fit Ío:tÎ .
(6) ?rovided also that during the rïhoIe ter¡ù of thìs
the
eÌrployee shatt ca¡ry out the ins¡ructions of th; C;¡"p;;t, cont¡,oct,
slraír
render evcry assistance and information in furtherin¿ tiró and
of
the company, either in the capacity in which oto ii'Ëneäee¿interestc
o¡ other\ri3e
ag¡eed that the eù¡ptoyce ¡/it-1 be hetd ¡esprnsibtc
I! is offurthêr
- -(?]ror
5uÞptres
stores, cquipment and ¡nateI,i.al, which are turncd ov(:! to
h"l in-his.or-her personal ca¡e. Such ètores end equiÞlneut ¿o
llt-9f
at the close of navigation, and a'sÍ¿ned r.c_
_Þc ac0ounted for ln full
leas,e-obtained f¡om the responslblc official ãi iñä'Co"funy
e¿ !he ctose
o! lhe season. Such release to be produced before finai 6ãttlement
fcr
y:9": iÌ rnade by-the conpany. thc vqlue of any stroiiages or brealia8es
nol. satisfeclorily åccounÈed fo¡ to be deductcd from tñc balance duõ the
enlÞtoyec on qccount of v/age6.
Ðated at $.ÌÐonton thi.E :6th
dav of lJnrch, lgil¡
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rå;r iÍl'¿ir, ¡' anl, þt¿ri',;rory, lh¿ øþþt¡cønt shout¿ rôt oll.,.!) h* øþþti¿a.ríor
ta irr¿4o¿ íß øit, ud! ,¿ith hq
þt¿r¿,1t
¿'nþlorñ¿nr
¿uti¿t' 1ût!it sh¿ has ô¿¿r ø¿¿.þ!¿¿ bv th¿ c¿ídìdakr coñn;lt¿¿
tftinine, u'rr"o.-",,iro

ü

¡ù

dþþoíntÌn¿ít.

¡",,

2.

Full ¡esidence address.

3.

Dete of your birth

4.

Date a¡d place of
(d) You¡ Baprisñ

6.

Wb¿t is tàe la¡De eûd

7'

.If you nere not brought up iD tbe church of EDBIe¡d, çith r¡haÈ ch¡istiå.q body were you former¡y clD¡ectêd,
aÞd o,hy

.,. . .

..............,........

åd¿l¡ess

did you ñâ!e tle cåenge

g. plat
9,

Are you married

II

ptace

?.

?..,......,

is yor¡¡ o.cupatioe, if aay ?.

10. Are you e ryidow

\; : lf,

of you¡ Rector

.

...

,. . ,

.

....,.........Or,e¡e

?. .
?

you havc childre¡, ho!¡ rnã¡y and of what ågcs

12. If unEan-ied, are you under any engagehent,

?....,...,

expressed

or implied, tô b€ mârried ?...

you liviDg ât

home1..........

.
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t3. Areyourpareatslivingt..,.............,{¡ethêyi.ûsy!õpå¿¡y!"ithyourguçosc?......
14.

15

for support, or likêly to becor¡e so I

aáy ô!ê dep€dde¡t upon

''ou

15,

A¡e you liâble for aôy i¡dcbt¡d¡.ss

t6.

S¿ete tàc

¡.......

ê\tcqt o{ you¡ êducâtion, giving tåe nâúes of tle iÉstitutioos iÁ rhìcb you rerc êdu.a¿ed a¡d

átioû

fr6ii

á;l

Nâ-&e of

Ha$e j'ou ¡EâtricuLatec

¡, .

iostitutioû

.....,...........

Wl¡at iI ê¡y, is you¡ uîive¡sity stårding

17. If

you ale a ÐE.{CONESS or

?

18, If you åre a TEACHIR
'tlllât expedeôcê bâve you had ?

If

.

... ..

,If

so, lsheÂ ?, . . .

¡.,...

Givcp¡âcesaûddates..,............

Gise subjects, school5 a.od d¿tes .

.,. .

you â¡e 3 PIIYSICIAN

Wãat exp€¡ieEc¿ heve you hed.

fd) I4

20. I¡

hospiråls

t

Givc oa¡res eqd

dâqë.

you â¡e ¿ NURSE

!9!åt

(a)

expe¡ierce h.âvê you båd

IE hospitåfr

?

tle

Dåle of gr¿duetiod

ÎRáINED CHURCH WORKXR

Î\¡hat exp€.iencÊ Àave you hed

F.

...,,.,..,.....,....,

Give aa.Ees end dalcs

.(¿)IÃPri!ãtepráctice¡w¡âfêandforho\Ytong?.....'...'.,

.. ..:. .... ... .... ,....

.

dátê of gEdu-

21. W!át

lâ¡8uegcs, othê¡ tlìÂn Eaglish, have
,.ôu studied

23. Do you

2{.

Cåo

u-Ede¡sþ.ûd houseleápi¡g

Fu

do sieple nursing

?6. How loóg

3l'

Js

you

b

1............,.

.

âs to any pârticular mjssion 6eld

?......,. .,.. ,If

e

e¡ti¡ely t.i tling to

go €lseq here

if

th e

?

.. ,. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . .

I ......,.,...........

¡.........

.

.
?

33

lYiu you r¡iLtidgly agree to be bouod b:/ the rules å¡d

i!

34'.

15

35'

cáo you beâ¡ ¡esFonsibiLiti€s che€rfully, o.do the:/ploduce u¡due a!¡iety,

regula¿ioDs in force

3ó. Wlat

loss of sle€p

?.....

yo;

A¡e you subject to eûy bodily

heelrh

aijûe¡t

?...
cxetcjs¿

¡...,..... ...,..,...,.,..ff

d¡e rbission 6eld a¡¿l Âr ¡ome ¡especrively
sþrneri@eJ distÂsteful

as sboerìr,

conditions of liJe

.

¡.. , .. .

1......

for ilsta¡ce, by ne¡vorlsoe*s, irri¿abi¡i!y

?...........

so,

w¡åt

?

...

.

;

.....

:

...........,.-..-

...

. . . . . . : . . . . , . . ,.

fo¡ thc aissioo ñcld be déeded !céÉ5så¡y by tåe Códnitt¿e, !ôF sooû Forllü you-bê
f¡€.

such tr¿ioidg ?...

,.. . , . . . . ..

....,..:,.....,..,..,,

W!âÈ fo¡ms ol ¡careåìjoÁ â¡d aûus.ftert do you prÁcticê ?,,. ,.

'

:

?.

38. Fbat ír your pnctic¿ Filh ¡egã¡d t¡ physical

{0. If furtået traioilg

.. ......

mission-

..

is ttre present ståte of

llave ¡rou a hobby

in a

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

your tempefÂlnenl sucå tåat you car! re¿rcily adapt yourself
to straage å¡d

or

{1.

?...

Do you realize thar cer!âin privÂtiots åqd sacriôces, inctuding
lÂrdly separ'¿lions, åreofæn nectssarily iovolved

Cån you che€rlully âccept rfie di¡eclions of those itr autio.ity
ov€ryou

.

so, rvhy

........

s¿y râs not oF€! to tle 6eld of you¡ pr€fe¡cflce

32.

39.

....,. . . . .

it you¡p¡eseot purÐose to make missionary service you, lüé $,ork, if
Cod çill

ã.ry career

37.

?...,.....

what capacity do you desire !o serve ?.

29, I9ould

30.

l. ,. . ... .. ...
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Have you lacility in such study

have you e¡tertained a d€süe to undert¡ke rÞissio!åry
s€.vi"u L

27. Have you a prefereoce

23, I!

e¡d plã,in cloHôg

¡

,.

Wou¡d you be siuing ro pay,

r¡ çhole or in pârt, the

êxp..Ese.of such

t¡¿i¡ingl..

42'Ifi!Pe¡cpossible,o!nectsså¡y,wouldyoubererdytostartlorthe6eldatenyti¡!¿?..'...

to

uadertalc

43. Do you acep! fr¡Iy t¡c

41.

.l5.

doc!ÎiD¿s and discipline of

Whåt â¡ê yor¡r person al ¡,abits iq legerd to

(d) Fhat

(ó)

17. Dæc¡ibe

ùr ].ou¡ oç-o Fords,

sin is.

,..

The ne€d ãnd natu¡e of

se¡vice. l9¡it€ thia

Not¿

t¡e .{lonecìeât

¿he fo¡egoiDg

educa¿io!,

lett¿i;

qus¿ioDs,

y*,

ple&se

stt¡a¡r to thb Fo¡fn â le¿têa giving io your o$Á
wotds the

you¡
"*p.ri"ñãl@Gtãffid
ùo it: questions

though thfu Forrl sDd you¡ s.D6¡eer!

!Êslotrj

Th'se questiobs e¡e ¡ot i'teodéd to be i! eny Ìr¿y
u¡st'påtùetiq but tÀey arc aa cam.st
t¡rê sociêry to ¡.aêh ¡igät c-lcrusioÞs. Tbc arsrcrs
ø tùe quåoas
to ,r.'r.a u"
¿s co!-6d.¡tiel E3flast ald cá¡eô¡t
colsidcr:átio! Filt bo gie.o ø yo*

þglg¡tigiÂ

s¡lr'ÈiDg t!6 fo¡egoilg qucatioor, tley

*

¡ll t!¡

i¡Joro¿ù.ou

J¡o{¡

¡ll
ca¡.

seeki¡g Eiseio*¡_,'

¡tteopt to .dâörc you a¡d

,a. ca¡didabs,

comøitt¿e

"pgUotioo,

hcvo

rq-

Sitnatw¿ o! aþþlian!,,
Adòrcst

Dot¿..........,,,.......,...,. rg......

lor

did aot exist-

Jí

3'

¡....,..,.,

e!rctio! el gible study a¡d pr¿y.r ? . .

a¡d çittout aid f¡old otheß.

rpÞüc¡¡t's quali6cåtio!!. Fu-tni¡!

n",!

d

brieÁy the cùaråd€listics of the Church of Eng¡Á!d..

Dsir fscls outliÀi¡g yôu¡

2

292
?

.. .

liote ¡. IÃ sdditioo t¿ slsreriÀg

'

Church of Englâ¡d

Do you urJcig!êdly bê:igvc âll t¡ê Câ¡onicai Scriptures of
r¡c OId e¡d New Tcst&¡ent

¿6, E¡plÂin b.iedy,

Note

tle

itlpoltåDt berri¡g

ia

det€.Ìmiûi,Dg

tle

\\

2g3

CONFIÞENTIAL
Form C__çmSftOwS

l

R

[IEv.

D¡iEREcErvE¡...,......,,....!9..,
FrLE

@lse

ñlíssíonary ãotítty ot

tlse @butcú

No,.,...........:..

of @nglanù

in €snaùa

.

I3I CONFEDERATION LIFE BU¡LDING, rONO¡¡r'O

CANDIDATES' COMMITTEE
PERSONAL QUEST¡ONS TO BE ANSWERED
BY MEN
APPLYING FOR AIPOINT}ÍENT TO THE MISSION
FIELD.

NorE lr rl' irgrþ

å!oi:H,.-

3,

Horne âddress..

o"l, þt¿Ì;ñidøtt,.th¿ oþþri¿afl! sh¿ur¿ not o.tto-..! h;t ¿þþrù,atìo,,
to ink4¿rc ùr øny uay
duli¿r, untí! h¿ har ô¿¿'1 d¿.¿þ!¿t ¿"
c'ø¡¿.i,' ò"^^i,r,
!ßiííns,

is

u'

¡*

ot

uilh

hís 2¡¿u !

t¿¿â,nñ¿,1d¿d

fat

...

(d) You¡ Båpt¡se

ló)

Your C¡Di¡E¿tion...

:.,..,..........

ó,

Of çbat pâ¡ish a¡e you Dow e D1elrb€, ¡..
-. .

7,

W¡a¿ is tbê ûaee

6'

¡f yoq we* lot brftght

s¡d

¿dd¡€ss

r'rp

of you¡ Rector ?....,..

ia tlc

chud

or'E¡grald;

-..

;th

EhÂt cbrÈtíaa body wcrc you

9..{¡eyouro¿r.ied?..
(¿) I¡

y€s, is you¡ Þife also
a

clEEu¡icá¡È of t¡ê Chu¡cå

(ô) Is såc iÁ s,,üpåtby witå your

plaos for

?

... ..... .

ois:io¡r¡y s.rsic¿

..,..,.

¡..,......

for'erry couuecæfãÁi cny

10. If

tl,

If

you b¿vê c¡ild!ê.û, hop o:å¡y ã.od oÍ.what egcs

?

..... ... .., , . , .

u-ornarried, arc you under eqy €lgâger¡1e¡t, expr€ssed or iroplied, to bc Eå¡ried
?. .

t2. A¡eyou¡pa¡eoht¡viÃg?.....,.,.,....,...,...,......,1...
13. Is

'

.

ã.uy

..
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...

A¡etleyi¿srl]pâtÅyEitå1,orupurpose1.......,......_.

relåtive depeûdeot upod you for support, or li.kêty to bêcode so

¡, ,,,.

.,..,.....

t4. A¡cyouliablelo;anyiûdebr€d-o€ss?....,........,.........,,..,,,,...,,..,:.'...,,...

¡5

Givê

tleerteotof you¡educatío!,

gi,¿iñg the ¡ar'Â¿ o! rhê i¡s¿íhtiods i4

flom rac¡.
ñeÉe ol

Have you Eairicrleted

?

inslituliou

Date of gråduetioo

.
?...,.

.....If

,.. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .

'f9!¿t, ifâny, is your e¡iveßiry
srå-dding

16. W¡at

ehich,'ou ñere edgcattd ald tbe dateol gÉd,ration

so, rrhen

¡..,...

..I .. . ... ... ,,.. .... ..

tan$rages, orher ¿hãrl Eogliså, have you studieA, a.od bave you fecil¡ry in thei¡
tlse ¡

ü you a¡e i-o ORDERS
17. Måt \ras the date ol your ordi!åtioq

(d) To the DiecoDâ¿e ¡. . .

19. The !ãEe oI the Eishop ordaiÃirg you..

-

19, Whåt

is your prÊseÃt parochi4l cor-aêctioE

20. ç¡át

other pâ¡is¡es hÂve yo¡.r se¡ved

?

,

?

.

... ....

... .. .. ... .. .. ... . .

?.....,. ......,,... -..

..,,,..:.....

. ü you â¡e a p¡fySICIÀ\
22, What èrp€delc¿ haee l¡ou hed
(d) I¡ Àospitåls I Give !¡-6ca add dat€......

(å) Io private practice

..,.. . .. ... ..

lvhe¡e a.qd for horv long 1..

:

(ó)
.

fo

tbe priesrhood

1...........

If

10<

23.

you a¡. e TEACHIR
W¡at ixpe¡ie¡ce h¿vc you h-ad

2{,

I{açe to1¡ hâd aûy e¡Pe¡ience iû Cbu¡ch or }lissio[ çork

I

Givê subjêc¿s, schools e¡d d4tês"

?

Give ptaces and dattsì

Ifow long hsve you eÉt€rt¡iôed tlÌe desite to u¡dertåke misrioÞaly servicê
26.

mat

is

.

rour ñotive in seeLing to beccme a nìssionary ?

¡

'

""

" """ "

'

" " '

27.Do'oudesûeto€nte!ânysp€ciâlfo!.rnofmissionaryser.,ice'.-..eveng€listic,eduãtionál,medÍcâloriÀduslliâl?...

23. Have you

a preíêrence âs !o any p3rticulâr misrion ñeld

¡

""

'

" "

'If

so'whyt"" '
¡

'

' ''
" "
""""""
30. 15 iÈ you¡ present purpose to toale missiona¡y sewice youJ lile rÌo!f-' il God siU?- "
rnissioúary câreerJ "
'qre
31. Do you r€ålize that privâtions, including fa¡dly sePÂrations, are ofteo leclssarily iovolved in a
" .'"
""" "" """ "".
you¡eâ¿lytoacc€ptthemcheeriully¡,.......' ' ' ' ' '':'''"
" '
':''"" """""
32, CEÂ you cheerfulty accePt the ¿li¡ection o{ those ia autlority over you ? " "'' '' ''
29. Would

you be

your prelerence
eitirely rçilling lo 8o elsenhere if the way ças noi opea to the 6eld of

'

'

33.ilvìltyousrllhglyetleetobeboundbytherulesâ!¿Iregu]atioDsiûforcei.ûtlemissioû6elda'da!hoEerespectively¡....'..

34. ce¡
o¡

for i¡sta¡ce, by leñ'oüsoess,
you b€af rÉspoDsibitities cbeelu.lly, or do they produce u[¿lüe ân:ieiy, as shoc¡,
¡oss of sleep ?. . . . . .

35. lVlat

''' ''''''''

.

ic tüc presrot statê of ]'ou¡

Hily

heelt!.?

''''''':'''''''

'..... '. " " " """"'""'""""'.
37, Efavc you 4,e¡ eppliéd fo! a lile i¡su¡âÁcs polict ?... """ " " """"I1so'
3t. lghat is yotr¡ gr'¿ctice Fìth legå¡d tþ physicâl e¡ercÊ¿ ? ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
3{í. Are you subiect to a¡y

39.

fYhât fords oi recteatiotr a!¿l
H¿ve you â bobby

?....

40. If Iurther tr-¿i¡i.og lor
sucS

trahiag

?.

a¡øeot

a6us.ûeat

?.

¿lo

'','''''''''''''''''

you practíct

?

'.

' '' ' '

' '''''''

'

''''

"""".-""'
ç¿5 yor¡r aPPticstioÁ 8råot€d

?"""""

'

.'
" " " " .' " " " " " " " "" " "-" " " " .' " " ' : " " "

" " " ' üso'

..

i'¿h¿t

?" "

" ' " " " ';" " " ' "

hoiY sooû Fodd
tbe Eission field be deemed oecessaq'bi tbe CoEditteê,

'. . ...

lrritabiiily

be Gee to uqde¡tale

''ou

42.

Doyouact4tfutlytåedoctriocsaaddÍscipliacolthcChurc!ofEagtåld?'..............,..,

43.

Do you u¡leig!êdly b¿liêv. all tbe Cå¡o¡¡i.âl Scripts¡6 of túe OId

'[9¡åt atê you¡ pc.soûel
babits

15. Exptari brie.8¡ iu you¡ oFû
(¿) W¡et

siÂ

i-d

ald

N¿¡e Teståroedt

¡âge¡d to devotiooal Bible study aod pr¿yc¡ ?

. ...,.. ,.:l'

1..,,..,

...,...,...,...

ìeords, e-qd \eit¡out âid f¡oÉ otlers,

is......,

(ù) Tåe treed e.Ed nahrre of t¡e AtorerD€r¡t....

l¿) Tle Fork of tåe lloly Spi¡it

46.

D¿scr'be briedy

tle

cbe.ract€¡isti.s of

.. ... ,,

..,....

t¡e Chu¡cå oI E¡gl¡.dd,,...

Notel.IÁ¿dditio!toâ!5ç.d!gt¡êforegoi!cqo€5tioó"'!=j13]!s!.@giYi¡giayou!ot¡wo¡dsthe
EAi¡ lecb oudi¡ilg you¡ duaâtiou, Jtou! ê¡pÈriroc¿ i¡ Ch¡Èti¡q ror!, s.od FUr ¡cäso¡s for seLiag oissiolar¡
Ér¡gic!. Ivrit! this lrttlr ar t¡ough tbis Fo¡d a¡d. ¡roü¡ e¡sw.¡s þ its questio¡! did ¡ot afÈL
Note 2. ltesc qu€stiols s¡e Áot iÂterd.d to be iÂ aay way uasyopatbctiq but lhey erÊ 6.Û aârÀcst âtt¡dg¡ to co¿ble Fu a.!d
'ttê Societt þ rrách light co¡dusio¿s the aaswas ti tåo qucstÍols EiU be teat€d by thê Ca¡d¡d¿t€s' CoðÉôitte€
cr co!6dedtiâ1. Eald.sÈ á¡d ca¡dul aolsideîâtioo rgill be Bivãr to your application
Notê

3.

Note {,.

P¡qÞ

dêd.dite iÀ a!¡R€fi¡g t¡e toregoirg qucstioos, tley
appuce¡t's quÂlifcatioÊr. Furdiù ell the idorEåtio¡ you ce!.

K¡dly forne¡d

â,

aü båve â¡ iEpoltå¡t b.âriEg iÃ dét€rDliûi¡g tle

copy of yóu¡ rnos¿ receot,pbotog¡áph !¡i¿h your rÊplies, This ís ir¡portånÈ
a.U"dtsr¿ ô! 6þþl¡.a,rr, ...

,

..,

. ...,........,.....
:

¿¿t¿ts . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . .

Doc,...,,.,.,. ,, ,,, , ,..,..... rg......

.

APPENDIX

Maps
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Map 1. Settiements in the Eastem Arctic

UIEIÍIBIâ

Map 2. Settlemetrts in the Western Arctic

ISLAHD

Map 3. Settlements along the A¡ctic Ocean Coast in Yukon and NWT

301

Bedf Ft ilcK¡,i hrl
**¡ivg,í Ft l{cflurras
Litue

Map 4. The route taken by Agnes Deans Cemeron
and Jessie Cameron Brown, 1908

302

I''-'jå;

,'îíhab:sca tandina

Map 5. Route taken by Elizabeth Taylor in 1892

Littre Red/ì

Ft

Map 6. Emma Shaw Colcleugh's joumey North in 1894

a'r"f

-.;l'Ft

fhod

Map 7. Journey taken by Clara Vyvyan and Gwen Smith in 1926
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